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Foreword
This book seeks to elucidate its subject—the governing of demo

cratic states—by making intelligible the party politics of democracies. 
That was the proper point at which to attack the intellectual problem 
the author chose for himself, or so it seems to me. It is a fact that 
competitive party systems are a conspicuous feature of virtually all 
those nations the non-Communist world thinks of as democratic. It 
is an even more important fact that what is involved in governing, and 
in the competition to control the offices of government, amounts to 
very much the same thing. Fundamentally, governing means getting 
people to do things, or getting them to refrain from doing things. 
Those who have the formal authority to govern, if they are to govern 
actually, must seek to find out who is with them and who is against 
them. In modern democratic states these intelligence and propaganda 
operations are party politics, or mainly that. A theory of democracy 
that fails to take account of this fact is of little help in giving us an 
appreciation of the kinds of actions we may expect of democratic 
government.

Having given party politics a central place in his thought about 
democracy, Downs treats it very differently than do other students of 
politics. His entire effort is to account for what parties and voters do. 
His explanations are systematically related to, and deducible from, 
precisely stated assumptions about the motivations that attend the 
decisions of voters and parties and the environment in which they act. 
He is consciously concerned with economy in explanation, that is, 
with attempting to account for phenomena in terms of a very limited 
number of facts and postulates. He is concerned also with the central

IX



X FOREWORD

features of party politics in any democratic state, not with that in the 
United States or any other single country. Downs’ book does not in 
any sense make obsolete the careful and impressively documented 
descriptions of partisan activities that characterize the best previous 
work in the field. It is rather a starting point for ordering and assigning 
significance to the findings of a great deal of past and future research.

Downs assumes that political parties and voters act rationally in 
the pursuit of certain clearly specified goals—it is this assumption, 
in fact, that gives his theory its explanatory power. Most of us are 
such uncritical children of Freud that to say, “He did that because 
he decided it was the best way to get what he wanted,” is apt to strike 
us as not very profound. Yet, just as firms that do not engage in the 
rational pursuit of profit are apt to cease to be firms, so politicians 
who do not pursue votes in a rational manner are apt to cease to be 
politicians. The behavior of voters may be ignorant but that is not 
equivalent to its being irrational. The usefulness of assuming rational
ity on the part of political actors, quite obviously, must be rigorously 
tested against experience, but its claims to usefulness ought to be clear 
from what Downs has done with that assumption.

I cannot say, even in this Foreword, that Anthony Downs’ An 
Economic Theory of Democracy is a book without faults. I can say 
quite sincerely that there are few books that have had so great an im
pact on my thinking, or that I would like so much to have written. 
Some years from now I shall be surprised if Downs’ work is not recog
nized as the starting point of a highly important development in the 
study of politics; its influence is already considerable and continues 
to grow.

S t a n l e y  K e l l e y , J r .
Princeton, N.J.
May, 1965
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Introduction

T h r o u g h o u t  the world, governments dominate 
the economic scene. Their spending determines whether full employ
ment prevails; their taxes influence countless decisions; their policies 
control international trade; and their domestic regulations extend 
into almost every economic act.

Yet the role of government in the world of economic theory is not 
at all commensurate with this dominance. True, in each separate 
field of economics, recent thought has fruitfully concentrated upon 
the impact of government on private decision-making, or the share 
of government in economic aggregates. But little progress has been 
made toward a generalized yet realistic behavior rule for a rational 
government similar to the rules traditionally used for rational con
sumers and producers. As a result, government has not been success
fully integrated with private decision-makers in a general equilibrium 
theory.

This thesis is an attempt to provide such a behavior rule for demo
cratic government and to trace its implications. In pursuing these 
ends, we do not pretend to solve all the problems which have been 
frustrating analysis in this field. However, we hope to start toward 
a solution of some and to formulate a reasonable evasion of others 
which are intrinsically insoluble.

3



4 AN ECONOMIC THEORY OF DEMOCRACY

I. TH E MEANING O F RATIONALITY IN T H E  M O D EL

A. THE CONCEIT OF RATIONALITY IN ECONOMIC THEORY

Economic theorists have nearly always looked at decisions as 
though they were made by rational minds. Some such simplification 
is necessary for the prediction of behavior, because decisions made 
at random, or without any relation to each other, do not fall into any 
pattern. Yet only if human actions form some pattern can they ever 
be forecast or the relations between them subject to analysis. There
fore economists must assume an ordering of behavior takes place.

There is no a priori reason to suppose that this ordering is ra
tional, i.e., reasonably directed toward the achievement of conscious 
goals. Nevertheless, economic theory has been erected upon the sup
position that conscious rationality prevails, in spite of acid assertions 
to the contrary by men like Thorstein Veblen and John Maurice 
Clark. Since our model is ex definitione one concerning rational be
havior, we also make this assumption.1

As a result, the traditional methods of prediction and analysis are 
applicable in our model. If a theorist knows the ends of some de
cision-maker, he can predict what actions will be taken to achieve 
them as follows: (1) he calculates the most reasonable way for the 
decision-maker to reach his goals, and (2) he assumes this way will 
actually be chosen because the decision-maker is rational.

Economic analysis thus consists of two major steps: discovery of 
the ends a decision-maker is pursuing, and analysis of which means 
of attaining them are most reasonable, i.e., require the least input 
of scarce resources. In carrying out the first step, theorists have gen
erally tried to reduce the ends of each economic agent to a single 
goal, so that one most efficient way to attain it can be found. If

1 See footnote 3, p. 5. Our definition of rationality includes the assumption 
that men pursue their own interests directly without disguising them, except in 
one specific instance discussed in Chapter 3. For an analysis of when rational 
men conceal their preferences, see Kenneth J. Arrow, Social C hoice and Individual 
Values (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1951), p. 7. Like Arrow, we ex
clude the pleasures of the game” aspects o f  choice-making from our study 
except for a few specific comments.
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multiple goals are allowed, means appropriate to one may block at
tainment of another; hence no unique course can be charted for a 
rational decision-maker to follow. To avoid this impasse, theorists 
posit that firms maximize profits and consumers maximize utility. 
Any other goals which either possess are considered deviations that 
qualify the rational course toward the main goal.

In such analysis, the term rational is never applied to an agent’s 
ends, but only to his means.2 This follows from the definition of 
rational as efficient, i.e., maximizing output for a given input, or 
minimizing input for a given output. Thus, whenever economists 
refer to a “rational man” they are not designating a man whose 
thought processes consist exclusively of logical propositions, or a man 
without prejudices, or a man whose emotions are inoperative. In 
normal usage all of these could be considered rational men. But the 
economic definition refers solely to a man who moves toward his 
goals in a way which, to the best of his knowledge, uses the least pos
sible input of scarce resources per unit of valued output.

To clarify this definition, let us consider an example of behavior 
which is rational only in the economic sense. Assume that a monk 
has consciously selected as his goal the achievement of a state of 
mystical contemplation of God.3 In order to attain his goal, he must 
purge his mind of all logical thoughts and conscious goal-seeking. 
Economically speaking, this purging is quite rational, even though it 
would be considered irrational, or at least nonrational, by any of the 
noneconomic definitions of rationality.

2 W e are assuming throughout this study that ends can be separated from 
means in the mind of the decision-maker. Although it can be argued that goals 
will be modified by the processes used to attain them, some separation of ends 
from means must be allowed or all behavior becomes disorganized and pointless. 
Consequently, we assume that every decision-maker evaluates the alternatives 
facing him by their relation to his ends, even if these ends are temporary or are 
themselves means toward some ultimate end. For a discussion of this prob
lem, see William J. Baumol, W elfare Econom ics and the Theory o f  the State 
(London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1952), p. 121 n.

3 Consciously selected goals need not be (1 ) continuously held in awareness 
while they are being pursued or (2 ) purely a matter of free choice. The first point 
is proved by the example given. The second can be shown by the fact that men 
consciously seek to obtain food, though their underlying desire to eat is intrinsic 
to their natures. Thus conscious selection may at times be limited to specifically 
carrying out basically unconscious drives.
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Economic rationality can also be formally defined in another man
ner. A rational man is one who behaves as follows: (1) he can al
ways make a decision when confronted with a range of alternatives; 
(2) he ranks all the alternatives facing him in order of his preference 
in such a way that each is either preferred to, indifferent to, or in
ferior to each other; (3) his preference ranking is transitive; (4) he 
always chooses from among the possible alternatives that which 
ranks highest in his preference ordering; and (5 ) he always makes 
the same decision each time he is confronted with the same alterna
tives.4 All rational decision-makers in our model—including political 
parties, interest groups, and governments—exhibit the same qualities.

Rationality thus defined refers to processes of action, not to their 
ends or even to their success at reaching desired ends. It  is notorious 
that rational planning sometimes produces results greatly inferior to 
those obtained by sheer luck. In the long run, we naturally expect a 
rational man to outperform an irrational man, ceteris paribus, be
cause random factors cancel and efficiency triumphs over inefficiency. 
Nevertheless, since behavior in our model cannot be tested by its re
sults, we apply the terms rational or irrational only to processes of 
action, i.e., to means. O f course, some intermediate ends are them
selves means to ultimate goals. The rationality of the former we can 
judge, but evaluation of the latter is beyond our scope.

B . T H E  N AR R O W  C O N C E P T O F  R A T IO N A L IT Y  IN  T H E  P R E S E N T S TU D Y

However, even though we cannot decide whether a decision
maker's ends are rational, we must know what they are before we 
can decide what behavior is rational for him. Furthermore, in desig
nating these ends, we must avoid the tautological conclusion that 
every' man’s behavior is always rational because (1) it is aimed at 
some end and (2) its returns must have outweighed its costs in his 
eyes or he would not have undertaken it.

To escape this pitfall, we focus our attention only upon the eco
nomic and political goals of each individual or group in the model.

4 T h ese  conditions are drawn from  the analysis in Chapters 1 and 2 o f Arrow, 
op. cit.
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Admittedly, separation of these goals from the many others which 
men pursue is quite arbitrary. For example, a corporation executive 
may work for a higher income because he enjoys working as well 
as to gain more purchasing power; hence, viewing the latter as his 
only real motive is erroneous as well as arbitrary. Nevertheless, this 
is a study of economic and political rationality, not of psychology. 
Therefore, even though psychological considerations have a legiti
mate and significant place in both economics and political science, 
we by-pass them entirely except for a brief mention in Chapter 2.

Our approach to elections illustrates how this narrow definition 
of rationality works. The political function of elections in a democ
racy, we assume, is to select a government. Therefore rational be
havior in connection with elections is behavior oriented toward this 
end and no other. Let us assume a certain man prefers party A for 
political reasons, but his wife has a tantrum whenever he fails to 
vote for party B. It is perfectly rational personally for this man to 
vote for party B if preventing his wife’s tantrums is more important 
to him than having A win instead of B. Nevertheless, in our model 
such behavior is considered irrational because it employs a political 
device for a nonpolitical purpose.

Thus we do not take into consideration the whole personality of 
each individual when we discuss what behavior is rational for him. 
W e do not allow for the rich diversity of ends served by each of his 
acts, the complexity of his motives, the way in which every part of 
his life is intimately related to his emotional needs. Rather we bor
row from traditional economic theory the idea of the rational con
sumer. Corresponding to the infamous homo economicus which 
Veblen and others have excoriated, our homo politicus is the “average 
man” in the electorate, the “rational citizen” of our model democ
racy.

Because we allow this political man to be uncertain about the 
future, he will not appear to be as much of a calculating-machine
brained character as was the utilitarians’ economic man. Neverthe
less, he remains an abstraction from the real fullness of the human 
personality. W e assume that he approaches every situation with one 
eye on the gains to be had, the other eye on costs, a delicate ability
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to balance them, and a strong desire to follow wherever rationality 
leads him.

Undoubtedly, the fact that our model world is inhabited by such 
artificial men limits the comparability of behavior in it to behavior 
in the real world. In the latter, some men do cast votes to please 
their wives—and vice versa—rather than to express their political 
preferences. And such behavior is often highly rational in terms of 
the domestic situations in which it occurs. Empirical studies are al
most unanimous in their conclusion that adjustment in primary 
groups is far more crucial to nearly every individual than more re
mote considerations of economic or political welfare.5

Nevertheless, we must assume men orient their behavior chiefly 
toward the latter in our world; otherwise all analysis of either eco
nomics or politics turns into a mere adjunct of primary-group 
sociology. However, nearly all primary groups are strongly influenced 
by general economic and political conditions; hence we may pro
visionally regard the peculiarities of each such group as counterbal
anced by opposite peculiarities of other primary groups. Therefore 
when we define rationality in terms of general conditions alone, we 
are not distorting reality as greatly as it might at first appear.

The exact nature of the economic and political ends from which 
we derive our descriptions of rational behavior will be revealed in 
the specific structure of our model. But before we consider that 
structure, we must clarify one more aspect of what we mean by ra
tionality: how can we distinguish between the mistakes of rational 
men and the normal behavior of irrational ones? If rationality really 
means efficiency, are inefficient men always irrational, or can rational 
men also act inefficiently?

C. IRRATIONALITY AND THE BASIC FUNCTION OF POLITICAL RATIONALITY

To distinguish clearly between rational errors and irrational be
havior is not an easy task. Our first inclination is to declare that a 
mistaken rational man at least intends to strike an accurate balance

5 For a summary of such studies, see Elihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Per
sonal Influence (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1955), part one.
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between costs and returns; whereas an irrational man deliberately 
fails to do so. But numerous cases of unconscious neurosis belie 
this criterion. Even hopeless psychotics often behave with perfect 
rationality, given their warped perception of reality. Therefore, in
tention is an inadequate distinction.

For our limited purposes in this model, correctability is a much 
better means of telling errors from irrational behavior. A rational 
man who is systematically making some mistake will cease to do so if 
(1) he discovers what the mistake is and (2) the cost of eliminating 
it is smaller than the benefits therefrom. Under the same conditions, 
an irrational man will fail to rectify his errors because he has some 
nonlogical propensity to repeat them. His actions are not primarily 
motivated by a desire to attain his overt ends efficiently; hence he 
fails to do so even when he can.

There are two objections to this method of distinguishing error 
from irrationality. The first is that it often requires hypothetical 
testing, since erroneous rational men do not always discover their 
mistakes. If a man continues to make mistakes, how can we tell 
whether he is irrational or merely lacks information? In such cases, 
are we not driven back to judging his intentions, which we have just 
shown to be useless indicators?

This objection strikes at a basic difficulty in the social sciences 
by attacking the inability of these sciences to prove all their asser
tions experimentally. Undoubtedly it weakens our argument. How
ever, if we yield to it completely, we must refrain from making any 
statements whatever about many vital issues in all the social sciences. 
To avoid such paralysis we hypothesize whenever it is absolutely 
necessary, recognizing the limitations of doing so.

The second objection is similar to a point we have already dis
cussed. It states that behavior which is irrational according to our 
definition is highly rational in the psychic economy of the indi
vidual’s personality. Neurotic behavior is often a necessary means of 
relieving tensions which spring from conflicts buried deep within 
the unconscious.6 But we are studying rational political behavior,

8 See Karen Homey, T he Neurotic Personality o f  Our T im e (New York: W . W . 
Norton & Company, Inc., 1937), passim.
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not psychology or the psychology of political behavior. Therefore if 
a man exhibits political behavior which does not help him attain 
his political goals efficiently, we feel justified in labeling him po
litically irrational, no matter how necessary to his psychic adjust
ments this behavior may be.

T he reason we are trying to distinguish so carefully between ra
tional errors and irrational acts is that we wish simultaneously (1 ) 
to point out how the cost of information can lead rational men to 
make systematic errors in politics and (2 ) to avoid any discussion of 
political irrationality. Our desire to by-pass political irrationality 
springs from (1 ) the complexity of the subject, (2 ) its incompatibil
ity with our model of purely rational behavior, and (3 )  the fact that 
it is an empirical phenomenon which cannot be dealt with by 
deductive logic alone but also requires actual investigation beyond 
the scope of this study.

There is only one point at which irrationality needs to be dis
cussed in connection with our model. If a significant section of any 
body politic becomes irrational in its behavior, a difficult problem 
is posed for the man who does not. How should he act? W h a t is 
the best course for a rational man in an irrational world?

T h e answer depends upon whether the irrationality he faces in
volves predictable patterns of behavior. If so, rational action is still 
possible for him. And because almost no society can survive for 
long if no one in it is efficiently pursuing his goals, there is usually 
some kind of predictability in the political system. Citizens who 
behave irrationally do so partly because someone who stands to 
gain thereby urges them on. For example, a party which perennially 
makes false promises can gain votes if it convinces voters to believe 
its lies. I t  is rational for this party to encourage voters to behave 
irrationally. Tensions of this type often exist, but as long as some
one’s rationality prevails, behavior can still be predicted.

Thus, to cope with seemingly irrational behavior, the rational 
man must try to discern the underlying pattern of rationality; he 
must discover whose ends this behavior is actually serving and what 
those ends are. Then he can decide, in view of his own ends, how he 
should react to this behavior. Only when no pattern can be dis



covered and all acts are unpredictable—i.e., when chaos prevails—is 
there no rational course for a man who knows his own goals.

Therefore rational behavior requires a predictable social order. 
Just as the rational producer must be able to make reasonably ac
curate forecasts of his demand and costs if he is to invest intelli
gently, so the rational man in politics must be able roughly to pre
dict the behavior of other citizens and of the government. Some 
ambiguity is inevitable, but whenever uncertainty increases greatly, 
rationality becomes difficult.

Because government provides the framework of order upon which 
the rest of society is built, political rationality has a function much 
more fundamental than the mere elimination of waste in govern
ing. Rational behavior is impossible without the ordered stability 
which government furnishes. But government will continue to fur
nish such stability only so long as the political system functions 
efficiently, i.e., so long as it is rational. Thus political rationality is 
the sine qua non of all forms of rational behavior.

O f course, political rationality need not operate democratically, 
as it does in our model. As long as uncertainty is diminished and 
stable order introduced and maintained, rational action is possible, 
even if tyranny prevails. Furthermore, political rationality need not 
be perfect, since most political systems operate tolerably well with
out being purged of every inefficiency. Nevertheless, a high degree 
of political rationality is necessary in every large-sized society if it is 
to solve its problems successfully. II.

II. T H E  ST R U C T U R E  O F  T H E  M O D EL

Our model is based on the assumption that every government 
seeks to maximize political support. W e further assume that the 
government exists in a democratic society where periodic elections 
are held, that its primary goal is reelection, and that election is the 
goal of those parties now out of power. At each election, the party 
which receives the most votes (though not necessarily a majority) 
controls the entire government until the next election, with no 
intermediate votes either by the people as a whole or by a parliament.

INTRODUCTION 11
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The governing party thus has unlimited freedom of action, within 
the bounds of the constitution.

The most important of these bounds is that the government—i.e., 
the governing party—cannot hamper the operations of other political 
parties in society.7 It cannot restrict their freedom of speech, or their 
ability to campaign vigorously, or the freedom of any citizen to 
speak out against any party. Nor can it alter the timing of elections, 
which recur at fixed intervals.8

Economically, however, there are no limits to its power. It can na
tionalize everything, or hand everything over to private parties, or 
strike any balance between these extremes. It can impose any taxes 
and carry out any spending it desires. The only restraint upon it is 
that of maintaining political freedom; therefore it must not vitiate 
its opponents by economic policies aimed specifically at injuring 
them. Also it must economically uphold the voting rights of its 
citizens.9

Some political theorists may object that this government seems to 
have little connection with the state it is supposed to run. Sociol-

7 Throughout this thesis we use the term government in the European sense; 
i.e., it always refers to the governing party unless otherwise noted.

8 Although elections recur at fixed intervals in our model, they could just as 
easily recur at any time within fixed time limits, with the exact date set by the 
incumbent party, as in the British political system. Thus our stricture is stronger 
than necessary; we make it so only to eliminate the timing of elections from the 
area of party strategy. Alteration of this axiom to resemble the British system 
would affect none of our conclusions.

9 It can be argued that government must not destroy private property rights if 
it is to guarantee political freedom for its citizens, since they must remain inde
pendent of its control. However, private property in this sense does not mean an 
ownership claim over the means of production, but a legally protected share of 
their output. If a citizen knows his income depends upon fulfillment of certain 
well-defined tasks connected with his job, and that the law protects him from 
income losses resulting from any actions unconnected with that job, he is free 
to follow his own political inclinations, regardless of whether he works for the 
state or a private firm. He owns his job, and as long as he carries out its duties, 
he cannot be deprived of it without due process of law. Examples of this are 
seniority rights in unions and status grades in the civil service. W e would agree 
that the government must not abolish both  this kind of private property and 
private ownership of the means of production if political freedom is to exist; 
therefore government’s economic power has some limits. Furthermore, since all 
private property depends upon a legal system independent of politics, one of the 
elements of our model’s constitution must be such a system.
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ogists might further object that reelection per se is of no value to 
anyone; therefore some deeper motives must lie behind it. W e will 
deal with both of these criticisms in Chapter 2. Meanwhile, let us 
assume that every government’s goal is to be reelected, whether the 
government be that of a nation, a province, or a municipality.10

Having given government a purpose, we can discover the most 
efficient means it can employ to achieve that purpose. In other words, 
we can construct a model showing how a rational government be
haves in the kind of democratic state we outlined above. However, 
we first need to know more about the world in which our model 
government is to function.

This world differs from the usual general-equilibrium world be
cause it contains uncertainty. True, in order to study the basic logic 
of decision-making in our political economy, we will assume perfect 
knowledge in Chapters 3 and 4. However, these chapters are only 
preliminary to the later analysis of behavior when uncertainty pre
vails.

Our reason for stressing uncertainty is that, in our opinion, it is 
a basic force affecting all human activity, particularly economic ac
tivity. Coping with uncertainty is a major function of nearly every 
significant institution in society; therefore it shapes the nature of 
each. A prime example is money, which Lord Keynes and others 
have shown to be a response to uncertainty, a link between the pres
ent and a not-definitely-known future.11 It would be absurd to 
study money only in a certain world and hope to discover its essence 
—in fact, the attempt to do so led to inherent contradictions.

Similarly, though we can find out something about how rational 
governments operate by analyzing them in a “certain” world, we 
learn much more by facing uncertainty and the problems it creates. 
Many of these problems are related to the cost of obtaining informa-

10 Our main concern is with the national government throughout this thesis. 
However, much of the reasoning also applies to the other types.

11 See John Maynard Keynes, T he G eneral Theory o f  Em ploym ent, Interest, 
and M oney  (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1936), ch. 17. For a 
lucid explanation of this chapter, see Abba P. Lerner, “The Essential Properties 
of Interest and Money,” Quarterly Journal o f  Econom ics, L X V I (1 9 5 2 ), 172— 
193.
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tion. Therefore we devote several chapters to examining how this 
cost affects rational political behavior.

W e hope that our study will be of interest to students of democ
racy as well as to economists. Few of our conclusions are new; in 
fact, some have been specifically stated by Walter Lippmann in his 
brilliant trilogy on the relation between public opinion and demo
cratic government.12 However, our attempt to trace what rational 
men will do, both as citizens and in government, is novel as far as 
we know. It tends to prove logically contentions that Lippmann and 
others have reached by observing politics empirically.

Thus our model could be described as a study of political rational
ity from an economic point of view. By comparing the picture of ra
tional behavior which emerges from this study with what is known 
about actual political behavior, the reader should be able to draw 
some interesting conclusions about the operation of democratic 
politics.

III. TH E RELATION O F OUR M O D EL T O  PREV IO U S 
ECONOM IC M ODELS O F G O V ER N M EN T

Most economic treatments of government concern its policies in 
particular fields, such as monetary control, maintenance of employ
ment, price stabilization, regulation of monopolies, and international 
trade. The few analyses of government activities as a whole are 
mostly normative; i.e., they deduce the type of actions which a gov
ernment should undertake from some basic ethical principle about 
its proper function.

Our analysis is likewise deductive, since it posits a basic rule and 
draws conclusions therefrom. However, it is also positive, because 
we try to describe what will happen under certain conditions, not 
what should happen. Nevertheless, we shall briefly show how it is 
related to several normative ideas advanced by other economists, 
and how it attempts to solve certain problems they have raised.

12 Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion (New York: The Macmillan Company, 
1922), T he Phantom Public (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1925), 
and Essays in the Public Philosophy (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1955).
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A. THE PROBLEM OF FALSE PERSONIFICATION VS. OVER-INDIVIDUALISM

In an article on “The Pure Theory of Government Finance,” James 
Buchanan suggested two mutually exclusive ways to view decision
making by the state.13 The first is to consider the state a separate 
person with its own ends not necessarily related to the ends of in
dividuals. It acts to maximize its own welfare or utility by manipu
lating government spending and taxation so that the marginal gain 
from further spending is equal to the marginal loss from further 
taxing. These gains and losses are social—felt by the personality of 
the state. They are not the gains and losses of individuals in some 
aggregated form.

Though this “organismic” approach is intellectually neat, it has 
no substantive content, as Buchanan points out. No one knows what 
the welfare function of the state-as-a-person looks like, nor can any
one ever find out. Therefore it is useless as a guide to practical de
cisions.

Buchanan’s second approach considers only individuals as having 
end structures. The state has no welfare function of its own; it is 
merely a means by which individuals can satisfy some of their wants 
collectively. For example, the state has a monopoly of certain serv
ices, but instead of trying to maximize profits, it seeks only to cover 
costs in the long run. Individuals buy services from it and pay it 
only for those services they receive. Thus a basic quid pro quo bene
fit principle underlies the functioning of the state and establishes 
limits on what it does.14

At first glance, this voluntaristic view of the state does not square 
with its use of coercion in collecting taxes. If taxes are merely quid 
pro quo payments for services rendered, why must citizens be forced

13 James Buchanan, "The Pure Theory of Government Finance: A Suggested 
Approach,” Journal o f  Political Economy, LVII (December, 1949), 496-505.

14 These two approaches have been elaborated in greater detail by Edward C. 
Banfield, who distinguishes between two types of "unitary” view of the state 
and three types of "individualistic” view. His analysis does bring Buchanan’s ideas 
closer to reality, but it does not alter the basic dichotomy which we are discuss
ing. See “Note on the Conceptual Scheme,” in Martin Meyerson and Edward C. 
Banfield, Politics, Planning, and the Public Interest (Glencoe, 111.: The Free 
Press, 1955), pp. 322-329.
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to pay them? Paul Samuelson has answered this question by arguing 
that in this model world the state undertakes only those activities 
providing indivisible benefits.15 Since every man enjoys the benefits 
of every government act, no matter who pays for it, each man is 
motivated to evade paying himself. However, he will be willing to 
pay his share of the cost—since he does receive benefits for it—if all 
others also bear their shares. All citizens agree to be coerced, since 
each individual’s gain more than offsets his part of the cost, and 
benefits are provided which otherwise could not be had. The volun
taristic nature of the state is thus not contradicted by its use of 
coercion.16

Julius Margolis has strongly attacked this conception of the state 
as entirely unrealistic.17 He points out that almost no activities 
undertaken by the state produce purely indivisible benefits. Even na
tional defense, the classic example of indivisible benefits, aids some 
people more than others, and the marginal expenditure on it may 
actually harm some citizens. Most other government actions produce 
clearly divisible benefits; e.g., the more citizens B through Z use. 
government-built roads, the more crowded these roads become, and 
the less utility citizen A gets from using them. The fact that govern
ment carries out such activities instead of private firms cannot be 
explained by Samuelson’s criterion. His model, says Margolis, limits 
the state to so few actions that it cannot reasonably be accepted 
even as a normative theory of government activity. W e agree.

15 Paul A. Samuelson, “The Pure Theory of Public Expenditures,” Review o f  
Economics and Statistics, X X X V I (November, 1954), 387-389. Samuelson states 
also that the government will make direct transfer payments (taxes plus expendi
tures) to satisfy “the ethical observer.” However, these transfers do not involve 
any resource-exhausting government activities; hence they are irrelevant to our 
discussion of such activities.

16 A similar approach is used by William J. Baumol, op. cit., and is stated and 
criticized by Richard A. Musgrave in “The Voluntary Exchange Theory of Public 
Economy,” Quarterly Journal o f Economics, L III (1939). These analyses are 
enough like Samuelson’s so that we need not treat them separately.

17 Julius Margolis, “A Comment on the Pure Theory of Public Expenditures,” 
Review o f Economics and Statistics, X X X V II (November, 1955), 347-349. 
Samuelson’s reply concedes some of the points made by Margolis and clarifies 
the nature of “public” and “private” goods. See Paul A. Samuelson, "Diagram
matic Exposition of a Theory of Public Expenditure,” Review o f Econom ics and 
Statistics, X X X V II (November, 1955), 355-356.
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Our own criticism of the Buchanan-Samuelson approach is that it 
poses a false dichotomy between two views, one of which is totally 
false and the other of which expresses only part of the truth. On one 
hand, the organismic view of government is untrue because it is 
based upon a mythical entity: a state which is a thing apart 
from individual men. On the other hand, the individualistic view 
is incomplete because it does not take coalitions into considera
tion.

As we shall see in Chapter 2, when a small group of men acting in 
coalition runs the apparatus of the state, we can reasonably speak of 
the government as a decision-maker separate from individual citi
zens at large. Thus we avoid both false personification of a mental 
construct and an over individualistic view of society. However, we 
are still faced with the problem of discovering a relationship between 
the ends of individuals at large and the ends of the coalition which 
does not restrict government to providing indivisible benefits. Our 
model attempts to describe such a relationship.

B. THE SOCIAL-WELFARE-FUNCTION PROBLEM

Exactly the same problem has long been the center of controversy 
in the new welfare economics, where Abram Bergson’s “social wel
fare function” was advanced as a solution to it.18 Having rejected 
cardinal utility and psychological interpersonal comparisons, Berg
son attempted to substitute for them an abstract rule for the deriva
tion of social ends from individual ends. He called this rule the "so
cial welfare function.”

This amorphous entity has been the target of two major criti
cisms. One is that it does not remove the necessity of weighting 
each individual’s desires in the process of arriving at a collective 
end structure. Yet any such weighting is in fact an interpersonal 
comparison of welfare; it serves the same function as the assumption 
that all men are of equal ethical value in Pigou’s earlier analysis. 
Thus, using a social welfare function does not solve the problem of

18 Abram Bergson (Burk), “A Reformulation of Certain Aspects of Welfare 
Economics,” Quarterly Journal o f  Econom ics, L II (February, 1938), 314-344.
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how to make interpersonal comparisons, as Bergson himself ad
mitted.19

The second criticism has been stated by Kenneth Arrow and will 
be analyzed in detail in Chapter 4.20 To put it briefly, Arrow has 
shown that if most choice situations involve more than two alterna
tives, and if the preferences of individuals are sufficiently diverse, 
no unique and transitive general welfare function can be con
structed unless some part of society dictates to the rest. This argu
ment demolished what was left of Bergson’s social welfare function 
and dissolved the relationship between individual and social ends 
which it had tried to establish.

Welfare economics was therefore pushed back into the emascu
lated state it had earlier entered by rejecting two postulates: cardi
nal utility and interpersonal welfare comparisons. These axioms 
had been thrown out because the first was unnecessary and both 
were based upon an empirically false psychological view of man. But 
without them or others to replace them, few significant policy 
statements can be made.

Our model attempts to forge a positive relationship between in
dividual and social end structures by means of a political device. 
Because each adult citizen has one vote, his welfare preferences are 
weighted in the eyes of the government, which is interested only in 
his vote, not his welfare. Thus in answer to the first criticism raised 
against Bergson, we admit openly that we are adopting an ethical 
principle—equality of franchise. W e are making it a part of politics, 
where we believe social ethics should be dealt with. In short, we 
are returning to political economy.

However, this does not eliminate Arrow’s contention that rational 
social action is sometimes impossible. Our defense against this at
tack consists essentially of a double evasion. W e try to show the fol
lowing: (1) Arrow’s criticism is not always relevant, and (2) even 
when it is relevant, its impact is often limited to much narrower

19 See Tibor Scitovsky, "The State of Welfare Economics,” American E co
nomic Review, XLI (1951 ), 303-315.

20 Kenneth J. Arrow, op. cit., passim.



areas of choice than one might suppose. These arguments will be 
presented in Chapter 4.

Although our model is related to the basic welfare-economics 
problem which Bergson tried to solve, it is not a normative model. 
W e cannot use it to argue that society is better off in state A than in 
state B or that government should do X  but not Y. The only norma
tive element it contains is implicit in the assumption that every 
adult citizen has one and only one vote. Actually, even though an 
ethical judgment must be the ultimate justification for this assump
tion, we incorporate it into our model simply as a factual parameter, 
not a normative one. Therefore the relationship we construct be
tween individual and government ends is one that we believe will 
exist under certain conditions, not one that should exist because it 
fulfills some ideal set of requirements.

C. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

Many normative approaches to government decision-making fea
ture such devices as referenda on every decision, perfect knowledge 
by the government of every citizen’s preference structure, and pre
cise calculation and payment of compensation. These devices un
doubtedly play a legitimate role in theoretical analysis; we occasion
ally use them ourselves. However, most of our study is concerned 
with what would actually happen if men in our fairly realistic world 
behaved rationally. Therefore we cannot rely on procedures which 
the division of labor renders impractical, as it does all three of those 
mentioned above.

On the other hand, our analysis suffers from the same generality 
that plagues the traditional theories of consumer and firm behavior. 
W e cannot fill in the details of our vote function any more than 
J. R. Hicks filled in the details of the indifference maps or produc
tion functions in Value and Capital.21 To do so is the task of poli
ticians, consumers and businessmen respectively. Abstract analysts

21 J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital, Second Edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1950), Chs. I, VI, and V II.
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like ourselves can only show how these details fit into the general 
scheme of things.

IV . SUM MARY

Although governments are of crucial importance in every economy, 
economic theory has produced no satisfactory behavior rule for 
them comparable to the rules it uses to predict the actions of con
sumers and firms. Our thesis attempts to provide such a rule by 
positing that democratic governments act rationally to maximize 
political support.

By rational action, we mean action which is efficiently designed 
to achieve the consciously selected political or economic ends of the 
actor. In our model, government pursues its goal under three con
ditions: a democratic political structure which allows opposition 
parties to exist, an atmosphere of varying degrees of uncertainty, 
and an electorate of rational voters.

Our model bears a definite relation to previous economic models 
of government, though ours is positive and most others are norma
tive. Buchanan posed a dichotomy between organismic and indi
vidualistic conceptions of the state; we try to avoid both extremes. 
Samuelson and Baumol argued that the state can efficiently under
take only straight income transfers and actions with indivisible bene
fits; we try to show that it has many other legitimate roles. Bergson 
tried to establish relations between individual and social ends by 
means of a purely ethical postulate; we adopt an ethical axiom in 
political form. Arrow proved that no such relations could be estab
lished rationally without dictation; we try to show how his dilemma 
can be circumvented.

W e attempt these tasks by means of a model which is realistic 
and yet does not fill in the details of the relationships within it. In 
short, we wish to discover what form of political behavior is ra
tional for the government and citizens of a democracy.



2

Party  Motivation and the 
Function of Government 
in Society

Introduction

T h e o r e t i c a l  models should be tested primarily 
by the accuracy of their predictions rather than by the reality of their 
assumptions.1 Nevertheless, if our model is to be internally consistent, 
the government in it must be at least theoretically able to carry out 
the social functions of government.2 In the present chapter we 
will attempt to show how and why the governing party discharges 
these functions even though its motive for acting is unrelated to 
them.

1 For an excellent statement of this viewpoint, see Milton Friedman, “The 
Methodology of Positive Economics,” Essays in Positive Econom ics (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1953).

2 In this chapter the word government refers to the institution rather than the 
governing party. However, we return to using the latter meaning in all subsequent 
chapters.

21
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I. TH E C O N CEPT O F D EM O CRA TIC G O V ER N M EN T 
IN TH E M ODEL

A. THE NATURE OF GOVERNMENT

The definition of government used in this study is borrowed from 
Robert A. Dahl and Charles E. Lindblom, who wrote:

Governments [are] . . . organizations that have a sufficient monopoly 
of control to enforce an orderly settlement of disputes with other organiza
tions in the area. . . . Whoever controls government usually has the 
“last word” on a question; whoever controls government can enforce de
cisions on other organizations in the area.3

As Dahl and Lindblom point out, “All short definitions of govern
ment are inherently ambiguous.” 4 Nevertheless, their definition suc
ceeds in differentiating government from other social agencies with
out precisely circumscribing its powers. Hence this definition is ideal 
for our model, since the government therein has very broad powers, 
as explained in Chapter 1.

But what is the government supposed to do with these powers? 
W hat is government’s proper role in the division of labor? Clearly, 
these questions are vital in the real world of politics. However, no one 
can answer them without specifying an ethical relationship between 
government and the rest of society. And since such specification is 
normative instead of positive, it lies outside the purview of our study. 
As far as this study is concerned, it is permissible for government to 
do anything whatever that does not violate the constitutional limits 
described in Chapter 1.

In the real world, governments in fact do almost everything which 
an organization conceivably can. However, not every government 
does the same thing as every other, so it is fruitless to describe the 
functions of government by listing a set of typical activities. Some 
governments would not perform all of them, and nearly every one of 
them would be performed by some nongovernment agencies. There-

3 Robert A. Dahl and Charles E. Lindblom, Politics, Econom ics and W elfare  
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1953), p. 42.

4 Ibid.



fore, when we try to specify what governments have in common, we 
are driven back to the somewhat vague definition given above.

In spite of its vagueness, this definition implies two things about 
government’s function in the division of labor. First, every govern
ment is the locus of ultimate power in its society; i.e., it can coerce 
all the other groups into obeying its decisions, whereas they cannot 
similarly coerce it. Therefore its social function must at least in
clude acting as the final guarantor behind every use of coercion in 
the settlement of disputes.

It is conceivable that different “ultimate guarantors” of coercion 
might coexist in the same society, each ruling a different sphere of 
action (e.g., the Church in religion and the King in politics). But in 
our model, though power can be extremely decentralized, we assume 
only one organization in any area can fit the definition we have 
given. Consequently the government is a specialized organization 
distinct from all other social agents.

Thus on a purely positive basis, without ethical postulates, we can 
conclude that (1) the government is a particular and unique social 
agent and (2) it has a specialized function in the division of labor.

B. THE NATURE OF DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT

To avoid ethical premises, we define democratic government de
scriptively, i.e., by enumerating certain characteristics which in 
practice distinguish this form of government from others. A govern
ment is democratic if it exists in a society where the following con
ditions prevail:

1. A single party (or coalition of parties) is chosen by popular elec
tion to run the governing apparatus.

2. Such elections are held within periodic intervals, the duration of 
which cannot be altered by the party in power acting alone.

3. All adults who are permanent residents of the society, are sane, 
and abide by the laws of the land are eligible to vote in each 
such election.5

5 In some democracies, women or permanent resident aliens or both are not 
allowed to vote.
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4. Each voter may cast one and only one vote in each election.
5. Any party (or coalition) receiving the support of a majority of 

those voting is entitled to take over the powers of government 
until the next election.

6. The losing parties in an election never try by force or any illegal 
means to prevent the winning party (or parties) from taking office.

7. The party in power never attempts to restrict the political activi
ties of any citizens or other parties as long as they make no at
tempt to overthrow the government by force.

8. There are two or more parties competing for control of the 
governing apparatus in every election.

Since our model society as described in Chapter 1 exhibits all these 
traits, the government in it is democratic.

An important conclusion can be drawn from the above definition: 
the central purpose of elections in a democracy is to select a gov
ernment. Therefore any citizen is rational in regard to elections if 
his actions enable him to play his part in selecting a government 
efficiently. This specific definition of rationality underlies much of 
our later analysis.

II. TH E ROLE O F POLITICAL PA RTIES IN T H E  M O D EL

The preceding discussion shows what an important role political 
parties play in democratic government. To demonstrate how that 
role is carried out in our model, we next examine the nature, mo
tives, and operation of parties.

A. THE NATURE OF POLITICAL PARTIES

In the broadest sense, a political party is a coalition of men seeking 
to control the governing apparatus by legal means. By coalition, we 
mean a group of individuals who have certain ends in common and 
cooperate with each other to achieve them. By governing apparatus, 
we mean the physical, legal, and institutional equipment which the 
government uses to carry out its specialized role in the division of 
labor. By legal means, we mean either duly constituted elections or 
legitimate influence.



According to this definition, anyone who regularly votes for one 
party and occasionally contributes money or time to its campaigns 
is a member of that party, even if he aspires to hold no political 
office. The party is thus a loosely formed group of men who coop
erate chiefly in an effort to get some of their number elected to 
office. However, they may strongly disagree with each other about 
the policies which those elected should put into practice.

Though this definition conforms to popular usage, it has two dis
advantages as far as our model is concerned. In the first place, such 
a coalition does not possess a unique, consistent preference-order
ing. Its members agree on some goals, but they disagree on many 
others. Hence the actions taken by the party as a whole are likely 
to form a hodgepodge of compromises—the result of an internal 
power struggle rather than any rational decision-making.

Second, the men who actually make specific government decisions 
are those who hold office, yet the broad definition of party given 
above implies that multitudes of other citizens also take part in this 
decision-making. True, their voice in the decisions need not be equal 
to that of office holders. But specifying just how strong it is again 
involves analysis of an intraparty power struggle.

Taken together, these two drawbacks offset the advantage of view
ing parties as coalitions. The object of doing so is to escape the 
dilemma of false personification vs. over-individualism described in 
Chapter 1. But this broad definition of party throws us onto the 
over-individualistic horn, since we cannot treat the governing party 
as a single, rational, decision-making entity controlling government 
policy.

To avoid this result, we redefine party as follows: a political party 
is a team of men seeking to control the governing apparatus by gain
ing office in a duly constituted election. By team, we mean a coali
tion whose members agree on all their goals instead of on just part 
of them.6 Thus every member of the team has exactly the same goals 
as every other. Since we also assume all the members are rational,

6  This definition of team  and the previous definition of coalition  are taken from 
Jacob Marschak, "Towards an Economic Theory of Organization and Informa
tion,” Decision Processes, ed. by R. M. Thrall, C. H. Coombs, and R. L. Davis 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1954), 188-189.
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their goals can be viewed as a single, consistent preference-order
ing.

In effect, this definition treats each party as though it were a 
single person; hence it may appear to be false personification. W e 
admit that it is an abstraction from the real world, since in reality 
not even the key officials of any government have exactly the same 
goals. Nevertheless, we are are not guilty of false personification be
cause we do not posit the existence of any suprahuman entity. W e 
merely assume complete agreement on goals among the members of 
an office-seeking coalition.

By thus nanowing our definition, we escape the dilemma posed in 
Chapter 1 and yet construct a model in which the government is a 
decision-making agent separate from its citizens. Of course, it is not 
separate from all its citizens, since some of them constitute the 
governing party. Yet we may reasonably assume that the vast major
ity of citizens belong neither to the governing team nor to the other 
teams competing with it for power. Therefore we can treat citizens 
and political parties as two mutually exclusive groups without un
duly distorting reality.

There are three qualifications to this conclusion. First, in many 
democracies, the government’s administrative apparatus is so large 
that it employs a significant fraction to the citizenry. But since we 
are not studying the impact of bureaucracy upon democracy, we 
assume that only a few men in each branch of administration are 
members of the party team. All the others are permanent employees 
who do not lose their jobs when a new governing party takes office. 
Furthermore, we assume that the team members control the policy 
of all the others completely. Therefore we can regard almost all em
ployees of the government as citizens rather than party members.

Second, in some parts of our study, we treat parties as though they 
were imperfect coalitions instead of teams; i.e., we assume intraparty 
power struggles exist. W e make this temporary shift of definitions 
because it allows us to analyze intraparty struggles, yet it leads to no 
conclusions incompatible with those derived from the team view of 
parties.

Finally, though there are other coalitions and teams in society be



sides political parties, we recognize only three types of political de- 
cision-makers in our model: political parties, individual citizens, and 
interest groups. The latter category includes both individuals and 
such nonparty coalitions as corporations, labor unions, and trade 
associations.7

B. THE SELF-INTEREST AXIOM

Just what goals do all the members of each party agree upon? In 
order to answer this question, we set forth here an axiom crucial to 
all the rest of our model. W e assume that every individual, though 
rational, is also selfish. The import of this self-interest axiom  was 
stated by John C. Calhoun as follows:

That constitution of our nature which makes us feel more intensely 
what affects us directly than what affects us indirectly through others, 
necessarily leads to conflict between individuals. Each, in consequence, 
has a greater regard for his own safety or happiness, than for the safety 
or happiness of others: and, where these come in opposition, is ready to 
sacrifice the interests of other to his own.8

Throughout our model, we assume that every agent acts in accord
ance with this view of human nature. Thus, whenever we speak of 
rational behavior, we always mean rational behavior directed pri
marily towards selfish ends.

In reality, men are not always selfish, even in politics. They fre
quently do what appears to be individually irrational because they 
believe it is socially rational—i.e., it benefits others even though it 
harms them personally. For example, politicians in the real world 
sometimes act as they think best for society as a whole even when 
they know their actions will lose votes. In every field, no account of 
human behavior is complete without mention of such altruism; its 
possessors are among the heroes men rightly admire.

Nevertheless, general theories of social action always rely heavily

7 For a detailed discussion and definition of interest groups, see Chapter 6.
8 John C. Calhoun, "Disquisition on Government,” Public Opinion and Prop

aganda. ed. by Katz, Cartwright, Eldersveld, and Lee (New York: The Dryden 
Press, 1954), p. 15.
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on the self-interest axiom. Practically all economic theory, for ex
ample, is based on this premise. As Adam Smith said:

Man has almost constant occasion for the help of his brethren, and it 
is in vain for him to expect it from their benevolence only. . . .  It is not 
from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we 
expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest. We address 
ourselves not to their humanity but to their self-love, and never talk to 
them of our own necessities but of their advantages.9
His reasoning applies equally well to politics. Therefore we accept 
the self-interest axiom as a cornerstone of our analysis. Precisely what 
self-interest means will become clear when we describe in detail how 
the various types of political decision-makers in the model behave.

C. THE MOTIVATION OF PARTY ACTION

From the self-interest axiom springs our view of what motivates 
the political actions of party members. W e assume that they act 
solely in order to attain the income, prestige, and power which 
come from being in office. Thus politicians in our model never seek 
office as a means of carrying out particular policies; their only goal 
is to reap the rewards of holding office per se. They treat policies 
purely as means to the attainment of their private ends, which they 
can reach only by being elected.

Upon this reasoning rests the fundamental hypothesis of our 
model: parties formulate policies in order to win elections, rather 
than win elections in order to formulate policies.

At first glance, this hypothesis appears to render our model govern
ment incapable of performing its social function. In the eyes of the 
citizenry, the governing party’s function in the division of labor is 
to formulate and carry out policies, not to provide its members with 
income, prestige, and power. Yet in our model, the governing party 
carries out this function only in so far as doing so furthers the private 
ambitions of its members. Since these ambitions are per se unrelated 
to the governing party’s function, how can we expect pursuit of the

9 Adam Smith, T he W ealth  o f  Nations, Modern Library Edition (New York: 
The Modem Library, 1937), p. 14.



former to accomplish the latter? Seemingly, our model contains no 
viable government because it confuses ends and means.

This criticism may sound plausible, but it is completely false. Even 
in the real world, almost nobody carries out his function in the di
vision of labor purely for its own sake. Rather every such function 
is discharged by someone who is spurred to act by private motives 
logically irrelevant to his function. Thus social functions are usually 
the by-products, and private ambitions the ends, of human action. 
This situation follows directly from the self-interest axiom. As 
Joseph Schumpeter cogently stated:

It does not follow that the social meaning of a type of activity will 
necessarily provide the motive power, hence the explanation of the latter. 
If it does not, a theory that contents itself with an analysis of the social 
end or need to be served cannot be accepted as an adequate account of the 
activities that serve it. For instance, the reason why there is such a thing 
as economic activity is of course that people want to eat, to clothe them
selves, and so on. To provide the means to satisfy those wants is the social 
end or meaning of production. Nevertheless, we all agree that this proposi
tion would make a most unrealistic starting point for a theory of economic 
activity in commercial society and that we shall do much better if we start 
from propositions about profits.10 

Applying the same reasoning to politics, he said:

Similarly, the social meaning or function of parliamentary activity is no 
doubt to turn out legislation and, in part, administrative measures. But in 
order to understand how democratic politics serve this social end, we must 
start from the competitive struggle for power and office and realize that 
the social function is fulfilled, as it were, incidentally— in the same sense 
as production is incidental to the making of profits.11

This brilliant insight summarizes our whole approach to the func
tioning of government. It is paralleled by the dual analysis of or
ganizations made by sociologist Philip Selznick, who wrote:

10 Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1950), p. 282.

11 Ibid. Schumpeter’s profound analysis of democracy forms the inspiration 
and foundation for our whole thesis, and our debt and gratitude to him are 
great indeed.
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All formal organizations are molded by forces tangential to their 
rationally ordered structures and stated goals. Every formal organization 
. . . attempts to mobilize human and technical resources as means for 
the achievement of its ends. However, the individuals within the system 
tend to resist being treated as means. They interact as wholes, bringing to 
bear their own special problems and purposes. . . .  It follows that there 
will develop an informal structure within the organization which will 
reflect the spontaneous efforts of individuals and subgroups to control the 
conditions of their existence. . . . The informal structure will be at once 
indispensable to and consequential for the formal system of delegation 
and control itself.12

Clearly, the formal purpose of political parties—to design and carry 
out policies when in office—is not the only thing an analysis of gov
ernment must take into account. Equally significant is the informal 
structure, i.e., that structure centering around the private motives of 
those who run each party. Our model attempts to combine both 
these elements into one coherent theory of government operation.

Though this theory is based on the self-interest axiom, we do not 
assume that the private ambitions of party members are without 
bounds. The self-interest of each has at least two limits: (1) he will 
not perform illegal acts, such as taking bribes or using his power to 
violate the constitution, and (2) he will not try to benefit himself 
at the expense of any other member of his own party team. Although 
both these limits are unrealistic, without them our analysis would 
have to be extended beyond the purview of this study.

D. THE SPECIFIC GOAL OF PARTIES

Politicians in our model are motivated by the desire for power, 
prestige, and income, and by the love of conflict, i.e., the “thrill of 
the game” common to many actions involving risk. However, they 
can obtain none of these desiderata except the last unless their party 
is elected to office. Therefore we do not distort the motives of party 
members by saying that their primary objective is to be elected. This

l2 Philip Selznick, “A Theory of Organizational Commitments,” Reader in 
Bureaucracy, ed. by Merton, Gray, Hockey, and Selvin (Glencoe, Illinois: The 
Free Press, 1952), pp. 194, 195.



in turn implies that each party seeks to receive more votes than any 
other.

Thus our reasoning has led us from the self-interest axiom to the 
vote-maximizing government described in Chapter 1. The party 
which runs this government manipulates its policies and actions in 
whatever way it believes will gain it the most votes without violating 
constitutional rules. Clearly, such behavior implies that the govern
ing party is aware of some definite relationship between its policies 
and the way people vote. In the next two chapters, we examine both 
these assertions in detail.

III. T H E  RELA TIO N  O F T H E  M O D EL T O  E T H IC S AND 
D E SC R IP T IV E  SC IEN C E

The model in this study occupies a twilight zone between norma
tive and descriptive models. It is not normative, because it contains 
no ethical postulates and cannot be used to determine how men 
should behave. Nor is it purely descriptive, since it ignores all the 
nonrational considerations so vital to politics in the real world. Yet 
it is related to both these phases of political economy and has a 
distinct function in each.

A. NORMATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Ethical, or normative, models of democratic politics generally are 
constructed in the following manner:

1. The creator of the model postulates certain goals as “good.”
2. He outlines the behavior necessary to achieve these goals.
3. He concludes that this behavior “should" be carried out by mem

bers of real democratic societies.

However, the creators of such models do not always consider 
whether the behavior they advocate as good is also rational in the 
economic sense. A man who is good in their eyes may be unable to 
perform his function in the division of labor efficiently. In fact, good 
behavior as they define it may be so inefficient that its prevalence
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would disrupt the very social state they desire. If so, their normative 
prescriptions are really contradictory; hence their conception of good 
behavior must be reexamined.

Such contradictions cannot be discovered in a normative model 
unless the behavior it prescribes as good is tested for rationality. By 
transforming our positive model into a normative one, we can pro
vide an excellent tool for such testing. In its positive form, our 
model contains a set of conditions we regard merely as descriptions 
of society’s actual rules. But exactly the same conditions can be 
deduced from certain ethical precepts; hence they can be viewed 
either positively or normatively.

For example, consider these two parameters in the model: every 
citizen has one vote, and the party receiving a majority of the votes 
cast is elected. In our study, these rules merely describe what is done 
in society. But in the normative model constructed by Dahl and 
Lindblom, the identical rules denote what ought to be done because 
they are derived from the following value judgments:

Democracy is a goal, not an achievement. . . . The democratic goal is 
twofold. It consists of a condition to be attained and a principle guiding 
the procedure for attaining it. The condition is political equality, which 
we define as follows:

C on tro l ov er g ov ern m en ta l d ec is ion s  is sh a red  so  th a t th e  p re fe ren ces
o f  no  o n e  c itiz en  are  w e ig h ted  m ore  heav ily  th a n  th e  p re fe r en c es  o f  any
o th er  o n e  citiz en .

The principle is majority rule, which we define as follows:

Governmental decisions should be controlled by the greater number 
expressing their preferences in the “last say.” 13

Similarly, many other parameters which we use positively can be 
regarded as practical expressions of ethical axioms.

As a result, the creator or evaluator of a normative model may 
find that his model contains many of the same behavioral rules as 
ours. If so, he can use our positive description of rational behavior 
to check the efficiency of the behavior he considers good. Any 
divergence he finds casts doubt on the feasibility of his prescriptions 
and therefore upon just how good they really are.

13 Dahl and Lindblom, op. cit., p. 41.



Though our model can thus be used to test normative theories, we 
will employ it for this purpose only when there is a striking differ
ence between rational behavior and some well-known precept for 
good behavior. These occasional references to an ethically ideal 
model must not be confused with our frequent references to an in
formationally ideal model. W e construct the latter in Chapters 3 and 
4 by assuming that perfect information is available to all decision
makers. The “certain world” which emerges serves as a positive norm 
for determining the impact of uncertainty and the cost of informa
tion upon democracy.14
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B. DESCRIPTIVE IMPLICATIONS

The relevance of the model in this study to descriptive science is 
twofold. First, it proposes a single hypothesis to explain government 
decision-making and party behavior in general. Since this hypothesis 
leads to testable corollaries, it can be submitted to empirical proof. 
If verified, it may lead to nonobvious conclusions about the actions 
and development of parties, thus adding to our knowledge of reality.15

Second, the model tells us what behavior we can expect if men 
act rationally in politics. Therefore it can perhaps be used to dis
cover (1) in what phases of politics in the real world men are ra
tional, (2) in what phases they are irrational, and (3) how they 
deviate from rationality in the latter.

In all these ways, we hope the model will help guide empirical 
research to investigate important issues rather than trivial ones.

14 However, the world of perfect information is so radically different from any 
"uncertain world” that we cannot carry our informationally ideal model too far. 
If we did, most of the institutions in it would become useless as bases for com
parison with our actual model. Therefore we will sketch only a few qualities of 
the informationally ideal model and ignore many of the problems which would 
arise if we tried to describe it in detail.

15 The reasoning in the model also embodies a second hypothesis: that citizens 
and other political decision-makers behave rationally. Furthermore, the analysis 
is so constructed that the first hypothesis is usually developed by means of the 
second. As a result, most of the ramifications of rationality are independent of 
vote-maximizing, but not vice versa. Therefore the description of behavior which 
emerges from the model cannot always be used to test the vote-maximizing 
hypothesis, though it can be used to test the rationality hypothesis.
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Nevertheless, the model is not an attempt to describe reality ac
curately. Like all theoretical constructs in the social sciences, it 
treats a few variables as crucial and ignores others which actually 
have some influence. Our model in particular ignores all forms of 
irrationality and subconscious behavior even though they play a 
vital role in real-world politics.

The fact that our study is positive but not descriptive gives rise to 
an ineradicable difficulty of exposition. The statements in our analysis 
are true of the model world, not the real world, unless they obviously 
refer to the latter. Thus when we make unqualified remarks about 
how men think, or what the government does, or what strategies are 
open to opposition parties, we are not referring to real men, govern
ments, or parties, but to their model counterparts in the rational 
world of our study.

This distinction must be kept constantly in mind; otherwise the 
reader may condemn many of our statements as factually erroneous 
when they are really not factual assertions at all. If confusion arises 
in spite of our precautions, we ask the reader this indulgence: when
ever he is tempted to think an assertion empirically false, let him 
provisionally assume it refers solely to the model. If it then falls 
into place logically, this assumption is correct; if not, our analysis 
stands in need of improvement. IV.

IV. SUMMARY

In this study, government is defined as that specialized agency 
in the division of labor which is able to enforce its decisions upon 
all other agencies or individuals in the area. A democratic govern
ment is one chosen periodically by means of popular elections in 
which two or more parties compete for the votes of all adults.

A party is a team of individuals seeking to control the governing 
apparatus by gaining office in an election. Its function in the divi
sion of labor is to formulate and carry out government policies 
whenever it succeeds in getting into power. However, its members 
are motivated by their personal desire for the income, prestige, and 
power which come from holding office. Thus, carrying out their so-



cial function is to them a means of achieving their private ambitions. 
Though this arrangement may seem odd, it is found throughout the 
division of labor because of the prevalence of self-interest in human 
action.

Since none of the appurtenances of office can be obtained without 
being elected, the main goal of every party is the winning of elec
tions. Thus all its actions are aimed at maximizing votes, and it treats 
policies merely as means towards this end.

Though our model is a purely positive one, it can be used to test 
the rationality of behavior prescribed in normative political models. 
In descriptive science, it (1) advances the vote-maximizing hypothe
sis as an explanation of democratic political behavior and (2 ) con
structs a positive norm by which to distinguish between rational and 
irrational behavior in politics.
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The Basic Logic 
of Voting

Introduction

I n  O R D ER  to plan its policies so as to gain votes, 
the government must discover some relationship between what it 
does and how citizens vote. In our model, the relationship is de
rived from the axiom that citizens act rationally in politics. This 
axiom implies that each citizen casts his vote for the party he be
lieves will provide him with more benefits than any other.

Though this definition seems obvious, it is actually based upon 
concepts which are both complex and ambiguous. In this chapter 
we examine them carefully in order to show what “rational voting” 
really implies. I.

I. U T IL IT Y  INCOM E FRO M  G O V ER N M EN T A C T IV IT IE S

The benefits voters consider in making their decisions are streams 
of utility derived from government activity. Actually, this definition 
is circular, because we define utility as a measure of benefits in a 
citizen’s mind which he uses to decide among alternative courses 
of action. Given several mutually exclusive alternatives, a rational 
man always takes the one which yields him the highest utility,

36
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ceteris paribus; i.e., he acts to his own greatest benefit. This fol
lows directly from the definition of rationality which is given in 
Chapter 1.

All citizens are constantly receiving streams of benefits from gov
ernment activities. Their streets are policed, water purified, roads 
repaired, shores defended, garbage removed, weather forecast, etc. 
These benefits are exactly like the benefits they receive from private 
economic activity and are identified as government-caused only by 
their source. Of course, there are enormous qualitative differences 
between the benefits received, say, from national defense and from 
eating mince pie for dessert. But no matter how diverse, all benefits 
must be reduced to some common denominator for purposes of al
locating scarce resources. This is equally true of benefits within the 
private sector. The common denominator used in this process we 
call utility.

It is possible for a citizen to receive utility from events that are 
only remotely connected to his own material income. For example, 
some citizens would regard their utility incomes as raised if the 
government increased taxes upon them in order to distribute free 
food to starving Chinese. There can be no simple identification of 
“acting for one’s own greatest benefit” with selfishness in the narrow 
sense because self-denying charity is often a great source of benefits 
to oneself. Thus our model leaves room for altruism in spite of its 
basic reliance upon the self-interest axiom.

Using this broad concept of utility, we can speak of a utility income 
from government activity. This income includes benefits which the 
recipient does not realize he is receiving. It also includes benefits he 
knows he is receiving but the exact source of which he does not 
know. For example, many citizens are probably not aware that the 
water they drink is inspected by a government agency. If inspection 
were discontinued, they might not realize their utility incomes had 
fallen until they received polluted water. Even then, not all of them 
would know that a cessation of government activity had caused this 
drop in income.

The fact that men can receive utility income from government 
actions without being aware of receiving it may seem to violate the 
usual definition of income. Nevertheless, we must insist upon it, be
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cause an important political strategy of governments is making voters 
aware of benefits they are already receiving. However, only benefits 
which voters become conscious of by election day can influence their 
voting decisions; otherwise their behavior would be irrational.

II. TH E LOGICAL ST R U C TU R E O F T H E  V O TIN G  ACT

A. TERMINOLOGY OF THE ANALYSIS

By defining income as a flow of benefits, we have involved our
selves in time, since flows can only be measured as rates per unit of 
time. The unit of time we use is the election period. It is defined as 
the time elapsing between elections, and it forms the principal unit 
of judgment in a voter’s mind.

At least two election periods enter into a rational voter’s calcula
tions: the one following the coming election, and the one ending on 
election day. W e will refer to these periods t +  1 and t respectively.

To illustrate the verbal analysis, we also employ several other sym
bols as follows:

U stands for an individual voter’s real or hypothetical utility income 
from government activity during one election period.

A is the incumbent party, i.e., the governing party in period t.
B is the opposition party, i.e., the party out of power in period t.

(In the first part of the analysis, we assume a two-party system.) 
U° stands for utility income actually received during a period. It is the 

utility income provided by the party in power during that period.
Ui stands for the utility income which a voter believes is the highest he

could possibly have received during some period. It is the utility 
income which the ideal government would have provided him if it 
had been in power during that period.

E stands for expected value.

B. THE TWO PARTY DIFFERENTIALS

Each citizen in our model votes for the party he believes will pro
vide him with a higher utility income than any other party during
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the coming election period.1 To discover which party this is, he 
compares the utility incomes he believes he would receive were 
each party in office. In a two-party system, this comparison can be 
set up as a simple subtraction:

E ( U At+1) — E ( U Bt+1)

The difference between these two expected utility incomes is the 
citizen’s expected party differential. If it is positive, he votes for the 
incumbents; if it is negative, he votes for the opposition; if it is 
zero, he abstains.2

At first glance, rational voting thus appears to be a very simple 
matter. But its apparent ease is deceiving, for a crucial question re
mains: how should a rational voter calculate the expected utility in
comes from which he derives his expected party differential? It is in 
answering this question that we encounter difficulties.

When a man votes, he is helping to select the government which 
will govern him during the coming election period (i.e., period 
t + 1 ) .  Therefore as we have just shown, he makes his decision by 
comparing future performances he expects from the competing 
parties. But if he is rational, he knows that no party will be able to 
do everything that it says it will do. Hence he cannot merely com
pare platforms; instead he must estimate in his own mind what the 
parties would actually do were they in power.3

Since one of the competing parties is already in power, its per
formance in period t gives him the best possible idea of what it will 
do in the future, assuming its policies have some continuity.4 But

1 From now on, the term utility income refers specifically to utility income 
from government activity unless otherwise noted.

2 W e discuss the decision rule for multiparty systems later in this chapter.
3 The governing party in our model has such broad powers that perhaps it 

could carry out all its promises. Nevertheless, we assume here that it cannot for 
two reasons: (1 ) in the real world and in our own uncertainty model, government 
cannot foresee all the obstacles it will encounter; clearly this fact has repercussions 
upon the structure of voters’ thinking; and (2 ) in a two-party system, each party 
deliberately makes ambiguous promises; hence platforms are poor harbingers of 
actions even in our model. The second point is discussed in detail in Chapter 8.

4 The tendency of every rational party to maintain continuity in its policies is 
discussed in Chapter 7.
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it would be irrational to compare the current performance of one 
party with the expected future performance of another. For a valid 
comparison, both performances must take place under the same con
ditions, i.e., in the same time period. Therefore the voter must weigh 
the performance that the opposition party would have produced in 
period t if it had been in power.

True, this performance is purely hypothetical; so he can only 
imagine what utility income he would have derived from it. But 
party B ’s future is hypothetical, too—as is that of party A. Thus he 
must either compare (1) two hypothetical future utility incomes or 
(2) one actual present utility income and one hypothetical present 
one. Without question, the latter comparison allows him to make 
more direct use of concrete facts than the former. Not only is one of 
its terms a real entity, but the other can be calculated in full view of 
the situation from which it springs. If he compares future utility 
incomes, he enjoys neither of these advantages. Therefore, we be
lieve it is more rational for him to ground his voting decision on 
current events than purely on future ones.

As a result, the most important part of a voter’s decision is the size 
of his current party differential, i.e., the difference between the utility 
income he actually received in period t and the one he would have 
received if the opposition had been in power.5 Algebraically, this 
entity is calculated as follows:

( UAt) - E ( UBt)

It is the major determinant of his expected party differential.
However, this conclusion does not mean that citizens in our model 

ignore the future when deciding how to vote. Obviously, such an 
attitude would be irrational, since the purpose of voting is to select 
a future government. Therefore the rational man in our model ap
plies two future-orienting modifiers to his current party differential 
in order to calculate his expected party differential.

5 To avoid confusion, we adopt the following rule: whenever the term party 
differential appears without the adjective current immediately preceding it, it 
always denotes the expected  party differential.
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C. THE TREND FACTOR AND PERFORMANCE RATINGS

The first of these modifiers we call simply the trend factor. It is 
the adjustment each citizen makes in his current party differential 
to account for any relevant trend in events that occurs within the 
current election period. For example, let us assume that a voter 
believes the present government made many mistakes upon first 
taking office but has steadily improved and is now governing ex
pertly. He may feel that this expertness will prevail throughout the 
next election period if the incumbents are reelected. Therefore he 
adjusts his current party differential to eliminate the impact of their 
initial blunders. Conversely, if he feels the government started out 
superbly but has continuously degenerated, he may project only its 
bad performance into his expected party differential.

The second modifier comes into play only when the citizen cannot 
see any difference between the two parties running; i.e., when he 
thinks they have identical platforms and current policies.6 To escape 
from this deadlock, he alters the basis of his decision to whether or 
not the incumbents have done as good a job of governing as did 
their predecessors in office.

Our use of this particular tie-breaking device may seem rather 
arbitrary. W hy should a rational man pay attention to the past in 
selecting a future government? Why should the present similarity 
of parties cause him to drag past governments into his decisions?

The answer to these questions is derived from the impact of elec
tions per se upon party behavior. In effect, every election is a judg
ment passed upon the record of the incumbent party. But the 
standards used to judge its record are of two types. When the oppo
sition's policies in period t have differed from those of the incum
bents, the judgment expresses the voters’ choice between the future 
projections of these two policy sets. But if the opposition’s policies

6 When perfect information exists, citizens think parties’ policies are identical 
only when they really are identical. But in a world where men are not fully in
formed, some actual differences between parties may escape notice because they 
are not significant enough to exceed voters’ perception thresholds. For a further 
explanation of this possibility, see Section III of this chapter.
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have been identical with those of the incumbents, mere projection 
provides the voters with no real choice. In this case, their judgment 
expresses whether they rate the incumbents' record as good or bad 
according to some abstract standard.

Thus every election is a signaling device as well as a government 
selector. However, in a two-party system, it is limited to giving one 
of two signals. The incumbents always regard reelection as a man
date to continue their former policies. Conversely, the opposition 
party regards its triumph as a command to alter at least some of the 
incumbents’ policies; otherwise, why would people have voted for 
it? In short, the outcome calls for either “no change” or “change.” 
Hence it always makes a difference which party is elected, no matter 
how similar their records in period t . If the opposition wins, it is 
sure to cany out policies different from those the incumbents would 
have carried out had they been reelected.

However, no one knows in advance just what policy changes the 
opposition will make if it is elected. Nor can they be discovered by 
looking at the opposition's hypothetical record in period t, since (we 
are here assuming) it is identical with that of the incumbents. But 
if men do not know what change signifies, how can they rationally 
vote for or against it?

Rational men are not interested in policies per se but in their own 
utility incomes. If their present utility incomes are very low in their 
own eyes, they may believe that almost any change likely to be made 
will raise their incomes. In this case, it is rational for them to vote 
against the incumbents, i.e., for change in general.

On the other hand, men who are benefiting from the incumbents’ 
policies may feel that change is likely to harm rather than help them. 
True, the opposition might introduce new policies which would raise 
their utility incomes. But their incomes are so high already that they 
fear any break in the continuity of present policies. Hence they 
rationally vote for the incumbents, i.e., against change in general.

Clearly, both actions are rational responses to the fact that elec
tions inevitably signal change or no change. They show that even 
when the parties running have identical records in period t, many 
citizens may reasonably expect different utility incomes from each
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party in period t + 1. Therefore abstention is rational only if a citi
zen believes that either (1) the policy changes that will be made if 
the opposition is elected will have no net effect upon his utility in
come or (2) these changes may affect his income, but the probability 
that they will raise it is exactly equal to the probability that they 
will lower it; i.e., the expected change is zero.

Two things are to be noted about this reasoning. First, we have 
admitted a degree of uncertainty into our certainty model. However, 
the purpose of this model is to prepare for analysis of the uncertainty 
model; hence we feel justified in taking uncertainty into account 
whenever it affects the basic structure of rational behavior.

Second, we have argued that the incumbents’ record can be judged 
as good or bad even when it is identical with the record of the op
position. But what standard for judgment exists in this case? W ith 
what can the incumbents’ record be compared?

In the real world, men often compare what government is doing 
with what it should be doing without referring to any other party. 
Instead they are implicitly comparing the utility incomes they are 
actually receiving with those they would be receiving if the ideal 
government were in power. O f course, every man does not have the 
same ideals as every other. Yet each man can use his private con
ception of the ideal government to assign a performance rating to 
the incumbent party or any other party.7 Algebraically, it is computed 
as follows:

Performance ratings are extremely useful for comparing govern
ments operating in different time periods or even in different areas.8 
They are necessary for such comparisons because absolute levels of 
utility income from different time periods cannot be compared di-

7 T o compute the ratings of parties not now in office, it is necessary (1) to 
substitute the real (or hypothetical) incomes they did (or would) provide for 
the actual income being received and (2 ) to select the appropriate ideal income 
so that both terms of the fraction concern the same time period.

8 Our use of ratios to denote performance ratings is purely arbitrary; any other 
mathematical measure which allows relative comparisons can be substituted with
out changing the argument.



rectly, as we saw earlier. The performance rating of a government 
may change for the following reasons: (1) it changes its actions 
while other conditions remain the same; (2) it keeps the same ac
tions, and they give rise to the same utility as before, but other cir
cumstances change so that the ideal utility-income level alters; or
(3) it keeps the same actions, but other circumstances change so 
that these actions no longer produce the same utility incomes.

In our model, performance ratings enter a voter’s decision-making 
whenever he thinks both parties have the same platforms and cur
rent policies. At first glance, this rule seems to imply discontinuity 
in the voter’s thinking, but in fact it does not. Every rational voter 
knows that if the opposition party is elected, it will alter some of the 
policies now being followed by the incumbents. But whenever the 
two parties have different platforms or current policies, he also 
knows just what changes will be made. Therefore he can choose 
between parties by deciding how he likes these specific changes.

However, when he believes the two parties have identical plat
forms and current policies, he no longer knows what specific changes 
will occur if the opposition wins. Therefore he is forced to base his 
decision upon his attitude towards change in general. There is no 
shift in his method of deciding how to vote; rather a shift in the 
evidence available causes him to discard one tool and use another. 
The object of both tools is the same—to estimate the gain he will 
get from voting for one party instead of the other.

Thus voters use performance ratings only when their current party 
differentials are zero and not always then. A man’s current party 
differential may be zero for two reasons: (1) both parties have 
identical policies and platforms; or (2) though their policies and 
platforms are different, they produce identical utility incomes for 
him. In the latter case, performance ratings are useless to him because 
he already knows what changes will take place if the opposition 
wins. Since these changes do not alter his utility income, he abstains. 
But in the former case he does not know what changes the opposi
tion will make; hence he needs some way to determine his attitude 
toward change in general. W e have already shown that (1) this 
attitude depends upon how good a job he thinks the incumbents
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are doing in providing him with utility income and (2) he can 
rate the incumbents’ performance against an ideal performance. But 
by what standard does he evaluate, say, a rating of 40 percent as good 
or bad?

Formulating such a standard is what requires the voter to consider 
the performances of past governments. In our model, each voter de
velops his own standard out of his experiences with other govern
ments. By computing their performance ratings, he creates a meas
uring rod with which he can discover whether the incumbents have 
been doing a good, bad, or indifferent job of governing. He votes 
for them if their rating is good, against them if it is bad, and not at 
all if it is indifferent.9 Thus he may rationally assign a non-zero value 
to his expected party differential even when both parties have identi
cal records in period t.

III. PRELIM IN A RY D IF F IC U L T IE S  CAUSED BY 
U N CERTA IN TY

So far we have glibly spoken of voters computing their party dif
ferentials and performance ratings without pointing out how difficult 
such computation is. In order to find his current party differential, 
a voter in a two-party system must do the following: (1 ) examine 
all phases of government action to find out where the two parties 
would behave differently, (2) discover how each difference would 
affect his utility income, and (3) aggregate the differences in utility 
and arrive at a net figure which shows by how much one party would 
be better than the other. This is how a rational voter would behave 
in a world of complete and costless information—the same world in 
which dwell the rational consumer and the rational producer of tra
ditional economic theory.

In the real world, uncertainty and lack of information prevent even

9 W hen voting is costless, a voter using preference ratings always votes if the 
incumbents have done a good (or bad) job, but this is not true when voting is 
costly. In the latter case, the losses (or benefits) he expects from change in 
general must be large enough to outweigh the cost of voting; otherwise he will 
abstain even though the incumbents do not have an indifferent rating. For a more 
detailed discussion of abstention when voting is costly, see Chapter 14.
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the most intelligent and well-informed voter from behaving in pre
cisely the fashion we have described. Since he cannot be certain 
what his present utility income from government is, or what it would 
be if an opposition party were in power, he can only make estimates 
of both. He will base them upon those few areas of government ac
tivity where the difference between parties is great enough to im
press him. When the total difference in utility flows is large enough 
so that he is no longer indifferent about which party is in office, his 
party differential threshold has been crossed. Until then, he remains 
indifferent about which party is in power, even if one would give 
him a higher utility income than the other. The existence of thresh
olds raises the probability that the expected party differential will be 
zero, i.e., that abstention will occur. It also makes it possible to 
change a voter’s mind by providing him with better information 
about what is already happening to him.

At this point, we encounter two major problems. First, when we 
open the door of our model to uncertainty, we must also admit such 
undesirables as errors, false information, and ignorance. Because in 
this chapter we deal only with the basic logic of voting, we will post
pone consideration of these factors until later except for one proviso. 
Throughout this thesis, we assume that no false (i.e., factually in
correct) information exists, though incomplete information can exist. 
Thus we exclude deliberate lies from our model, though errors and 
misleading data may remain.

The second problem is rooted in the very concept of a voter’s 
changing his mind about how to vote. As we have shown, every voter 
makes his voting decisions by comparing various real and hypotheti
cal streams of utility income. To decide what impact each govern
ment act has upon his income, he appraises it as good or bad in the 
light of his own view of “the good society.” This procedure is ra
tional because every citizen in our model views government as a 
means to the achievement of the good society as he sees it.

Thus a man's evaluation of each party depends ultimately upon 
(1) the information he has about its policies and (2) the relation 
between those of its policies he knows about and his conception of 
the good society. Once a voter has even provisionally decided how to
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vote, he can be persuaded to change his mind only if one of these 
two factors is altered. To simplify the analysis, we assume that every 
citizen has a fixed conception of the good society and has already 
related it to his knowledge of party policies in a consistent manner. 
Therefore only new information can persuade him to change his 
mind.

In essence, we are assuming that citizens’ political tastes are fixed. 
Even though these tastes often change radically in the long run, we 
believe our assumption is plausible in the short run, barring wars or 
other social upheavals. In fact, fixed political tastes seem far more 
plausible to us than fixed consumption tastes, which are usually as
sumed in demand studies.

IV. VARIATIONS IN M U LTIPA RTY SYSTEM S

Our analysis has so far been in terms of a two-party system, but its 
conclusions can easily be extended to a multiparty system. In the 
latter, a voter follows the same rules as in the former, but compares 
the incumbent party with whichever of the opposition parties has 
the highest present performance rating, i.e., would yield him the 
largest utility income if it were now in office.

However, there is one eventuality in a multiparty system that does 
not arise in a two-party system: a rational voter may at times vote 
for a party other than the one he most prefers. For example, when 
the Progressive Party ran a candidate in the American Presidential 
election of 1948, some voters who preferred the Progressive candi
date to all others nevertheless voted for the Democratic candidate. 
They did so because they felt their favorite candidate had no chance 
at all, and the more people voted for him, the fewer would vote 
Democratic. If the Democratic vote fell low enough, then the Re
publicans—the least desirable group from the Progressive point of 
view—would win. Thus a vote for their favorite candidate ironically 
increased the probability that the one they favored least would win. 
To avoid the latter outcome, they voted for the candidate ranking 
in the middle of their preference ordering.

Clearly, this is rational behavior, but it contradicts our simple
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rule for how voters should act. This discrepancy demands an ex
planation. First we must point out that in our model, elections are 
devices for the selection of governments, though they actually serve 
many purposes besides this one. They can also be (1) means of creat
ing social solidarity, as they are in modem communist countries, (2) 
expressions of political preference, (3) devices for releasing personal 
aggression in legitimate channels (e.g., in political campaigns), and
(4) incentives for citizens to inform themselves about current 
events. Nevertheless, we are interested in elections solely as means of 
selecting governments, and we define rational behavior with that 
end in mind.

A rational voter first decides what party he believes will benefit him 
most; then he tries to estimate whether this party has any chance of 
winning. He does this because his vote should be expended as part 
of a selection process, not as an expression of preference. Hence even 
if he prefers party A, he is “wasting” his vote on A if it has no 
chance of winning because very few other voters prefer it to B or C. 
The relevant choice in this case is between B and C. Since a vote for 
A is not useful in the actual process of selection, casting it is irra
tional.

Thus an important part of the voting decision is predicting how 
other citizens will vote by estimating their preferences. Each citizen 
uses his forecast to determine whether the party he most prefers is 
really a part of the relevant range of choice. If he believes it is not, 
then rationality commands him to vote for some other party.

In the absence of any information whatever about what other vot
ers are likely to do, the rational voter always votes for the party he 
prefers. He also does so whenever the information he has leads him 
to believe his favorite party has a reasonable chance of winning. The 
precise stochastic meaning of “reasonable” cannot be defined 
a priori; it depends upon the temperament of each voter. However, 
the less chance of winning he feels his favorite party has, the more 
likely he is to switch his vote to a party that has a good chance.

The exact probability level at which he switches will partly de
pend upon how important he thinks it is to keep the worst party 
from winning. For example, let us assume that there are three par
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ties: Right, Center, and Left. Voter X  prefers Right to Center and 
Center to Left, but he believes that Right has the least chance of 
winning. If he greatly prefers Right to Center and is almost indif
ferent between Center and Left, he is less likely to switch his vote 
from Right to Center than if he slightly prefers Right to Center but 
abhors Left.

This situation becomes even more complex when we consider 
future-oriented voting. A voter may support a party that today is 
hopeless in the belief that his support will enable it to grow and 
someday become a likely winner—thus giving him a wider range of 
selection in the future. Also, he may temporarily support a hopeless 
party as a warning to some other party to change its platform if it 
wants his support. Both actions are rational for people who prefer 
better choice-alternatives in the future to present participation in 
the selection of a government.10

V . SUM M ARY

In a world where he is furnished with complete, costless informa
tion, the rational citizen makes his voting decision in the following 
way:

1. By comparing the stream of utility income from government ac
tivity he has received under the present government (adjusted for 
trends) with those streams he believes he would have received if 
the various opposition parties had been in office, the voter finds 
his current party differentials. They establish his preference among 
the competing parties.

2. In a two-party system, the voter then votes for the party he pre
fers. In a multiparty system, he estimates what he believes are 
the preferences of other voters; then he acts as follows:

a. If his favorite party seems to have a reasonable chance of win
ning, he votes for it.

b. If his favorite party seems to have almost no chance of win-

10 For a more detailed discussion of voting in multiparty systems, see Chapters 
8 and 9.
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ning, he votes for some other party that has a reasonable 
chance in order to keep the party he least favors from winning.

c. If he is a future-oriented voter, he may vote for his favorite 
party even if it seems to have almost no chance of winning 
in order to improve the alternatives open to him in future 
elections.

3. If the voter cannot establish a preference among parties because 
at least one opposition party is tied with the incumbents for first 
place in his preference ordering, he then acts as follows:11

a. If the parties are deadlocked even though they have differing 
platforms or current policies or both, he abstains.

b. If the parties are deadlocked because they have identical plat
forms and current policies, he compares the performance rat
ing of the incumbent party with those of its predecessors in 
office. If the incumbents have done a good job, he votes for 
them; if they have done a bad job, he votes against them; and 
if their performance is neither good nor bad, he abstains.

11 The case in which two or more opposition parties are tied for first place is 
not covered by our decision rules. However, it seems rational for a citizen to vote 
for whichever of these top-ranking parties he thinks has the best chance of win
ning. For other considerations which might have a bearing upon his decision, 
see Chapter 9.
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The Basic Logic 
of Government 
Decision-Making

Introduction

T RADITIONALLY economic theory assumes that 
the social function and private motive of government both consist 
of maximization of social utility or social welfare. Our hypothesis 
differs from this view in three ways: (1 ) in our model, govern
ment’s social function is not identical with its private motive; (2) 
we specify only the latter, which is the maximization of votes in
stead of utility or welfare; and (3) the government is a party com
peting with other parties for control of the governing apparatus. In 
this chapter we use the last two of these axioms to describe the 
basic principles of government decision-making in our model de
mocracy.
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I. FUNDAMENTAL PRIN CIPLES O F G O V ERN M EN T 
DECISION-MAKING

A. THE CONCEPT OF MARGINAL OPERATIONS

Because the government in our model wishes to maximize political 
support, it carries out those acts of spending which gain the most 
votes by means of those acts of financing which lose the fewest 
votes. In other words, expenditures are increased until the vote-gain 
of the marginal dollar spent equals the vote-loss of the marginal 
dollar financed.

At first glance, this procedural role for government action looks 
very similar to the traditional rule based on social utility. The latter 
states that government should continue spending until marginal so
cial return falls to a level equal to marginal social cost, i.e., the 
marginal return obtainable in the private sector. Although it appears 
that our hypothesis merely substitutes a vote function for the social- 
utility function, in fact the two rules are radically different. The gov
ernment in our model is competing for votes with other political 
parties now out of office; hence its planning must take into account 
not only the voters’ utility functions, but also the proposals made 
by its opponents.

Furthermore, opposition parties usually do not have to commit 
themselves on any issue until after the incumbent party’s behavior 
as the government has revealed its policy. Therefore when the in
cumbents initiate a program, they can only guess how their op
ponents will react. But the opposition knows what policy the in
cumbents have on any given issue and can select the optimum 
strategy to counteract it. Thus government decision-making occurs 
in a tangled context of economic optimums and political warfare.

In our model, at the beginning of each election period the newly 
elected government draws up a master plan to guide its actions 
throughout the period. W e could assume that every such plan is 
worked out from the basic acts of government down to the last 
detail as though there had been no government before. However,



this would both describe the actual procedure inaccurately and 
change its logical structure.

Therefore we assume that the new government makes only partial 
alterations in the scheme of government activities inherited from 
the preceding administration; it does not recreate the whole scheme.1 2 
This postulate is both realistic and useful in formulating relatively 
simple rules for government behavior. In addition, it allows us to 
correlate government’s plans with the utility functions of indi
vidual voters because citizens decide how to vote by means of the 
marginal impact of government activity upon their utility functions 
rather than its total impact.

Government activity includes providing such basic social condi
tions as police protection, enforcement of contracts, maintenance of 
national defense, etc. Thus the total utility a man derives from gov
ernment action includes his gains from law and order in society and 
security in world politics. Even if this total utility income exceeds 
his total loss of utility in taxes and to government acts he dislikes, 
he may still strongly disapprove of some marginal government ac
tivity. A vote against any party is therefore not a vote against gov
ernment per se but net disapproval of the particular marginal ac
tions that party has taken.

Thus both the government and the voters are interested in margi
nal alterations in the structure of government activity. By marginal 
alterations we mean partial changes in the structure of government 
behavior patterns which each administration inherits from its prede
cessor. These changes may be of great significance absolutely (e.g., 
the alteration of defense spending by several billion dollars may have 
striking repercussions upon the economy). Furthermore, a series of 
marginal changes may alter the whole structure of government acts; 
so the meaning of marginality is related to the time units chosen.2 
Nevertheless, it is legitimate to focus attention upon marginal gov
ernment acts in the short run, which is what concerns us in this 
chapter.

1 The preceding administration is the same as the present one in cases of 
reelection.

2 In this respect, our concept resembles that of marginal cost in economics.
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B . THE MAJORITY PRINCIPLE

Though such focusing drastically narrows the range of choice open 
to a government’s consideration, it still faces a staggering choice 
problem, for there are numerous margins and multitudes of alterna
tives at each. In order to present our model of how government be
haves under these circumstances, we make six simplifying assump
tions:

1. All decisions are made by a central unit in the government 
which can look at all margins of possible action.

2. At each margin, there are only two alternatives of action, M  and 
N.

3. All government choices are independent of each other; i.e., the 
outcome of each decision has no bearing on the possible choices 
or outcomes of any other decision.

4. There are only two parties competing for control of the govern- 
ment, one of which is now in office.

5. Each party knows the nature of all the utility functions of indi
vidual voters, so that it can tell whether and by how much each 
voter prefers M  or N  for every choice it is considering. By this 
we assume intrapersonal cardinality of utility, but we say nothing 
about interpersonal comparisons.

6. Voters are informed without cost of all possible government de
cisions and their consequences, and they make voting decisions 
rationally, as described in Chapter 3.

Under these radically oversimplified conditions, the government 
subjects each decision to a hypothetical poll and always chooses the 
alternative which the majority of voters prefer. It must do so because 
if it adopts any other course, the opposition party can defeat it. For 
example, if the government acts as the majority prefers in everything 
except issue x, the opposition can propose a platform identical to the 
government’s except for issue x, where it stands with the majority. 
Since the voters are indifferent between parties on all other issues, 
the whole contest narrows down to issue x, and the opposition, hav
ing supported the majority position, gains more votes than the in



cumbents. Thus to avoid defeat, the government must support the 
majority on every issue.

II. O PPO SITIO N  ST R A TEG IES AGAINST T H E  M A JO R ITY
PRIN C IPLE

Following the majority principle is the incumbents’ best policy, 
but it does not guarantee victory in every election. The opposition 
party can sometimes defeat a majority-pleasing government by using 
one of three possible strategies.

A. COMPLETE MATCHING OF POLICIES

The simplest opposition strategy is adoption of a program which 
is identical with that of the incumbents’ in every particular. This 
maneuver forces citizens to decide how to vote by comparing the 
incumbent’s performance rating with those of previous governments. 
But in a certain world, the incumbents can easily discover and adopt 
the majority position on every issue; hence their performance rating 
is likely to be high enough to insure reelection. In addition, the only 
circumstances which cause a majority-pleasing government to have 
a low performance rating also cause other strategies to work even 
better than the 100 percent matching maneuver. Therefore the lat
ter would rarely be used in our hypothetical world.

B. A COALITION OF MINORITIES

Under certain conditions, the opposition can defeat a government 
which uses the majority principle by taking contrary stands on key 
issues, i.e., by supporting the minority. To explain these conditions, 
we make use of the following symbols:

U stands for the utility income a voter would get from a possible gov
ernment policy on some issue.

M is the policy alternative on any issue which is favored by a majority 
of those citizens who are not indifferent about that issue.

N is the policy alternative on any issue which is favored by a minority 
of those citizens who are not indifferent about that issue.
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P is the total set of issues which arise during an election period.
S is a subset in P containing issues 1 through s, the first of which to 

arise (issue 1) need not be the first issue to arise in P but is the 
earliest issue in P on which the opposition party takes a minority 
stand.

i stands for any individual issue.
X is the incumbent party.
Y is the opposition party.

The opposition party can always defeat the incumbents if there is 
some S  in P which has the following characteristics:

1. More than half the citizens who vote are in the minority on some 
issues in S; i.e., they prefer Ni to M i at least once.

2. Each citizen who holds the minority view on some but not all 
issues in S has a stronger preference for those policies he favors 
when in the minority than for those he favors when in the ma
jority.

3. The opposition party need not commit itself on any issue in S 
until the incumbents have revealed their position on all issues 
therein, nor does it have to reveal its position on any other issue 
in P until after the incumbents have committed themselves on 
that issue.

Throughout this chapter, we refer to these characteristics as condi
tion one, condition two, and condition three respectively.

Conditions one and two can be expressed more precisely in sym-
8

bols as follows: there are more voters for whom

than for whom  <  0. In other words, more voters

are minority oriented toward S  than are majority oriented toward it.

Those for whom           are ambivalent.3

3 This notation assumes intrapersonal cardinality of utility, as stated earlier in 
the chapter. However, the verbal argument preceding it does not depend upon 
this assumption; it is equally valid under purely ordinal assumptions. For proof 
of this assertion, see footnote 14 of this chapter.



Condition one implies that the government does not always please 
the same set of men when it takes the majority position; i.e., the 
composition of the majority differs from decision to decision. This 
outcome could never occur if a particular set of citizens, comprising 
more than 50 percent of the electorate, agreed upon all issues gov
ernment faced. Therefore the coalition-of-minorities strategy works 
only when no majority of voters exhibits perfect consensus on all 
issues.

Furthermore, condition two means that once the government has 
been elected, most citizens would rather have it follow the minority’s 
views on every issue in S than the majority’s views on every issue 
therein. This does not mean they are antidemocratic, for a de
mocracy requires majority rule only in choosing its government. 
However, it implies that consensus is weak, since men are more 
vehement about their minority views than about the views they 
share with a majority of others.

How these conditions favor the coalition-of-minorities strategy can 
be shown by an example. Assume that A, B, and C are the whole 
electorate, and government makes decisions on two issues. On the 
first issue, government takes a position which A and B favor slightly 
and C  opposes strongly. The government’s decision on the second 
issue is strongly opposed by A, but slightly favored by B and C. Thus 
government action pleases the majority in each case. Nevertheless, 
both A and C incur net losses from government activity, since the 
pleasure each receives on one issue is outweighed by the unhappi
ness he gets on the other. Consequently, each will vote for a party 
which espouses the minority view on both issues.

In such a situation, it might seem wiser for the incumbents to 
adopt a minority-pleasing strategy themselves. However, condition 
three prevents them from gaining by doing so. When the opposition 
can refrain from committing itself until after the incumbents have 
acted, it can counteract whatever strategy they adopt. If the govern
ment employs the majority principle consistently, the opposition de
feats it by supporting the minority on every issue. Conversely, if the 
government takes a minority position on even one issue, the opposi
tion can triumph by matching it on every other issue and supporting
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the majority on that one. In short, the incumbents cannot win when 
all three conditions hold.

If we retain the first two conditions but weaken condition three, 
the opposition still has an advantage, though it can conceivably lose.4 
For instance, assume the same situation exists as in our previous ex
ample except for the following change: the opposition must commit 
itself on each issue in P after the incumbents reveal their stand on 
that issue but before they do so on the next one (we assume issues 
arise one at a time). In this case, it is possible for the incumbents 
to defeat the opposition whenever voter B's preference for the ma
jority view is stronger on the first issue than on the second. The 
government chooses the majority view on the first issue in S  (as it 
always must), and the opposition counters with the minority view. 
But on the second issue, the government picks the minority view, 
forcing the opposition to support the majority.5 Since B  gains more 
from the incumbents’ position on the first issue compared to that of 
the opposition than he loses from their position on the second, he 
prefers the incumbents to the opposition. C  supports the opposition 
and A the government; hence the incumbents win even though con
ditions one and two hold.

Thus when the weakened version of condition three is in effect, 
the opposition can be certain of victory only if a fourth condition 
also holds:

4. No matter what stands the incumbents take on all issues in S  
after issue 1, the opposition party can always match these stands

*  I ts  advantage is th e  ability  to  decide w hich issue in P  will b e  issue I in S ; 
i.e ., to  decide when S  starts. T h e  incum bents m ust ad opt th e  m ajority  position on 
th e  first issue in  S  because th e  opposition has supported th e  m ajority  ( i.e ., 
m atch ed  th e  in cu m ben ts) on all previous issues. T h e  incu m bents can  never sup
p o rt a  m inority  u n til a fter th e  opposition has d one so . I f  they  did, th e  opposition 
would support th e  m ajority  on  th a t issue, m atch  th e  incu m bents o n  all subse
qu ent issues, and win th e  electio n . T h e  se t  S  begins w hen th e  opposition first 
decides n o t to  m atch  th e incum bents and instead supports th e  m inority  on  som e 
issue. T h a t  issue is always issue 1 in  S ; h en ce  th e  opposition has th e initiative 
and can  strike w here it  w ishes. T h e  o th er issues in S  need  n o t follow  issue 1 
im m ediately in  P ,  b u t th ey  m ust b e  subsequent to  it .

*  I f  th e  opposition also supports th e m inority  on  issue 2  it  loses th e election  in 
our exam ple, because th e  co n test is narrowed to  issue 1 , o n  w hich th e m ajority  
support th e  incu m bents, as explained in  th e  preceding fo otn ote .
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or adopt opposite ones in such a way that more voters will prefer 
the opposition’s policy set than prefer the incumbents’ policy set. 

W e refer to this characteristic of S  as condition four.
Condition four can be expressed more exactly in symbols as fol-

lows: there are more voters for whom 

at least one possible opposition strategy than for whom 

<           for that strategy. Admittedly, this is a very general 

statement, but we cannot make it more specific because of the enor
mous number of strategies possible when conditions one and two hold 
and there are many issues or many voters or both.

If S conforms to condition four, the incumbents cannot gain vic
tory by forcing the opposition to adopt a heterogeneous strategy 
instead of a straight coalition of minorities. A heterogeneous 
strategy is one in which each party supports some minorities and 
some majorities in S, as in the example given above. Though the 
incumbents can force the opposition to adopt such a strategy even 
when condition four holds, they cannot win by doing so. No ma
neuvering on their part can overcome the advantage seized by the 
opposition when it supported the minority on issue 1 in S. Thus 
when conditions one, two, and four hold, the incumbents are always 
defeated unless uncertainty is introduced into the model.

Of course, once the opposition party gets into office, it faces the 
same dilemma that its predecessor could not solve. Furthermore, if 
the same issues arise again, it must handle them in the manner indi
cated by its campaign promises; i.e., if it had upheld minority views 
on every issue, it will enact those views when it becomes the gov
ernment.6 In this case it is vulnerable to the strategy whereby its 
rival matches it on every issue but one, on which the rival supports 
the majority. Thus unless conditions one, two, or four change, the

6 For proof of a party’s need to carry out its promises, see Chapter 7.
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opposition can count on being defeated itself at the end of one term 
in office.

In short, the two parties regularly alternate in power, each lasting 
only one election period at a time. This conclusion may seem to 
undermine our hypothesis: if the government knows it will inevitably 
be defeated in the next election, why should it bother to maximize 
votes? The answer is twofold: (1) if it fails to do so, the voters may 
not reelect it when it is next due to take office, and (2) in reality, 
uncertainty prevents the opposition from defeating the incumbents 
with the regularity possible in a certain world even when conditions 
one, two, and four hold.7

In the real world, an opposition party is most likely to try a minor
ity-coalition strategy after the incumbents have been in office a long 
time. Otherwise this maneuver is risky because no one knows with 
certainty whether conditions one, two, and four actually prevail. 
But when the "ins” have been governing for several terms consecu
tively, they have had to make so many decisions that (1) they have 
probably made many enemies and (2) the likelihood of a varying 
majority composition on several issues is high. Therefore the oppo
sition may be willing to abandon the majority position on some 
issues in hopes of creating a successful alliance among the dissenters 
to government action.

C. THE ARROW PROBLEM

The opposition's third possible strategy against the government, 
like the second, works only when there is a lack of consensus in the 
electorate. If voters disagree in certain particular ways about what 
goals are desirable, the government may be defeated because it can
not follow the majority principle even if it wants to do so. To 
study this situation, we drop the simplifying assumption that there 
are only two alternatives for each decision. Instead we assume that 
some issues can be resolved by any one of the three mutually ex
clusive policies f, g, and h.8 Let us further assume that on at least

7 See Chapter 7 for a discussion of the first point and Section III of this chapter 
in regard to the second point.

8 This three-choice case covers all cases involving more than two alternatives.



one issue our three voters, A, B , and C, rank the three alternatives 
as follows:
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Choice A

Voter

B C
First f 8 h
Second g h f
Third h f g

No alternative has majority support for first choice; in fact, any 
alternative that the government chooses can be defeated in a paired 
election by some other alternative. If the government picks f, both 
B and C prefer h. If the government chooses h, both A and B would 
vote for an opposition which picked g. Finally if the government se
lects g, the opposition can choose f, which both A and C prefer to 
g. As long as the government must commit itself first, the opposition 
can choose some other alternative, match the government’s program 
on all other issues so as to narrow the election to this one, and 
defeat the incumbents—no matter what alternative the incumbents 
choose!

Perhaps it seems that the voters will see through the strategy of 
the opposition, because they realize that once the opposition gets 
into power, it must face the same dilemma. However, the crux of 
the problem is not the voters’ action in the election, but the struc
ture of their preferences. As Professor Arrow has shown, the govern
ment in such a situation cannot adopt any rational policy.9 No 
matter what it does, it is wrong because a majority would have 
preferred some other action. It surely is not rational for voters to 
refuse to vote for the alternative they prefer when offered a choice 
—yet only thus can the strategy of the opposition be defeated. The 
fact is that nothing the voters can do is rational, in the sense of 
selecting a stable, preferred alternative, as long as their preferences 
are so disparate.

Since government faces more than two alternative policies in al-

9 Kenneth J. Arrow, Social C hoice and Individual Values (New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1951). Much of the contents of this section is taken directly 
from Arrow’s work.
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most every decision, we may assume a priori that it encounters this 
dilemma at least once during every election period.10 Any other con
clusion requires an extreme degree of consensus among voters on 
every detail of every issue—a condition we believe unlikely. There
fore, as long as we hold to the other assumptions we made at the 
start of this analysis, the incumbents will always be defeated by the 
opposition. The opposition need only follow the policy-matching 
strategy, thus narrowing the election down to some Arrow-problem 
issue, and wait for the government to commit itself on that issue. 
Then it merely selects the policy that defeats whatever the govern
ment has chosen, and—presto!—it is elected!

III. TH E RO LE O F C ER TA IN TY  IN TH E  M ODEL

At this point, our model begins to disintegrate because of the as
sumption of certainty; i.e., parties know what voters prefer, and 
voters know the consequences of government acts. This perfect 
knowledge allows Arrow problems to dominate attention and force 
the social system into a breakdown, particularly if they involve 
important issues. For if no government can possibly be reelected, 
then party motivation for action cannot long remain the desire to be 
reelected. Experience will soon convince each party that this desire 
is futile.

Therefore, once elected, a government has no reason to follow the 
majority principle on any issue. It knows that if a single instance of 
the Arrow problem is encountered, no matter how trivial, it will 
lose to the opposition. Since this is overwhelmingly likely, the gov
ernment will act according to some rule other than the majority 
principle, such as immediate material gain for its members. Our 
hypothesis that governments act so as to maximize votes seems to 
lead to its own abandonment.11

10 From now on, we refer to any such dilemma as an “Arrow problem.”
11 Perhaps we can conclude from this that democracy cannot function in a 

certain world unless consensus among voters is almost complete on all issues. In 
the real world, uncertainty masks the dilemmas which society would face if it had 
to confront its diversity squarely; hence democracy is possible. This reasoning 
demonstrates how fundamental uncertainty is to political life in all large societies.



This pessimistic conclusion depends upon the feasibility of an 
issue-matching strategy, i.e., the ability of the opposition to narrow 
the contest to a few issues by agreeing with the incumbents on all 
others. Such a strategy is possible only if the opposition is sure (1) 
which issues involve Arrow problems and (2 ) which alternative in 
each issue will defeat the one the government chooses. W ithout 
certainty on these matters, the opposition runs an enormous risk 
when it matches the incumbents everywhere else, since this re
moves any possibility of winning on any other issue.

On the other hand, the whole idea of the majority principle rests 
on the opposition's ability to adopt an issue-matching strategy if the 
incumbents even once fail to support the majority's views. Again, 
the opposition must be certain that on some particular issue the in
cumbents have adopted a minority position. W ithout such certainty, 
no party would dare reduce the whole election to one issue. There
fore both the derivation of the majority principle and its undermin
ing by the Arrow problem depend on the assumption of certainty.

Precisely the same argument applies to the minority-coalition 
strategy. If the opposition knows that conditions one, two, and four 
hold, it can always defeat the incumbents by taking minority posi
tions on at least some issues. Therefore the incumbents have no 
incentive to please the majority at all, since their cause is hopeless. 
The certainty which allows the majority principle to function 
simultaneously undermines it whenever these three conditions hold.

If we try to escape these two dilemmas by introducing uncertainty, 
we save the incumbents from inevitable defeat, but at the same time 
we allow them to abandon the majority principle. However, we shall 
deal with these developments later.12 For the moment, we retain 
certainty but at the same time ignore its effect upon the motivation 
of party behavior; i.e., we assume that parties are never discouraged 
from their desire to be reelected by their continual defeat after one 
term in office. Hence maximization of votes remains the central 
goal of their behavior. This admitted dodge allows us to keep hold 
of the majority principle long enough to make some useful deduc
tions from it.

12 See Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 9.
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IV . T H E  PR EV A LEN C E O F  T H E  “W IL L  O F  T H E
M A J O R I T Y ”

A. THE RULE OF THE PASSIONATE M AJORITY

From the preceding analysis, it is clear that government does not 
always follow the majority principle even in a certain world. W hen 
the opposition adopts a coalition-of-minorities strategy, government 
may support the minority occasionally so as to maximize chance of a 
tie outcome. Or if an opposition party gains office by following a 
minority-coalition strategy, it will carry out minority-pleasing poli
cies whenever similar issues arise again. Finally, when Anow prob
lems arise, there is no majority position to support. Hence at first 
glance the majority principle seems to be a useless concept alto
gether.

However, if we exclude Arrow problems, it leads directly to the 
following conclusion: in a two-party system, both parties nearly al
ways adopt any policy that a majority of voters strongly prefer, no 
matter what strategies the parties are following. Neither party can 
gain from holding the minority view unless the majority hold their 
opinions lukewarmly; hence a passionate majority always determines 
policy.

To show just what a passionate majority is, let us assume that 
voters attach utility to various policy outcomes as depicted in Table 1.

T a b l e  1 T a b l e  2

Voters Voters
A B C A B C

Issue 1
Alternative M 1 10 8 1 10 8
Alternative N 100 9 5 100 9 5

Issue 2
Alternative M' 10 10 16 10 10 16
Alternative N' 9 9 17 9 9 20

N ote: Numbers stand for units of utility.
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If so, the opposition party cannot adopt a minority-coalition strategy 
(policies N and N ') to counteract the incumbents’ majority strategy 
(M  and M ') even though voter A tremendously prefers receiving 
N to receiving M '. This possibility is ruled out because C  would be 
willing to trade the minority outcome on issue 2 for the majority 
outcome on issue 1; i.e., he is more passionate about his majority 
view than he is about his minority view. If we alter his passion so 
that he would be willing to reverse the trade mentioned (as in Table 
2 ) , then the coalition-of-minorities strategy works.13

This example illustrates several characteristics of the rule o f  the 
passionate majority. First, interpersonal cardinality is irrelevant. 
This is true because we can multiply any or all citizens’ utility fig
ures by any positive numbers without changing the results, as long as 
all the figures for any one man are multiplied by the same num
ber. Thus the fact that A’s utility income goes up 99 units if M ' 
is substituted for M  does not necessarily overcompensate for B ’s loss 
of one unit from the same change, since there is no way to compare 
units interpersonally.

Second, the factor which determines whether a man takes a pas
sionate-majority stand is not his relative gain from each issue but 
his total gain from the whole combination of issues. For example, 
in Table 1, C  gets 37.5 percent more utility from M  than from N 
but only 6.25 percent more utility from N ' than from M '; hence 
we might suspect that relative gain explains C ’s willingness to trade 
N for M . But this is false, as Table 2 shows. C  is now willing to 
trade M  for N ' even though he gets only 25 percent more utility 
from N ' than from M ' and still gets 37.5 percent more from M  than 
from N. Clearly his total gain on all issues taken together determines 
how he votes rather than the rate of gain on any particular issue.14

13 It is clear from this reasoning that the conditions underlying a passionate 
majority are the exact opposite of conditions one and two.

14 Even intrapersonal cardinality can be eliminated without altering the rule of 
the passionate majority. W e retain it here because (1 ) it makes exposition easier 
and (2 )  it fits into our use of utility in the rest of the study. However, we could 
use a strictly ordinal approach by comparing bundles of policies rather than 
utilities. For example, in Table 1, voter C  prefers bundle M M ’ to bundle NN', 
but in Table 2 his preference is reversed. If we merely state that his taste for 
policies has changed, we can derive the same conclusions as before without men-
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Finally, the example shows that a passionate majority is not neces
sarily more passionate about its views than the minority it over
rules. In other words, parties do not compare the intensity of the 
majority’s feelings with those of the minority; they appraise the 
willingness of each citizen to trade the outcomes he prefers when 
in a majority for those he prefers when in a minority. Citizen A 
clearly has a more intense desire to get N instead of M than anyone 
else has about any issue; yet in Table 1 his passion is outweighed by 
the weaker passion of citizens B and C.15

Thus we cannot judge how passionate a majority is by its feelings 
about any one issue. The members of a passionate majority may 
only care slightly whether alternative M is chosen rather than alter
native N; while the minority may frantically desire N. The crucial 
point is whether the citizens in the majority have a greater prefer
ence for their position on this issue than they do for minority posi
tions they hold on other issues. Thus parties do not judge passion 
by comparing voters with each other; instead they compare the 
intensity of each voter’s feelings on certain issues with the intensity 
of his feelings on others.

This fact raises two questions: (1) are there any interpersonal 
comparisons in politics? (2) what does the rule of the passionate 
majority really signify?

B. THE POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PASSIONATE MAJORITIES

Interpersonal comparisons are in fact the essence of politics, be
cause its function is the settlement of conflicts between men. Further
more, since we have defined utility as a measure of benefit, and since
tioning utility at all. Every other part of our study involving utility can be similarly 
transposed into ordinal or indifference analysis; hence none of our conclusions 
depend upon cardinality of utility, whether inter- or intrapersonal. The only rea
son we do not use a strictly ordinal approach throughout is that it renders exposi
tion more difficult.

15 This outcome is even more striking if we assume that the utilities of all 
three voters are measured in the same units, i.e., that interpersonal cardinality is 
possible. Clearly, A could then bribe B and C to prefer N and everyone would 
gain— perhaps substantially. Yet when vote-selling is prohibited, A’s relatively 
enormous desire for N is inevitably frustrated. For a detailed discussion of vote
selling in such situations, see Chapter 10.



all conflicts concern benefits, these comparisons are at root utility 
comparisons. However, they are ordinal, not cardinal; cardinality is 
supplied by the assumption that each citizen can cast one and only 
one vote. This axiom implies that each man’s political views are 
just as important as any other man’s, even if one holds his views with 
intense fervor and the other is nearly indifferent. The fact that each 
is a citizen is what makes his views significant, not the fact that he 
is (or is not) fervent about them. Hence neither passion nor its 
absence adds to the political weight of his opinions in a certain 
world.

But if this is true, what can the rule of the passionate majority 
signify? Its real meaning is that majority rule prevails in government 
policy formation only when there is a consensus of intensities as 
well as a consensus of views. By consensus o f intensities we mean 
that most citizens agree on which issues are most important even if 
they disagree about what policy to follow on each issue; i.e., they care 
most about having the right policy followed on the same issues, 
though they may have different ideas about what the right policies 
are. By consensus o f views we mean that on any issue a majority of 
citizens favor one alternative over the others—they have the same 
opinion about which policy is right.

These two types of consensus are independent of each other, since 
each may exist alone. Even when they both exist at once, the ma
jority supporting a given policy may not be the same majority which 
supports some other policy. However, there will be a single set of 
citizens, comprising a majority of voters, who have very similar 
importance rankings of all issues. This similarity need not eliminate 
the possibility of minority-favoring actions, because there may be a 
small subset of policies within which conditions one, two, and four 
hold. By matching the incumbents on all other policies, the opposi
tion can narrow the election to this subset and apply the coalition- 
of-minorities strategy. Nevertheless, the fact that it matches the 
incumbents on all other policies shows that the majority position 
usually prevails even in this case.

Furthermore, even when Arrow problems are encountered, the 
rule of the passionate majority has significant repercussions. Be
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neath a complex of alternatives that causes Arrow problems, there 
usually rests some more fundamental policy decision. For example, 
there are myriad ways to set up a social security program; hence 
adoption of any one may involve the government in an Arrow prob
lem. But the question of whether or not aged people should some
how receive more than token public assistance can be reduced to 
a yes or no basis, and a majority opinion found. If the majority ap
pears strongly to favor this principle, both parties will adopt it. The 
range of alternatives on the social security issue is thus narrowed 
to different definitions of “more-than-token" and different methods 
of administration. Though this still leaves a large area of choice, 
it does provide a standpoint on the basic issue which both parties 
adopt and around which the actual alternatives cluster. W e con
clude that in a two-party democracy, government policies at root 
follow whatever a majority strongly desires, and the range of devia
tion from its aspirations is relatively small.

Thus democracy leads to the prevalence of the majority’s views 
whenever most citizens agree with each other more emphatically 
than they disagree with each other. One extremely important social 
force causing both agreement and disagreement is the division of 
labor. Because it increases men’s dependence on one another, it 
creates a need for agreement. However, it also increases specializa
tion; therefore it breeds disparate points of view about what policies 
are best for society.

Furthermore, because each man earns most of his income in his 
area of specialization, and because the benefits of social cooperation 
are largely indivisible, every citizen is likely to have more intense 
feelings about his specialty—which is relatively unique—than about 
his general interests—which he shares with most others. Thus 
specialization is a politically divisive force in a democracy which 
encourages men to ally as minorities to thwart the will of the ma
jority.16 W e shall see later how this fact leads to logrolling and

16 This conclusion is similar to the one reached by David Riesman in his 
analysis of “veto groups.” See David Riesman, T he Lonely Crowd (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1950), pp. 244-255. For a further discussion of how such 
disunity may paralyze democracy, see Chapters 8 and 9 of the present study.



other tactics by which a group of minorities agree to exploit the 
majority.17
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V . T H E  B U D G E T  PR O C ESS

A. BUDGET DECISIONS UNDER THE M AJORITY PRINCIPLE

At the beginning of this chapter we stated that the government 
increases its spending until the vote gain of the marginal dollar 
spent equals the vote loss of the marginal dollar of financing. In 
other words, when a newly elected (or reelected) government sets 
up its plan of action, it asks about each expenditure, “Is it worth its 
cost in votes in terms of votes gained?” just as a profit-making firm 
asks about each of its expenditures, “Is it worth its cost in dollars 
in terms of added revenue?”

But the government takes over many of the activities of its pred
ecessor without really considering doing away with them, though 
it may consider marginal alteration of their quantity or reorganiza
tion of their administration. Hence it starts out with a mass of essen
tial activities which it knows by experience are worth their cost in 
votes. Also, there will probably exist a set of basic revenue-raising 
devices which the government knows cost less in votes than would 
cessation of those activities they support. Thus the crucial weigh
ing of votes occurs at the margins of both expenditure and revenue 
patterns.

Most governments separate the early stages of expenditure-plan
ning from the early stages of revenue-planning as a part of their in
ternal division of labor. Two sets of plans are drawn up and sub
mitted to some central balancing agency, which must delimit the 
expenditure pattern and find some kind of financing, whether taxed, 
printed, or borrowed, for all of it. If a government is acting so as to 
maximize votes, these plans are rated by their additions to or sub
tractions from the individual utility incomes of every voter. The 
balancing agency weighs each additional act of spending against the 
additional financing needed for it and decides whether it will gain

17 See Chapters 12 and 13.
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or lose votes, in light of the utility functions of all voters and the 
possible strategy of the opposition.

The government is likely to adopt any act of spending which, 
coupled with its financing, is a net addition of utility to more voters 
than it is a subtraction, i.e., it pleases more than it irritates. Other
wise the opposition may approve it and make an issue of it in the 
forthcoming campaign. Conversely, whenever a proposed expenditure 
irritates more voters than it pleases, the party in power will most 
likely refuse to carry it out. The government continues to weigh 
proposals in this manner long after its first plan is formulated, since 
conditions change and new possibilities must be considered.

Thus the pressure of competition motivates the government in the 
same way that it motivates private firms, though the number of com
petitors is much smaller, and the competition is for votes instead 
of dollars. This pressure even causes parties to innovate so as to 
meet new social needs and keep technically in step with their com
petition.

B. BUDGET DECISIONS UNDER OTHER CONDITIONS

The preceding description of government budgeting applies when 
the government follows the majority principle, but it need not 
employ that principle under all conditions. As we have seen, 
whenever the opposition uses a coalition-of-minorities strategy or 
is kept from adopting an issue-matching strategy by uncertainty, the 
government is freed from the necessity of agreeing with the majority 
on every issue.

As a result, it is not interested in the net impact upon a voter’s 
utility income of each action but of all its actions taken together. 
Upon occasion, it is willing to irritate more voters than it pleases, if 
subsequent actions will placate those irritated and yet not com
pletely cancel the satisfaction of those pleased. This means the gov
ernment can no longer weigh acts individually, but must look at the 
effect of all of them as a unit. Consequently its decisions become 
much more complex.



As an example, let us say that the government is pondering some 
problem that has just arisen at T n, which is any moment between 
T b, the beginning of the election period, and T e, the date of the 
election. All of its actions from T b to T n must be considered as given, 
since they are already affecting individual utility incomes. Also, a 
blueprint has previously been drawn up for the future acts from T n 
to T e which were originally coordinated with the now-given acts 
into a single master plan covering the whole period. Unforeseen 
events cause constant deviations from this master plan, each of which 
is actually a reformulation of the whole plan from T n to T e in the 
light of the acts already taken from T b to T n. Thus every single 
unforeseen decision involves a new prediction of every voter’s net 
utility income position on election day.

In practice, no government actually carries out such elaborate 
calculations. Not only does it lack information about the shapes of 
individual utility functions, but also it cannot possibly make such 
staggering calculations for each decision. Nevertheless, the rudi
ments of this kind of thinking appear in the government’s keeping 
an eye on various groups in society to see how they are doing and to 
discover what actions should be taken to appease them or ensnare 
their votes. By simplifying the millions of voters into a small number 
of blocs, and merging the thousands of acts into a few major policy 
groups, the government can actually make the kind of recalculations 
discussed. It can take into account how a given policy will affect 
farmers, labor, businessmen, etc., and how this policy will fit into 
the net effect that its whole program will have had on each of these 
homogeneous groups by election day, given the actions already 
taken.

W e conclude that governments in our model world either (1) 
make each spending decision separately by means of the majority 
principle, or (2) fit each decision into the entire pattern and re
calculate the whole impact of their spending program upon all 
voters. Which of the two methods they follow depends upon the 
degree of uncertainty in their knowledge of voters’ utility functions, 
and the strategies adopted by opposition parties.

THE BASIC LOGIC OF GOVERNMENT DECISION-MAKING 71
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V I. H OW  G O V ERN M EN T ACTS ARE RELA TED  TO  
V O T E R S’ U T IL IT Y  FUN CTIONS

In Chapter 3, we stated that how a voter casts his ballot depends 
upon what actions the government takes and what actions the oppo
sition says it would take were it in office. In this chapter, we have 
shown that the actions a government takes depend upon how the 
government thinks voters will cast their ballots. These statements 
delineate a relationship of mutual interdependence, which can be 
transposed into a set of equations as follows:

t stands for the whole election period.
V stands for actual votes cast for the incumbents.
V' stands for expected votes the government feels will be cast for it.
A stands for government actions.
U stands for voters’ utility incomes from government action. 
e stands for the date of the election at the end of period t.
P stands for the strategies of the opposition parties. 
f1 stands for a functional relationship.

1. The actions of the government are a function of the way it ex
pects voters to vote and the strategies of its opposition:

A t =  f1(V'e,Pt)

2. The government expects voters to vote according to changes in 
their utility incomes and the strategies of opposition parties:

V'e = f2(Ut,Pt)
3. Voters actually vote according to changes in their utility incomes 

and alternatives offered by the opposition:

V e =  f3(Ut,Pt)

4. Voters’ utility incomes from government activity depend upon 
the actions taken by government during the election period:

Ut =  f4(At)

5. The strategies of opposition parties depend upon their views of 
the voters’ utility incomes and the actions taken by the govern
ment in power:

P t =  f5 (U t,At)



This set of five equations has five unknowns: expected votes, actual 
votes, opposition strategies, government actions, and individual utility 
incomes.

W e have rearranged our ideas in equation form to show the 
circularity of our analytical structure: votes depend upon actions, and 
actions depend upon votes. The media through which the depend
ence operates are, in each case, the utility incomes of individuals and 
the strategies adopted by opposition parties. Other variables must 
be added later when we introduce the cost of information, but the 
basic relationship remains the same.

V II. SUM M ARY

According to our hypothesis, governments continue spending until 
the marginal vote gain from expenditure equals the marginal vote 
loss from financing. The determinants of vote loss and vote gain are 
the utility incomes of all voters and the strategies of opposition 
parties. Thus governments are engaged in political warfare as well as 
maximization problems.

Under conditions of certainty, a government’s best strategy is to 
adopt choices which are favored by a majority of voters. Before mak
ing any expenditure, it takes a hypothetical poll to see how voters’ 
utility incomes are affected by the expenditure and the necessary 
financing. If it fails to adopt the majority’s views, its opponents will 
do so and will fight the election on this issue only, thereby insuring 
defeat for the incumbents.

However, conforming to the will of the majority does not guaran
tee reelection for the incumbents. Sometimes the opposition can 
form a coalition of dissenters and win by upholding the minority 
view on key issues, and at other times no clear majority position ex
ists. In both cases, the incumbents’ downfall is caused by lack of 
strong concensus in the electorate combined with the opposition’s 
ability to refrain from committing itself until after the government 
acts.

Thus majority rule does not always prevail on specific issues, but it 
usually does in a two-party system whenever the majority strongly
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favors a certain policy. Such passionate majorities exist when citizens 
feel more strongly about the policy views most others share with 
them than about those regarding which they are in the minority. 
By encouraging specialization of viewpoint, the division of labor 
tends to break up passionate majorities and foster minority-coalition 
governments.

When government is following the majority principle, it plans its 
budget by taking a hypothetical poll on each decision. W hen it is 
using some other strategy, it judges every action as a part of its whole 
spending plan for the election period. Unforeseen events force it to 
recalculate the whole plan in the light of what it has already done.

Since governments plan their actions to please voters and voters 
decide how to vote on the basis of government actions, a circular 
relation of mutual interdependence underlies the functioning of 
government in a democracy.



Part II

The General Effects of Uncertainty





5

The Meaning of 
Uncertainty

I. T H E  N A TU RE O F U N C ER TA IN TY

U n c e r t a i n t y  is any lack of sure knowledge 
about the course of past, present, future, or hypothetical events. In 
terms of any particular decision, it may vary in removability, in
tensity, and relevance.

Most uncertainty is removable through the acquisition of informa
tion, if a sufficient quantity of data is available. However, some 
uncertainty is intrinsic to particular situations. For example, the out
come of a free election is uncertain before the election occurs be
cause voters can change their minds at the last minute. Determinists 
might disagree by claiming that sufficient information about each 
voter would enable a superintelligent mind to predict the outcome 
infallibly. However, we do not wish to engage in the perennial free 
will vs. determinism controversy. The agents in our model rarely 
have enough data to eliminate all uncertainty even when it is theo
retically removable. Therefore we merely assume that the intensity 
of uncertainty can be reduced by information, which can be ob
tained only by the expenditure of scarce resources.

The intensity of uncertainty in a given situation is expressed by

77
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the degree of confidence with which a decision-maker makes his de
cision. If added knowledge clarifies the situation in his mind and 
points more strongly to one alternative as being the most rational, 
his confidence varies directly with the amount of data he has. Con
versely, additional information may contradict what he knows al
ready, so that his confidence falls as he learns more. However, as a 
general rule, the more information a decision-maker acquires, the 
more confident of making the right decision he becomes. And the 
more confident he is, the less he must discount the gains from being 
right in planning his overall allocation of resources. Therefore, infor
mation is valuable if it increases confidence in a correct decision, 
even if it does not change the decision tentatively arrived at. How
ever, marginal returns from this use of data rapidly diminish towards 
zero; i.e., the more confident a man is about his decision, the less he 
believes he can gain from further information.

Uncertainty is irrelevant to a given decision if the decision is 
trivial, or if the uncertainty concerns knowledge not germane to it. 
Thus a man may have an extremely high degree of confidence about 
some of his decisions even if he lives in a world of tremendous 
uncertainty. Uncertainty must refer to particular events; it is not a 
general condition.

All three of these dimensions of uncertainty can be merged into 
the level o f confidence with which a decision-maker makes each de
cision.1 Absolute confidence means uncertainty has been removed; 
though this is rare. And since the level of confidence refers to a par
ticular decision, only revelant uncertainty will influence it.

W e will not often make explicit reference to the level of confi
dence in our discussions of the cost of information and its impact 
upon political rationality.2 However, we have set it forth here in order 
to clarify those parts of our analysis where its use is implicit.

1 The term level o f  confidence as used herein does not have exactly the same 
meaning as the statistical term confidence level. The latter is a technical term 
with a precise definition, whereas the former is more generalized in nature.

2 Nor will we attempt to analyze the various methods of making decisions under 
conditions of uncertainty. For a thorough discussion of this topic, see Kenneth J. 
Arrow, "Alternative Theories of Decision-Making in Risk-Taking Situations,” 
E conometrica, X IX  (1951), 404-437.
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II. REASON, KN O W LED G E, AND INFORM ATION

A distinction of which we will make more explicit use is that be
tween reason, contextual knowledge, and information. Reason is 
facility with the processes of logical thought and the principles of 
causal analysis; we assume that all men possess it. Contextual knowl
edge we define as cognizance of the basic forces relevant to some 
given field of operations. It is a grasp of relations among the funda
mental variables in some area, such as mathematics, economics, or 
the agriculture of ancient China. Thus contextual knowledge (1) is 
more specific than reason, (2) is not common to all men but is 
acquired to a greater or less degree through education, and (3) 
can be an object of specialization. Information is data about the cur
rent developments in and status of those variables which are the 
objects of contextual knowledge.

Thus a man may know the monetary structure of a country with
out being informed on the present level of the interest rate, the out
standing money supply, etc. Lack of contextual knowledge is ig
norance, which is to be distinguished from lack of information. To 
combat ignorance, a man needs education; whereas to combat lack 
of information (if he already has knowledge) he needs only infor
mation, which is less expensive than education but still costly.

From these definitions, we can see that a man can be knowledge
able without being informed, or informed without being knowledge
able, but he cannot interpret information without contextual knowl
edge. Therefore, when we speak of an informed citizen, we will be 
referring to a man who has both contextual knowledge and informa
tion about those areas relevant to his decision-making.

III. TH E FORM S O F U N CERTA IN TY IN OUR M ODEL

Let us turn from semantics to specifying the types of uncertainty 
which we will encounter. Voters and political parties are the two 
major classes of actors in our model, and each class has several 
forms of uncertainty associated with it.

Voters may be uncertain in the following ways:



1. They may be aware that their total utility incomes have altered, 
but be uncertain about what caused them to do so, particularly 
about whether government or private action was responsible.

2. They may not know the repercussions upon their own utility 
incomes of some proposed (or undertaken) government action, 
mainly because they do not know what changes in objective con
ditions it would cause.

3. They may be completely unaware of certain actions being car
ried out by the government, or of alternatives the government 
could have undertaken, or of both.

4. They may be uncertain how much influence their own views 
have on the formation of government policy.

5. They may be uncertain about how other citizens plan to vote.

In short, voters are not always aware of what the government is or
could be doing, and often they do not know the relationship between
government actions and their own utility incomes.

Political parties (including the one in office) may be uncertain in
the following ways:

1. They may not know what decisions the nonpolitical elements of 
the economy are going to make; i.e., they may be unable to pre
dict the economic conditions with which they must deal in run
ning the government.

2. They may not know how a given government act will affect the 
utility incomes of voters, even if they know what objective condi
tions it will produce.

3. They may not know what objective consequences a given govern
ment act will have, even if they know how voters’ utility incomes 
will be affected by every possible set of consequences.

4. They may not know how much influence any one voter has over 
other voters.

5. They may not know whether voters are aware of what the govern
ment is doing and how it affects them, or how much additional 
information is necessary to make voters thus aware.

6. They may not know what policies opposition parties will adopt 
on any given issue. If this type of uncertainty exists, a party will
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THE MEANING OF UNCERTAINTY 8 1

be unable to forecast how voters will react to its own policy, even 
if it knows the way voters will be affected by that policy and the 
nature of their utility functions.

IV . SUM M ARY

Uncertainty is any lack of sure knowledge about the course of 
events. It may be present in any part of the political decision-making 
process, and usually affects both political parties and voters by con
trolling the level of confidence with which they make decisions.

In discussing uncertainty, we can usefully distinguish between 
types of knowledge. Contextual knowledge illuminates the basic 
causal structure of some field of operations; while information pro
vides current data on the variables significant in that field.



6

How Uncertainty Affects 
Government Decision- 
Making

Introduction

U n c e r t a i n t y  divides voters into several classes 
because it affects some people more than others. Furthermore, it gives 
rise to persuasion, since some of the voters who are most certain try 
to influence those who are least certain. Thus two criteria for dif
ferentiating among voters are created by uncertainty: the confidence 
with which a voter holds his party preference, and the intensity with 
which he advocates whatever views he has.

Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. Some rational men are politically active, others are passive or 
confused, and still others react to politics with habitual be
havior patterns.

8 2



2. Political leadership is possible only in an uncertain world, and 
leaders gain rational followers in rough proportion to the follow
ers’ lack of information.

3. Every democratic government decentralizes its own power if dis
covering the opinions of its constituents is difficult, no matter 
how centralized its constitutional organization is.

4. In an uncertain world, it is irrational for a democratic govern
ment to treat all men as though they were politically equal.

I. H O W  U N CERTA IN TY G IV ES R ISE  TO  PERSUASION

As long as we retain our original assumption of certainty, no citi
zen can possibly influence another’s vote. Each knows what would 
benefit him most, what the government is doing, and what other par
ties would do if they were in power. Therefore his political taste struc
ture, which we assume fixed, leads directly to an unambiguous deci
sion about how he should vote. If he remains rational, no persuasion 
can change his mind. In such a world, even if a voter passionately 
wants his party to win, it is futile for him to try to influence anyone 
else to vote for it.

But as soon as uncertainty appears, the clear path from taste struc
ture to voting decision becomes obscured by lack of knowledge. For 
some voters, the decision remains obvious; they want a specific party 
to win because its policies are clearly the most beneficial to them. 
But others are highly uncertain about which party they prefer. They 
are not sure just what is happening to them, or what would happen 
to them if another party were in power. They need more facts to 
establish a clear preference. By providing these facts, persuaders 
find an opportunity to become effective.

Persuaders are not interested per se in helping people who are un
certain become less so; they want certainty to produce a decision 
which aids their cause. Therefore they provide only those facts 
which are favorable to whatever group they are supporting. W e have 
assumed that these “facts” will never be false, but they need not tell 
the whole truth. And they probably will not, because persuaders are, 
by definition, propagandists in the original sense of the word—they
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present correct information organized so as to lead to a specific con
clusion.

As long as we assume rationality, only people who have already 
made up their own minds can persuade others.1 Therefore persuaders 
are at one extreme of the uncertainty scale—they are certain what 
voting decision is best for them.2 They are also extremists on the 
intensity scale, since they are interested enough in one party’s victory 
to proselyte for it.

Not all would-be persuaders are voters; parties are obviously per
suaders too. Those who are voters we call agitators, i.e., voters who 
use scarce resources to influence other voters. Having informed them
selves well enough to be certain of their own decisions, agitators are 
practically immune to the persuasion of their opponents, since we 
assumed persuasion can be done only by providing information, not 
by changing tastes. Agitators are usually motivated by a desire to see 
the policies of a specific party enacted, or by gratitude to a party for 
having carried out some policy they favor. But whether their motive 
is simple repayment for a political favor, or the most idealistic 
altruism, they are willing to invest scarce resources—at least time, 
and perhaps more—in agitating. II.

II. TY PES O F V O T ER S O TH ER  THAN AGITATORS

Some voters are well-informed enough to have made definite and 
certain voting decisions, but they are not interested in persuading 
others to agree with them. W e call these voters passives if they have 
arrived at a party preference, and neutrals if they are indifferent 
among parties. Being certain, neither passives nor neutrals are open 
to influence. However their behavior on election day differs—passives 
vote, neutrals abstain.3

So far we have dealt only with voters who are certain about how

1 It is true that in the real world, persuading others is often a means of confirm
ing one’s own insecurely held beliefs, but we ignore that possibility in our model.

a This does not mean that it is impossible for further information to change a 
persuader’s mind. For an exact definition of certain, see Section II of this chapter.

3 Throughout this chapter we assume that the cost of voting is zero. When it 
is not zero, some passives will also abstain. For a detailed discussion of how voting 
costs affect participation, see Chapter 14.



they want to vote. This does not mean that they know every fact 
relevant to their voting decision, nor that they are absolutely sure 
it is the best one they can make. It means they know enough to 
have reached a definite decision, and they regard as negligible the 
probability that any further information would cause them to change 
it. Hence they do not deliberately seek further information.4

Many citizens, however, are uncertain about how to vote. Either 
they have not made up their minds at all, or they have reached 
some decision but feel that further information might alter it. Here 
we can distinguish three categories: baffleds are those who have not 
made up their minds; quasi-informed passives are those who have 
reached tentative decisions favorable to some party; and quasi-in
formed neutrals are those who have reached the tentative conclusion 
that there is no significant difference between present parties or be
tween this government and preceding ones. If these voters are still 
uncertain on election day, the quasi-informed passives vote, but the 
baffleds and quasi-informed neutrals abstain.

Finally, some rational men habitually vote for the same party in 
every election. In several preceding elections, they carefully informed 
themselves about all the competing parties, and all the issues of the 
moment; yet they always came to the same decision about how to 
vote. Therefore they have resolved to repeat this decision auto
matically without becoming well-informed, unless some catastrophe 
makes them realize it no longer expresses their best interests. Like 
all habits, this one saves resources, since it keeps voters from invest
ing in information which would not alter their behavior. Thus it is 
a rational habit. Habitual voters are either loyalists, who always vote 
for the same party, or apathetics, who always abstain because they 
believe their party differentials are forever zero.

In summary, here are the types of voters who have decided to vote, 
listed in order of the confidence with which they hold their deci
sions: agitators, passives, loyalists, and quasi-informed passives. Here 
are those who have decided to abstain, ranked in the same way:

4 There are two qualifications to this assertion: (1 ) men who are certain may 
accidentally encounter information which upsets their certainty even though the 
probability of their doing so is low, and (2 ) agitators may seek more information 
for use in persuading others rather than for making their own voting decisions.
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neutrals, apathetics, quasi-informed neutrals, and baffleds. Only five 
of the eight types are normally open to persuasion. In order of their 
susceptibility, they are baffleds, quasi-informed neutrals, quasi-in
formed passives, apathetics, and loyalists.

III. T H E  ROLE O F TH RESH OLD S

In Chapter 3, we introduced the notion of political thresholds, a 
concept which has considerable bearing on the nature of persuasion. 
For example, a loyalist may know that conditions today differ some
what from those extant when he chose a party to vote for habitually, 
but unless conditions are remarkably different, he will not reexamine 
this habit. The change must be large enough to cross some percep
tion threshold before he is moved to reconsider his behavior pattern. 
Another example is a baffled who has information leading to a prefer
ence for one party, but is so unsure that this information is complete 
that he discounts it to below his action threshold. Of if a passive dis
covers that his party differential has become very large, he may start 
trying to persuade others to vote as he does. Thus he crosses his 
agitation threshold, and becomes an agitator instead of a passive.

These thresholds are crucial to the process of influencing voters. 
If an agitator wants to know just how much information to give a 
baffled (or a group of baffleds) so as to get his vote but not waste 
resources overconvincing him, the agitator must know where the 
baffled’s action threshold is, and how close he is to it. Similarly, a 
party seeking to convert passives into agitators needs to know how 
much policy-alteration pay-off is required to push the passives across 
their agitation thresholds. Thus the judgments of agitators, parties, 
and other persuaders about how many resources they should invest 
in persuasion depend upon their estimations of how close key blocs 
of voters are to various thresholds.

It is also a threshold that keeps baffleds from wavering back and 
forth between parties with every additional bit of information they 
get. Under conditions of perfect certainty, the slightest iota of dif
ference between parties would be enough to determine a man's vote. 
But in the real world, and in the world of our uncertainty model,



he knows that minute differences he sees are likely to be either il
lusory or counterbalanced by others he does not see. Therefore he 
will wait for a significant degree of difference between parties be
fore relinquishing his neutrality.

IV . T H E  N ATURE AND FO R M S O F LEADERSH IP 
IN T H E  M O D EL

Wherever men can be influenced, other men appear whose specialty 
is influencing them; so it is in our model. Uncertainty renders many 
voters willing to heed leaders who seem to know the way toward 
those social goals the voters hold. Thus they follow the leaders’ 
counsel about which government policies to approve of and which to 
oppose. Subtler forms of leadership insinuate themselves into the 
reporting of news, the setting of political fashions, and the shaping 
of cultural images of good and evil.

W e assumed in Chapter 3 that voters’ tastes in government were 
fixed, because they were simply rational deductions from the voters’ 
views of the good society. However, in an uncertain world, roads 
leading toward the good society are hard to distinguish from those 
leading away from it. Thus, even though voters have fixed goals, their 
views on how to approach those goals are malleable and can be 
altered by persuasion. Consequently, leadership can be exercised on 
most policy questions, because nearly all policies are means to 
broader social goals rather than ends in themselves.

Leadership we define as the ability to influence voters to adopt 
certain views as expressing their own will. Leaders are men with influ
ence over voters—usually not full control of their votes, but at least 
some impact on their views about the best policies for parties to 
espouse. Leadership in this sense can exist only under conditions of 
uncertainty, because whenever men know the repercussions of every 
conceivable act, they need no advice to discover what is best for 
them. True, even under certainty men need leaders to decide what 
to do in the absence of universal consensus, and to coordinate the 
division of labor. But this is different from deciding what should be 
done, i.e., what policies are most beneficial to the individual voters.
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Why do leaders lead? In our model, all leaders are motivated by 
the desire to improve their own positions in society. By thus at
tributing all human action to selfishness, we are not limiting it to 
the narrow sense of that word. W e also include a broad sense which 
may call for great self-sacrifice. Nevertheless, most leaders will be at 
least partially motivated by the possibility of acquiring some direct 
benefit for themselves—economic, political, or social.

There are three types of leaders in our model: political parties, 
interest groups, and favor-buyers.5 Political parties are followers as 
well as leaders, for they mold their policies to suit voters so as to 
gain as many votes as possible. Having done this, they attempt to 
lead all voters to believe these policies are best for them. Interest 
groups are leaders who try to get government to adopt some particu
lar policy beneficial to themselves by claiming to represent voters. 
They seek to implant their own views in voters’ minds so that they 
do represent voters; then the government may be impressed enough 
to aid them. Favor-buyers are men who wish a party to act in some 
way which benefits them, and will in return influence voters to sup
port that party. Favor-buyers claim to represent no one except them
selves; they are merely engaged in trading their influence over voters 
for specific acts they want done. Their influence often consists of 
money they can devote to campaigns on behalf of the party they are 
dealing with. Any one leader may practice all three kinds of leader
ship simultaneously, but we will keep them separate for analytical 
purposes.

V. TH E FU N CTIO N IN G  O F IN TER M ED IA RIES

a . g o v e r n m e n t ’s n e e d  f o r  r e p r e s e n t a t iv e s

Uncertainty is so basic to human life that it influences the struc
ture of almost every social institution. The government in a democ
racy is no exception to this rule. To cope with uncertainty, it is

5 Though all leaders are really individual men, we here speak of groups as 
leaders because the men in each group try to persuade nonmembers to act in 
ways favorable to the group as a whole.



forced to employ intermediaries between itself and its constituents.
These intermediaries have two functions, both derived from the 

relationship between government acts and individual utility functions 
described in Chapter 4. As we saw there, government plans its acts 
by looking at individual utility functions and discovering what voters 
want. For this purpose it needs representatives of the people who 
can simplify the otherwise impossible task of exploring every indi
vidual’s utility function. Also, individuals decide how to vote by 
comparing the acts of government and the proposals of opposition 
parties. Therefore government sends its own representatives to the 
people to convince them that its acts are worthy of their approval. 
Other parties, of course, employ representatives to convince the peo
ple that the incumbents should be replaced.

Uncertainty thus helps convert democracy into representative 
government. Another powerful force which has the same effect is 
the division of labor. To be efficient, a nation must develop special
ists in discovering, transmitting, and analyzing popular opinion, just 
as it develops specialists in everything else. These specialists are the 
representatives. Their existence makes it rational for the government 
to be influenced by a small proportion of its citizenry rather than 
to act on behalf of all citizens seen in the abstract.

The government in our model world wants to enact policies which 
fit the desires of its constituents, but it does not know what these 
desires are. Therefore it employs, as a part of its own institutional 
structure, a group of men whose function is to scatter into the cor
ners of the nation and discover the will of the people. They keep 
the government’s central planning agency informed about what 
people want so that it can make decisions that will maximize the 
government’s chance for reelection.

Since the information and opinions these liaison agents supply 
have a strong influence upon government decisions, in effect some 
of the power of the central planning agency is shifted onto the 
agents. Government’s power therefore becomes spread out among 
many representatives instead of being concentrated entirely in one 
agency. Theoretically, the government will continue to decentralize 
its power until the marginal gain in votes from greater conformity
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to popular desires is outweighed by the marginal cost in votes of 
lesser ability to coordinate its actions.

The qualitative nature of this power decentralization depends 
upon the way in which the citizenry is divided into heterogeneous 
groups. If the major variations are geographical, then the govern
ment will become spatially decentralized; i.e., representatives from 
each relatively homogeneous area will hold power, even though they 
may ostensibly live and act in some central location. If society’s main 
divisions are along social, racial, or economic lines, then power will 
filter out to representatives of groups rather than areas. The quantity 
of decentralization depends upon the technical development of com
munications. As communication facilities improve, less decentraliza
tion is necessary to keep in contact with the popular will.

This kind of government decentralization is necessary regardless 
of whether the formal structure of the government calls for de
centralized elections. The government must have agents "taking the 
pulse of the people” in each area (or group) even if all votes are 
pooled nationally and no local (or group) representatives are elected. 
Where citizens do elect nonnational representatives, decentralization 
has a constitutional as well as a functional basis. Consequently it is 
likely to be less flexible than in purely national systems like our 
model.

B. NONGOVERNMENT INTERMEDIARIES

In representing the people to the government, official agents of 
both the people and the government must be as accurate as pos
sible. Their job is to tell the government what people actually want it 
to do. But in many cases, most citizens do not know what they want 
government to do. As we shall see later, they do not keep themselves 
informed about most of the problems government faces; so they have 
no opinions about how it should solve these problems. As a result, 
there is nothing for representatives to represent on many issues, in 
so far as most of their constituents are concerned.6

6 If government knew the exact shape of everyone’s utility function, it could 
discover what was best for each person even if the person himself did not know



However, every government decision concerns a few men directly 
and immediately. These men are often well-informed about it and 
have definite ideas about what government should do. In order to 
get the government to adopt their views, they claim that these views 
represent what the people want. Furthermore, their claims are not 
limited by any need for accuracy; in fact, they have every reason to 
exaggerate (though our assumption of no false information prevents 
outright lying). Thus they masquerade as representatives of a major
ity of citizens, even though they are actually lobbyists for some par
ticular group or organization.

Since most people do not express any views directly to the govern
ment, it must listen to the lobbyists and try to guess just how rep
resentative their proposals really are. The government in our model 
does not care whether these proposals are good for its citizens. All 
it wants to know is whether a majority of voters already approve of 
them or would do so if informed about them. For this reason, self- 
styled representatives try to persuade the government not only that 
their proposals are beneficial to the electorate—in which case the 
electorate will appreciate them post facto—but also that the electorate 
already desires them.

But since everyone can make such a claim, the government will 
not be impressed unless some proof is adduced to support it. There
fore these representatives try to create a following which in fact does 
desire their proposals. By moulding public opinion in their favor, 
they hope to force the government to support their views, since gov
ernment adapts itself to public opinion whenever it discovers con
sensus therein.

In guessing how representative lobbyists really are, each political 
party usually discounts their claims of support. Congressional hear
ings are replete with individuals who claim to speak for thousands 
of citizens, but who admit under cross-examination that their or
ganizations have a dozen or so members and no further influence. 
It is not even clear that a bona fides association like the United
this because he lacked information possessed by the government. In this sense, 
perfect representation could operate even when voters had no opinions. But gov
ernment is motivated by voters’ opinions, not their welfare, since their opinions 
about welfare are what influence voting.
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Auto Workers always represents all its members. On any particular 
issue, large groups of members may disagree with the official posi
tion of the organization.

B "t  even though the government discounts the claims made by 
priv. intermediaries, it cannot avoid being influenced by them. 
The government must try to discover what people want. Unless it' 
can ask them directly by means of polls—which are expensive and 
difficult to interpret—it must rely either on guesses or on those rep
resentatives who come forth and state their views. Furthermore, the 
government is interested in the intensity with which each voter 
holds his opinions, since it must weigh the net effect of a great 
many actions upon him. It will therefore risk imparting a slight 
injury to one voter if, by doing so, it gives a great boon to another 
one. W ith some exceptions, those who come forth to press their 
views upon government are likely to be more intensely interested 
than those who keep silent. A rational government cannot ignore 
this fact in its policy-making.

In addition, the government needs resources to convince people 
that its policies are good ones. It also has to defend itself from the 
attacks of opposition parties and of interest groups who disagree 
with its decisions. To acquire the money for these tasks, it can sell 
favors to men who need government action and are willing to pay 
for it. Opposition parties do the same thing, but they are limited to 
sales with promises of delivery when elected.

Favor-buying is usually nothing so crude as bribery; it is the 
subtler device of making campaign contributions in return for a 
favorable disposition of attitudes by a party: pro-free-enterprise, pro- 
labor, anti-free-trade, etc. The payments received by the party may 
not even be in money. Instead they may be editorial policies, weight 
thrown in a crucial electoral district, or willingness to refrain from 
opposing certain policies.

Thus political favors are often paid for by some form of agitation; 
in fact, most agitators are recruited from the ranks of favor-buyers. 
Naturally, the man with the greatest potential influence as an agi
tator gets the most favors in return for his services. Therefore, in 
deciding just how much it will set policy to suit various favor-seekers,



political parties must estimate their influence coefficients, i.e., the 
numbers by which the favor-seekers' own votes must be multiplied 
in calculating their political weight.

C. THE NET POLITICAL EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTY

Since both buyers and sellers in favor-buying transactions stand to 
gain, we must admit that their actions are rational. Conversely, 
pursuit of rationality will lead them to take such actions. Hence 
rationality under conditions of uncertainty leads government to 
construct policies often aimed more at the good of a few voters 
than at the good of all, or even of a majority.7 T o  act otherwise 
would be irrational.

As a result, voters in a democracy do not have equal influence on 
policy formation even though each has only one vote. Possession 
of resources other than a ballot definitely increases a citizen’s po
tential influence upon government policy. Active membership in an 
organization claiming to represent many voters may even further 
augment this influence. These are not new conclusions; the only 
novelty is that we have shown them to be the necessary outcome of 
rational action on the part of the government and its citizens. In 
spite of the universal, equal franchise, government cannot rationally 
regard every voter as being of the same importance as every other. 
Because some citizens have influence coefficients much higher than 
unity, a rational government must give them more weight in form
ing policy than it gives most of their fellow citizens.

Even in the world of perfect certainty, voters have different de
grees of influence over each particular government decision. The 
division of labor and the diversity of tastes create countless rela
tively homogeneous groups of voters, each with interests different 
from the others. Because any specific government decision is of dif
ferent significance to each group, the groups are not equally de
sirous of influencing the decision. Therefore a rational government

7 This conclusion presupposes that only a few voters attempt to influence any 
specific government policy directly even when many or all are affected by it. In 
Chapter 13, we prove that this presupposition is valid in our model.
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is swayed more by some voters at one time and others at another 
time, and disparity of influence marks any particular decision. But 
there is no inequality of total importance among voters. The govern
ment is never willing to incur the loss of A’s vote to gain the favor 
of B, ceteris paribus, because it has no reason to regard B as more 
important than A.

Uncertainty destroys this net equality of influence. The govern
ment may know that it will lose A's vote if it favors B, but perhaps 
it also knows that B ’s aid will maximize its chance of persuading 
baffleds C and D to support it. Consequently, it is willing to cast 
A overboard in order to get B to help it. Uncertainty allows the 
unequal distributions of income, position, and influence—all of which 
are inevitable in any economy marked by an extensive division of 
labor—to share sovereignty in a realm where only the equal distribu
tion of votes is supposed to reign.8

V I. SUM MARY

Uncertainty divides voters into groups with varying degrees of con
fidence in their voting decisions. Since those who are least sure can 
be influenced by further information, uncertainty leads to attempts 
at persuasion by men who provide correct but biased information.

The possibility of persuasion gives rise to competition for leader
ship among political parties, interest groups, and favor-buyers. In 
forming policy, parties try to follow the wishes of voters, but once 
their policy is formed, they endeavor to lead all voters to accept 
it as desirable. Interest groups want government to adopt policies 
favorable to them, so they pose as representatives of popular will. 
They try simultaneously to create real public opinion supporting 
their views and to convince government that such public opinion 
exists. Favor-buyers represent only themselves, but are willing to 
support political parties in return for specific favors.

Because the government’s central planning agency is uncertain
8 It is conceivable that the distribution of income in such a society could be 

equalized, though the distributions of position and influence could not. However, 
no large, complex economy has ever embodied equal income distribution, so we 
may regard achieving it as a practical impossibility.
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about what people want, it must rely on intermediaries between it 
and the citizenry to find out. The interest groups described above 
are one type of intermediary; government’s own decentralized agents 
are another. Favor-buyers function as intermediaries in an opposite 
fashion by helping government create opinion sympathetic to policies 
it has already decided upon. But all these intermediaries exact a 
price—they get an influence over policy formation greater than their 
numerical proportion in the population.

Thus uncertainty forces rational governments to regard some vot
ers as more important than others. By doing so it modifies the 
equality of influence which universal suffrage was designed to insure.
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The Development of 
Political Ideologies as 
Means of Getting Votes

Introduction

O UR basic hypothesis states that political parties 
are interested in gaining office per se, not in promoting a better or 
an ideal society. But if this is true, how can we explain the appear
ance of political ideologies? W hy does nearly every democratic 
party ostensibly derive its policies from some specific philosophy of 
governing?

Our answer is that uncertainty allows parties to develop ideologies 
as weapons in the struggle for office. In this role, ideologies are 
assigned specific functions that shape their nature and develop
ment.

W e define an ideology as a verbal image of the good society and 
of the chief means of constructing such a society. In modern politi
cal science, ideologies are nearly always viewed partly as means to 
political power employed by social classes or other groups, rather 
than as mere representations of actual goals. No Weltanschauung is

96



accepted at face value, because it is seen as tainted with its es- 
pousers’ desire to gain power.1

In keeping with this view, we also treat ideologies as means to 
power. However, in our model, political parties are not agents of 
specific social groups or classes; rather, they are autonomous 
teams seeking office per se and using group support to attain that 
end.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES 9 7

Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. Because of uncertainty, widely varying ideologies may be em
ployed by political parties even if all are motivated solely by the 
desire to maximize votes.

2. Some rational voters decide how to vote ideologically instead of 
by comparing policies.

3. The competitive struggle for office compels parties in our model 
to be both honest and consistent in formulating policies and 
ideologies and developing them over time.

4. Rational and institutional immobilities sometimes cause ideolo
gies and policies to lag behind the real conditions relevant to party 
behavior.

I. T H E  ROLE O F U N CERTA IN TY

A. IDEOLOGIES IN A CERTAIN WORLD

Even in a certain world, political parties are caught in the classic 
dilemma of all competitive advertisers. Each must differentiate its 
product from all near substitutes, yet it must also prove this product 
has every virtue that any of the substitutes possesses. Since no party 
can gain by opposing a passionate majority, all parties espouse 
whatever policies an overwhelming portion of the electorate agree

1 For a brilliant exposition of this view, see Karl Mannheim, Ideology and 
Utopia, Harvest Book Series (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1955), 
pp. 96-97.
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upon and strongly desire. But citizens will see little point in voting 
if all choices are identical, so differences between platforms must 
be created to entice voters to the polls.2

But in a certain world, these differences are strictly on the policy 
level, because party platforms contain no ideological elements what
ever. When voters can expertly judge every detail of every stand 
taken and relate it directly to their own views of the good society, 
they are interested only in issues, not in philosophies. Hence parties 
never need to form Weltanschauungen at all, but can merely take 
ad hoc stands on practical problems as they arise.

B. HOW UNCERTAINTY MAKES IDEOLOGIES USEFUL TO VOTERS

Uncertainty alters this whole situation by removing the voters’ 
perfect competence at relating every party decision to their own 
ideologies. Voters do not know in great detail what the decisions 
of the government are, and they cannot find out except at a sig
nificant cost. Even if they did know, they could not always predict 
where a given decision would lead. Therefore, they would be unable 
to trace the consequences of each decision accurately and relate 
them to their own ideologies. Nor do they know in advance what 
problems the government is likely to face in the coming election 
period.

Under these conditions, many a voter finds party ideologies useful 
because they remove the necessity of his relating every issue to his 
own philosophy. Ideologies help him focus attention on the differ
ences between parties; therefore they can be used as samples of all 
the differentiating stands. W ith this short cut a voter can save him
self the cost of being informed upon a wider range of issues.

Furthermore, a citizen may decide for whom to vote by means of

2 This statement may seem inconsistent with our argument in Chapter 3 that 
it always makes a difference which party is elected, even when all have identical 
platforms. Nevertheless, such identity reduces the incentive to vote because it 
makes the party differential smaller than it would be if parties had different 
platforms. As a result, the probability that the party differential will be out
weighed by the cost of voting is increased, thus raising the likelihood of absten
tion. For a more detailed discussion of participation in democratic elections, see 
Chapter 14.
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ideologies rather than past records. Instead of comparing government 
behavior with opposition proposals, he compares party ideologies 
and supports the one most like his own. Thus he votes on ideological 
competency, not on specific issues. Such behavior is rational in two 
situations (1) having informed himself reasonably well, the voter 
cannot distinguish between parties on an issue basis, but can on an 
ideology basis; or (2) he votes by means of ideologies in order to 
save himself the cost of becoming informed about specific issues. 
In both cases, his behavior differs from that described in Chapter 3 
because he uses an ideology differential to make his decision, since 
he is without sufficient data to formulate a nonzero party differen
tial.

Use of the ideology differential is rational only in the short run. 
All rational voters cast ballots in order to influence the actions of 
political parties, not their statements. But ideologies per se are only 
statements. Therefore if a voter can distinguish between parties 
only by their ideologies, the parties are in fact identical in so far as 
the voter’s welfare is concerned. They behave the same way, even 
though they talk differently; so it matters not which he supports.

Thus well-informed voters who use ideologies as a last resort in 
decision-making will quit voting, no matter what their ideology 
differentials are, if their party differentials remain zero in election 
after election. Ideological differences between parties will have 
ceased to be meaningful in their eyes.

But a citizen who regards ideologies as cost-saving devices is not 
employing them as a last resort. They are to him a first resort, used 
to save the cost of calculating his party differential. This procedure 
is rational as long as there is an actual behavioral difference be
tween parties which has a known correlation with their ideologies. 
For example, assume a citizen paid the cost of informing himself 
about the issues and discovered that party A’s policies were much 
more beneficial to him than those of parties B and C. However, he 
had already guessed this because party A’s ideology appealed to him 
more than any other. Therefore, since it is much cheaper to keep 
informed about ideologies than about issues, from then on he does 
the former as a rational short cut to the latter.
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This behavior is a compromise between being a loyalist and being 
fully informed about politics. Unlike the loyalist, the man who uses 
his ideology differential as a cost-saver knows something about 
current affairs. But he does not know as much as a citizen using 
issues to make his decisions, because there are many more issues than 
philosophic axioms in politics. W e call such compromisers dog
matists because they look at doctrines rather than behavior when 
choosing a party to support.

C. HOW UNCERTAINTY MAKES IDEOLOGIES USEFUL TO POLITICAL PARTIES

In a world beclouded by uncertainty, ideologies are useful to 
parties as well as to voters. Each party realizes that some citizens 
vote by means of ideologies rather than policies; hence it fashions an 
ideology which it believes will attract the greatest number of votes. 
For reasons we discuss later, this ideology must be both internally 
consistent and consistent with the party’s concrete policies. But 
these provisos still leave a wide range of possible ideologies open 
to each party.

Even so, it might at first seem that all the parties in our model 
will have very similar ideologies. True, they wish to differentiate their 
products slightly so as to claim uniqueness. But since each party 
seeks to appeal to as many citizens as possible, and since all parties 
are faced by the same citizenry, why would they espouse strikingly 
different ideologies, as do parties in the real world?

Three factors in our model explain how wide ideological variance 
can develop out of our vote-maximizing hypothesis. They are the 
heterogeneity of society, the inevitability of social conflict, and un
certainty. The fact that the world’s resources are limited creates in 
every society an inherent tension among social groups. W hen these 
groups are well-defined, this tension prevents any one political 
ideology from strongly appealing to all groups simultaneously as 
long as voters are rational. For example, an ideology which spe
cifically plays up to managers of industry will always be less than 
optimum for workers in industry, even if the industry is state 
owned.



Thus each party can ideologically woo only a limited number 
of social groups, since its appeal to one implicitly antagonizes 
others. But because of uncertainty, it is not obvious which combi
nation of groups yields the largest number of votes. Furthermore, 
society is dynamic; hence the right combination in one election may 
turn out to be the wrong one in the next. Therefore it is quite pos
sible for parties to disagree about what social groups to appeal to. 
This fact, combined with their inherent desire to differentiate their 
products, means that parties in our model may design widely 
varying ideologies in spite of their identical objectives.

Party ideologies can remain different only in so far as none is 
demonstrably more effective than the rest. For example, let us assume 
that three parties form and appeal to three different social groups, 
and one of these parties consistently wins by overwhelming votes. 
In order to “get back in the swim,” the other two parties must 
revise their ideologies to attract votes from the same group as the 
perennial winner. Then each party will be trying to combine a spe
cific segment of the predominant group with parts of minority 
groups for electoral victory. As a result, their ideologies will resemble 
each other much more closely than before.

Uncertainty about effectiveness is thus necessary if ideological 
diversity is to persist. Clearly, if everyone knew which type of ideology 
would win, all parties would adopt it. Differentiation would then be 
made on a more subtle level. Here again we encounter the passionate 
majority. Where it exists, party platforms can diverge only if parties 
are uncertain about just what the majority is for, or on levels of 
subtlety beyond that of passionate consensus.

Another way ideologies help parties cope with uncertainty is by 
short cutting the process of calculating what policies will gain the 
most votes. In our model, each party designs its ideology to appeal 
to that combination of social groups which it feels will produce the 
most support. If its design is accurate, policies chosen for their con
sistency with the ideology will automatically please the citizens being 
courted by the party.

This short cut removes the necessity of relating each policy de
cision directly to voter reaction; therefore it reduces the cost of de
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cision-making. However, its application is limited in two ways. First, 
the ideology may not be specific enough to lead unambiguously to 
action—more than one alternative may be ideologically acceptable. 
Second, voters are ultimately interested in actions, not ideologies, 
so each party must frequently check its actions directly against the 
voters’ preferences. It cannot always rely on being ideologically cor
rect any more than a rational voter can always rely solely on his 
ideology differential in deciding for whom to vote.

D. HOW COMPETITION AMONG PARTIES AFFECTS IDEOLOGIES

Though uncertainty brings ideologies to life in our model, an
other factor determines what happens to them after they are bom. 
This dual causality results from their use by voters as short cuts 
to the consideration of policies. Because uncertainty exists, voters 
need such short cuts; so parties create them. But their subsequent 
development depends upon their relation to the policies they stand 
for, not upon uncertainty.

In order to be rational short cuts, ideologies must be integrated 
with policies closely enough to form accurate indicators of what 
each party is likely to do in the future. W hen policies change 
significantly, ideologies must also change; otherwise they are not 
effective signals and the citizens in our model will not use them. 
Thus whatever factors influence the development of policies also 
influence the development of ideologies.

The major force shaping a party’s policies is competition with 
other parties for votes. Not only does competition determine the 
content of party policies, as we saw in Chapter 4, but also it con
trols (1) their stability and (2) their relation to the party’s public 
statements. Thus competition determines whether parties will be 
responsible and honest.

An ideology is a public statement about party policy, since it 
either contains or implies specific proposals for action. Therefore by 
analyzing the general relation between a party’s actual policies and 
its policy statements, we can discover some of the qualities its 
ideology will exhibit. This relation is relatively independent of un



certainty, though it does presuppose voters possess less than perfect 
knowledge of the future.

In the next section of this chapter, we shift our focus from ideolo
gies in particular to the broader concepts of reliability, integrity, and 
responsibility as applied to political parties. Though we believe our 
examination of these concepts is interesting per se, its main purpose 
is to establish certain traits of party behavior relevant to our later 
analysis of ideologies.

II. RELIA BILITY, IN T EG R ITY , AND RESPO N SIBILITY

So far we have shown that parties may develop ideologies because 
they are useful to themselves and to voters, and that ideological 
diversity may persist through time. Now we try to prove that a 
party’s ideology must be consistent with either (1) its actions in 
prior election periods, or (2) its statements in the preceding cam
paign (including its ideology), or (3) both.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES 1 0 3

A. THE ROLE OF RELIABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY IN THE MODEL

In order to analyze the concepts of reliability, integrity, and re
sponsibility it is necessary to label the time periods, party actions, 
and party statements relevant to the next election. Let us assume 
there are two parties, X  and Y, and that subscripts denote time 
periods. Let X 1 stand for the statements of party X  during period 
T 1, and let (X 1) denote its actions during that period. Finally, let 
the time periods be as follows:

T 4 T h e  campaign prior to the present election period (in  which state
ments about the present period were m ad e).

T 2 T h e  present election period, except the campaign at its end.
T 3 T h e  campaign at the end of the present election period (in  which 

statem ents about the next election period are m ad e).
T e E lection day, the day separating T 3 and T 4.
T 4 T h e  next election period.

Thus Y3 denotes the statements made by party Y while campaigning 
for the right to hold office during T 4. W e assume also that X  was
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in power during T 2 and (X 2) represents its actions as the govern
ment. These are to be compared with Y 2, since an opposition party 
can make statements but cannot take action.3

W hat voters must make judgments about in the election are (X 4) 
and (Y 4), but these potential future actions can be predicted only 
through knowledge of events in periods T 1, T 2, and T 3.4 One method 
is to compare X 3 and Y 3; this would be rational because these state
ments are about the same situation, i.e., T 4. However, this procedure 
ignores the record of the incumbent party which in our model is the 
outstanding item in voters’ thinking.

Therefore, in our previous analysis of how rational citizens vote, 
we stated that they compare (X 2) and Y 2, even though they are 
selecting a government to govern in T 4. True, they would rather 
compare the record of the incumbent party with the promises of the 
opposition, i.e., (X 2) and Y 3. But these are not logically compa
rable, because they refer to different situations (T 2 and T 4). Since ac
tions already taken are better evidence than those merely promised, 
we shifted each voter’s comparison to (X 2) and Y 2, also allowing him 
to employ a trend factor if he desired.

If voters follow this course, there must be some relation between 
the behavior—real or hypothetical—of each party in T 2 and the be
havior it will produce in T 4 if elected on T e. This relation is com
pounded of reliability and responsibility.

A party is reliable if its policy statements at the beginning of an
3 This limitation on opposition parties results from the peculiarities of our 

model, which has no legislature. However, we can easily revise our axioms to in
clude a “showcase” legislature in which the leaders of opposition parties can 
express their opinions, debate with the incumbents, make investigations, and even 
take votes. As long as none of its activities has any coercive power over the 
governing party, such a legislature is perfectly consistent with the rest of our 
model. But the very impotence of these activities leads us to consider them as 
statements rather than actions.

4 Period T 1 can here be construed as including some statements and actions 
which preceded the campaign just before period T 2. Even in our model, voters 
consider events from many previous election periods in judging the integrity and 
responsibility of each party. But because conditions change, parties change their 
policies, and rational citizens realize that not all such changes are irresponsible. 
Therefore citizens take account of some but not all past actions and weight them 
differently. To avoid a lengthy formalization of this process, we have arbitrarily 
cut off the past at the campaign preceding T 2 in our formal analysis. However, it 
should be remembered that this truncation is only for the sake of simplicity.



election period—including those in its preelection campaign—can 
be used to make accurate predictions of its behavior (or its state
ments if it is not elected) during the period. Thus a party which 
always does the exact opposite of what it says it will do is reliable 
even though it is not honest.

A party is responsible if its policies in one period are consistent 
with its actions (or statements) in the preceding period, i.e., if it 
does not repudiate its former views in formulating its new program. 
Therefore, if a party has both responsibility and reliability, its ac
tions in T 2 are linked with its probable behavior in T 4. Responsibil
ity implies that the platform statements in T 3 are related to and 
develop from its actions (or statements) in T 2. Reliability implies 
that its behavior during T 4 can be predicted from its platform state
ments at T 3. This linkage makes it rational for voters to choose a 
party to govern them during T 4 by comparing (X 2) and Y 2.

B. THE NECESSITY FOR RELIABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY IN POLITICS

Though reliability and responsibility are useful in our model, per
haps either or both can be eliminated without destroying political 
rationality. To examine this possibility, let us briefly consider how 
democracy would work if parties exhibited (1) neither reliability 
nor responsibility, (2) responsibility without reliability, and (3) 
reliability without responsibility.

The absence of reliability means that voters cannot predict the 
behavior of parties from what the parties say they will do. The ab
sence of responsibility means party behavior cannot be predicted 
by consistently projecting what parties have done previously. When 
both are absent, the only possible basis for prediction is an incon
sistent relation between the past and future actions of each party. 
But unless circumstances are changing with extreme rapidity, almost 
every feasible relation between a party’s past and future actions ex
hibits consistency. If each party caters to a particular social group, 
its future services to the group will not conflict with its past ones 
as long as the group’s interests are stable. Similarly, parties pursuing 
purely ideological goals act consistently over time. In short, it is
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irrational for an unreliable party to adopt behavior which is syste
matically inconsistent.

Therefore when neither reliability nor responsibility exists, no 
political predictions can be made. But rational behavior is impos
sible without at least some way of forecasting future events. Ipso 
facto, a democracy in which parties lack both reliability and responsi
bility cannot be rational. But does this mean both must be present?

Where parties are responsible but lack reliability, voters looking at 
past party records in order to deduce what the parties will do in the 
future ignore all party statements. However, the only recent record 
of action is that of the incumbents. During the current election 
period, the opposition has done nothing but make statements, and 
because it lacks reliability, these statements are meaningless as 
guides to its future behavior. But if the opposition has been out of 
office long, conditions may have changed so much that its actions 
when last in office are useless as a guide to what it would do if elected 
now. Hence some systematic relationship between a party’s state
ments and its subsequent actions is necessary for rational voting.

The converse case occurs when parties are reliable but not re
sponsible. Then voters depend solely on what parties say they are 
going to do, not on what they have done, to predict what they will 
do. Nevertheless, the past record of each party is necessary for judg
ing just how reliable it is, since its record must be compared with 
its preceding promises. However, a persistent relation need exist only 
between promises and behavior, not between the actions of one 
period and those of the next. This kind of election system is both 
rational and feasible; in it voters compare X 3 and Y3 instead of 
(X 2) and Y 2. However, as we pointed out before, they are ignoring 
the record of the incumbent party, which we believe to be a central 
item in any rational consideration of how to vote.

W e conclude that reliability is a logical necessity in any rational 
election system, and that responsibility—though not logically neces
sary—is strongly implied by rationality as we define it. Of course, 
this conclusion does not prove that reliability and responsibility 
actually exist in our model. W e can demonstrate that they do—and 
therefore that our model is rational—only by showing that political



parties are inexorably driven by their own motives to be both re
liable and responsible.

C. HOW EACH p a r t y ’s  MOTIVES CAUSE IT TO BE HONEST AND RESPONSIBLE

Citizens in our model cast their ballots only to influence govern
ment policies. They are interested in each party’s statements only 
insofar as those statements serve as guides to the policies the party 
will carry out when in office. W hen the party is already in office, its 
current actions provide a better guide to what it will do than do 
its current statements. Therefore the incumbent party need not be 
reliable as long as it is responsible.

But opposition parties cannot be judged by their current actions 
in office because there are none. Their last governing acts occurred 
at least a full election period before the one for which they are now 
being considered for office. Since conditions change over time, these 
acts are not very useful as sole indicators of what the party is going 
to do in the future, especially if election periods are long. Therefore 
opposition parties must be reliable; i.e., voters must be able to pre
dict their actions reasonably well from what they say.

If an opposition party is not reliable, it will be unable to gain the 
confidence—and hence the votes—of rational citizens. They would 
rather vote for a party that can be relied upon to carry out its im
perfect proposals than one whose behavior cannot be predicted at 
all. In fact, rational men will vote for an unreliable opposition party 
only if the incumbents and all reliable parties have such abysmal 
proposals that random policy selection is preferable to them. And if 
many men feel this way, they will probably found a new party rather 
than vote for one whose future actions are unpredictable. Thus, be
cause voters regard reliability as an asset for any party out of office, all 
opposition parties are driven by competition to acquire it.

In addition, the incumbent party is never certain that it will be 
reelected; hence it must be prepared to become an opposition party 
if necessary. But if it is unreliable when in office, rational citizens 
will regard it as equally unreliable when it is in opposition. Parties 
are thus forced to be reliable when in office so as to avoid creating
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reputations that will keep them out of office for a long time once 
they are defeated. In short, the struggle for votes compels all parties 
to be reliable.

Furthermore, the form their reliability takes is quite likely to be 
integrity. A party has integrity if its policy statements at the begin
ning of an election period are reasonably borne out by its actions 
during the period (or by its statements if it is not elected). W e must 
use the qualifying adverb reasonably because no party fully controls 
all the factors relevant to the carying out of its policies. As a result, 
every party runs into more or less severe obstacles; so whether it in 
fact has integrity must be decided subjectively by the voters them
selves.

In politics, as in all human activity, integrity is by far the most 
efficient form of reliability. If A can always be sure that B will try 
to do whatever B says he is going to do, A can pass judgment on 
B’s future action much more easily than if B always does the op
posite of what he says he will, or tries to do only half of it, or never 
tries to do any of it. In other words, integrity is the simplest rela
tion between statements and true intentions. Hence when it exists, 
fewer resources are required to predict an agent’s future behavior 
than are required by any other form of reliability. Where analysis is 
complex and costly anyway, as it is in politics, this saving can be 
crucial.

Because integrity is thus essential to efficient interpersonal rela
tions, rational men come to value it per se. A perfect liar and a 
perfectly honest man are equally reliable, but almost all ethical sys
tems honor the latter and chastise the former. This valuation occurs 
in part because communication in a society of honest men is cheaper 
than in a society of liars. Similarly, in politics men rationally prefer 
parties which are honest to those which are not, ceteris paribus. As a 
result, competition tends to force all the parties in our model to be 
relatively honest.5

The same force also causes parties to exhibit responsibility. Once 
a party is elected, it must decide what policies to enact. Even if it is 
not honest, it will probably try to carry out the promises it made in

5 This conclusion is somewhat modified later in Chapters 8 and 9.



its campaign. Its objective is to maximize votes, and these promises 
were effective in doing just that. Therefore the party is likely to 
embody them in its next campaign platform too, making adjust
ments to fit any changed circumstances. Its desire to hang onto a 
good thing causes it to be responsible.

Conversely, desire to get rid of a loser puts opposition parties 
under pressure to alter their promises. If they lost by an overwhelm
ing vote, this pressure may cause drastic irresponsibility. But if the 
vote was close, the pressure to hold their previous supporters by 
maintaining most of their platform may prevail. Eventually the first 
pressure will move them into an equilibrium in which the second 
pressure is dominant; i.e., each election will be so close that the losers 
will refrain from seriously revising their policies.

At this point, opposition parties will be kept responsible by the 
penalties of irresponsibility. If a party frequently adopts new policies 
inconsistent with its old ones, voters will suspect that it cannot be 
trusted to cany out any long-range policies at all. Like integrity, 
responsibility is a trait which makes rational planning easier; hence 
men value it and honor its possessors. To take advantage of this 
fact, every part will be as responsible as changing circumstances 
permit, unless its policies are forcefully rejected by nearly all 
voters.

III. ID EOLO GICA L C O H EREN C E AND ST A BILITY

Any party which is both responsible and reliable will probably have 
an ideology which is relatively coherent and immobile. In other 
words, its ideology will not be internally contradictory but will be 
at least loosely integrated around some social Weltanschauung. And 
the party will not radically shift its policies and doctrines overnight, 
but will only slowly change their nature.

W e have already seen how uncertainty leads parties to form 
ideologies. Simple logic dictates that these ideologies exhibit at least 
some coherence because no party can rationally espouse a policy set 
containing mutually exclusive proposals (unless no one can predict 
they are mutually exclusive before they are carried out). Further
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more, if a party uses its ideology to attract the support of specific 
social groups, it will attempt to organize its policies in some relation 
to the ideology. Since the ideology itself consists partly of action 
proposals, this organization will effect an integration of theory and 
policy.

The more closely these two facets are molded into a single W eltan
schauung, the more attractive the party becomes to those voters 
whose views closely approximate this Weltanschauung—and the less 
attractive it becomes to all other voters. Each party wants to appeal 
to as many voters as possible, or at least as many as possible within 
some range of the social spectrum. Hence no party makes its ideology 
adhere too rigidly to any one philosophic outlook. On the other hand, 
it does not merely put forth an unorganized jumble of policies, since 
it wishes to appear ideologically competent so as to attract dogmatic 
voters.

W e can therefore expect ideologies to be coherent but not inte
grated; e.g., a party may be basically pro-A in outlook, but with 
something for B, C, and D added in the quasi-coordinated fashion. 
Exactly how well integrated ideologies are depends upon the num
ber of major parties competing for office, as we shall see in the next 
two chapters.

Ideological immobility is characteristic of every responsible party, 
because it cannot repudiate its past actions unless some radical 
change in conditions justifies this. Therefore its doctrinaire policies 
alter slowly to meet the needs of the moment. Once more un
certainty is the decisive factor, because it may prevent the party 
from knowing what policies are actually most appropriate. In the 
absence of this knowledge, responsibility makes it ideologically im
mobile, i.e., tends to encourage slow rather than rapid changes in 
doctrine. Such immobility often causes party behavior to lag behind 
what it would be if the party were perfectly informed. Yet this is a 
rational lag, because it is rational for a party to be responsible in the 
absence of information to the contrary.

Rational immobility is strongly reinforced by the institutional im
mobilities associated with every social organization. Because indi
vidual men become identified with certain policies, it is often neces
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sary for a party to shift its leadership before it can shift its platform. 
This means that intraparty power conflicts influence just how rapidly 
its policies change. Different groups within the party use varying 
shades of the dominant party ideology as weapons against each 
other. In their struggle for power, each tries to convince influential 
party members that it is the bearer of the ideas most likely to win 
votes in the general elections.

This struggle for power within each party is somewhat similar to 
the conflict between parties. Uncertainty about what ideas are most 
efficacious as vote-getters permits a diversity of views to exist within 
a party, just as it permits different party ideologies to exist in society. 
However, party members select an ideology to represent the party on 
a basis different from that with which voters select an ideology. Party 
members choose an ideology which will win votes, not one they be
lieve in, since their objective is the acquisition of office, not the crea
tion of a better society.

Such continual readjustment of ideologies within each party means 
that no party can be perfectly responsible because its institutional 
structure is too dynamic. Its leadership alters; consequently its pol
icy emphasis may shift from one election period to the next. Even on 
a purely rational basis, changing conditions would call for an abroga
tion of perfect responsibility. It is irrational to hold rigidly to the 
same policies when new situations arise. Nevertheless, parties are 
rarely able to adjust their ideologies at exactly the speed which con
ditions warrant. Thus rational responsibility and institutional im
mobility give rise to lags and discontinuities.

IV. CO N FLICTS B E T W E E N  ID EO LO G IES AND 
V O T E-G ETT IN G

According to our basic hypothesis, parties seek as their final ends the 
power, income, and prestige that go with office. Ideologies develop 
out of this desire as means to gaining office. But the maintenance 
of ideologies may become a subsidiary end with direct rewards in 
terms of prestige, especially if a change in ideology is regarded by 
the public as loss of integrity or responsibility. Thus the means to a
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larger end becomes an end in itself, and its attainment may some
times conflict with attainment of the larger end.

In the real world, this irrational development is a common phe
nomenon in social organizations. Even when an organization is 
created to serve one specific purpose, it develops other purposes 
connected with its survival per se and with the prestige to be gained 
from operating it. The conditions for conflict between major and 
minor goals are thereby created.

Of course, where two policy alternatives are identical from the 
point of view of winning votes, the one most acceptable ideologically 
will be chosen and vice versa; there is no conflict here. But conflicts 
do arise, and occasionally maintenance of an ideological stand takes 
precedence over the all-out drive for office. At such times, an ob
server might be tempted to conclude that our hypothesis cannot ex
plain the real world. It appears that the hypothesis which makes 
ideologies the end and office the means is being upheld instead.®

This conclusion is equivocal, however. No matter which e n d - 
espousing ideologies or holding office—is viewed as the final one, the 
other will be a subsidiary end necessary to the attainment of the first. 
It will even take rational precedence over the main goal in some 
situations where short-run setbacks lead to greater long-run prog
ress towards the final end. Therefore the test of occasional prece
dence cannot decide between these hypotheses. The real issue is 
which end takes precedence more often—often enough to be called 
prevalent. W e contend that the desire to obtain and keep power 
per se plays a larger role in the practical operation of democratic 
politics than the desire to implement ideological doctrines or serve 
particular social groups. Naturally our contention is merely an 
opinion.

6 There are two interpretations of the hypothesis that makes ideologies the end 
and office the means. The first claims that those who seek to implement a certain 
ideology do so purely for the good of society, i.e., to bring about the social state 
it depicts. This view has generally been abandoned in favor of the second view. 
According to the latter, social groups use ideologies as smoke screens or tools; 
their real end is whatever benefits them most. W e accept the second, or group
serving, interpretation in the above analysis. Ideologies are not really the final end 
in either this hypothesis or our own; in both they are really the means to some 
other end.
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V . SUM M ARY

Uncertainty restricts each voter’s ability to relate every government 
act to his own view of the good society. Therefore acquaintance 
with each party’s view of the good society—its ideology—helps him 
make his voting decision without knowing about every policy spe
cifically. Voters thus use ideologies to cut their information costs.

Parties also find ideologies useful in gaining the support of various 
social groups and in short cutting decisions about which policy will 
gain the most votes. A diversity of party ideologies can exist only 
because uncertainty prevents any one from being proven superior. 
If a superior one does emerge, other parties imitate it and subtler 
differentiation takes place.

In our model, it is necessary for each party’s ideology to bear a 
consistent relation to its actions and to develop without repudiating 
the party’s former acts. Any other procedure makes rational voting 
nearly impossible; hence voters impute value to parties with these 
traits. To win votes, all parties are forced by competition to be 
relatively honest and responsible in regard to both policies and 
ideologies.

Though ideologies are never internally contradictory, they may 
be only loosely integrated, since they are designed to attract many 
social groups. Their stability over time has both logical and insti
tutional roots which prevent policies from being altered smoothly 
to fit changing conditions. Thus ideologies cause lags and discontinui
ties that may cost a party votes.

In this way conflicts arise between the maintenance of ideological 
purity and the winning of elections. The former may occasionally 
take precedence over the latter, but our hypothesis is upheld as long 
as parties behave most of the time as though election is their primary 
objective.
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The Statics and 
Dynamics of Party 
Ideologies

Introduction

I f  PO LITICA L ideologies are truly means to the 
end of obtaining votes, and if we know something about the distri
bution of voters’ preferences, we can make specific predictions about 
how ideologies change in content as parties maneuver to gain 
power. Or, conversely, we can state the conditions under which 
ideologies come to resemble each other, diverge from each other, or 
remain in some fixed relationship.

Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. A two-party democracy cannot provide stable and effective gov
ernment unless there is a large measure of ideological consensus 
among its citizens.
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2. Parties in a two-party system deliberately change their platforms 
so that they resemble one another; whereas parties in a multi
party system try to remain as ideologically distinct from each 
other as possible.

3. If the distribution of ideologies in a society’s citizenry remains 
constant, its political system will move toward a position of 
equilibrium in which the number of parties and their ideological 
positions are stable over time.

4. New parties can be most successfully launched immediately 
after some significant change in the distribution of ideological 
views among eligible voters.

5. In a two-party system, it is rational for each party to encourage 
voters to be irrational by making its platform vague and ambiguous.
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I. T H E  SPATIAL ANALOGY AND ITS EARLY USE

To carry out this analysis, we borrow and elaborate upon an ap
paratus invented by Harold Hotelling. It first appeared in a famous 
article on spatial competition published in 1929, and was later re
fined by Arthur Smithies.1 Our version of Hotelling’s spatial market 
consists of a linear scale running from zero to 100 in the usual left- 
to-right fashion. To make this politically meaningful, we assume that 
political preferences can be ordered from left to right in a manner 
agreed upon by all voters. They need not agree on which point 
they personally prefer, only on the ordering of parties from one ex
treme to the other.

In addition, we assume that every voter’s preferences are single- 
peaked and slope downward monotonically on either side of the peak

1 Harold Hotelling, “Stability in Competition,” T he Econom ic Journal, X X X IX  
(1929), 41-57, and Arthur Smithies, “Optimum Location in Spatial Competi
tion,” T he Journal o f Political Econom y, X L IX  (1941), 423-439. For other 
aspects of the spatial-competition problem, see F. Zeuthen, "Theoretical Remarks 
on Price Policy: Hotelling’s Case with Variations,” Quarterly Journal o f  E co 
nomics, X L V II (1933), 231-253; Erich Schneider, “Bemerkungen zu Einer 
Theorie der Raumwirtschaft,” E conometrica, III (1935), 79-105; A. P. Lerner 
and H. W . Singer, “Some Notes on Duopoly and Spatial Competition,” Journal 
o f Political Econom y, X LV  (1937), 145-186; and August Lösch, T he Econom ics 
o f Location  (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
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(unless his peak lies at one extreme on the scale). For example, if 
a voter likes position 35 best, we can immediately deduce that he 
prefers 30 to 25 and 40 to 45. He always prefers some point X  to 
another point Y if X  is closer to 35 than Y and both are on the 
same side of 35. The slope downward from the apex need not be 
identical on both sides, but we do presume no sharp asymmetry 
exists.

These assumptions can perhaps be made more plausible if we 
reduce all political questions to their bearing upon one crucial 
issue: how much government intervention in the economy should 
there be? If we assume that the left end of the scale represents full 
government control, and the right end means a completely free 
market, we can rank parties by their views on this issue in a way 
that might be nearly universally recognized as accurate. In order 
to coordinate this left-right orientation with our numerical scale, we 
will arbitrarily assume that the number denoting any party’s position 
indicates the percentage of the economy it wants left in private 
hands (excluding those minimal state operations which even the most 
Hayekian economists favor). Thus the extreme left position is zero, 
and the extreme right is 100. Admittedly, this apparatus is unrealistic 
for the following two reasons: (1) actually each party is leftish on 
some issues and rightish on others, and (2) the parties designated as 
right wing extremists in the real world are for fascist control of the 
economy rather than free markets. However, we will ignore these 
limitations temporarily and see what conclusions of interest we can 
draw from this spatial analogy.

Both Hotelling and Smithies have already applied their versions of 
this model to politics. Hotelling assumed that people were evenly 
spaced along the straight-line scale, and reasoned that competition 
in a two-party system would cause each party to move towards its 
opponent ideologically. Such convergence would occur because each 
party knows that extremists at its end of the scale prefer it to the op
position, since it is necessarily closer to them than the opposition 
party is. Therefore the best way for it to gain more support is to 
move toward the other extreme, so as to get more voters outside of 
it—i.e., to come between them and its opponent. As the two parties
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move closer together, they become more moderate and less extreme 
in policy in an effort to win the crucial middle-of-the-road voters, i.e., 
those whose views place them between the two parties. This center 
area becomes smaller and smaller as both parties strive to capture 
moderate votes; finally the two parties become nearly identical in 
platforms and actions. For example, if there is one voter at every 
point on the scale, and parties A and B start at points 25 and 75 
respectively, they will move towards each other and meet at 50, as
suming they move at the same speed (Fig. 1). Like the two grocery

A -                                                            B

0 25 50 75 100

Figure 1

Note for Figures 1-10: Horizontal scale represents political orientation 
(see pp. 115-116). Vertical scale represents number of citizens.

stores in Hotelling’s famous example, they will converge on the 
same location until practically all voters are indifferent between them.

Smithies improved this model by introducing elastic demand at 
each point on the scale. Thus as the grocery stores moved away from 
the extremes, they lost customers there because of the increased 
cost of transportation; this checked them from coming together 
at the center. In our model, this is analogous to political extremists 
becoming disgusted at the identity of the parties, and refusing to 
vote for either if they become too much alike. At exactly what point 
this leakage checks the convergence of A and B depends upon how 
many extremists each loses by moving towards the center compared 
with how many moderates it gains thereby. II.

II. T H E  E FFE C T S O F VARIOUS D ISTR IBU TIO N S 
O F V O T E R S

A. IN TWO-PARTY SYSTEMS

An important addition we can make to this model is a variable 
distribution of voters along the scale. Instead of assuming there is



one voter at each point on the scale, let us assume there are 100,000 
voters whose preferences cause them to be normally distributed with 
a mean of 50 (Fig. 2 ). Again, if we place parties A and B initially 
at 25 and 75, they will converge rapidly upon the center. The pos
sible loss of extremists will not deter their movement toward each 
other, because there are so few voters to be lost at the margins
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Figure 2

compared with the number to be gained in the middle. However, 
if we alter the distribution to that shown in Figure 3, the two 
parties will not move away from their initial positions at 25 and 
75 at all; if they did, they would lose far more voters at the extremes 
than they could possibly gain in the center. Therefore a two-party 
system need not lead to the convergence on moderation that Hotel
ling and Smithies predicted. If voters’ preferences are distributed so 
that voters are massed bimodally near the extremes, the parties will 
remain poles apart in ideology.

The possibility that parties will be kept from converging ideologi
cally in a two-party system depends upon the refusal of extremist 
voters to support either party if both become alike—not identical, 
but merely similar. In a certain world—where information is com
plete and costless, there is no future-oriented voting, and the act 
of voting uses up no scarce resources—such abstention by extremists 
would be irrational. As long as there is even the most infinitesimal 
difference between A and B, extremist voters would be forced to
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vote for the one closest to them, no matter how distasteful its poli
cies seemed in comparison with those of their ideal government. It 
is always rational ex definitione to select a greater good before a 
lesser, or a lesser evil before a greater; consequently abstention 
would be irrational because it increases the chances of the worse 
party for victory.

Even in a certain world, however, abstention is rational for ex
tremist voters who are future oriented. They are willing to let the 
worse party win today in order to keep the better party from moving 
towards the center, so that in future elections it will be closer to 
them. Then when it does win, its victory is more valuable in their 
eyes. Abstention thus becomes a threat to use against the party 
nearest one’s own extreme position so as to keep it away from the 
center.2

Uncertainty increases the possibility that rational extremist voters 
will abstain if the party nearest them moves toward its opponent, 
even if it does not become ideologically identical with the latter. 
W hen information is limited and costly, it is difficult to detect 
infinitesimal differences between parties. Perhaps even relatively sig
nificant differences will pass unnoticed by the radical whose own

2 In reality, since so many ballots are cast, each individual voter has so little 
influence upon the election that his acts cannot be realistically appraised as a 
threat to any party, assuming the actions of all other citizens are given. Since we 
deal with this atomistic problem fully in Chapter 13, we evade it here by assum
ing each man behaves as though his vote has a high probability of being decisive.
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views are so immoderate that all moderates look alike. This means 
that the differential threshold of such extremists is likely to be very 
high—they will regard all small differences between moderate parties 
as irrelevant to their voting decision, i.e., as unreal distinctions.

Having established the rationality of abstention by extremist vot
ers, let us again consider a bimodal distribution of voters with 
modes near each extreme (Fig. 3 ). In a two-party system, whichever 
party wins will attempt to implement policies radically opposed to 
the other party’s ideology, since the two are at opposite extremes. 
This means that government policy will be highly unstable, and 
that democracy is likely to produce chaos. Unfortunately, the growth 
of balancing center parties is unlikely. Any party which forms in 
the center will eventually move toward one extreme or the other to 
increase its votes, since there are so few moderate voters. Further
more, any center party could govern only in coalition with one of 
the extremist parties, which would alienate the other, and thus not 
eliminate the basic problem. In such a situation, unless voters can 
somehow be moved to the center of the scale to eliminate their polar 
split, democratic government is not going to function at all well. In 
fact, no government can operate so as to please most of the people; 
hence this situation may lead to revolution.

The political cycle typical of revolutions can be viewed as a series 
of movements of men along the political scale.3 Preliminary to the 
upheaval, the once centralized distribution begins to polarize into 
two extremes as the incumbents increasingly antagonize those who 
feel themselves oppressed. When the distribution has become so split 
that one extreme is imposing by force policies abhorred by the other 
extreme, open warfare breaks out, and a clique of underdogs seizes 
power. This radical switch from one extreme to the other is partly 
responsible for the reign of terror which marks most revolutions; 
the new governors want to eliminate their predecessors, who have

3 The following description should not be construed as a causal explanation of 
revolutions; it is rather a translation of the events that occur in them into move
ments along the scale we have developed. Hence we make no attempt to discuss 
why revolutions follow the cycle portrayed. For an analysis of this problem, see 
Lyford P. Edwards, T he Natural History o f  Revolution  (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1927).
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bitterly opposed them. Finally violence exhausts itself, a new con
census is reached on the principles of the revolution, and the dis
tribution becomes centralized again—often under a new dictatorship 
as rigid as the old, but not faced with a polarized distribution of 
opinions.4

Under more normal circumstances, in countries where there are 
two opposite social classes and no sizeable middle class, the numeri
cal distribution is more likely to be skewed to the left, with a small 
mode at the right extreme (Fig. 4 ) . The large mode at the left rep

resents the lower or working class; on the right is the upper class. 
Here democracy, if effective, will bring about the installation of a 
leftish government because of the numerical preponderance of the 
lower classes. Fear of this result is precisely what caused many 
European aristocrats to fight the introduction of universal suffrage. 
Of course, our schema oversimplifies the situation considerably. On 
our political scale, every voter has equal weight with every other, 
whereas in fact the unequal distribution of income allows a nu
merically small group to control political power quite disproportion
ate to its size, as we saw in Chapter 6.

In spite of this oversimplification, it is clear that the numerical 
distribution of voters along the political scale determines to a great 
extent what kind of democracy will develop. For example, a distribu-

4 The application of this model to revolutions was suggested by Robert A. 
Dahl and Kenneth Arrow. Professor Dahl develops a similar model in A Preface 
to Democratic Theory  (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), pp. 90-102.
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tion like that of Figure 2 encourages a two-party system with both 
parties located near the center in relatively moderate positions. This 
type of government is likely to have stable policies, and whichever 
party is in power, its policies will not be far from the views of the 
vast majority of people. On the other hand, if a nation’s voters are 
distributed as shown in Figure 5, a multiparty system will almost 
inevitably result.

A B  C D

Figure 5

B. THE NUMBER OF PARTIES IN EQUILIBRIUM

Before examining the dynamics of multiparty systems, we should 
point out that our political version of Hotelling’s model does not 
suffer from the outstanding limitation of the economic version he 
used. In Hotelling’s spatial market, it was impossible to reach 
stable equilibrium with more than two grocery stores. The ones in 
the middle would always become the target of convergence from 
either side; consequently they would leap to the outside to keep 
from being squeezed. There was no device to restrict the perfect 
mobility that caused this disequilibrium.

But political parties cannot move ideologically past each other. 
As we saw in the last chapter, integrity and responsibility create 
relative immobility, which prevents a party from making ideological 
leaps over the heads of its neighbors. Thus ideological movement is 
restricted to horizontal progress at most up to—and never beyond—
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the nearest party on either side. Coupled with our device of 
variable distribution, this attribute of the model nearly always 
insures stable equilibrium.

It is true that new parties can be introduced between two formerly 
adjacent ones or outside one of them. Nevertheless, this possibility 
cannot upset stable equilibrium in the long run for two reasons. 
First, once a party has come into being, it cannot leap over the heads 
of its neighbors, as explained. Second, there is a limit to the number 
of parties which can be supported by any one distribution. W hen 
that limit is reached, no more new parties can be successfully intro
duced. The parties extant at that point arrange themselves through 
competition so that no party can gain more votes by moving to the 
right than it loses on the left by doing so, and vice versa. The politi
cal system thus reaches a state of long-run equilibrium in so far as 
the number and positions of its parties are concerned, assuming no 
change in the distribution of voters along the scale.

Whether the political system contains two or many parties in 
this state of equilibrium depends upon (1) the nature of the limit 
upon the introduction of new parties and (2) the shape of the 
distribution of voters. W e will examine these factors in order.

In our model, every party is a team of men who seek to attain 
office—a party cannot survive in the long run if none of its members 
get elected.5 But in order to get at least some of its members 
elected, the party must gain the support of a certain minimum num
ber of voters. The size of this minimum depends upon the type of 
electoral system in operation.

To get any of its members in office at all, a party in our model 
must win more votes than any other party running. This arrange
ment encourages parties which repeatedly lose to merge with each 
other so as to capture a combined total of votes larger than the total

5 This definition of party does not cover many actual parties that continue to 
exist even though their chances for election are practically zero; e.g., the Vege
tarians and Socialists in the United States. These parties are politically irrational 
from the point of view of our hypothesis; i.e., the motives we posit as politically 
rational are not the ones impelling their members. Even future-oriented rationality 
does not cover them, since past experience demonstrates that their future chances 
of election are also nearly nonexistent unless some highly unlikely catastrophe 
occurs.
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received by the party which repeatedly wins. Such amalgamation 
continues until each of the survivors has a reasonable chance of 
winning a majority of the votes cast, which is the only way it can 
be sure of gaining office. Thus the winner-take-all outcome of a 
plurality electoral structure tends to narrow the field to two compet
ing parties.®

Where proportional representation exists, a party which wins only 
a small percentage of the total vote may place some of its members 
in the government, since coalition governments often rule.7 Thus the 
minimum amount of support necessary to keep a party going is much 
smaller than in a plurality system; so a multiparty system is en
couraged. Nevertheless, each party must still obtain a certain mini
mum number of votes in order to elect members of the legislature 
who might possibly enter a coalition. For this reason, a given dis
tribution of voters can support only a limited number of parties 
even under proportional representation.8 Therefore the conditions 
for equilibrium exist in both two- and multiparty systems.

The type of electoral structure extant in a political system may be 
either a cause or a result of the original distribution of voters along 
the scale. Thus if the distribution has a single mode around which 
nearly all voters are clustered, the framers of the electoral structure 
may believe that plurality rule will not cause any large group to be 
ignored politically. Or if the distribution has many small modes, the 
law-makers may choose proportional representation in order to allow 
sizeable extremist groups to have a voice in government.

Causality can also be reversed because the number of parties in
8 For a more extensive discussion of this assertion, see V. O. Key Jr., Politics, 

Parties, and Pressure Groups (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1953), 
pp. 224-231.

7 A detailed analysis of the problems raised by coalition governments is pre
sented in the next chapter.

8 Another reason why new parties cannot form ad infinitum  is that political 
parties are specialized agencies in the division of labor, as explained in Chapter 2. 
Therefore not everyone can be in a political party; in fact, in a given society, there 
is probably a definite limit imposed by efficiency on the number of persons who 
can specialize in being party members. The size of this limit depends upon such 
factors as the importance of government action in that society, the need for 
differing representation (i.e., the scattering of voters on the scale), the social 
prestige and economic income attached to being in politics, and the general 
standard of living produced by the division of labor.
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existence molds the political views of rising generations, thereby in
fluencing their positions on the scale. In a plurality structure, since 
a two-party system is encouraged and the two parties usually con
verge, voters' tastes may become relatively homogeneous in the long 
run; whereas the opposite effect may occur in a proportional repre
sentation structure.

From this analysis it is clear that both the electoral structure and 
the distribution of voters are important in determining how many 
parties a given democracy will contain when it reaches equilibrium. 
Each factor influences the other indirectly, but it also has some im
pact independent of the other. For example, if a proportional repre
sentation system is established in a society where the distribution 
of voters has a single mode and a small variance, it is possible that 
only two parties will exist in equilibrium because there is not enough 
political room on the scale for more than two significantly different 
positions to gain measurable support.9

Having explored the impact of the two major types of electoral 
structure upon the number of parties in a political system, we will 
concentrate our attention from now on upon the impact of the dis
tribution of voters along the scale. In order to do so, we assume that 
this distribution is the only factor in determining how many parties 
there are.10

C. IN MULTIPARTY SYSTEMS

Multiparty systems—those with three or more major parties—are 
likely to occur whenever the distribution of voters is polymodal. The

8 This example ignores the possibility of a tiny third party occupying a crucial 
balancing position between two other large parties. Actually such an outcome is 
also possible in a plurality system if the government is chosen by a series of dis
trict elections rather than a single national election. As in Great Britain, a small 
party may gain only a few seats in the legislature, but if the two large parties are 
equally powerful, its decisive role in the balance of power may keep it alive even 
though it never gains office in the government directly. Our plurality model pre
cludes this outcome because we posit election on a strictly national basis. In the 
next chapter we present a proportional representation model in which such small 
but powerful parties can exist.

10 Of course there are many factors influencing the number of parties in a given 
system, but most of them can be subsumed under the electoral structure (which 
we just discussed) or the distribution of voters (which we are about to discuss).
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existence of two or more outstanding modes creates conditions favor
able to one party at each mode, and perhaps balancing parties be
tween them. Figure 5 represents an extreme example of this struc
ture, since voters are equally distributed along the scale (on X X ') ; i.e., 
each point on the scale is a mode (or the distribution can be seen 
as having no modes). However, not every point can support a 
party if we assume that the electoral structure allows only a certain 
number of parties to compete for power with reasonable chances 
of success. Therefore a definite number of parties will spring up 
along the scale and maneuver until the distance between each party 
and its immediately adjacent neighbors is the same for all parties. 
In Figure 5 we have assumed that the total number of parties is 
limited to four; hence in equilibrium they will space themselves as 
shown (assuming extremists abstain if parties A and D move toward 
the center).11

An important difference between a distribution like that in Figure 
5 and one like that in Figure 2 is that the former provides no in
centive for parties to move toward each other ideologically. Party B 
in Figure 5, for example, cannot gain more votes by moving toward A 
or towards C. If it started toward C, it would win votes away from C, 
but it would lose just as many to A; the reverse happens if it moves 
toward A. Therefore it will stay at 37.5 and maintain its ideological 
purity—unlike party B in Figure 2.12 The latter party is pulled toward 
the center because, by moving toward A, it wins more votes among 
the moderates than it loses among the extremists, as mentioned 
before.

Thus it is likely that in multiparty systems, parties will strive to 
distinguish themselves ideologically from each other and maintain

11 As new voters appear on the scene, they may duster around the four loca
tions where parties exist and thus form a tetramodal distribution like that shown 
by the dotted line in Figure 5. In other words, a perfectly even distribution is 
probably not stable over time but tends to become a distribution with definite 
modes and less populated areas between them. Such a development further re
stricts the manner in which new parties may enter the system, since it makes some 
locations much more desirable than others but also concentrates extant parties 
at the most favorable spots.

12 At this point we are ignoring the possibility of B's gaining power by forming 
a coalition with either A or C  or both. The forces influencing B ’s movement 
when it is in such a coalition are described in Section III of the next chapter.



the purity of their positions; whereas in two-party systems, each 
party will try to resemble its opponent as closely as possible.13

This phenomenon helps to explain certain peculiarities of the two 
political systems. If our reasoning is correct, voters in multiparty sys
tems are much more likely to be swayed by doctrinal considerations 
—matters of ideology and policy—than are voters in two-party sys
tems. The latter voters are massed in the moderate range where both 
ideologies lie; hence they are likely to view personality, or technical 
competence, or some other nonideological factor as decisive. Because 
they are not really offered much choice between policies, they may 
need other factors to discriminate between parties.

Voters in multiparty systems, however, are given a wide range of 
ideological choice, with parties emphasizing rather than soft-pedalling 
their doctrinal differences. Hence regarding ideologies as a decisive 
factor in one’s voting decision is usually more rational in a multi
party system than in a two-party system. In spite of this fact, the 
ideology of the government in a multiparty system (as opposed to 
the parties) is often less cohesive than its counterpart in a two- 
party system, as we shall see in the next chapter. III.

III. T H E  O R IG IN  O F N E W  PA RTIES

In analyzing the birth of new parties, we must distinguish between 
two types of new parties. The first is designed to win elections. Its 
originators feel that it can locate itself so as to represent a large 
number of voters whose views are not being expressed by any extant 
party. The second type is designed to influence already existent 
parties to change their policies, or not to change them; it is not 
primarily aimed at winning elections.

Of course, no party is ever begun by people who think it will never 
get any votes, or win any offices, especially if our hypothesis about 
party motivation is true. Nevertheless, some parties—founded by 
perfectly rational men—are meant to be threats to other parties and

13 A two-party system like that shown in Figure 3 will not exhibit ideological 
convergence. However, as we have pointed out, it is doubtful whether such a 
distribution can function as a democracy, since internal conflict will be intense 
no matter which party wins.
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not means of gaining immediate power or prestige. An example is 
the States’ Rights Party of 1948, intended to threaten the Demo
crats because of their policy on civil rights. Such blackmail parties 
are future oriented, since their purpose is to alter the choices offered 
to voters by the extant parties at some future date.

To distinguish between these two kinds of parties is often difficult; 
because many parties founded primarily to gain office actually per
form the function of influencing the policies of previously existing 
parties. This impact has been typical of third parties in United 
States history, none of which ever won a national election, though 
many had great influence upon the platforms of parties that did win. 
Thus if we classify new parties by intention, nearly all of them are 
of the "real” type; whereas if we classify them by results, most of 
them, at least in American history, are of the “influence” type. How
ever, we will assume that the new parties we discuss are designed 
to win elections, unless otherwise specified.

No party, new or old, can survive without gaining the support 
of a sizeable fraction of the electorate—a support active enough to be 
expressed by votes in elections. This does not mean that a party must 
locate right in the midst of a big lump of voters on our political 
scale; rather it must be nearer a large number of voters than any 
other parties are. Its location is as dependent upon where other 
parties are as it is upon where voters are.

New parties are most likely to appear and survive when there is an 
opportunity for them to cut off a large part of the support of an 
older party by sprouting up between it and its former voters. An out
standing case in point is the birth of the Labour Party in England, 
which can be illustrated very roughly by Figure 6. Before 1900, there 
were two major British parties, the Liberals (A) and the Tories (B ). 
They were under the usual two-party pressure to converge. However, 
the enfranchisement of the working class in the late nineteenth 
century had shifted the center of voter distribution far to the left of 
its old position. And the Liberal Party, even after it moved to the 
left, was to the right of the new center of gravity, although it was the 
more left of the two parties. The founders of the Labour Party cor
rectly guessed that they could out-flank the Liberals by forming a new
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party (C ) to the left of the latter, which they did. This trapped the 
Liberals between the two modes of the electorate, and their support 
rapidly diminished to insignificant size.14

The crucial factor in this case was the shift of the electorate's dis
tribution along the political scale as a result of the extension of suf

frage to a vast number of new voters, many of whom were near the 
extreme left. Whenever such a radical change in the distribution of 
voters occurs, existent parties will probably be unable to adjust 
rapidly because they are ideologically immobile. New parties, how
ever, are not weighed down by this impediment. Unencumbered by 
ideological commitments, they can select the most opportune point 
on the scale at which to locate, and structure their ideologies accord
ingly. Opportunities to do so will be especially tempting if the old 
parties have converged toward the previous center of gravity as a 
result of the normal two-party process, and the new distribution is 
heavily skewed to one or both extremes. This is roughly what hap
pened in the case of the Labour Party.

Another situation which may be productive of new parties is a 
social stalemate caused by a voter distribution like that in Figure 3. 
Where voters are massed bimodally at opposite ends of the scale,

14 Interestingly enough, now that the Liberal Party has dwindled in support, 
the British electoral system has reverted to its former two-party pattern. Since 
the new center of gravity is far left of the old, the Conservative Party has moved 
farther leftward than the Labour Party has moved rightward. Nevertheless, a 
tendency toward convergence clearly exists.
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peaceful democratic government is difficult, as mentioned previously. 
A faction desirous of compromise may grow up, thus altering the 
distribution so it resembles the one shown in Figure 7. Here an op
portunity exists for a new party to be formed at C. If this party grows 
as a result of continuous shifts of voters to the center, eventually a

Figure 7

new situation like that in Figure 8 may appear. The center has be
come preponderant, but has split into three parts because new parties 
have arisen to exploit the large moderate voting mass.

It is clear that a major prerequisite for the appearance of new 
parties is a change in the distribution of voters along the political 
scale. A shift in the universality of franchise, a weakening of tradi
tional views by some cataclysmic event like World W ar II, a social



revolution like that following upon industrialization—any such dis
turbing occurrence may move the modes on the political scale. A 
change in the number of voters per se is irrelevant; it is the distribu
tion which counts. Hence women’s suffrage does not create any new 
parties, although it raises the total vote enormously.

There is one situation in which a new party is likely to appear with
out any change in voter distribution, but this will be the influence 
type of party, not the kind that aims at getting itself elected. When 
one of the parties in a two-party system has drifted away from the 
extreme nearest it toward the moderate center, its extremist sup
porters may form a new party to pull the policies of the old one back 
toward them. In Figure 9, party B has moved away to the left of its
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Figure 9

right-wing members because it wants to gain votes from the large 
mass of voters near the leftish mode. In order to threaten party B 
with defeat unless it moves back toward the right, the right-wing 
extremists found party C. This party cannot possibly win itself, but 
it can throw the election to A by diverting extremist votes from B.

To get rid of this menace, party B must adopt some of C ’s policies, 
thus moving back to the right and taking the wind out of C’s sails. 
This will cause party C to collapse, but it will have accomplished its 
purpose of improving the platform of one of the real contenders, B, 
in the eyes of its extremist supporters. As mentioned previously, the 
States’ Rights Party formed in 1948 had just such an aim.

In situations like this, it is a movement of party ideology, not of 
voter distribution, which gives rise to a new party. Party ideologies
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are relatively immobile in multiparty systems; so this type of new 
party will appear almost exclusively in two-party systems. Fear of 
these blackmail parties may strongly counteract the centripetal pull 
normal to such systems.

IV . IDEOLO GICA L C O H EREN CE AND 
IN TEG RA TIO N

A. ALTERATION OF OUR MODEL TO INCLUDE MULTIPOLICY PARTIES

In Chapter 7 we showed that each party’s ideology will be coherent 
but not integrated. That is, it will not contain internal contradictions, 
but neither will it be too closely tied to any one philosophic W eltan
schauung. This outcome results from the conflicting desires each party 
feels when forming its ideology. On the one hand, it wishes to appeal 
to as many voters as possible; on the other hand, it wishes to have a 
strong appeal for each individual voter. The first desire implies a plat
form containing a wide range of policies representing many different 
ideological outlooks. The second desire implies a close integration of 
policies around the philosophic viewpoint of whichever voter is being 
wooed. Obviously, the more either desire is achieved, the less will the 
other be satisfied.

This dualism can be depicted on our graph of political space. First 
we must remove the assumption that each party’s platform contains 
only its stand on the proper degree of government intervention in the 
economy. Let us assume instead that each party takes stands on many 
issues, and that each stand can be assigned a position on our left-right 
scale.15 Then the party’s net position on this scale is a weighted 
average of the positions of all the particular policies it upholds.

15 W e can state this assumption formally as follows: all citizens agree on a 
left-right ordering of the stands taken by the various parties on any given issue. 
Thus it is not necessary for every citizen to have the same cardinal ordering of 
stands on the left-right scale as every other; i.e., citizen A may feel that party X ’s 
stand on some issue is at point 35, while citizen B may believe the same stand is 
at point 30, but both must agree it is on the same side of party Y ’s stand on that 
issue and bears the same ordinal relation to the stands of parties W , Y and Z. 
Although in the text we implicitly assume agreement on the exact location of 
each party stand in order to simplify the argument, our conclusions also follow 
from purely ordinal premises.
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Furthermore, each citizen may apply different weights to the indi
vidual policies, since each policy affects some citizens more than 
others. Therefore the party has no unique, universally recognized net 
position. Some voters may feel it is more right-wing than others, and 
no one view can be proved correct. However, there will be some con
sensus as to the range in which the party’s net position lies; so we 
can still distinguish right-wing parties from center and left-wing 
ones.

Under these conditions, the rational party strategy is to adopt a 
spread of policies which covers a whole range of the left-right scale. 
The wider this spread is, the more viewpoints the party’s ideology 
and platform will appeal to. But a wider spread also weakens the 
strength of the appeal to any one viewpoint, because each citizen 
sees the party upholding policies he does not approve of.

Thus a voter’s judgment of each party becomes two-dimensional: 
he must balance its net position (the mean of its policies) against 
its spread (their variance) in deciding whether he wants to support 
it. If some party has a mean identical with his own position (which 
we assume single-valued) but an enormous variance, he may reject 
it in favor of another party with a mean not as close to him but with 
a much smaller variance. In short, voters choose policy vectors rather 
than policy scalars, and each vector is really a weighted frequency 
distribution of policies on the left-right scale.

B. INTEGRATION STRATEGIES IN TWO-PARTY AND MULTIPARTY SYSTEMS

If we assume that each point on the political scale represents a 
definite Weltanschauung, the width of the spread formed by a party’s 
policies varies inversely with their integration around a single such 
Weltanschauung. Therefore, the degree of integration in a party’s 
ideology depends upon what fraction of the scale it is trying to cover 
with its policy spread. W e have already seen that this fraction will 
be smaller in a multiparty system than in a two-party system, simply 
because dividing a constant in half yields larger parts than dividing 
it into any greater number of equal pieces. If we rule out any over
lapping of policy spreads, we may conclude that ideologies will be
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more integrated in multiparty systems than in two-party systems. 
Each party’s platform will more clearly reflect some one philosophic 
viewpoint, around which its policies will be more closely grouped. 
This accords with our previous conclusion that each party in a 
multiparty system will try to differentiate its product sharply from 
the products of all other parties, whereas each party in a two-party 
system will try to resemble its rival.

To illustrate this conclusion, let us compare Figure 2 with Figure
5. In Figure 2, after parties A and B have approached each other near 
the center of the scale, each is drawing votes from half the scale. 
Its supporters range in viewpoint from those at one extreme to 
those at dead center; hence it must design a policy spread which 
includes all of them. But there are more voters in the middle than 
at the extremes. Therefore each party structures its policies so that 
its net position is moderate, even though it makes a few conces
sions to the extremists. In this way, it hopes to keep the extremists 
from abstaining and yet woo the middle-of-the-roaders massed 
around 50.

In contrast to the parties in Figure 2, those in Figure 5 do not have 
to appeal to a wide range of viewpoints. The policy span of each is 
much narrower, and any attempt to widen it soon causes a collision 
with another party. This restricts each party’s spread even if we al
low overlapping to occur.

For example, party B in Figure 5 cannot gain by trying to spread 
its policies so as to please voters at positions 10 and 60. If it wishes 
to retain its net position at 35, it can only cast a few policies out as 
far as 10 and 60. But parties A and C are massing most of their 
policies so as to please voters at 10 and 60 respectively; hence B can
not hope to compete with A and C in these locations. In fact, B 
is much better off concentrating its policies around 35, since this 
keeps it from spreading itself too thin and losing votes to A and C 
from its own bailiwick. Thus no party in a multiparty system has 
much incentive to spread out or to overlap another ideologically, 
and each will closely integrate its policies around some definite 
philosophic outlook.
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C. OVERLAPPING AND AMBIGUITY IN TWO-PARTY SYSTEMS

If we allow overlapping in a two-party system, the results are 
radically different from those just described. Each party casts some 
policies into the other’s territory in order to convince voters there 
that its net position is near them. In such maneuvering, there is 
much room for skill because different voters assign different weights 
to the same policies. For example, assume that there are two social 
groups, farmers and workers, whose positions are respectively right 
and left of 50. They have exactly opposite views on two laws, one 
on farm price supports and the other on labor practices. However, 
the farmers weigh the farm law heavily in their voting decisions and 
consider the labor law much less significant; whereas the workers’ 
emphasis is just the reverse. Each group thus views any party’s net 
position differently from the way the other views it. Realizing this, 
a clever party will take a stand favoring farmers on the farm law and 
workers on the labor law. By doing so, it can establish a net position 
simultaneously close to both groups, even though they are far apart 
from each other!

This possibility of having a net position in many different places 
at once makes overlapping policies a rational strategy in a two-party 
system. Therefore, in the middle of the scale where most voters are 
massed, each party scatters its policies on both sides of the mid point. 
It attempts to make each voter in this area feel that it is centered 
right at his position. Naturally, this causes an enormous overlapping 
of moderate policies.

However, each party will sprinkle these moderate policies with a 
few extreme stands in order to please its far-out voters. Obviously, 
each party is trying to please an extreme opposite to that being 
pleased by the other party. Therefore it is possible to detect on 
which side of the mid point each party is actually located by look
ing at the extremist policies it espouses. In fact, this may be the 
only way to tell the two parties apart ideologically, since most of 
their policies are conglomerated in an overlapping mass in the middle 
of the scale.
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Clearly, both parties are trying to be as ambiguous as possible 
about their actual net position. Therefore why should they not 
accomplish the same end by being equally ambiguous about each 
policy? Then every policy stand can cover a spread of voters, too. 
Not only can voters differently weight individual policies, they can 
also interpret the meaning of each policy differently—each seeing it 
in a light which brings it as close as possible to his own position. 
This vastly widens the band on the political scale into which various 
interpretations of a party’s net position may fall.

Ambiguity thus increases the number of voters to whom a party 
may appeal. This fact encourages parties in a two-party system to be 
as equivocal as possible about their stands on each controversial 
issue. And since both parties find it rational to be ambiguous, 
neither is forced by the other’s clarity to take a more precise stand.

Thus political rationality leads parties in a two-party system to 
becloud their policies in a fog of ambiguity. True, their tendency 
towards obscurity is limited by their desire to attract voters to the 
polls, since citizens abstain if all parties seem identical or no party 
makes testable promises. Nevertheless, competition forces both parties 
to be much less than perfectly clear about what they stand for. 
Naturally, this makes it more difficult for each citizen to vote ra
tionally; he has a hard time finding out what his ballot supports 
when cast for either party. As a result, voters are encouraged to make 
decisions on some basis other than the issues, i.e., on the personali
ties of candidates, traditional family voting patterns, loyalty to past 
party heroes, etc. But only the parties’ decisions on issues are rele
vant to voters’ utility incomes from government, so making de
cisions on any other basis is irrational. W e are forced to conclude 
that rational behavior by political parties tends to discourage ra
tional behavior by voters.

This conclusion may'seem startling, since it implies that there is a 
conflict between party rationality and voter rationality in a two-party 
system. But in fact this conflict has also been observed by students 
of political behavior, as the following quotation shows:

The tendency toward agreement between parties under a bipartisan 
system flows from the fact that party leaders must seek to build a majority
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of the electorate. In the nation as a whole a majority cannot be built upon 
the support of organized labor alone; the farmers cannot muster enough 
votes to form a majority; businessmen are decidedly in a minority. Given 
the traditional attachment to one party or another of large blocs of voters 
in all these classes, about the only way in which a party can form a 
majority is to draw further support from voters of all classes and interests. 
To succeed in this endeavor party leaders cannot afford to antagonize 
any major segment of the population. A convenient way to antagonize an 
element in the population is to take at an inopportune moment an un
equivocal stand on an issue of importance. Similarities of composition, 
hence, contribute to two features of American parties: their similarity of 
view and their addiction to equivocation and ambiguity.19

Our model of "political space” has led us to exactly the same con
clusion: parties will tiy to be similar and to equivocate. And the 
more they succeed, the more difficult it is for voters to behave ra
tionally.

Does this mean that our assumption of rationality leads to a con
tradiction in a two-party system? Apparently the more rational po
litical parties are, the less rational voters must be, and vice vena. 
How does this affect our model?

D. A FUNDAMENTAL TENSION IN OUR MODEL

To answer these questions, we must review briefly the basic struc
ture of our mythical political system. In it are two sets of agents: 
voters and parties. Each set uses the other to achieve its own goal. 
Voters have as their goal the attainment of a government responsive 
to their wants; they make use of parties to run this government. 
Parties have as their goal the rewards of being in office; they make 
use of voters to get elected. Thus the interlocking of two different 
goal-pursuing processes forms the political system.

The only end common to both sets of agents is the continuance 
of the system. Otherwise, neither set cares whether the other’s goals 
are achieved unless that achievement is beneficial to itself. Therefore 
if a member of one set can gain by impairing the ability of all the 
members of the other set to attain their goals, he will do so. This

19 V . O. Key Jr., op. cit., pp. 231-232.
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follows from our axiom that each man seeks his own good and to get 
it will sacrifice the good of others, if necessary.

To put it more concretely, if any party believes it can increase its 
chances of gaining office by discouraging voters from being rational, 
its own rational course is to do so. The only exception to this rule 
occurs when voter irrationality is likely to destroy the political 
system. Since parties have a stake in this system, they are irrational 
if they encourage anything which might wreck it.

However, it is not obvious that ambiguous policies and similar 
ideologies are likely to destroy democracy. W hat they might do is 
make voting less than perfectly rational as a mechanism for selecting 
governments. But rationality as we define it is not a dichotomous 
concept; i.e., the possible states of rationality are not limited to 100 
percent and 0 percent. Therefore making voting less than perfectly 
rational does not render it absolutely useless but merely reduces its 
efficiency as a government-selection process. Knowing this, parties 
will not be deterred by fear of the end of democracy when they in
crease ambiguity and match each other’s platforms.

Voters have two defenses against being forced into irrationality. 
The first is to limit the operations of parties by law. In the United 
States, parties have been forced to make financial reports, refrain 
from fraudulent statements, submit their primaries to public con
trol, accept only limited contributions from any one source, and 
otherwise act in ways not likely to exploit the citizenry. Since it 
would be irrational for citizens to allow parties to exploit them, 
these laws indirectly protect voters from being forced into irrational
ity. But voters can hardly expect to induce government to pass laws 
against platform ambiguity and similarity, so this defense is not 
much help.

The second defense is to change the political system from a two- 
party one to a multiparty one. This will cause parties to narrow the 
spread of their policies, differentiate their platforms more sharply, 
and reduce ambiguity. However, such a conversion will also give 
rise to tremendous problems not present in two-party systems, as we 
shall see in the next chapter. Therefore it is doubtful whether the



change would improve prospects for rational voting; they might get 
worse.

After weighing all these considerations, we may conclude that our 
model is not necessarily contradictory. However, it does contain two 
sets of agents in tension with each other. If either of these is allowed 
to dominate the other fully, the model may become contradictory;
i.e., one of the two sets of agents may cease to behave rationally. 
Thus if parties succeed in obscuring their policy decisions in a mist 
of generalities, and voters are unable to discover what their votes 
really mean, a rationality crisis develops. Since such a crisis is even 
more likely to occur in a multiparty system, we will defer our 
analysis of it until the next chapter.

V . A BASIC D ETERM IN A N T O F A NATION’S PO LITICS

From everything we have said, it is clear that a basic determinant 
of how a nation's political life develops is the distribution of voters 
along the political scale, assuming our oversimplified model has 
some application in the real world. In the first place, the number of 
modes in the distribution helps determine whether the political sys
tem will be two-party or multiparty in character. This in turn de
termines whether party ideologies will be similar and ambiguous or 
different and definite; hence it influences the difficulties voters face 
in behaving rationally. Second, whether democracy can lead to 
stable government depends upon whether the mass of voters is cen
trally conglomerated, or lumped at the extremes with low density in 
the center; only in the former case will democracy really work. Third, 
the distribution’s stability determines whether new parties will con
stantly be replacing the old, or the old will dominate and new ones 
merely influence their policy.

Of course, the distribution of voters is not the only factor basic 
to a nation’s policies. For example, some theorists argue that the 
use of single-member districts instead of proportional representation 
is the main cause of a two-party political system.17 Nevertheless,

17 W e have already discussed this point in Section II of this chapter.
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whether it is seen as a cause in itself or as a result of more funda
mental factors, the distribution is a crucial political parameter.

W hat forces shape this important parameter? At the beginning of 
our study, we assumed that voters’ tastes were fixed, which means 
that the voter distribution is given. Thus we dodged the question 
just posed, and have been evading it ever since. Even now we cannot 
answer, because the determinants are historic, cultural, and psycho
logical, as well as economic; to attempt to analyze them would be 
to undertake a study vast beyond our scope.

All we can say is the following: (1) the distribution of voters is a 
crucial determinant molding a nation’s political life, (2) major 
changes in it are among the most important political events possible, 
and (3) though parties will move ideologically to adjust to the dis
tribution under some circumstances, they will also attempt to move 
voters toward their own locations, thus altering it.

V I. SUM MARY

W e can turn Harold Hotelling’s famous spatial market into a 
useful device for analyzing political ideologies by adding to it (1) 
variable distribution of population, (2) an unequivocal left-to-right 
ordering of parties, (3) relative ideological immobility, and (4) 
peaked political preferences for all voters.

This model confirms Hotelling’s conclusion that the parties in a 
two-party system converge ideologically upon the center, and 
Smithies’ addendum that fear of losing extremist voters keeps them 
from becoming identical. But we discover that such convergence de
pends upon a unimodal distribution of voters which has a low 
variance and most of its mass clustered around the mode.

If the distribution of voters along the scale remains constant in a 
society, its political system tends to move towards an equilibrium in 
which the number of parties and their ideological positions are fixed. 
Whether it will then have two or many parties depends upon (1) the 
shape of the distribution and (2) whether the electoral structure is 
based upon plurality or proportional representation.

No tendency toward imitation exists in a multiparty system; in



fact, parties strive to accentuate ideological “product differentiation” 
by maintaining purity of doctrine. This difference between the two 
systems helps explain why certain practices are peculiar to each.

New parties are usually intended to win elections, but they are 
often more important as means of influencing the policies of pre
viously existent parties. Since old parties are ideologically immobile, 
they cannot adjust rapidly to changes in voter distribution, but new 
parties can enter wherever it is most advantageous. Influence parties 
may crop up in two-party systems whenever convergence has pulled 
one of the major parties away from the extreme, and its extremist 
supporters want to move it back towards them.

If we assume a party’s position on the scale is a weighted average 
of the positions occupied by each of its policy decisions, we can 
account for the tendency of parties to spread their policies: they 
wish to appeal to many different viewpoints at once. Parties in a two- 
party system have a much wider spread of policies—hence a looser 
integration of them—than those in a multiparty system. In fact, in 
two-party systems there is a large area of overlapping policies near 
the middle of the scale, so that parties closely resemble each other.

This tendency towards similarity is reinforced by deliberate equivo
cation about each particular issue. Party policies may become so 
vague, and parties so alike, that voters find it difficult to make ra
tional decisions. Nevertheless, fostering ambiguity is the rational 
course for each party in a two-party system.

A basic determinant of a nation’s political development is the 
distribution of its voters along the political scale. Upon this factor, 
to a great extent, depend whether the nation will have two or many 
major parties, whether democracy will lead to stable or unstable gov
ernment, and whether new parties will continually replace old or 
play only a minor role.
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Problems of Rationality 
Under Coalition 
Governments

Introduction

I N  D EM O CRA TIC political systems, governmental 
use of coercion obtains its sanction from the consent of the gov
erned. Various philosophic notions underlie this conception, but in 
practice almost every democracy regards a majority of those voting 
as equivalent to all of those governed. Hence every democratic gov
ernment must somehow obtain the voluntary consent of a majority 
of voters before it can legitimately govern.

But in some multiparty systems, no party receives the votes of a 
majority. If so, government by one party alone amounts to the im
position of a minority’s views upon the majority—clearly a violation 
of the basic idea behind democracy. To avoid this, the government 
must be made up of more than one party; i.e., it must be a coalition 
government.

Rational behavior in political systems governed by coalitions is 
somewhat different from that in systems governed by one party alone.

142



So far we have discussed only the latter because one-party government 
is implicit in our model. Therefore we must alter the model to study 
rationality under coalitions. In this chapter we make the necessary 
alternations and examine their implications.

PRO BLEM S OF RATIONALITY UNDER COALITION GOVERNMENTS 1 4 3

Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. Though rational voting is more important in multiparty systems 
than in two-party systems, it is more difficult and less effective.

2. In systems normally governed by coalitions, voters are under pres
sure to behave irrationally; hence they may treat elections as pref
erence polls.

3. Party ideologies and policies in multiparty systems are more sharply 
defined than in two-party systems, but actual government programs 
are less integrated in the former than in the latter.

4. The parties in a coalition government are under simultaneous 
pressures to converge and diverge ideologically.

5. A certain amount of political irrationality is inevitable in any 
society.

6. The degree to which political rationality is possible and effective 
in a democracy depends upon how much consensus about goals 
exists; i.e., it depends upon the distribution of voters along the 
scale. I.

I. CHANGES IN TH E M ODEL

Most multiparty systems do not have winner-take-all elections in 
which the party gaining the most votes controls the whole govern
ment. In fact, voters do not directly elect the government at all; 
they elect members of a legislature, who in turn choose a govern
ment by majority vote. If, as is very likely, no one party has a ma
jority in the legislature, then the government usually contains men 
from several parties. These parties combine to support the govern-
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merit, which thus indirectly obtains the consent of a majority of 
voters—the necessary prerequisite for democratic government.1

To study such systems, we add a legislature to our model, change 
the electoral structure, and allow government by a coalition of parties. 
Let us assume that the new electoral system works as follows:

1. Each voter votes for one party in the national election, not for 
any particular individual in the party.

2. Each party’s national vote is totaled.
3. The total vote for all parties is counted and divided by the num

ber of seats in the legislature to obtain the per-seat vote count, N.
4. Each party’s total vote is divided by N to set the number of seats 

it will obtain (we are ignoring fractions here).
5. That number of men is chosen in order from a ranked list put 

up by the party itself before the election.
6. The legislature so constituted selects a prime minister by major

ity vote and approves his government department heads as a 
group by majority vote before they start to govern.

7. This government may contain members of more than one party.
8. Once approved by the legislature, this government has the same 

powers, with the same limitations, as the government described 
in Chapter 1. At the next election date it is dissolved and a new 
legislature is elected. Thus there are no intermediate votes be
tween the initial approval of a government and the next election, 
either by the legislature or by the voters. Since the date of the 
next election is predetermined by constitutional rules, the coali
tion once approved, cannot be removed by adverse votes of confi
dence or any other peaceful means until that date arrives.

1 The support of a majority of the legislature is not necessarily equivalent to 
the support of a majority of voters, because each legislator need not represent the 
same number of voters. In the United States House of Representatives, for ex
ample, the Congressman from the 8th District in Texas represents 807,000 people 
(not all of whom are voters, of course); whereas the Congressman from South 
Dakota’s 2nd District represents only 159,000 people: figures from the 1950 
Census as cited in John C. Cort, "The Dice Are Slightly Loaded," T he Com m on
weal, LX II (June 24, 1955), 302-303. Sometimes legislatures are intentionally 
designed so that a party which receives only a plurality of votes may obtain an 
overwhelming majority of legislative seats. However, the electoral structure used 
in this chapter guarantees that a majority of the legislature is always equivalent 
to a majority of those voting, as is clear from the following paragraphs of the text.



These assumptions radically alter our model; hence several further 
clarifications are in order. First, we ignore most of the problems 
caused by interparty negotiations within the legislature, since they 
are both too complex and too empirical to be handled here.

Second, we continue to assume that voters look upon elections 
purely as means of selecting governments. Perhaps this seems un
reasonable, because the voters in fact select a legislature, and it se
lects the government. Nevertheless, the purpose of elections is to 
create a government supported at least indirectly by a majority of 
the voters. Therefore rational voters will cast their ballots with only 
this end in mind.

This assumption precludes use of our analysis as a description of 
actual behavior in multiparty systems. In most such systems, at least 
some voters treat elections as something other than devices for 
selecting governments. But we define rational behavior in elections as 
that most efficiently designed to select the government a voter most 
desires from among those candidates with reasonable chances of 
actually governing. Therefore what is rational for some voters in 
reality may be irrational in our model.

For example, some political analysts believe that many French 
workers vote for the Communist Party purely as a protest against 
capitalist domination of the government's economic policy. These 
workers neither believe the Communists will become the govern
ment, nor do they want a Communist government. They treat the 
election neither as a government-selection device nor as an expres
sion of preference, but as a social protest.

Similarly, an Italian worker may support the Communists even 
though he knows they are unlikely to be in the government. His 
vote shows merely that he would like them to govern. If elections 
are preference polls, his behavior is rational; in our model, it is 
irrational unless he is future oriented and believes his vote will help 
them attain office at some later date. To eliminate the latter possi
bility, we assume in this chapter that no voters are future oriented 
unless specifically designated as such.

Our third and final clarification concerns the time periods which 
enter into voters’ decisions. In Chapter 3 we stated that voters
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choose future governments by comparing past records, a procedure 
we wish to retain in our present analysis. Thus even when a voter 
is making predictions of what coalitions a given party might enter 
and what policies each such coalition might have, we assume he is 
thinking about what policies each coalition would have had during 
the past election period, if it had been in power. This process may 
call for extensive imagination on the part of voters. It is not always 
obvious what policies a coalition would have had if it had been 
formed, when in fact it was not formed and therefore never had any 
policies.

However, the need for imagination is not diminished if we switch 
voters' contemplation to future policies. In this case, voters must 
sometimes guess what policies a coalition which has never existed 
will have if it exists in the future. Consequently, our retention of 
the decision-making process described in Chapter 3 does not create 
any added complications, and by using it, we save the reader from 
having to contemplate another such process. But to simplify the 
language of our exposition, we describe voters’ decision-making as 
though they compared future policies of coalitions instead of present 
ones. The reduction of verbosity is appreciable, yet it does not lead 
to any misleading reasoning or false conclusions. II.

II. V O T E R  RATIO N ALITY U N D ER COALITIONS

A. THE COMPLEXITY AND DIFFICULTY OF BEING RATIONAL

In multiparty systems such as we have described, the total vote is 
usually split among so many parties that none has a majority in the 
legislature. The rational voters therefore knows that his favorite 
party has very little chance of governing alone. If it is to have any 
part in the government, it must enter into a coalition with ideologi
cally adjacent parties. For example, in Figure 8, party B  must enter 
a coalition with A and C, or with C and D; otherwise it will be an 
opposition party.

This situation has two impacts on the meaning of voting. First, 
each vote helps elect at most only part of a government. Second,



each vote supports a party which will have to compromise its policies 
even if elected; hence the policies of this party are not the ones which 
a vote for it actually supports. Instead the vote supports the policies 
of whatever coalition the party joins.

Under these conditions, a voter must know the following things 
in order to vote rationally:

1. W hat coalitions each party is willing to enter under various sets 
of circumstances.

2. Estimated probability distributions which show how likely each 
party is to enter each coalition open to it. Estimating these 
amounts to predicting how all other voters will vote; it is a 
specification of the circumstances mentioned in (1) above.

3. W hat policy compromises each party is likely to make in each pos
sible coalition, i.e., what policies each coalition would adopt after 
it was formed. Since these compromises depend on the relative 
strength of the various parties in each coalition, to predict the 
compromises a voter must predict the outcome of the election, 
just as in (2) above.

Thus when a voter casts his ballot, he is in effect supporting a 
certain probability distribution of compromises. This distribution is 
itself compounded from (1) a probability distribution of the coali
tions his party might enter, and (2) various probability distributions 
of the compromises it might make in each.

Obviously, the smaller is the number of coalitions which any given 
party is likely to enter, the easier it is for voters to know what a vote 
for that party means in terms of policy. Since some parties will enter 
only one coalition, the ambiguity of votes cast for them is small. 
Such clarity is especially true of extremist parties, because they can 
compromise in only one direction.

If a voter knows that his favorite party will enter only one specific 
coalition, he will vote for that party if he is rational, even though a 
vote for some other party might help elect the same coalition. This 
is true because the more votes his favorite party gets, the greater 
weight it will have in the coalition, and the more its policies will 
prevail therein. On the other hand, if the voter does not know what
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coalitions each party might enter, or what compromises it might 
make, he may be unable to tell which is his favorite party.

This difficulty can be shown by means of the voter distribution 
shown in Figure 8. Assume that the three center parties, B, C, and
D, have been governing in a coalition, and another election occurs. 
Voter X, believing that the BCD coalition will be formed again if 
party C is strong enough, casts his vote for party C, because it is 
per se nearest his preference, and it has been in a coalition that is 
also near him. However, party C then enters a coalition with D and
E, and the policies of this coalition place its net impact about where 
party D is. Looking back, voter X  decides that if he had known what 
party C was going to do, he would have voted for party B. B is closer 
to him than D, yet the entrance of C into the CDE coalition meant 
that his vote supported a D position. In the next election, if he as
sumes C will again enter a CD E coalition, he will vote for B instead 
of C, although C is per se closer to his own position. Even if voter X  
thinks that B cannot win the election by itself, he may feel that his 
vote will pull C  back towards the left and out of the CDE coalition 
in the future.

This example demonstrates the fact that rational voting in a multi
party system is both more difficult and more important than in a 
two-party system. It is more difficult because the possible outcomes 
are more numerous, and it may not be clear to a voter just what 
his ballot is supporting when he casts it. Yet each vote is more im
portant because the range of alternative policies offered to voters in 
a multiparty system is likely to be much wider than in a two-party 
system. In the latter, both parties offer relatively moderate platforms.2 
Hence if the party a voter opposed is elected, he will probably not 
have to endure policies much different from those his favorite party 
would have implemented. But in a multiparty system, the victory of 
a party at the end of the scale opposite to a voter’s position may 
usher in policies he bitterly opposes.

2 W e assume that there is only one mode in the distribution of voters and that 
both parties are located near it. Since the mode itself is by definition the most 
moderate position, both parties offer moderate programs. Under other less normal 
assumptions about the distribution of voters in a two-party system, the parties 
may offer more extreme programs, as we pointed out in Chapter 8.



The increased difficulty of voting rationally when there are more 
than two major parties can be further illustrated by comparing 
Figures 2 and 10. In a two-party system (Fig. 2 ), there are only two 
possible outcomes: A and B. Therefore a voter selects the outcome 
he prefers and votes for it. But in a three-party system like that shown
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in Figure 10, there are at least nine possible outcomes. If we assume 
that the two extremist parties will never join the same government, 
we have five possible combinations: A, B, C, AB, and BC. But in the 
last two, which are coalitions between the center party and each of 
the extremist parties, one party might dominate the other, or they 
might have equal influence. Thus each coalition represents three 
outcomes instead of one, which means the possibilities are: A, B, C, 
AB, aB, Ab, BC, bC, and B c. W e can extend the number of out
comes indefinitely by increasing the measurable degrees of domi
nance in each coalition, but we already have enough to befuddle Y, 
our sample voter.

Faced with this array of possibilities, voter Y must know some
thing about the probable outcome of the election in order to vote 
rationally. If only one party is going to win, he will vote for B, which 
is closest to him. He will also vote for B if a coalition between A and 
B is likely, since he would want B to be the stronger partner. But 
if B and C are likely to form a coalition with a net policy position 
of Z, it is more rational for him to vote for A than for B, since he 
would rather have A win alone than see such a coalition. How should 
he vote?

The answer to this question depends upon two factors: (1) what 
knowledge Y has about how other citizens are likely to vote, and (2) 
how men should choose rationally among alternatives with uncertain 
outcomes. The latter has long been a matter of interest to economic
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theorists, but they have arrived at no consensus on it. Therefore all 
we can say is that Y will follow the rather vague procedure described 
in the summary of Chapter 3. However, we must explore the first 
factor carefully because it leads to conjectural variation among 
voters.

B. THE OLIGOPOLY PROBLEM IN VOTING IN MULTIPARTY SYSTEMS

W e have seen that coalition governments are formed in order to 
escape from the dilemma which arises when no one party receives 
the support of a majority of voters. But once voters realize they 
will be governed by a coalition, a feedback effect occurs and changes 
the nature of voting.

Rational voters no longer simply vote for the party they prefer as 
a sole government; instead they take into account the use of coali
tions, which is itself made necessary by the scattered distribution of 
other people’s votes. In short, every rational voter’s decision depends 
upon how he thinks other men are going to vote. W e pointed this 
out in Chapter 3, and we have just now seen what complications it 
can lead to when there is a wide diversity of political tastes.

This situation is exactly analogous to the conjectural-variation 
problem in oligopoly theory or the basic problem of the theory of 
games. Elections become games with voters seeking optimal strate
gies by contemplating each other’s possible moves. Their predica
ment is reminiscent of the beauty contest analogy with which Lord 
Keynes pictured the stock market. The object of this contest was to 
pick from a group of women the ones whom the most other people 
picked as most beautiful; therefore, as Keynes said:

I t  is not a case of choosing which, to the best of one’s judgm ent, are 
really the prettiest, nor even those which average opinion genuinely thinks 
the prettiest. W e  have reached the third degree where we devote our 
intelligence to anticipating what average opinion expects the average 
opinion to b e .3

3 John Maynard Keynes, T h e G eneral Theory o f Employment, Interest, and 
M oney (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1936), p. 156.



Electoral systems in which similar thinking occurs exhibit con
jectural variation par excellence. Each man’s voting decision depends 
on what he predicts other men are predicting, and the predictions of 
those others are based on what they think everyone else is predicting, 
and so forth, ad infinitum.

At first glance, this situation appears both absurd and impossible 
to analyze. However, it does not preclude rational voting and the 
actual selection of governments any more than conjectural variation 
prevents oligopolists from selling products. Hence we need not throw 
out the assumption that every man views elections purely as a 
government-selection process. Even with this assumption, our re
vised multiparty model can produce governments if voters behave 
as we said they would in the summary of Chapter 3.

Nevertheless, we cannot make very accurate predictions as long as 
we retain this assumption. This inability stems from the difficulties 
of solving the conjectural variation problem. So far, no one has pro
duced an acceptable answer to it. As a result, there is no way to 
predict what voters will do if the decision of each depends upon what 
he thinks all other voters are going to do, and he knows the others 
also make decisions this way. The outcome depends upon at what 
point each man cuts off the process of conjecture and countercon
jecture, and, theoretically speaking, that point is not predictable.

In spite of this impasse, we can make some relevant statements 
about the possible outcomes of conjectural variation among voters. 
The most important is that voting decisions—like all decisions in real 
life—are made under the pressure of elapsing time, not in a timeless 
world of abstraction. Therefore the solution which consists of an 
infinite regression of calculations is impossible. Each voter has only 
so much time to make conjectures before the polls close on election 
day; he is faced with an inexorable force pushing him to make some 
decision. If he hesitates too long, the election will be over and he 
will have abstained—which is just as much of a decision as voting. 
Therefore he cannot escape choosing.

W hat choices can he make? First, he can remain “up in the air” 
and be so befuddled by the oligopoly problem that he stays home on
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election day. He is a baffled, to use the terminology of Chapter 6. 
Clearly, if everyone is baffled, the electoral system collapses—it fails 
to choose a government which has the consent of the governed. In 
this case, our assumption that each man views elections as govern
ment selectors leads to the end of democracy.

A second possible outcome is that each voter will decide that he 
is going to vote no matter what decision he has reached on election 
day. Having so decided, he cuts off the deliberation process at some 
point unpredictable by an outside observer.4 Such truncation is en
couraged by the cost of deliberation. Not only is it expensive to ob
tain information about party policies and what other voters will do, 
but also the mere act of thinking consumes time that could be de
voted to other activities. Therefore men may decide to spend only so 
many hours weighing alternatives and to abide by whatever decision 
they favor at the end of this time. If all men are thus quasi-informed 
passives, democracy will not collapse from lack of voting. But 
whether the voters themselves will succeed in selecting a government 
or whether they will merely shift the whole problem into the legis
lature cannot be predicted.5

A third choice open to voters is refusal to contemplate what other 
voters are likely to do. Instead of treating the election as a govern
ment-selection process, voters choosing this method cast their ballots 
for the parties they would most like to see govern. They leave the 
actual selection of a government entirely up to the legislature. Thus 
the difficulty of handling conjectural variation drives citizens into 
treating elections as expressions of preference instead of government

4 His actions are unpredictable in the causal sense; i.e., the causal steps leading 
to his decision cannot be stated in advance. However, if we assume that his past 
behavior is likely to repeat itself, then we can make statistical predictions even 
though we do not know why he reaches the decisions we predict. Ignorance of 
how men solve oligopoly problems does not, therefore, always prevent us from 
accurately forecasting their decisions.

5 This method of making the voting decision may seem to contradict the pro
cedure described in Chapter 3 because it makes no reference to the voter’s party 
differential. Actually, as we shall see in Chapter 13, a rational voter always cuts 
off the process of deliberation and abides by whatever decision he has reached at 
the cutoff point. If at that moment he believes his party differential is not zero, 
he votes; if  he views it as zero, he abstains. Thus the exposition here used in the 
text merely abbreviates the process described fully in Chapters 3 and 13.



selectors. From the point of view of our model, the complexity of 
behaving rationally has led them to behave irrationally.6

If all voters act this way, the election will express their direct pref
erences; so the legislature will exhibit exactly the same diversity of 
political opinions as the electorate. The problem of getting majority 
support for a government is merely shifted from electorate to legis
lature. Though it is not solved by this shift, it is removed from the 
purview of our study.

The foregoing analysis shows that voters faced with the conjectural- 
variation problem have at least three possible choices of action. How
ever, there is no reason to assume a priori that all voters make the 
same choice. In fact, we believe that even in our model world, 
some voters make each choice; the result is a mixed electoral system. 
Some citizens abstain in bewilderment, others take the plunge and 
vote in spite of uncertainty, and still others shift their view of 
elections and treat them as expressions of preference. Undoubtedly 
a government will emerge from this process, but whether it has been 
rationally selected is impossible to say a priori.

Surprisingly enough, the more voters who are irrational from the 
viewpoint of our model, the easier it is for the others to be rational. 
Clearly, it is less difficult to predict what parties other men prefer 
than to predict what parties they will vote for it they are weighing 
each other’s preferences as well as their own. Therefore the more 
men who merely cast ballots for their favorite parties, the easier it 
is for other men to predict the probable outcome of the election. 
And when such predictions are easier, rational men can more easily 
decide how to cast their own ballots a la the procedure described in 
Chapter 3.

No clear conclusion can be drawn from the preceding analysis, 
but we can point out a significant tendency inherent in coalition-

6 Expressing their preferences directly is not the only form of irrational be
havior open to voters who have decided to ignore the oligopoly problem. How
ever, it is the most nearly rational, because it tells those who select the govern
ment— the legislators— what citizens want. Thus it is the nearest thing to direct 
government selection, but it is much easier for voters to carry out when the 
number of possible coalitions is large. Since all other forms of irrational behavior 
are not similarly useful as indirect aids to government selection, we do not discuss 
them in our analysis.
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governed systems. There is a continuous pressure on voters to be ir
rational, i.e., to cease regarding elections as direct government-selec
tion mechanisms. This pressure is especially strong if the number of 
likely coalitions is large and their policy variations extensive. Then 
the complexity of trying to figure out how to bring about the most 
favorable possible government may drive each voter into merely sup
porting his favorite party and leaving government selection to the 
legislature.

W hen we call such behavior irrational, we do not mean that it is 
unintelligent or not in the best interests of the voters. In fact, it may 
be the most rational thing for them to do as individuals. The only 
sense in which it is irrational is from the point of view of elections 
as direct government selectors. Obviously, if a large fraction of the 
electorate regards elections as means of selecting a legislature via 
preference polls, they are no longer rational devices for the direct 
selection of governments by the people.

C. THE BASIC PROBLEM: LACK OF CONSENSUS AMONG VOTERS

W e have run up against a major result of lack of consensus in the 
electorate: voters cannot select the government which will govern 
them. If each votes for the party he prefers, no one party has a ma
jority; hence no party can claim the consent of the governed. On 
the other hand, if each attempts to take into account the diversity of 
preferences, and therefore votes only after calculating how others 
will vote, the process of calculation becomes too complicated for him 
to handle.

Of course, this dire outcome is not true of every multiparty system. 
Where likely coalitions are few and their policies are well known, 
voters can treat elections as government selectors and still arrive at 
definite voting choices without endless conjecture. However, the 
paucity of likely coalitions is itself an indication that political pref
erences are not evenly scattered along the scale. This does not mean 
that there is no diversity, but that the distribution is characterized 
by a few large clusters rather than a wide scattering of small ones. 
Therefore only a few parties exist, and choices are limited.



It is where choices are many that the voters may not be able to 
choose their own government directly. Instead they will have to pass 
the buck to a legislature which has a diversified composition reflect
ing that of the electorate. The legislature then must face an Arrow 
problem: how to select a coalition government for which majority 
support can be obtained.

Essentially, this is merely an acute version of the problem that 
faces every democratic government, no matter how voters are dis
tributed along the political scale. In all systems, the government 
must forge a single policy set which can somehow receive the sanction 
of the majority of those it governs. The United States motto, e 
pluribus unum, expresses this problem perfectly. The very nature of 
action forces the government to take only one stand in each situa
tion; hence its policies must form a single set. Yet in order to govern, 
it must also receive the consent of a majority of citizens whose pref
erences are tremendously diversified.

To escape this dilemma, the government has only one resort: it 
must mix various policies from a variety of viewpoints, espousing 
many philosophic outlooks imperfectly rather than any one per
fectly. This tendency is obvious in a two-party system, because in 
their attempt to appeal to many viewpoints, both parties adopt plat
forms which are ambiguous and resemble each other. The voter in 
such a system is faced with a rather fuzzily differentiated pair of 
policy sets, one of which he selects as his choice to govern him.

Such ambiguity is equally prevalent in multiparty systems, even 
though the parties therein tend to have sharply differentiated pro
grams, each closely integrated around one Weltanschauung. Voters 
in multiparty systems are indeed faced with definite and well-inte
grated policy sets, but none of these sets will in fact govern them. 
Only coalitions can govern, and ambiguity and compromise are 
introduced on a secondary level whenever coalitions are formed. 
Each party’s well-integrated program must be coordinated with pro
grams of one or more other parties which are equally well integrated, 
but around different viewpoints. The result is a program just as non- 
integrated as either of those in a two-party system.

In fact, the program of a coalition government in a multiparty sys-
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tern is usually less well integrated than that of the government in 
a two-party system. This follows from the wider distribution of voters 
in a multiparty system; there is usually no dominant cluster around 
some one ideological mean. Therefore the coalition must adopt a 
wider spread of policies to get the support of a majority of voters 
than must the government in a two-party system. This is true in spite 
of the fact that each party in the multiparty system ostensibly stands 
for a much narrower spread of policies than each party in a two- 
party system.

Appearances are deceiving in democratic politics. The type of po
litical system which seems to offer the voter a more definite choice 
among policies in fact offers him a less definite one. This system 
may even make it impossible for him to choose a government at all. 
Instead it may force him to shift this responsibility onto a legislature 
over which he has very little control between elections.

This paradox shows that the distribution of voters along the po
litical scale is what determines how well integrated a government’s 
policies are and what viewpoints predominate in them. In the last 
analysis, neither the number of parties nor their platforms are as im
portant as the shape of this distribution in influencing government 
ideology and policy in a democracy. III.

III. PARTY RATIO N ALITY U N D ER COALITIONS

Government by coalitions makes rational behavior difficult for 
parties as well as for voters, especially when the legislature is left with 
the task of choosing the government. Of course, any electoral system 
designed like the one in this chapter delegates some of the power of 
government selection to the legislators. However, if citizens’ opinions 
are widely diversified, voters may be driven to cast their ballots purely 
as preference indicators, thereby leaving the whole job of designating 
a government to the legislature. Since their action tends to reproduce 
the same diversity within the legislature, the parties therein have a 
difficult time picking a government which a majority can support.

But we are not studying intralegislature intrigues in our analysis; 
hence we confine our examination of rational party strategies to



those applicable after a coalition has been formed and approved. 
Even then, each party in the coalition is pressured by opposing forces 
which involve it in a conflict of desires about what policies to adopt.

The first of these forces is the desire to get along well with the 
other parties in the coalition. The coalition must make some attempt 
to solve the problems facing society; hence it must be able to act with 
at least a minimum degree of efficiency. True, some citizens who op
pose its policies would rather see it operate inefficiently so that its 
policies never have any effect. But if such desires are widespread, 
democracy cannot produce effective governments: it degenerates into 
a stalemate which merely preserves the status quo. Since social change 
occurs regardless of who is in office, the gap between society’s needs 
and government’s policies eventually becomes so wide that democracy 
is replaced by a more effective form of government.

However, we are here discussing democracies which are governed, 
not paralyzed; so we assume that the electorate appreciates efficient 
action by the coalition.7 To be efficient, the parties in the coalition 
must act in unison; hence their desire to cooperate with each other. 
This desire causes them to adopt similar policies; it sets up a centrip
etal force like that in most two-party systems. The result is a tend
ency towards integration of the coalition’s policies around a W eltan
schauung near the center of gravity of whatever spread of voters the 
coalition appeals to.

The second force can be either centrifugal or centripetal in effect. 
Each party wants its own policies to dominate the joint policies of 
the coalition; therefore it tries to win voters away from both its 
allies in the coalition and its opponents outside. If more voters are 
massed in the middle of the coalition’s policy spread than are near 
the edges of this spread, the peripheral parties in the coalition are 
encouraged to move toward the middle party in policy. This con
vergence makes policy coordination within the coalition easier.

7 In other words, we are ignoring situations like that in France, where the 
distribution of voters causes virtual governmental paralysis. It is questionable 
whether such a distribution can lead to any true government at all as long as 
democracy prevails if we require that a true government be able at least to 
attempt to solve society’s major political and economic problems. This paralysis 
is the most serious result of lack of consensus in the electorate.
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On the other hand, the coalition’s peripheral parties may feel they 
can win more votes by moving away from the center than by moving 
toward it. This is true whenever the parties on either side of the coali
tion have more supporters than the middle party in the coalition. In 
this case, the desire for dominance within the coalition leads to pol
icy divergence among the coalition’s members; consequently coordi
nation becomes more difficult.

The third force influencing parties in coalitions is centrifugal. It 
stems from the desire of all the parties in the coalition to maximize 
the chances that the whole coalition will be reelected.8 Therefore 
they wish the net impact of all of them together to be as widespread 
as possible; i.e., they want to appeal to as wide a range of voters on 
the scale as they can. They can best accomplish this by deliberately 
diverging from each other ideologically, thereby drawing more voters 
on each margin into supporting one of the parties in the coalition. 
However, this causes disintegration and makes coordination difficult.

All of these forces can be illustrated in Figure 8. Let us assume 
that a coalition government is formed of parties B, C, and D. It is 
logical to believe that the coalition can govern more efficiently if 
its members are in closer agreement about policy. Hence if these 
parties believe they are going to be working together for a long 
time, they might be encouraged to converge doctrinally towards the 
central position of C. They might even unify to form a single party 
positioned at C. However, this would be foolish politically, since 
it would weaken their coalition’s vote-getting power.

Voter R  supports party B because it is nearest him, and he believes 
that his vote helps keep the coalition from moving too far rightward 
by strengthening the power of B therein. But if B  moves over to C, 
voter R  may shift his support to A, which is closer to him than C. 
Therefore, in order to gain votes for the coalition, parties B and D 
should diverge from the central location of C. The farther from C

8 This force does not always operate, because the parties in a coalition may not 
wish to see it reconstituted in its present form. For example, if a party feels it 
might win enough support to govern alone, its desire to take votes away from its 
present allies obliterates any tendency for it to aid the coalition as a whole. How
ever, it is sometimes true that the members of a coalition are unlikely to attain 
office again except as part of that same coalition. In such cases, each party is 
motivated to seek reelection for the whole coalition.



they get, the more votes they can steal from A and E ; but also 
(1) they lose strength within the coalition to C, and (2) their greater 
spread makes it harder for all three parties to cooperate with each 
other.9 W hat is the rational course for them to follow if they wish to 
maximize their chances for election?

Clearly, election in a coalition-governed system means something 
different from the unqualified victory it denotes in a two-party sys
tem. No one party can enjoy the prestige, income, and power that 
motivate politicians in our model. In fact, only certain individuals in 
each of the victorious parties are able to win in this sense, and their 
identity cannot always be predicted in advance. Yet the more votes 
a party wins, the more chance it has to enter a coalition, the more 
power it receives if it does enter one, and the more individuals in it 
hold office in the coalition government. Hence vote-maximizing is 
still the basic motive underlying the behavior of parties as corporate 
groups and of individuals within them.10

For this reason we conclude that each party in a coalition does 
whatever maximizes its own votes rather than what benefits the op
eration of the coalition per se. Thus in Figure 8, parties B  and D  
might converge on C in order to take votes away from it. since they 
can gain more votes by moving into the densely populated center 
than they lose toward the extremes. However, the closer together are 
the three parties in the coalition, the less will be the total of their 
combined vote and the more likely is it that the coalition as a whole 
will be defeated by an extremist party. A tension is thus set up 
between the desire of each party to make sure the coalition gets 
elected on the one hand, and to raise the extent of its influence within 
the coalition on the other. No wonder politics is considered by many 
to be an art instead of a science!

9 This argument was suggested by an example from politics in the Netherlands 
related by Hendrik S. Houthakker.

10 Some parties in history have operated on a less cautious strategy and sought 
power on an all-or-nothing basis. Instead of accepting whatever gains they might 
consolidate immediately by entering coalitions, they struck boldly for complete 
power and disregarded petty vote-maximizing strategies. However, almost all such 
parties were not truly democratic, for as soon as they came into office they 
violated the constitutional rules set forth in Chapter 1. Therefore we feel justified 
in excluding them from our model.
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IV . C O N FLIC TS B E T W E E N  PARTY RATIONALITY AND 
IND IVIDUAL RATIONALITY

In the last chapter we saw that parties in a two-party system try 
to be ambiguous about their policies because they want to appeal 
directly to a majority of voters, even though no one viewpoint is held 
by a majority. In contrast, parties in a multiparty system try to be 
relatively unequivocal about their policies, since they appeal directly 
only to a narrow range of voters.

However, the latter parties are extremely ambiguous about what 
compromises they are likely to make if they enter into coalitions with 
other parties. They do not wish to alienate voters clustered around 
their own location by admitting they will support some policies 
from other parts of the scale if elected. Therefore each party stresses 
its own party line and plays down the compromises it must make in 
order to get into a coalition—which is the only way it can have any 
part in the government at all.

Thus clarity on one level of multiparty systems is counterbalanced 
by ambiguity on another level; whereas two-party systems are am
biguous throughout because they contain only one level. In both 
cases, the government itself is formed on the ambiguous level. 
Government’s real policy is also formed there, as we pointed out in 
the previous sections of this chapter.

This conclusion raises the question of whether rational political be
havior is possible for individual citizens in a democracy. Para
doxically, it seems to be rational for parties to encourage irrationality 
in voters. If parties are always deliberately ambiguous, how can citi
zens discover in them the reliability which is necessary for rational 
voting?

These questions are essentially a restatement of the central prob
lem of political theory: how can social goals be developed from dif
fering individual values?11 W e here encounter the e pluribus unum

11 For a thorough discussion of this problem— the results of which we have 
mentioned elsewhere in this study— see Kenneth J. Arrow, Social C hoice and 
Individual Values (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1951).



dilemma mentioned earlier. Does it really preclude rationality in 
politics?

Individual rationality means pursuit of one’s own goals in the most 
efficient manner. But men live in society and in a world of scarce 
resources; so when each pursues his own goals, his actions affect other 
men. Furthermore, these other men never have precisely the same 
goals that he has. Therefore, conflicts between men inevitably arise.

Politics is the system of settling these conflicts so that each indi
vidual may achieve some of his goals. All men cannot achieve all their 
goals simultaneously, because when one man does so, his actions 
prevent others from doing so; this is what conflict means. Thus the 
very nature of society places limits on individual rationality—not all 
individuals can achieve pure rationality at once.

In a democracy, political power is theoretically the same for all 
men; i.e., each supposedly has the same opportunity to achieve his 
goals as does every other. Thus the irrationality inevitable in any so
ciety—i.e., the inability to achieve goals perfectly—is shared by all 
men: no one can achieve all his goals. In short, every citizen of a 
democracy is necessarily somewhat irrational in the pure sense.12

For this reason, it should not surprise us that there is a tension 
between individual rationality and party rationality. Each party at
tempts to derive a set of social goals from the values of the indi
viduals in society. To any individual, the party’s policies represent a 
compromise, since the party must please many other individuals be
sides him. Ambiguity is a means of disguising this fact. It is a device 
for producing harmony where none really exists. Yet such harmony 
must be produced, or society dissolves into myriads of individuals in 
open conflict.

But even when conflict is veiled, men cannot achieve complete 
political rationality. Irrational elements are inevitable in any society 
as long as individuals have different goals. Since differences in goals 
are related to the very concept of individuality, we believe that ir
rationality can never be eliminated from society. Yet men can still

12 This generalization does not hold for those citizens who have no selfish 
tendencies and whose goal structure happens to coincide exactly with the set of 
compromises a democracy arrives at. However, we assume very few citizens fall 
into this category.
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act rationally in the sense we have been using: they can achieve as 
many of their goals as is possible, given the nature of society.

The relation their achievement will bear to pure rationality de
pends upon how different their goals are to begin with. The greater 
is the degree of consensus, the easier it is for individuals to act ra
tionally, and the more effective such action is. Therefore the possi
bility of rationality depends upon the distribution of voters along the 
political scale. If it is unimodal and has a low variance, rationality 
is both easy and effective.

However, if voters are evenly distributed or massed at opposite 
poles, conflict tends to predominate over cooperative achievement, 
and society loses its vital core of harmony. In such a situation, de
mocracy cannot produce effective government, because the premise 
of equal power for all leads to a cancellation of policies rather than a 
mutual reinforcement of them. Therefore individual rationality in 
politics collapses. It no longer leads to satisfactory settlements of so
cial conflict.

Clearly, democracy presupposes consensus about goals—not perfect 
agreement, but something far removed from perfect disagreement. If 
we assume sufficient consensus exists, then rational political action 
is possible for individual citizens. None will ever achieve pure ra
tionality, but by acting as efficiently as he can, each will reach more 
of his goals than he can in any other way. V.

V. SUMMARY

In some political systems, only rarely does any one party receive 
over half the votes cast. Hence coalitions are formed so government 
may still be by consent of the governed, i.e., by consent of a majority 
of those voting. To study such systems, we use a model in which 
voters elect a legislature by proportional representation and the legis
lature then selects a government by majority vote.

Under these conditions, each voter’s ballot does not support the 
policies of any one party. Instead it supports the whole coalition that 
party joins. Thus the meaning of a vote for any party depends upon



what coalitions it is likely to enter, which in turn depends upon how 
other voters will vote.

Consequently, each voter can make his own voting decision only 
after estimating what decisions others will make, so a problem of 
conjectural variation arises to which no solution has been found. 
Eventually each voter either abstains, votes after cutting off his 
deliberation at some unpredictable point, or decides it is easier just to 
vote for his favorite party. Thus some voters may be driven by the 
difficulty of rationally selecting a government to treat elections as ex
pressions of preference, which is irrational in our model.

Underlying this tendency is the difficulty of getting a majority of 
voters to support any single set of government policies. To encom
pass the diversity of views in this majority, the government must 
adopt a nonintegrated set of policies covering a wide range on the 
political scale.

This is true even in multiparty systems, where parties ostensibly 
differentiate their ideologies sharply. But when coalitions are formed, 
the parties in them adopt the same widespread, nonintegrated type 
of program that characterizes each party in a two-party system. Thus 
the distribution of voters on the scale and the necessity of getting a 
majority of them behind one government ultimately determine gov
ernment policies.

Parties in coalitions are pressured by three forces: (1) the desire to 
make their policies similar to facilitate efficient action, (2) the desire 
to make their policies different to increase the spread of voters sup
porting the coalition, and (3) the desire of each to do one or the 
other of the above to increase its weight in the coalition. During 
elections, all parties also try to be as ambiguous as possible about how 
they will compromise if they enter various coalitions. This makes 
individual rationality difficult, but if there is sufficient consensus in 
the electorate, democracy can function efficiently even though society 
can never achieve pure rationality.
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Government Vote- 
Maximizing and 
Individual Marginal 
Equilibrium

Introduction

B e c a u s e  government behavior follows a rule dif
ferent from that which regulates the actions of private firms or indi
viduals, government’s methods of allocating its resources are not the 
same as those employed in the private sector. Yet government allo
cation has a tremendous impact upon the private sector—even upon 
the allocation methods which private agents use.

In this chapter we show how government’s use of the vote-maxi
mizing principle affects (1) the profit-maximizing and utility-maxi
mizing processes which traditional economic theory ascribes to private 
economic agents and (2) the probability that a perfectly com
petitive economy will reach a Paretian optimum position.
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Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. Since there are some collective goods and nonmarket interde
pendencies in every society, even a perfectly competitive economy 
cannot achieve a Paretian optimum without government action.

2. Although a democratic government undertakes actions which 
yield future utility pay-offs, it has no discount rate of its own 
because it seeks to maximize only present votes.

3. Government often deliberately avoids moving society to a Paretian 
optimum by forsaking actions which make some persons better 
off and none worse off.

4. Democratic societies never reach Paretian optimum positions un
less by accident, even if the private sector embodies perfect com
petition.

5. Very few citizens in a democracy attain marginal equilibrium in 
their dealings with the government.

6. Even if a democratic government were technically able to allocate 
its costs according to the benefit principle, it would not do so.

7. Democratic governments generally act in favor of low-income citi
zens and against high-income citizens, unless this tendency is 
offset by the political effects of uncertainty.

8. The more effective democracy is economically, the greater is the 
degree of government intervention in the free market.

I. RESO U RCE ALLOCATION IN A FR E E  M ARKET

A. PLANNING IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Rational resource allocators in the private sector follow the general 
rule of applying inputs to those activities with the highest net margi
nal rates of return, thereby maximizing total net returns. Although 
this rule is put into action by individual firms and consumers, each 
looking at only a narrow range of possible resource uses, it is made 
true for the market as a whole by competition among these indi
viduals.
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However, returns are not always immediate, i.e., within the pres
ent action period. Hence a problem of allocation between present
paying and future-paying investments must be solved as well as one 
of allocation among different present uses. This means that the quan
tity to be maximized, whether utility, profits, or welfare, can no 
longer be viewed as a simple present total. Instead it is seen as a 
stream of many incomes, each associated with a different time period, 
beginning with the present and stretching into the future.

All future incomes are subject to discounting when compared to 
present ones, and the rate of discount is compounded as the in
come’s accrual period becomes farther away from the present. This 
allows present and future net pay-offs to be compared in homo
geneous units. The rational planner allocates his current resources 
to those uses whose net pay-offs have the highest present values. By 
so doing he obtains the largest possible quantity of present value 
units—whether utility, profits, or welfare. Therefore, this is the best 
method of allocating resources for any private planning agency.

There are three things especially to be noticed about this familiar 
planning procedure. First, it requires extremely accurate and detailed 
information about present and future costs and pay-offs for all rele
vant resource uses. In other words, it implies that the particular part 
of economy concerned is a minor version of the certain world we 
have discussed before. Whenever uncertainty is present, planning will 
only roughly approximate the process described, chiefly because fewer 
resource uses will be considered than the large number theoretically 
possible.

Second, the planning agent deals in terms of some homogeneous 
quantity, such as utility, profits, or welfare. This is more a manner 
of speaking than a description of what actually happens, but it is a 
necessary manner of speaking. Any possible act is an alternative to 
every other possible act that makes use of the same scarce resources 
as the first. Therefore, because all acts use time, they can all be 
viewed as alternatives to each other. Naturally, every planning unit 
must choose to carry out some acts and to reject their alternatives, 
since it has limited resources.

To make this choice, it must somehow compare alternatives. Such



comparison can be logically structured as the appraisal of the cost 
of and return from each action in terms of some common denomi
nator. The planning agent chooses that combination of actions 
which (1) does not exceed the resources at its command and (2) 
results in the largest net income in units of the common denomi
nator. This is rational planning, whether the planner be a housewife, 
a monk striving for a spiritual life, a government, or a profit-seeking 
entrepreneur. Thus the concept of some homogeneous measuring unit 
is necessarily implied by rational planning in a world of scarce re
sources.

Third, the fact that future pay-offs are discounted in rational plan
ning does not explain what causes the discount rate to be what it is. 
In our model, there are three reasons why future income is dis
counted when compared with present income:

1. The course of future events is less certain than that of present 
events; therefore an allowance for risk must be added to future 
income.1

2. People prefer present enjoyment to prospects for future enjoy
ment; therefore they must be induced to abstain from the former 
by a bonus added to the latter.

3. If the current profit rate is positive, a continuous reinvestment of 
present returns will cause a build-up of capital; therefore a present 
investment that pays off only once in the distant future must do 
so at a higher rate than those which pay off sooner. Thus it can 
compensate for the capital build-up possible with the latter.

The last reason can be clarified by an example. If the present profit 
rate is 10 percent per annum, $100 can be parlayed into $121 at the 
end of two years. Consequently, an investment which absorbs $100 
now but does not pay off until two years from now must pay at 21 
percent to provide a return equal to annual reinvestment of current 
profits. Thus every return accruing two years from now must be dis
counted before comparison with returns accruing in one year, or im
mediately.

1 This is only one of several possible ways to treat risk in economic planning. 
W e use it here because it fits into our model more easily than its alternatives.
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These three causal factors are the bases for the liquidity prefer
ence, time preference, and marginal productivity theories of interest 
respectively. In our model, the discount rate consists of the sum of 
(a) the risk discount, which is a specific allowance for each particu
lar investment’s riskiness, and (b) the time preference rate or the 
rate necessary to compensate for reinvestment at the current profit 
rate.2 This rule establishes the discount rate for any given planning 
agent.

The existence of a positive discount rate means that every planning 
agent in the economy is biased in favor of action which pays off in 
the short run and against action which pays off in the long run. Be
cause we accept the causes of the discount rate as real factors, we 
consider this a rational bias. Therefore all politicians will be short
sighted in their planning no matter how intelligent and disinterested 
they are, since everyone is short-sighted to some extent and would 
be considered irrational if he were not.

Every planning agent in the private sector uses a discount rate ap
propriate to its own circumstances, and there is no a priori reason for 
these rates to be the same. Thus at first glance it appears that profit 
rates will not be equalized throughout the economy. In some parts 
of the economy, it seems, investments paying 20 percent at the end 
of two years will be made, and in others investments paying 40 per
cent will be rejected.

However, a closer look reveals that the mobility of capital tends 
to make profit rates the same everywhere, allowing slight variations 
for risk. For example, if A owns an investment opportunity with a 
future pay-off which he discounts to below the current interest rate, 
he can sell it to B, whose risk discount is lower, and B will undertake 
it. If B has no funds, he may borrow from C at the current interest 
rate, buy the opportunity from A, and get a large enough return to 
pay off C and still have a profit left. Such capital movements con
tinue until the subjective discounted marginal profit rate is the same 
on all margins, including those involving future pay-offs. At this

2 In competitive equilibrium, these two alternative rates are equal to each other 
at the margin; hence we need not specify which of the two should be used in 
computing the discount rate. It should also be noted that investments with 
immediate returns are discounted for risk only.



point, no reallocation of resources among present uses, or from pres
ent-paying to future-paying uses, or vice versa, can make anyone 
better off.

Thus capital flows rationalize the market, in the sense that they 
allow any risky investment to be made if it pays off enough to sur
vive any investor’s discount rate, even if that investor has no direct 
interest in the particular activity he finances; e.g., even if a butcher’s 
savings finance a faraway gas station. This process is extremely im
portant because it insures that all the highest-paying investments 
are made and the lowest-paying ones are not made—i.e., it makes 
resource allocation rational.3

The mechanism that effects this rationality is a market in which 
each individual can buy or sell personal prerogatives. For example, 
a man who owns a strategic corner lot can either build on it himself, 
sell it, or rent it to someone who can make more profits from it than 
he can. Workers can sell their personal time and labor, and consumers 
can sell the use of their savings to banks. In fact, anybody can sell 
anything he has except himself as a person.

These sales continue until no sale can make both buyer and seller 
better off. At this point, if we assume the usual competitive condi
tions, the market has reached a Paretian optimum; i.e., no transac
tions between private parties can make someone better off without 
harming someone else. Attainment of such a position is possible only 
because all economic agents are free to sell their prerogatives if they 
wish and, conversely, to buy those of others if they so desire and can 
afford it.

Our stress on this exchangeability stems from the fact that in poli 
tics a man cannot sell his vote or buy votes from others. This pro
hibition differentiates government planning from private planning in 
a significant fashion, as we shall see.4

3 O f course, such rationality is guaranteed only if capital is perfectly mobile, 
which is never actually the case. However, we will not discuss this qualification in 
detail because we do not wish to become entangled in capital or monopoly theory 
here. Our only purpose is to establish that, at least in theory, a relative mobility 
of resources based upon marketability of prerogatives can lead to efficient alloca
tion.

4 In our discussion of the private sector, we have spoken of "economic activity” 
in a general sense that refers to both production and consumption, since both pro-
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B. OBSTACLES TO THE ATTAINMENT OF A PARETIAN OPTIMUM BY A FREE 

MARKET

The object of the preceding analysis is to show how a perfectly 
competitive economy automatically moves toward a Paretian opti
mum. However, we have ignored two important obstacles to the at
tainment of such an optimum: collective goods and nonmarket inter
dependencies.5

A collective good is one which provides indivisible benefits; i.e., as 
soon as it exists, everyone is able to benefit from it regardless of 
whether he himself has paid for it and regardless of how many others 
are also benefiting from it.6 For example, provision of national de
fense is a boon to every citizen; even if one citizen paid for it solely 
out of his own pocket, all the others would gain from it. Where citi
zens are numerous, each man finds it advantageous to refuse to pay 
for such indivisible benefits. Instead he assumes that other men will 
bear the costs and he will still benefit. But in a free market, everyone 
makes the same assumption, so no one bears any of the costs and 
none of the benefits are forthcoming.

This situation means that voluntary action cannot produce a 
Paretian optimum in a large society when collective goods exist.

ducers and consumers (theoretically) make rational plans in the manner set forth. 
Government also plays these two roles, and in each it produces utility because its 
actions add to citizens’ utility incomes. In analyzing the private sector, economists 
usually assume that profit-making firms engaged in production are likely to plan 
their activities more precisely than consumers. However, in our model world we 
need make no such distinction— nor do we in reference to governments, which 
we treat as being fully rational in all their economic (and other) roles.

5  W e are ignoring many other such obstacles besides the two mentioned, but 
only these two are directly relevant to the analysis in this chapter.

6 Not all collective goods can benefit every member of society; they may be 
able to benefit only a certain subset of members who have access to them. For 
example, Central Park in New York City does not provide any direct benefit to a 
resident of South Dakota who never leaves home. Therefore when we refer to 
"everyone” in the subsequent argument, we mean everyone who has access to 
the collective good in question. Furthermore, there may be some limit to the 
number of citizens who can enjoy a collective good at once; e.g , the more people 
who occupy Central Park at the same time, the less enjoyment each gets— at least 
after some finite point. Where such a limit exists, the good is not perfectly col
lective; it also contains some elements of private goodness. For a discussion of 
this point, see Paul A. Samuelson, "Diagrammatic Exposition of a Theory of 
Public Expenditure,” Review o f Econom ics and Statistics, X X X V II (November, 
1955), 356.



According to traditional general equilibrium theory, each individual 
shifts his resources from one margin to another until the rates of return on 
all margins are identical. This maximizes his total utility.

In the diagram, all margins of activity are categorized into the groups 
that give rise to rates of return commonly utilized in economic analysis. 
Each arrow depicts a direction in which resources can be allocated, and 
has a marginal rate of return corresponding to it.

Collective
Goods

Loans to Others. Allocable
Resources

Private Consumer Goods

Investment Goods

Innate Income- 
Earning Abilities 

plus
Stock of Owner- 

Ship Claims
Leisure

Cash

Figure 11. Diagrammatic representation of individual marginal equilibrium

The relevant markets and rates of return are as follows:
1. Goverment action in any or all markets—marginal return from govern

ment action.
2. Consumer products market—marginal return from consumption.
3. Labor market—marginal disutility of labor.
4. Hoards—marginal liquidity preference.
5. Capital goods market—marginal efficiency of capital.
6. Money market—interest rate.

The diagram shows the indispensable role of government in aiding in
dividuals to achieve marginal equilibrium, and, therefore, maximize total 
utility. This role is usually ignored in general equilibrium theory, which 
often considers only rates 2 to 6. The implications of its inclusion are dis
cussed in the text.
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Everyone would be better off if some central agency coerced each 
individual to bear his share of the cost of such goods, since his share 
of the benefits (we assume for the moment) is larger than the cost 
he would pay. If no such agency exists, then society arrives at a posi
tion where transactions between private parties would make at least 
some people better off and none worse off, but these transactions do 
not occur. Clearly this is a suboptimal position.

As we pointed out in Chapter 1, this state of affairs led Paul 
Samuelson to conclude that one of the proper roles of government 
in the economy is to provide collective goods and pay for them by 
coercing its citizens to give up resources.7 Since such coercion makes 
each citizen better off than he would be in a free market, and since 
each citizen is rational, everyone will agree to be coerced. Hence gov
ernment action embodies voluntary coercion which allows society to 
reach a Paretian optimum even though collective goods exist.

However, as we shall see later, it is sometimes irrational for the 
government to move the economy into a Paretian optimum position. 
In analyzing such cases, it is important not to blame the failure to 
reach a Paretian optimum solely upon the government. True, gov
ernment's nature prevents it from moving society to an optimum 
position, but the nature of the collective goods involved prevents the 
free market from doing any better. Responsibility for the ensuing 
suboptimal position is therefore shared by both factors.

The second obstacle to attainment of a Paretian optimum in a 
perfectly competitive market has been described by Tibor Scitovsky 
as follows:

Equilibrium in a perfectly competitive economy is a situation of 
Paretian optimum, except when there is interdependence among the mem
bers of the economy that is direct, in the sense that it does not operate 
through the market mechanism. In general equilibrium theory, then, 
direct interdependence is the villain of the piece and the cause for conflict 
between private profit and social benefit.8

7 Paul A. Samuelson, "The Pure Theory of Public Expenditures,” Review o f  
Econom ics and Statistics, X X X V I (November, 1954), 387-389.

8 Tibor Scitovsky, "Two Concepts of External Economies,” Journal o f  Political 
Econom y, L X II (April, 1954), 143-151. Professor Scitovsky is not unaware of 
the impact of collective goods upon a Paretian optimum, but he assumes complete 
divisibility in his discussion, thus eliminating all effects of indivisible benefits.



As Professor Scitovsky and other theorists have pointed out, non- 
market interdependence sets up utility flows which do not affect mar
ket prices. W hen such flows exist, the free market—which allocates 
resources strictly according to the signals formed by prices—may fail 
to carry out certain rearrangements of resources which would im
prove the lot of some citizens at no others’ expense. Thus the market 
fails to reach a Paretian optimum.9

In some cases, government action may counteract the effects of 
nonmarket interdependence and bring about certain unequivocally 
good reallocations that a free market would not produce.10 For ex
ample, if A owns a glue factory located in a residential neighborhood, 
the government can levy taxes on the surrounding residents and use 
the resulting funds to bribe A to move into an industrial area. If the 
value of each piece of property in the residential neighborhood 
consequently rises, then everyone is better off, even though coercion 
was needed to produce the change.

This change would not occur in a free market for two reasons. 
First, no one neighbor could afford to bribe A, since his own gain 
from A’s departure would be smaller than the bribe necessary. Sec
ond, assuming the neighborhood is a large one, no voluntary associa
tion of neighbors could be formed to bribe A because its members 
could not force each other to pay. As a rational man, each is moti
vated to let the others bear the cost of the bribe while he shares in 
the benefits; hence no costs are borne and no benefits accrue. In 
other words, the desire of each individual to get a large net benefit 
rather than a small one prevents any individuals from getting any 
benefit at all. W hat each needs is a guarantee that all the others

9 This problem is discussed at length in William J . Baumol, W elfare Econom ics 
and the Theory o f  the State (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1952). Baumol 
also analyzes the relation of indivisible benefits to government activity and 
reaches the same conclusion concerning voluntary coercion that we mentioned 
earlier. See especially pp. 90-94 and 140-142.

10 An unequivocally good act is one which makes at least one person better off 
without making anyone worse off. Such acts are not the only ones society may 
judge to be good. In fact, some actions which are not unequivocally good may be 
judged superior to those that are. However, only unequivocally good acts can be 
deemed good on economic grounds alone; all other good actions require ethical 
justification.
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will pay their shares if he pays his but no one will pay if he does not. 
Government coercion provides that guarantee.

When the government can carry out unequivocally good acts 
which a free market would leave undone, the social benefits from 
government action are obvious. In fact, whenever collective goods 
and certain nonmarket interdependencies exist, a Paretian optimum 
can be reached only if government intervenes in the free market. 
However, a government intervention under such conditions does not 
always produce a Paretian optimum. Furthermore, government inter
vention in our model is not limited to instances in which it performs 
unequivocally good actions that the free market would not perform. 
The government may also intervene in ways which are not un
equivocally good—in fact, its acts can conceivably prevent the attain
ment of a Paretian optimum which the free market (with some gov
ernment help) might otherwise reach. W e will encounter all of 
these types of government action as our analysis proceeds.

II. G O V ER N M EN T PLANNING AND INDIVIDUAL 
MARGINAL EQ U ILIBR IU M

A. THE RELATION BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND DISCOUNTING

Unlike private planning agents, governing parties are never in
terested per se in future returns from action; they are always con
cerned only about the next election and the votes they receive 
therein. Hence no government aims at maximizing a stream of in
comes composed of separate incomes for each of many periods. 
Rather it always organizes its actions so as to focus on a single quan
tity: its vote margin over the opposition in the test at the end of the 
present election period.11

11 Some political parties (especially newly founded ones) are more interested 
in future elections than in present ones because their chances of gaining office are 
greater in the future. However, a governing party has already gained office; hence 
its primary concern is retaining its position, i.e., winning the next election. This 
conclusion also applies to parties in coalition-governed systems. The only excep
tion occurs when the government feels defeat in the next election is preferable 
to abandoning some principle. Under our hypothesis, governing parties view 
principles purely as expedients; hence this situation can come up only if the



Such preoccupation with the present does not mean that the gov
ernment ignores all activity which comes to fruition after the next 
election. On the contrary, governments are vitally concerned with 
the effects their actions have upon the future utility incomes of 
voters, since voters often decide how to vote on the basis of the 
prospects for such future income. But a government cannot trade 
present votes for future votes the way a voter can trade present in
come for future income. Therefore government has no discount rate 
of its own to apply to its own income—an income measured in 
votes. Discounting enters government planning only indirectly be
cause the government, in order to know how to please its supporters, 
must calculate at what rates they discount their future utility in
comes.

As we have already mentioned, in a competitive equilibrium, every 
voter discounts his future income at the same rate as every other 
voter because the market tends to equalize marginal rates of return 
both interspatially and intertemporally. Consequently, a dollar in
vested at any place or with a pay-off accruing at any moment brings 
precisely the same net effective return as a dollar invested at any 
other margin. In this situation of marginal equilibrium, no indi
vidual can gain by reallocating his own resources, and no two indi
viduals can gain by trading with each other. A Paretian optimum is 
reached, as mentioned earlier.

In such an equilibrium, the marginal returns which are equalized 
are money returns, or utility returns associated with the allocation 
of money. Thus the structure underlying the equilibrium is the dis
tribution of money income. Once this is given, the market allows 
each individual to allocate his income so that his dollar-spending 
yields equal utility returns on all margins.

Since government’s actions usually involve the collection and allo
cation of large amounts of money, these actions are clearly of great 
importance in the attainment of any equilibrium such as that de

party in power feels that some principle will be very valuable in winning elections 
subsequent to the impending one, even though it causes defeat in the latter. W e 
believe that this situation is rare in politics; therefore we retain the view that only 
the next election matters to the incumbents. W e are indebted to Professor Ken
neth Arrow for pointing out this possibility.
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scribed. But the government’s handling of money is based on signals 
it receives from citizens as owners of votes, not as receivers of money 
incomes. This is true because the government is interested primarily 
in a nondollar currency—votes—which is distributed quite differently 
from the way money income is distributed.

As we saw in Chapter 4, government seeks to equate vote pay-offs 
on all margins of behavior, not dollar or utility pay-offs. By means of 
economic and other actions, it tries to manipulate both present and 
future utility pay-offs to voters in a way that will win their votes. 
Furthermore, in pursuing this vote-seeking course, it enjoys an 
asymmetry of power in its relations with money-seekers and utility- 
seekers. Government can impose its decisions about manipulating 
money and utility upon these agents by force; whereas they cannot 
do the reverse. Therefore if conflicts arise between government’s 
quest for marginal vote pay-off equilibrium and private agents’ quest 
for marginal utility pay-off equilibrium, the former always takes 
precedence over the latter.

Furthermore, this asymmetry of power cannot be directly counter
balanced by economic pressure from money-owners. The government 
can operate freely in the currency which interests money-seekers, 
but money-seekers cannot operate freely in the currency which in
terests the government.12 This is a result of a legal prohibition against 
any exchange of ownership rights between private holders of the two 
currencies. No citizen is allowed to trade his political privileges for 
increased economic rights, or vice versa; i.e., no one can legally buy 
or sell votes for money. This prohibition holds no matter how in

12 By money-seekers we mean both seekers after money (firms) and seekers 
after utility (individuals). Ultimately, all men seek utility rather than money or 
votes, but this is a mere tautology, since we defined utility as a common denomi
nator of what men seek. The basic relationship in the private market is that men 
use money to acquire goods which give them utility incomes. Therefore the dis
tribution of money income determines the relative power of command over those 
resources which yield utility income. It does not determine the distribution of 
utility income; to assume so would be to make interpersonal comparisons of 
cardinal utility by equating units of money with units of utility. Nevertheless, for 
purposes of our discussion here, we will assume that the distribution of money 
income is the key factor in shaping the actions of men in their pursuit of utility 
income. This fact plus the need for verbal simplicity justify, we feel, our treating 
both utility and money under the heading of money.



different a citizen who needs money urgently feels about party pol
icy, or, conversely, how indifferent a citizen who desperately wants 
political influence feels about money.
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B. HOW GOVERNMENT ACTS MAY PREVENT A PARETIAN OPTIMUM IN A 

CERTAIN WORLD

From the foregoing analysis, it is clear that whether or not society 
ever reaches a Paretian optimum is entirely dependent upon govern
ment action. In the first place, even a perfectly competitive market 
cannot reach an optimum position without government intervention 
if collective goods or certain nonmarket interdependencies exist. 
Since both exist in any organized society, government can always 
prevent a Paretian optimum by failing to take the necessary optimum- 
furthering actions (i.e., the unequivocally good acts a free market 
would not undertake by itself). W e call this failure negative block
ing.

Second, even if government carries out the required optimum- 
furthering actions connected with collective goods and nonmarket 
interdependencies, it may still block attainment of an optimal posi
tion by carrying out some other optimum-distorting action. Its abil
ity to do so is inherent in the powers of government described above. 
Such prevention we call positive blocking. It consists mainly of de
liberate redistributions of income, which we discuss later in the 
chapter. For the moment, let us focus our attention upon whether 
or not government is likely to do any negative blocking.

At first glance, we would expect a rational government never to 
indulge in negative blocking. Since any optimum-furthering acts gov
ernment performs make everyone better off (or some better off and 
none worse off), it hardly seems likely that government could win 
votes by failing to carry out such acts.

However, this conclusion is false. There are in fact several reasons 
why a democratic government might engage in negative blocking. 
The first is the technical impossibility of handling indivisible goods 
in such a way as to reach an optimal position. As we shall see later 
in this chapter, the very nature of collective goods prevents the gov-
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ernment from allocating their costs and benefits so that no re
shuffling could make anyone better off without harming someone 
else.

True, our later analysis shows that government could move society 
to a Paretian optimum if it could infallibly judge every individual’s 
income-earning potential, measure his benefits and costs cheaply, 
directly, and without error, and pass individually discriminatory laws. 
Under these conditions, it could cover its costs by making with each 
person an individual bargain that left him in marginal equilibrium 
in his dealings with government. But we may regard this outcome as 
a practical impossibility for two reasons: (1) the conditions it pre
supposes go beyond even the assumption of perfect knowledge in 
traditional theory, since government must be able to read minds in
fallibly, and (2) though these conditions are necessary for achieve
ment of an optimal position when collective goods exist, they are 
not sufficient, since government might engage in negative blocking 
even if they exist.

Therefore the existence of collective goods or nonmarket interde
pendencies practically precludes achievement of a Paretian optimum 
even in the certain world of traditional economic theory. However, 
in order to demonstrate the other factors which might prevent so
ciety from reaching such an optimum, let us momentarily assume 
that all the technical obstacles to it can be overcome. This makes 
attainment of an optimum strictly a political problem.

The political parties in our model are not interested per se in 
making society’s allocation of resources efficient; each seeks only to 
get elected by maximizing the number of votes it receives. Therefore 
even if the government has the ability to move society to a Paretian 
optimum, it will do so only if forced to by competition from other 
parties. Otherwise it is indifferent about whether society is at an 
optimal position; hence such positions will be attained only by acci
dent—a highly improbable occurrence.

Thus the crucial issue is whether interparty competition always 
forces the government to move society to a Paretian optimum. If the 
preferences of individual citizens are sufficiently diverse, the answer



is no. To prove this assertion, we construct an example based upon 
the following assumptions:

1. A given society is in position X  at period T 1.
2. Position X  is a suboptima] position, because some persons would 

gain and none would lose by a perfectly feasible move to position 
X ', which is an optimum.

3. Because the move from X  to X ' involves collective goods, only 
government can bring it about.

4. There are two parties in this society: party A is now in office 
and party B is the opposition.

5. Party A must always commit itself on any issue before 
party B.

6. In the election at the end of T 1, both parties are called upon to 
reveal their proposals for society’s position in T 2, and they are 
judged by voters solely on the basis of these proposals (i.e., not 
on their past records as described in Chapter 3).

Under these conditions, it is clear that party A cannot support 
position X  if it wishes to be reelected. If it does, party B will sup
port position X ', and all voters will either abstain because they are 
indifferent between X  and X ' or vote for B because they are better 
off at X '. Since no one prefers X  to X ', party A will get no votes. 
Let us assume that party A supports X ' in order to forestall this 
catastrophe. W hat will party B do?

Its strategy depends upon the degree of consensus among the 
citizenry. For instance, assume that a majority of citizens prefer 
position Z to either X  or X ', though a move from X  to Z is harm
ful to a minority. If party B supports Z, then it can defeat party A, 
even if Z itself is a suboptimal position. In this case, competition 
for votes does not move society into an optimal position.

However, this argument implies that party B has more information 
than party A. If party A also knows that a majority prefer Z to X ', it 
will certainly not support X '. Furthermore, if Z is a suboptimal 
position, party A will not support Z either, since then party B could
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support the optimal position dominating Z and win the election.13 
To prevent this outcome, party A supports that dominant position, 
which we call Z .́ Thus it appears that competition forces the party 
which commits itself first to support a position that is both optimal 
and undominated by any other positions—a position the opposition 
obviously cannot better.

But such undominated optima do not always exist. It is true that 
every suboptimal position is dominated by some optimal one that 
can be reached from the former by an unequivocally good move, 
assuming all such moves are feasible. But it is possible that every 
optimum is itself dominated by some other position, which may 
or may not be an optimum. This outcome is a result of extremely 
disparate preferences among voters; it is a form of Arrow problem.

In fact, since our example depicts what is essentially a one-issue 
election, we can illustrate it by employing the same scheme of 
preference rankings that we used in Chapter 4. Assume that there are 
three citizens in society—P, Q, and R —and three suboptimal posi
tions—X, Y, and Z—each of which is dominated by a corresponding 
optimum—X', Y', and Z'. Every citizen prefers each optimum to its 
corresponding suboptimal position, but they do not rank the optima 
in the same way. Their preferences are as follows:

Ranking: P
Citizens

Q R
First X ' Y ' Z'
Second X Y Z
Third Y ' Z' X '
Fourth Y Z X
Fifth Z' X ' Y'
Sixth Z X Y

In this case, every optimum is dominated by a suboptimal posi
tion: X ' by Z, Z' by Y, and Y ' by X. Therefore even in a world of

13 One position dominates another if (1 ) a majority of citizens are better off 
in the first and realize it, (2 ) that majority have the power to move society from 
the first to the second, and (3) the process of moving is both technically possible 
and not a cause of enough disutility to the majority favoring it to offset their 
benefits.



perfect certainty, with no technical obstacles to achieving a Paretian 
optimum, a two-party democracy would not necessarily arrive at 
one. No matter what stand the incumbents took, the opposition 
could defeat them by taking a suboptimal stand, because a majority 
would prefer the latter to the former.

Furthermore, similar preference structures are likely to exist in any 
society which has a per capita income above the subsistence level, 
i.e., in which nearly everyone produces an output in excess of what 
is necessary to keep him alive. In such societies, there is always some 
redistribution of income which would benefit a majority at the ex
pense of a minority. Of course, not every such redistribution is ac
ceptable even to the majority who benefit by it, because it may 
have long-range or nonmarket repercussions which offset their gains. 
Nevertheless, it still seems likely that some acceptable reallocation of 
government taxes and benefits would make a majority better off at 
the expense of some minority, no matter what tax-benefit structure 
is extant.

W hat conclusion can we draw from this reasoning about whether 
society will always reach a Paretian optimum? The answer depends 
upon the validity of our assumption that the incumbents must take 
a stand before the opposition has done so. If it is true, the opposi
tion can defeat the incumbents with either an optimal or a sub- 
optimal position; hence whether society arrives at a Paretian opti
mum is largely a matter of chance. And because the total range of 
possible social states includes many more suboptimal than optimal 
positions, the odds are that society will not attain a Paretian opti
mum in a two-party system.

But if all the parties in a political system reveal their policy sets 
(each of which is equivalent to a social position) simultaneously, 
then each party will always choose an optimum to espouse. By doing 
so, it minimizes the number of other positions that can dominate its 
choice; therefore it increases its chances for victory. For instance, 
in the example we have given, if party A chooses suboptimal position 
X, it can be defeated by X ', Z, and Z'. If it chooses optimal position 
X', it can only lose to Z and Z'. Therefore every party selects a 
Paretian optimum to espouse, and society arrives at such an optimum
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no matter which party wins the election, as long as the winner carries 
out its promises.

W e can summarize what we have said in this section as follows:

1. Unless we make very unrealistic assumptions about government’s 
knowledge of men and events, technical difficulties almost always 
prevent society from reaching a Paretian optimum whenever col
lective goods exist by forcing government to engage in negative 
blocking.

2. Even if we make the assumption of superperfect certainty neces
sary to overcome these technical difficulties, society will not al
ways reach a Paretian optimum.

a. It will do so only by chance in a two-party system if the op
position party can wait to reveal its proposals until after the 
incumbents have done so.

b. It will do so systematically in a multiparty system or a two- 
party system if all parties must reveal their proposals simul
taneously and the winner always carries out its proposals 
when in office.

C. EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTY UPON ATTAINMENT OF AN OPTIMAL 

POSITION

It is clear from the preceding analysis that when collective goods 
exist, society attains a Paretian optimum only under very special 
conditions. One of these conditions is the prevalence of perfect 
certainty. W e have accepted this condition partly because it is a 
cornerstone of traditional general equilibrium analysis, and partly 
to illustrate certain forces that would be at work even in a certain 
world. Now let us introduce uncertainty and see what happens to 
our conclusions.

In the first place, when uncertainty exists, the private sector is not 
likely to reach a Paretian optimum even if there are no collective 
goods or nonmarket interdependencies. Most of the reasoning of 
general equilibrium theory regarding the efficiency of perfect compe
tition is based upon the assumption of certainty. W hen it is dropped,



so is the conclusion that a perfectly competitive economy auto
matically leaches a Paretian optimum.

Second, uncertainty is the main technical obstacle which prevents 
government from handling collective goods so as to reach a Paretian 
optimum, assuming the private sector has somehow done so regard
ing private goods. As we shall show later, if the governing party 
knew the innate abilities and utility functions of every citizen and 
could make instantaneous and costless calculations concerning them, 
it could design a tax-benefit system that would not leave any of its 
citizens in marginal disequilibrium. In other words, it could elimi
nate negative blocking if it wished to do so. But when perfect 
knowledge is absent—as in fact it always is—the government cannot 
help but negatively block attainment of an optimal position.

The third effect of uncertainty is quite similar to the second: be
cause no party knows which social states are optimal or in what way 
various states dominate each other, interparty competition does not 
guarantee a Paretian optimum even when all parties reveal their 
proposals at once. Each party is forced to guess about both optimal
ity and dominance, and the odds are that no party’s guess is actually 
an optimal position. Since each knows this, the general incentive 
even to seek optimal positions is reduced, further lowering the proba
bility that they will be achieved. In addition, uncertainty reduces 
the ability of the winning party to carry out its promises completely; 
hence even if it espouses an optimum-producing policy set, it may 
not be able to effect an optimum.

Finally, uncertainty may cause citizens to oppose giving govern
ment the powers necessary to achieve optimal states because they 
fear the use of such powers will create a precedent which might be 
employed against them in the future. For example, assume there ex
ists a society at present in position J, which is a suboptimal position 
because specific unequivocally good acts involving collective goods 
could move society to optimal position K. But the government in this 
society is not at present empowered to make the direct income trans
fers and individual assessments necessary to carry out these acts. To 
reach K, the citizenry must alter government’s rules of procedure (by 
majority vote, we assume) so as to give it these powers.
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But once government has made use of these powers to move from 
J to K, there is no guarantee that it will not use them again in the 
future to move from K to some other state. True, it is a democratic 
government; so it will always move to a state preferred to K by a 
majority. But its moves may not always be unequivocally good; i.e., 
they may be at the expense of a minority. For instance, assume that 
the whole society consists of citizens D, E, and F, and that D and E 
both favor moving from state K to state L, though this move injures 
F. Citizen F  would like to move from K to M, a change which also 
benefits E but harms D.

Under these conditions, if the proposed move from J to K sets a 
precedent by giving government powers it can subsequently use again, 
both D and F  may oppose this move even though everyone is made 
better off by it. Uncertainty makes each unwilling to risk setting a 
precedent which a majority may use against his interests later. There
fore society remains at a suboptimal state because most of its citizens 
oppose allowing government to exercise the powers necessary to reach 
an optimum. In such cases a form of temporal indivisibility—the 
inability of citizens to separate completely what is done at one mo
ment from what can be done at later moments—causes a vote-maxi
mizing government to prevent a Paretian optimum by negative 
blocking.

The preceding analysis shows that uncertainty makes attainment 
of a Paretian optimum highly unlikely, especially when collective 
goods and nonmarket interdependencies exist.14 Uncertainty causes 
suboptimal outcomes partly because it prevents full integration of 
the two different distributions that influence the allocation of re
sources in the economy: the distribution of votes and the distribu
tion of money income. The latter is the key ordering factor in 
optimal arrangements of economic activity. Each agent disposes of 
its given money income in such a way as to equate the discounted net

14 The effects of uncertainty are not entirely negative, however. It also prevents 
the Arrow problem from causing virtual chaos, as we have pointed out before. 
For instance, in the society we described in the preceding section, no stable policy 
could be maintained if certainty prevailed, because a majority would always prefer 
some policy other than the one being carried out. Only uncertainty can prevent 
this outcome. See footnote 11 in Chapter 4.
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iates of utility letuin on all its margins of action. The interlocking 
of all these income allocations determines the whole structure of the 
economy, which is therefore rooted in the original income distribu
tion.

As soon as we admit into this picture a government like the one 
in our model, a second distribution sharply competes with the dis
tribution of money income for influence over the economic scene. 
This is the distribution of votes—by assumption in our model an 
equal distribution among all adults. Government’s actions are or
dered according to this political distribution, yet these actions have 
a vital role in determining the structure of the economy. Therefore 
a basic dualism appears among the forces shaping economic activity. 
The pattern of activity which emerges results from a struggle and 
compromise between those who own the quantities in these two 
distributions.

There are other distributions in society which are important to 
economic activity besides those of income and votes. However, most 
of these soon come under the influence of the distribution of money 
income or become a part of it. Athletic talent, for example, is dis
tributed in a way not closely correlated, as far as we know, with 
either money income or votes. Yet it can be marketed and its pos
sessors’ services bought and sold. Therefore it soon comes under the 
sway of the distribution of money income, and those who have such 
talent take their place in that distribution. The same is true of the 
distribution of rights of access to valuable minerals, of great scholastic 
minds, and of most other things with any significant economic rele
vance—except the ownership of votes.

If enough certainty prevails to rule out the type of political influ
ence described in Chapter 6, money is powerless to influence votes. 
Here the disparity between the distribution of money income and the 
distribution of votes is most sharply seen. How it can cause the gov
ernment to refuse to carry out an optimum-furthering action can be 
shown by an example. Let us assume there are only three voters: 
A, B, and C. Voters A and B are satisfied with government’s present 
role in society and oppose any further allocation of private funds to 
government activity via taxes. Voter C, however, wants the govern-
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ment to spend $1,000 more in cutting down the trees in the public 
park opposite his house, since these trees are shading his flower 
garden. Being a fanatical gardener, he is even willing to pay the 
$1,000 himself because he regards the net result as worth at least 
$2,000 to him. But he cannot run out and chop down the trees him
self because they are public property; nor can he pay the government 
to do it because the government is interested in votes, not in money.

However, as a result of C ’s clamor, the government makes in
quiries and discovers that A and B are nearly indifferent about the 
whole matter, but not quite: they rank “shade” just barely above 
“no shade” in their preference orderings. Therefore the government 
leaves the trees just as they are, although C urgently wants them 
removed and A and B just barely want them to remain.

If vote-selling were allowed, C could pay A and B each $100 plus 
the increase in his taxes—i.e., a total of $433 apiece—to vote for re
moval of the trees. In this case, removal of the trees would make 
everyone better off than leaving them there. Neither A nor B (we 
assume) cares about shade to the extent that he cares about $100, 
and C obtains a result worth $2,000 to him at a cost of only $1,200. 
However, the law prohibits the sale of votes, so rationality requires 
that A and B vote for shade. If we make the crucial assumption that 
this is the only political issue, government simply follows the ma
jority, leaving C frustrated and an obvious Paretian optimum unat
tained.

Welfare economists might argue that the government should tax 
C  more than the cost of removing the trees, place no taxes on A and 
B, and pay A and B subsidies—thus indirectly buying their political 
support for the measure. This would make everyone better off. How
ever, this solution implies that the government can make individually 
discriminatory bargains with voters; whereas in fact uncertainty pre
cludes such bargains for two reasons.

First, lack of knowledge about the preferences of individual citi
zens makes it technically impossible for the government to discrimi
nate either accurately or inexpensively. Second, fear of setting a 
precedent may prevent voters from allowing government to discrimi
nate individually even if it could. If individual discrimination were



possible in our example, A and B could vote to tax C and pay them
selves subsidies without removing the trees. This maneuver would 
make the majority even better off than the legitimate use of the 
compensation principle suggested above, though a minority would 
suffer. However, as we explained before, A and B may refuse to take 
advantage of this possibility because each fears doing so would set a 
precedent that could be used against him later by a majority that 
does not include him. Thus all three citizens oppose government’s 
integrating the distributions of votes and money income by means 
of individual discrimination. Here again, uncertainty prevents so
ciety from reaching a Paretian optimum.

This blocking of marginal equalization is not restricted to present
paying activities, as the following example shows. Assume that two 
voters, X  and Y, want government to finance two different future- 
paying investments. Both investments pay off at the same date but 
not at the same net discounted marginal rate of return in utility 
computed against the marginal tax dollars going into them. Citizen 
X  regards the investment he favors as paying off at 2,000 percent, 
though this rate would decline if more resources were shifted there. 
In contrast, citizen Y sees his project as having a return of 2 percent. 
However, these two rates of return cannot be directly compared be
cause they are not computed on the same utility function. Each citi
zen calculates the return on his favorite government project by means 
of his own utility function, and, as we here assume, each feels the 
project desired by the other is worthless.

A single planning agent—the government—must allocate re
sources to these two uses. But the government does not appraise 
these investments by their utility pay-offs, since it has no utility 
function. Rather it evaluates then on a vote pay-off function, and 
because each citizen has one vote, the two investments may very 
well have equal marginal rates of return in its eyes. If so, it cannot 
rationally shift resources from the 2 percent investment to the 2,000 
percent one.

If free trading were allowed, citizen X, whose pay-off rate from 
government action is 2,000 percent, would pay citizen Y to allow 
government to transfer all its funds to the investment X  preferred
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until its rate of return fell to 2 percent. X  could easily compensate 
Y for the loss Y  would sustain in this transfer and still be much 
better off himself. But this means X  would be paying Y to shift his 
political influence; in effect, X  would be buying Y ’s vote. Since 
such bribery is illegal, he cannot resort to it. Yet Y will not shift his 
influence voluntarily if, in his eyes, the 2,000 percent return is really 
a less-than-2 percent return because he sees little benefit in this par
ticular government project.15

Thus the prohibition of buying and selling votes blocks operation 
of the marginal-return-equalizing principle both intertemporally and 
intratemporally. As a result, government is constantly engaging in 
activities with diverse rates of return; so arbitrage could always make 
both buyers and sellers of voters better off. Yet government has no 
incentive to make them better off by shifting resources without any 
sale of votes; hence it engages in negative blocking and prevents a 
possible Paretian optimum from being attained. Would not society 
as a whole be better off, therefore, if the buying and selling of votes 
were legal? Would not a Paretian optimum then be possible, whereas 
now it is impossible? 16

D. A HYPOTHETICAL VOTE-SELLING MARKET

Before answering these questions, we must first examine the pe
culiar character of the value of voting to an individual—a topic 
which will come up again later. In any large-scale election, a rational 
voter knows that the probability that his vote will be in any way 
decisive is very small indeed. Given the behavior of all others, his

15 In reality, a great deal of bribery occurs in democratic political systems, 
though usually not with cash pay-offs. The whole "boss” system, in which citizens 
agree to vote as the boss directs in return for favors he does them, is a form of 
bribery, i.e., of vote-selling. In fact, the main idea behind our model is that voters 
will reward politicians who please them by voting for those politicians. Neverthe
less, even in the real world there is no organized vote-selling market like the 
wheat market or the stock market, and the lack of such a market has the main 
effects discussed here. Therefore we will omit from our model world localized 
influence markets like those in "boss” systems.

16 These two questions are not necessarily identical; i.e., making society as a 
whole better off and achieving a Paretian optimum are two distinct acts which 
do not always coincide.



vote is thus of almost no value to him at all, no matter how im
portant it is to him that party P beat party Q. Consequently he will 
be willing to sell his vote for a very low price if vote-selling is legal, 
since money is definitely of value to him. In other words, every ra
tional voter has a low reservation price on his vote. Nevertheless, this 
does not mean votes would be cheap in an uncontrolled market; 
their price depends upon demand as well as supply.

To explore this matter further, let us assume for the moment that
(1) there is no legal restraint on the purchase or sale of votes and
(2) some kind of negotiable vote certificates are printed up and 
distributed one to each voter before each election. W hat will happen?

No one voter has much political power—that is why there is a low 
reservation price. But any voter who can buy up a large number of 
votes can strongly influence the government’s policy in any area of 
interest to him. As a result, those desiring such power and possessed 
of vote-buying capital funds will form a demand for votes. Others 
not so desirous, or not so endowed with funds, will act as vote-sup- 
pliers. It is even possible that there will be keen competition among 
vote-demanders, so that the price of votes will be driven well above 
the reservation price of a majority of citizens. If this happens, most 
low-income citizens will not be able to afford to be buyers but will 
instead become sellers.

Thus no matter which of the competitors finally accumulates 
enough votes to control government policy, the winner will almost 
always be a possessor of high income or large capital. In short, if an 
open vote market exists, government policy will be dictated by high- 
income groups, even if there is severe competition within these 
groups for dominance over specific policies.

Presumably, low-income citizens will eventually get tired of being 
discriminated against by government policy. To counteract high- 
income domination, they may attempt to form large collective-bar
gaining units exactly as in the labor market—in fact, they might make 
use of those collective-bargaining units which already exist in the 
labor market. Then the individual voter will no longer feel that his 
vote is worthless, since he can join a group and, by doing so, raise 
the probability that his vote—seen as the vote of the whole group—
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will be decisive. Thus he will be rewarded for the casting of his vote 
collectively not by payment in money, as he was when he sold his 
vote, but by payment in policy, effected when low-income bargaining 
centers attain enough power to influence the government.

In this hypothetical world, it is always more rational for a voter to 
sell his vote than to vote—whether collectively or individually—as 
long as he is indifferent about what policies government adopts. It is 
also more rational for him to sell his vote if he regards the votes of all 
other voters as given. Therefore it is not easy to persuade men to con
tinue combining their votes, each contributing his own to the group, 
after the group has become so large that the defection of any one 
man is per se trivial. The history of the labor movement and even of 
large cartels proves how difficult this is. Either defection must be 
punished, or men must be taught to view such situations emotion
ally and morally instead of statistically; e.g., each member must 
regard his behavior not as unique to him but as an example which 
others are going to follow. Otherwise the group will not hold to
gether under stress.

Let us assume that this obstacle is overcome and low-income 
bargaining groups emerge in the vote market. They soon enter into 
competition with high-income receivers for the control of peripheral 
votes, perhaps by purchasing votes with funds collected as dues, 
perhaps by making policy promises. Political parties either become 
superfluous institutions or else enter the vote market themselves and 
become partisan to low- or high-income interests.

Thus the vote market evolves towards an unstable balance of 
power between two sets of groups: (1) high-income groups, whose 
funds give them initial dominance, and (2) emergent low-income 
collective-bargaining centers, which may eventually gain a numerical 
edge. As long as the high-income groups succeed in buying any votes 
at all, they have more political influence than they would have had 
if vote-selling were illegal. But this influence has been purchased by 
the sacrifice of income; so the low-income recipients who sold their 
votes are better off financially because of the bribes they received. 
The only unequivocal losers are low-income citizens who did not 
sell their votes but tried instead to influence policy. They have no



greater incomes and less political power than they had before vote
selling was legal.

Low-income citizens as a group have traded political influence for 
money income. In order to get back as much political influence as 
they had prior to the legal sale of votes, they have to (1) band to
gether in a collective bargaining combination to which every low- 
income recipient belongs and (2) give up the money income which 
the bribes provide them. If this money income gives them more 
utility than a return to their original degree of political influence, it 
is clearly foolish for them to quit selling their votes. However, they 
should still sell them via collective bargaining so as to get the 
maximum money for them. Otherwise vote-buyers can play each seller 
off against the rest and capture all the rent in the market, just as in 
the labor market.

However, if policy control is more important to low-income re
ceivers than the money they can get by selling their votes, then their 
best course is to get vote-selling prohibited. By this one stroke, 
they can prevent the high-income groups from making any inroads 
whatever on their political influence. W hen each man controls only 
one vote and can neither purchase more nor sell his own, political 
power equality is achieved among individuals—at least in a certain 
world. Such equality naturally benefits low-income groups because 
of their numerical preponderance. Therefore enforcing the equality 
of franchise and the prohibition of vote-selling is the most efficient 
way for low-income groups in society to assure themselves of having 
influence over government policy.

W ith this conclusion in mind, let us return to the question of 
whether vote-selling will produce a Paretian optimum. It is true that 
in many situations an indigent vote-seller and a wealthy vote-buyer 
would both gain if the former could sell his vote to the latter. How
ever, in almost every such instance, their gain is someone else’s loss. 
For example, take the case of the shade trees discussed earlier in this 
chapter. A and B oppose cutting down the trees and C desires it. If 
C  could bribe both A and B, he could get the trees cut down and 
everyone would be better off. But if bribery is legal, it is obviously 
cheaper for C to bribe just B instead of both A and B. Both B and
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C gain—B by the bribe and C because he now controls enough votes 
to have the trees removed—but A loses. He gets neither shade nor 
increased income—in fact, his taxes go up to pay for the removal he 
opposes. Yet it is irrational for C to bribe A too, since doing so 
costs C more but gives him no additional benefits. If C were some
how compelled to bribe either both A and B or neither, then C 
could not improve his own position at the expense of someone else. 
But such compulsion is incompatible with a free market because only 
purely voluntary transactions can be made therein.

In the terminology of welfare economics, a movement can be un
equivocally called good if it makes someone better off and no one 
worse off. Clearly, introduction of a wide-open vote-selling market 
will not cause such a movement, since the transactions therein will 
almost inevitably make someone worse off. Therefore we cannot say 
that society would necessarily be better off if such a market were 
made legal.17

There are conceivable conditions under which a vote-selling mar
ket would make everyone better off even though everyone tried to 
minimize costs and maximize returns. These conditions are as fol
lows:

1. No vote-seller receives a bribe smaller in utility value to him 
than the utility loss he experiences from the total alterations in 
policy which occur from the operation of the market.

2. No vote-buyer pays in bribes an amount larger than the gains 
he experiences from the alterations in policy mentioned in (1).

3. Everyone who is neither a vote-seller nor a vote-buyer experiences 
no loss in utility because of the alterations in policy mentioned 
in (1).

17 It is true that making vote-selling legal might be good for society even 
though some persons would lose from it. However, its goodness can be judged 
only by means of interpersonal welfare comparisons, i.e., specifically ethical judg
ments. Because all citizens do not use the same ethical principles in making such 
comparisons, the goodness of legalized vote-selling is essentially a matter of 
opinion. Our opinion is that it would not be good for society, a view which 
seems to predominate in most democracies, since there is almost no political 
agitation for making vote-selling legal and considerable agitation against sales 
of votes whenever they are detected.



In order that these conditions prevail, we believe that (a) all vote- 
sellers would have to bargain collectively and (b) all vote-buyers 
would have to agree on what policy changes were to be introduced 
by means of purchased votes. In short, the vote-sellers would form 
a single group which would trade its political influence to a cartel 
of vote-buyers.

However, in our opinion it is extremely unlikely that such a giant 
bilateral monopoly would form in a free market, particularly since 
various vote-buyers have quite different policy preferences. Only if 
government somehow intervened to compel all vote-sellers into one 
group and all vote-buyers into another would this situation occur. 
Obviously, the market would no longer be a wide-open one. Further
more, such control over politics by the governing party would violate 
the terms of the constitution specified in Chapter 1; government 
would be shutting off its citizens' freedom of political action. True, 
prohibition of vote-selling also limits that freedom. But such pro
hibition does not imply any specific dictation of policy to all those 
desiring political influence, as would compulsory membership in a 
vote-buying cartel. Therefore we reject the possibility that a vote
selling market could make some citizens better off and not injure 
others without destroying political freedom.

Our conclusion is that the slightest degree of uncertainty prevents 
a democratic government from carrying out all the optimum-further
ing actions that are necessary to bring about a Paretian optimum in 
even a perfectly competitive economy. Because it lacks perfect knowl
edge about voters’ abilities and utility functions, a vote-maximizing 
government inevitably prevents individual marginal equilibria from 
occurring. Therefore arbitrage in the form of certain political bar
gains could make everyone better off, or some better off and none 
worse off. But these bargains cannot be made. Free enterprise cannot 
make them because they involve collective goods or nonmarket 
interdependencies or both. Hence influences offering political bribes 
always find it more profitable to injure some affected citizens than 
to bribe all of them. Realizing this, a majority of citizens unite to 
make bribery illegal because uncertainty causes each to fear he may 
be in the injured minority. Nor could government force these bar
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gains to be made, even if it knew what they were, because by doing 
so it would jeopardize political freedom. In short, a Paretian opti
mum is never reached in a democracy.

E. THE IMPACT OF INDIVISIBILITY AND ITS TECHNICAL CAUSES

In preceding sections of this chapter, we pointed out that certain 
indivisibilities connected with government operations create techni
cal obstacles to attainment of a Paretian optimum. However, we 
postponed further discussion of these obstacles until later; now we 
wish to analyze them in detail. The first step is a reexamination of 
the individual’s utility income from government activity, which we 
first discussed in Chapter 3.

Each voter receives a total utility income from government activ
ity, and a marginal income from the marginal government dollar. 
He also pays a total cost in utility via taxes and restraints, and bears 
the marginal cost of the last tax dollar (or loss of income from re
straint or inflation). Since a rational man remains in a given so
ciety as long as his total utility income from governmental and non
governmental activities therein exceeds the total cost to him of all 
such activities, there is no reason why his total income from govern
mental acts alone need exceed or even equal the total cost to him of 
those acts.

Similarly, there is no a priori reason why any citizen’s marginal 
gain from government action need equal his marginal loss from that 
action. In the private market, this is not true; a rational man regulates 
his whole economic life by equating marginal returns with marginal 
costs (which are really foregone returns at other margins), thus 
maximizing his net income. This is possible because he can control 
his behavior at the margin with precision by altering it slightly in 
either direction. In other words, each of his endeavors is—at least in 
theory—divisible and can be augmented or diminished by any de
sired degree.

Government, however, assigns to its citizens obligatory costs which 
the citizens can vary only within narrow limits.18 Furthermore, it

18 For example, a man can reduce his working time to avoid income taxes, or 
save to avoid sales taxes, or shy away from luxury-taxed goods.



provides services in a manner unrelated to what each individual has 
contributed to their financing. Therefore only by the most incredible 
coincidence is a man ever in perfect marginal equilibrium in his deal
ings with government. Normally we can expect every man’s marginal 
gain from government action to be unequal to his marginal loss; hence 
he is usually getting a net marginal bonus from the government or 
suffering a net marginal drain to it.

In a free, divisible market, neither of these outcomes could long 
prevail. A rational man who was suffering a net drain at some margin 
would reduce the flow of resources to that margin. This would eventu
ally raise the marginal return there to the level of marginal cost, as
suming that the law of diminishing marginal returns held there. Or if 
he were enjoying a net gain at some margin, he would transfer more 
resources there until marginal return was driven down equal to 
marginal cost. In either case, his reaction would increase his total net 
income.

However, the government does not engage solely in voluntary trans
actions with each citizen, as do private firms. Like many such firms, 
it deals with categories of persons by means of uniform rules applied 
to all persons within each category, but its “customers” are required 
to be in certain categories whether they like it or not. Thus a private 
manufacturer of pencils may set up the rule that “everyone who buys 
my product pays $2.69,” but nobody has to buy his product. Such 
freedom is absent from government rules like "everyone in Minnesota 
who receives taxable income pays 5 percent of it to the state treas
ury.”

Though it could be argued that no one need receive taxable in
come, it is difficult to survive in a market economy without doing so. 
On the same basis, one might even argue that a compulsory poll tax 
was really voluntary, since no one is forced to be alive. However, 
such sophistry denies the possibility of coercion, which is certainly a 
real force in the world as well as in our model.

At the opposite extreme is the contention that there is just as 
much coercion in the private sector as in the public sector. In our 
economy, one cannot survive without entering into some transac
tions with entrepreneurs unless one is a hermit. Therefore every non
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hermit is compelled to buy from and sell to private firms just as 
forcibly as he is compelled to pay income taxes.

Although there is a large grain of truth in this argument, the type 
of compulsion exercised in the public sector is quite different from 
that in the private sector. In the latter, one must deal with someone, 
but the particular agents involved and the extent of each deal are 
left to the discretion of the individual. H e can move in and out of 
various transactions and markets, marginally altering his position in 
each. Thus he can carry out the marginal-equation process pre
viously described.19

This is not true in the public sector, where each citizen must deal 
with the government and must do so in ways specified by the govern
ment, not the citizen. True, he can attempt to equate marginal cost 
and marginal return of all the categories he is in seen as a unit by 
intentionally moving in and out of some of them. But so many 
categories are imposed upon him that areas of possible movement 
are too limited to insure marginal equilibrium.

This situation results from the indivisibility of government action, 
which in turn has two important technical causes: (1) the nature of 
the benefit flow from certain government actions and (2) the diffi
culty of measuring benefits. W e will discuss these in order.

As we pointed out earlier in this chapter, the chief activities of 
government yield certain indivisible benefits. Since everyone is a 
potential gainer from these benefits regardless of who pays for them, 
they cannot be allocated to individuals. Therefore, as we explained 
before, government must coerce its citizens to pay for such benefits, 
which usually derive from fundamental services of government like 
police protection, a court system, and defense. Obviously, such 
coercion eliminates the possibility of free bargaining.

However, this indivisibility of benefit flow does not account for the 
extent of spending upon these activities or for the allocation of their

19 Here we are assuming that perfect competition exists in the private sector 
and that all commodities therein are perfectly divisible. These assumptions are 
implicit in all our discussions of the private sector (except for collective goods) 
in this chapter. W e make them both for simplicity’s sake and because they are 
the usual premises behind general equilibrium models in economics.



costs, nor does it mean that benefits received by all are necessarily 
equal. Expenditure for national defense from air attack no doubt 
benefits everyone to some extent, but it benefits people living in cities 
near defense plants much more than those living in the desert by 
themselves. Some citizens may even feel that the marginal defense 
spending being done is a net loss to them because of overmilitariza
tion of national life, too much noise from jet planes, etc. Also, the 
fact that government extracts costs from its citizens by coercion does 
not explain how much it takes from each citizen.

This cost-allocation problem might be easier to solve if it were pos
sible to measure an individual’s benefit income accurately. But much 
benefit income from government action is purely psychic—i.e., it 
does not accrue in dollar-receipt form but is consumed directly. Since 
interpersonal comparison of psychic incomes is impossible, a man’s 
benefit income cannot be measured and compared with the benefit 
incomes of others for cost-allocation purposes. Nor can government 
find out how much each citizen benefits from its actions by asking 
him, "How much would you pay rather than lose X  service?” Because 
many government services yield large consumer surpluses, nearly every 
citizen is receiving a greater total benefit from the existence of gov
ernment than he could provide for himself by spending his whole 
income for this purpose alone. Also contributing to this result are 
the great economies of scale inherent in many government activities.

Even inventing a method of measuring benefits would not remove 
all the obstacles to allocating costs via the benefit principle. The 
government would still have to enter into negotiations with each 
citizen to discover the size of his benefit income, just as it now does 
in regard to his money income. If these negotiations were very ex
pensive, the costs might invalidate any gains the citizens could 
achieve by reaching marginal equilibrium in their relations with gov
ernment.

Since at present no device for measuring benefits exists, the gov
ernment cannot allocate costs in proportion to benefits even if it 
wishes to do so. And the indivisibility of benefits prevents it from 
selling government services in a free market on a quid pro quo basis.
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For these technical reasons, government must forego any thoughts 
of helping its citizens attain individual marginal equilibrium in their 
interaction with it.

F . INCOME DISTRIBUTION AS A CAUSE OF BLOCKED MARGINAL EQUILIBRIUM

Even if the technical problems involved in measuring individual 
benefits and conducting low-cost individual negotiations could be 
solved, there is no reason to suppose each individual would attain 
marginal equilibrium in his dealings with government. In fact, the 
government’s best interest would probably lie in deliberately refusing 
to make the individual bargains necessary for reaching such equi
librium.

Each individual maximizes his own utility income, ceteris paribus, 
when the utility loss caused by his marginal tax payment, or by the 
marginal inflationary movement in case of deficit financing, is equal 
to the utility gain yielded by the marginal benefit he receives from 
government action. Under these conditions, the individual is, in 
effect, purchasing government services out of his money income, 
given the latter. He is using this given money income in the most 
efficient possible way; i.e., he is getting the largest utility income 
from it that he possibly can.

But government need not regard everyone’s money income as given 
because it has the power to redistribute incomes. In our model, it 
makes use of this power whenever doing so helps it maximize votes. 
Clearly, in a society where every citizen has one and only one vote, 
the best way to gain votes via redistribution is to deprive a few per
sons of income—thereby incurring their hostility—and make this 
income available to many persons—thereby gaining their support. 
Since the pretax distribution of income in almost every society gives 
large incomes to a few persons and relatively small incomes to many 
persons, a redistribution tending toward equality accomplishes the 
very political end government desires. Thus the equality of fran
chise in a democratic society creates a tendency for government action 
to equalize incomes by redistributing them from a few wealthy per
sons to many less wealthy ones.



But government does not continue this process until all citizens 
have the same income after taxes have been subtracted from 
and government benefits added to the original income of each. It 
does not do so for three reasons, all of which are related to uncer
tainty.

In the first place, the government cannot devise a system of taxes 
and benefits which redistributes income without causing any feed
back or incentive effects. One of the axioms of rational behavior is 
that every individual seeks to avoid costs and gain returns if he can. 
Therefore whenever the government announces a set of rules govern
ing taxation and benefit distribution, every citizen allocates his re
sources so as to escape taxes and gain benefits in so far as is feasible. 
Of course, as we pointed out in the preceding section, he cannot 
maneuver as freely in regard to government rules as he can in regard 
to rules in the private sector, since the former are compulsory. 
Nevertheless, as long as any movement away from penalties and 
toward rewards is possible, such movement will be made.

If the government knew precisely how every citizen would react 
to any proposals it made, it could conceivably plan a tax-benefit 
structure that would redistribute income from rich to poor without 
causing either a drop in total output or an upset in individual margi
nal equilibria. For example, it might impose a tax on each person’s 
innate income-earning ability rather than his actual money income. 
Such a tax has all the advantages of both a poll tax and an income 
tax and neither of their major disadvantages. It resembles a poll 
tax because no one can escape it by reallocating his resources; hence 
it has no optimum-upsetting effect at the margin. Yet like an income 
tax, it can discriminate between individuals and be used for redistribu
tion of income. Thus perfect knowledge of every individual’s in
come-earning potential would enable the government to rig its taxes 
and benefits so that after each citizen had responded to the announced 
schedules, he would find that his marginal gain from government ac
tion was equal to his marginal loss in taxes, even though the taxes 
were imposed upon him and income had been redistributed in the 
process. However, the slightest degree of uncertainty—such as inabil
ity to read minds or to judge income-earning potentials infallibly—
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makes the necessary omniscience totally unfeasible.20 In reality, any 
large-scale tax-benefit structure at all prevents a Paretian optimum, 
and any redistributive effects have some repercussions on total out
put.

In practice, this means that any attempt to tax money incomes and 
distribute benefits in such a way as to bring about post-government- 
action equality would have serious repercussions on the economy’s 
total output. Formerly high-income citizens would convert much 
of their time from money-income earning to leisure-income enjoying, 
thus reducing per capita nonleisure output. Even low-income citizens 
feel that the total output produced by an ultimately unequal income 
distribution would be much larger than that produced by an equal 
one—so much larger that their less-than-proportional shares of the 
former would be absolutely greater than their equal shares of the 
latter. Therefore opposition to complete income equalization is 
nearly universal; so the vote-maximizing government in our model 
respects it.

There are two other ways in which uncertainty prevents the gov
ernment from redistributing incomes until they are the same for 
all men. First, uncertainty allows low-income citizens to believe 
that someday they too may have high incomes; hence their desire to 
“soak the rich” is mitigated by the hope that they themselves will 
be rich.21 Second, uncertainty creates more and less influential voters;
i.e., it alters the distribution of voting power to one that is not 
equal. Usually voters with the highest incomes also have the most

20 It is doubtful whether an acceptable definition of ‘‘income-earning ability” 
can ever be framed even conceptually. The judgments involved concern inter
personal comparisons that are really ethical in nature rather than economic or 
psychological; hence a scientific basis for consensus may be impossible. This fact 
emphasizes the inability of any real-world government to impose a redistributive 
tax structure that does not rule out attainment of a Paretian optimum. W e are 
indebted to Kenneth J. Arrow for pointing out the theoretical possibilities and 
practical weaknesses of this type of taxation.

21 This type of thinking by low-income citizens might be construed as irrational 
and hence out of place in our model. However, to appraise its rationality thor
oughly is a difficult task involving analysis of subjective vs. objective probabilities. 
Although we cannot attempt such a task in this study, we regard such thinking 
as important enough at least to be mentioned. Its rationality has been discussed 
at length by Milton Friedman in "Choice, Chance, and the Personal Distribution 
of Income,” Journal o f  Political Economy, LX I (August, 1953), 277-290.



political power, since in an uncertain world they can use their 
financial resources to create influence for themselves.

The first of these impacts weakens the natural “Robin Hood” 
tendency of a democratic government, and the second sets up a 
counterforce that may completely overshadow that tendency. If it 
does, rational government action may even redistribute income from 
the poor to the rich.

III. RECA PITU LA TIO N  AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have examined what happens to an individual 
marginal equilibrium when we add a vote-maximizing government 
to the general allocation model of traditional economic theory. Our 
conclusion is that no private agent is likely to reach the marginal 
equilibrium regarded as normal by traditional theory. Several condi
tions in our model prevent most agents from equating their marginal 
returns from government action to their marginal cost thereof. These 
conditions are as follows:

1. Equal distribution of votes among citizens, which may be con
siderably offset in conditions of uncertainty by an unequal dis
tribution of influence biased in favor of high-income receivers.

2. Unequal distribution of incomes arranged so that a few persons 
receive very high incomes relative to the great majority of persons.

3. The ability of the government to force its citizens to give it some 
of their resources via taxation or inflation or both.

4. The fact that government acts to maximize votes but its actions 
have repercussions on individual utility incomes. Although indi
viduals’ actions, which are aimed at maximizing utility, include a 
voting decision, individuals cannot coerce the government the 
way it can coerce them.

5. Technical indivisibilities of government operation caused by the 
nature of certain benefits government provides, and the impossi
bility of measuring individual benefit incomes objectively.

6. Prohibition of purchase or sale of voting rights, but allowance of 
purchase or sale of most other personal prerogatives, particularly 
property rights.
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7. Government’s lack of perfect knowledge about the utility func
tions and innate abilities of its citizens, and their lack of perfect 
knowledge about future events. This condition partly underlies 
both (5) and (6) above.

Traditional economic theory posits that each planning agent will 
allocate its resources so as to equate returns at all the margins. How
ever, as the foregoing conditions imply, government prevents private 
agents from acting freely at certain margins; therefore it keeps them 
from reaching the equilibrium posited in traditional theory. Further
more, individuals cannot bargain with each other for political influ
ence. Hence the market mechanism is eliminated as a means of 
evading government blockade of the marginal equation process.

Also, the vote-maximizing goal of government causes it to act in 
favor of the most numerous income groups—low-income receivers. 
Therefore it tends to redistribute income away from high-income 
groups by its allocation of costs and services.

These reflections and the conditions preceding them lead us to the 
following general conclusions:

1. Democratic government policies tend to favor low-income receiv
ers as a class rather than high-income receivers.

2. Consequently, because the free market produces a highly un
equal distribution of income, the more effective democracy be
comes politically, the greater is government interference with 
the normal operation of the economy.

3. Uncertainty and costliness of information redistribute political 
power so as to offset the economic leveling tendency of democracy. 
This causes a reduction in the amount of government interfer
ence with the natural income-distribution process.

4. Therefore, the greater the degree of uncertainty in politics, the 
more likely government is to be smaller—in terms of actions and 
size—than it would be in a perfectly informed democracy.22

22 This conclusion does not hold for extreme degrees of uncertainty. When 
extreme uncertainty exists, social action becomes impossible because no plans 
can be made. Men react to such chaos by instituting strong governmental control 
to reduce uncertainty to tolerable levels, though this control is not always vested 
in the official agencies of government. Thus as uncertainty increases, government
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5. Rational government planning may simultaneously maintain 
enormously varying rates of discounted utility return at the mar
gins of action. This is true because government balances the 
utility margins of different individuals against each other on its 
own vote margins.

6. As a result, the economy is always at a suboptimal position in 
Paretian terms. An optimum position could be reached in theory 
by means of certain political bargains, but in practice they can
not be made without jeopardizing the political freedom guaran
teed by the constitution.

These outcomes all result from perfectly rational behavior on the 
part of both private planning agents and the government, given 
their several ends.

IV. SUM MARY

In the private sectors of the economy, resources are allocated to 
those uses of highest net marginal return. This process continues until 
net returns at the margin are equal in all directions, both for each 
planning unit and for the economy as a whole. So concludes the 
general reasoning of traditional economic theory.

A vote-maximizing government, however, upsets this marginal 
equilibrium by imposing certain obligatory costs upon some decision
makers and making subsidized benefits available to others. These 
decision-makers cannot return to marginal equilibrium by negotiating 
with each other because vote-selling is forbidden. Furthermore, tech
nical indivisibilities prevent governments from remedying this situa
tion by either (1) selling all government services in a free market, 
thus giving each citizen the same maneuverability he has in the 
private sector, or (2) entering into personal bargaining with private 
decision-makers. Finally, the difference between the distribution of 
votes and the distribution of incomes gives government an incentive

control will at first decrease because of the augmented influence of high-income 
laissez-faire groups. Even this conclusion is not universally valid, but in all systems, 
government control eventually increases greatly when the degree of uncertainty 
reaches intolerable proportions.
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to maintain net drains and gains at individual utility margins via 
income redistribution. This imparts a “Robin Hood” tendency to its 
behavior, unless uncertainty augments the political power of high- 
income groups.

One result of this marginal upset is that a rational government 
may simultaneously carry out projects with widely varying rates of 
utility return without reallocating its resources from the lowest re
turns to the highest. This means there will always be a possible 
Paretian optimum which cannot in practice be reached.

All of these results stem from the government’s desire to equalize 
returns on its vote-income margins rather than on voters’ utility- 
income margins. Since government can use force to implement its 
desires but private decision-makers cannot, utility equilibrium must 
give way to vote equilibrium whenever conflicts occur.



Part III

Specific Effects of Information Costs





11
The Process of Becoming 
Informed

Introduction

T RADITIONAL economic theory assumes that un
limited amounts of free information are available to decision-makers. 
In contrast, we seek to discover what political decision-making is like 
when uncertainty exists and information is obtainable only at a cost. 
A basic step towards this goal is analysis of the economics of becom
ing informed, i.e., the rational utilization of scarce resources to obtain 
data for decision-making. Though this process does not exist in a 
"perfectly informed” world, we shall see that in any realistic model it 
radically affects the whole decision-making procedure.

Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. In an uncertain world, rational decision-makers acquire only a 
limited amount of information before making choices.

2. All reporting is biased because the reporter must select only some 
of the extant facts to pass on to his audience.

3. A rational citizen keeps properly well-informed by systematically.
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exposing himself to a particular set of information sources he has 
chosen for this purpose.

I. TH E RO LE OF INFORM ATION IN DECISION-MAKING

A. THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS AND ITS COSTS

To make rational decisions, a man must know (1) what his goals 
are, (2) what alternative ways of reaching these goals are open to 
him, and (3) the probable consequences of choosing each alternative. 
The knowledge he requires is contextual knowledge as well as infor
mation, both of which are usually necessary for each of the above as
pects of decision-making. Even choosing goals requires information, 
since only his ultimate goal—his picture of the ideal social state— 
exists independent of his knowledge of the current situation. Most 
of his other goals are means to this ultimate end; hence choosing 
them requires information as well as ideals.

For purposes of our present analysis, we make two simplifying 
assumptions about information: (1) contextual knowledge and in
formation can both be treated as information, since acquiring both 
is costly, and (2) no false information is published by any sources. 
The latter does not mean that facts cannot be manipulated so as to 
give false impressions; it only means that all factual statements can 
be accepted as correct without further checking, though their sig
nificance may be equivocal.

In our model, citizens who are not members of the government 
must make two important political decisions: (1) how to vote, and 
(2) what ways—if any—to exert influence directly upon government 
policy formation. The difference between decisions made for these 
two purposes is discussed in detail in Chapter 13. In this chapter, 
we assume all political decisions are made in the same way; therefore 
we can illustrate them all by analyzing the voting decision.

To show how the cost of information impinges upon this decision, 
we first translate the logic of voting as described in Chapter 3 into a 
series of discrete steps. Like most breakdowns of unified dynamic 
processes, ours may appear somewhat arbitrary, but we believe it
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provides a useful tool free from distortions which cause false con
clusions. The main steps of rationally deciding how to vote and then 
voting are as follows:

1. Gathering information relevant to each issue upon which im
portant political decisions have been (or will be) made.

2. For each issue, selecting from all the information gathered that 
which will be used in the voting decision.

3. For each issue, analyzing the facts selected to arrive at specific 
factual conclusions about possible alternative policies and their 
consequences.

4. For each issue, appraising the consequences of every likely policy 
in light of relevant goals. This is a value appraisal, not a strictly 
factual one.

5. Coordinating the appraisals of each issue into a net evaluation of 
each party running in the election. This is also a value judgment 
personally tailored to the goals of the voter himself.

6. Making the voting decision by comparing the net evaluations of 
each party and weighting them for future contingencies.

7. Actually voting or abstaining.

Every one of these steps except the last can be delegated to some
one other than the voter himself. If such delegation occurs, additional 
steps must be added to allow for transmission of the conclusion of 
these other agents to the voter, or from one agent to another. For 
example, if a voter relies on an expert to appraise the facts regarding 
atomic energy policies, there is a cost involved in transmitting the 
expert's opinion to the voter. Also, the expert himself may have had 
to pay for the gathering of data by others. Thus the cost of transmis
sion may intervene between any steps; if so, it must be added to the 
cost of the steps themselves in computing the total cost of making 
the decision.

Of what does this cost consist? By definition, any cost is a deflec
tion of scarce resources from some utility-producing use; it is a fore
gone alternative. The main scarce resource consumed in the steps 
above is the time used for assimilating data and weighing alternatives, 
but many other resources may also be involved, particularly in the
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gathering and transmission steps. W e divide all these costs into two 
major classes:

1. Transferable costs can be shifted from the voter onto someone 
else. W e separate transferable costs into three types:
(a) Procurement costs are the costs of gathering, selecting, and 

transmitting data.
(b) Analysis costs are the costs of making factual analysis of data.
(c) Evaluative costs are the costs of relating data or factual 

analyses to specific goals; i.e., of evaluating them.
2. Nontransferable costs must be borne by the voter himself. Theo

retically, every cost except that of going to the polls can be passed 
onto others, but we assume, unless otherwise specified, that step 
(6) is always performed by the voter himself; hence he must bear 
at least a minimal cost of assimilating information or judgments.

Clearly, the fewer steps the voter performs himself, the fewer costs 
he bears directly. However, he can shift the steps described onto 
others and still bear their costs indirectly by paying the others to 
perform these steps; e.g., a voter may hire someone to make expert 
decisions for him on foreign policy.

At first glance, it may appear irrational for a voter to delegate some 
of these steps to others, since every such delegation removes him one 
degree from the reality which his decision concerns. Insofar as gather
ing, selecting, and analyzing facts are concerned, it is clear that dele
gation is very often rational because it allows the voter to make use of 
economies of scale and the expert knowledge of specialists. But the 
rationality of delegation is not so obvious in the case of value judg
ments like those of steps (4) and (5).  The issues raised by such 
delegation are discussed in detail in the next chapter.

B. THE NECESSITY AND NATURE OF SELECTION PRINCIPLES

In a perfectly informed world, information is available to any 
decision-maker in unlimited amounts at zero cost, and he need not 
consume time in making use of it. Therefore the problem of selecting 
the most relevant information never arises: a planner can use all the 
data that have any bearing whatsoever on his decision, no matter
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how colossal their number. But in our model, as in the real world, 
regardless of how many data are available, the amount a rational 
decision-maker can employ for any one decision is strictly limited 
because (1) the human mind, even when abetted by calculating 
machines, can encompass only a limited amount of information at 
once, and (2) assimilating and evaluating data take time, which is 
especially scarce in decision-making because of the pressure of events. 
These conditions impose the necessity of selection upon all decision
makers, who must choose from the vast supply of data that exist only 
a limited number to use in their decisions.

Furthermore, as we saw in the previous section, there are costs 
connected with acquisition or use of information besides the time in
volved. Naturally, this fact increases the pressure upon decision
makers to reduce the number of data they use. And because this 
pressure exists throughout the decision-making process, an economic 
problem arises at each of the aforementioned steps: how much in
formation (including judgments) should be sent on to the next step? 
True, the necessity of selection is intrinsic only to the first step, since 
it is possible to carry everything that is gathered through all the 
other steps without further culling. However, this practice would 
eliminate the great economy of continuously reducing the quantity 
of data transferred up the ladder of decision. The dramatic size of 
such economy is demonstrated by those executives who demand that 
all the data for each decision they make be reduced to one type
written page, no matter how many volumes were originally considered 
relevant.

Thus from the basic economic nature of becoming informed 
emerges the necessity of selection among data. Immediately there 
arises the crucial question of how to decide which data to select 
and which to reject. The question is crucial because the answer 
chosen determines what type of information is used in making de
cisions and therefore shapes the decisions and their effectiveness. 
Furthermore, at every stage except (6) ,  selection can be carried out 
by someone other than the decision-maker. Obviously, whoever car
ries it out has a potentially enormous influence upon decisions even 
if he does not make them himself.
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The preceding analysis shows that information is necessarily gath
ered by means of certain principles of selection: rules employed to 
determine what to make use of and what not to. Different persons use 
different rules, but everyone must use some rule—even random selec
tion follows a rule. Therefore all information is by nature biased 
because it is a selection of data from the vast amount extant, others 
of which could have been selected.1 As Karl Mannheim said:

History as history is unintelligible unless certain of its aspects are 
emphasized in contrast to others. T h is selection and accentuation o f cer
tain aspects o f historical totality may be regarded as the first step in the 
direction which ultim ately leads to an evaluative procedure and to 
ontological judgm ents.2

Since information is essentially short-run history, this statement ap
plies fully to the process of becoming informed, which has as its 
end the evaluative procedure of making decisions. Because evalua
tion begins with emphasis upon—i.e., selection of—certain data in con
trast to others, all such selection is evaluative to some extent. In 
short, there is no such thing as purely objective reporting of any 
situations or events.

II. H OW  SELEC TIO N  PRIN CIPLES ARE CHOSEN 
RATIONALLY

Because of the division of labor, most citizens in modem democ
racies do not gather for themselves the information they need for 
political decision-making. Thousands of specialized agencies gather, 
interpret, and transmit such information, making it available to the 
citizenry in a tremendous variety of forms, from television broadcasts 
to encyclopedias. But since the resources any citizen can devote to 
paying for and assimilating data are limited, he finds himself in a

1 W e have deliberately used the word biased to denote this inherent character
istic of reporting, in spite of its emotionally pejorative associations. When we 
speak of reporting as biased, we are not implying that the data therein are false, 
since we have assumed all data are accurate, nor that the reporter is immoral, 
since bias cannot be avoided. W e only mean to convey that the selection and 
arrangement of facts in any report are inevitably tinged by the viewpoint of the 
reporter.

2 Karl Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia, Harvest Book Series (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1955), pp. 93-94.



situation of economic choice: from among these many sources of in
formation, he must select only a few to tap.

The object of this choice is creation of a system o f information 
acquisition which provides him with data that are both (1) chosen 
by means of selection principles in accord with his own and (2) 
comprehensive enough to enable him to make the decisions he faces. 
W e will deal with the breadth of information required later. Here 
our analysis concentrates upon how the selection principles used are 
chosen and tested.

W e concluded earlier that every observer reporting an event must 
select some facts to pass on and others to omit; hence his reporting 
is inherently biased. His method of selecting facts depends upon the 
objectives he has in making the report; e.g., a Russian doctor would 
report the death of Stalin in one way, a British political scientist in 
another, and the Vatican newspaper in another. Even within the 
borders of political reporting, methods of selection differ widely ac
cording to the political philosophies of the reporters, their intelli
gence, their experience at reporting, and such other variables as their 
flair for the dramatic.

When citizens rely on others to report events to them, rationality 
decrees that they select those reporters who provide them with ver
sions of events that closely approximate the versions they would 
formulate themselves were they expert on-the-spot witnesses. To 
accomplish this, they must choose reporters whose selection prin
ciples are as nearly identical with their own as possible. Then the 
reporters’ inevitable biases will aid their decision-making rather than 
hinder it.

This leaves two questions unanswered: (1) how can citizens choose 
their own selection principles rationally? (2) how can they be sure 
that those who report to them always use these principles or near 
facsimilies of them?

A man’s selection principles are rational if application of them 
provides him with information that is useful for making decisions 
which will help bring about the social state he most prefers. O b
viously, because men prefer widely varying social states, no one set 
of selection principles suits all men. Nevertheless, these principles
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are means which deal with empirical phenomena; hence it should 
be possible for any citizen to test various sets of them to discover 
the one most rational for him—i.e., most useful in attaining his ends.

A rational voter chooses his selection principles by experimentally 
sampling the reporting of several different information sources simul
taneously. His sampling should cover reporters with widely different 
selection principles; e.g., a man might read the New York Times, the 
Daily W orker, and the Chicago Tribune and compare their reports. 
Next he makes hypothetical decisions on the bases of each reporting 
source’s output. Then, as the real situation unfolds, he evaluates the 
outcomes each of his hypothetical decisions would probably have 
led to. The selection principles which consistently lead him to make 
decisions with outcomes closest to his favorite social state are the 
principles it is most rational for him to use. Admittedly, this testing 
process is imperfect because much of it is necessarily hypothetical, 
and therefore subject to great error. Nevertheless, in our model it is 
the most rational choice mechanism available.

After the rational citizen has chosen that set of information-selec
tion principles he believes best for his purposes, he finds out what 
reporting agencies also have these principles. However, this does 
not end his researches, since he must occasionally check up on these 
agencies to make sure they are not deviating from the principles he 
wants. For this purpose, he must upon occasion compare their 
reports with those of other agencies which also share his own prin
ciples. For example, a man might simultaneously consult the New 
York Times, the New York Herald Tribune, and the Christian Sci
ence Monitor to see how each covered some set of events. Thus he 
reduces the probability that any one agency can deviate without being 
discovered.

III. TH E Q UAN TITY O F IN FO RM ATIO N  IT  IS RATIONAL
TO  ACQUIRE

Some people obtain information as an end in itself. They receive 
enjoyment from knowing that Gregory Peck had dinner at the Stork 
Club last night, or that St. Teresa of Lisieux has caused fifty miracles.
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All such information procured solely for the edification it provides we 
call entertainment information, no matter how serious its content.

However, most information is used as a means to some decision
making end. As with all means, the usefulness of this information and 
the manner in which it is selected depend upon the end it serves. 
W e classify all the decisions requiring this kind of information into 
three types: production decisions, consumption decisions, and politi
cal decisions. Therefore all nonentertainment information can be 
classified as either production information, consumption information, 
or political information, or any combination of these, depending upon 
how it is used.

For all three types of decision-making, the basic mle for deciding 
how many data to acquire is the same. The information-seeker con
tinues to invest resources in procuring data until the marginal re
turn from information equals its marginal cost. At that point, as
suming decreasing marginal returns or increasing marginal costs or 
both, he has enough information and makes his decision. The ex
ample we use in our analysis is the application of this principle to 
the voting decision a citizen makes, assuming he follows the decision 
procedure set forth in Chapter 3.

The making of any decision presupposes that the decision-maker 
already possesses a certain minimum of information. At the very 
least, he must realize that he has a decision to make and be aware 
of its general context. Thus before he can make a voting decision, a 
voter must acquire information about the date of the election, the 
number of parties running, their names, voting procedure, etc. W e 
assume that the continuous stream of free information present in 
all societies has already given the voter this minimum before he 
starts detailed calculations about how much information to acquire.3

Three factors determine the size of his planned information invest
ment. The first is the value to him of making a correct decision as 
opposed to an incorrect one, i.e., the variation in utility incomes 
associated with the possible outcomes of his decision. The second 
is the relevance of the information to whatever decision is being 
made. Is acquisition of this particular bit of knowledge likely to

3 See Chapter 12, Section I.
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influence the decision one way or another? If so, how likely? To 
answer these questions, a probability estimate must be made of the 
chances that any given bit of information will alter his decision. This 
probability is then applied to the value of making the right choice 
(the vote value in our example). From this emerges the return from 
the bit of information being considered, i.e., the marginal return 
from investment in data on this particular margin.

The third factor is the cost of data. The marginal cost of any bit 
of information consists of the returns foregone in obtaining it. A com
parison of the estimated marginal cost and estimated marginal re
turn of any bit determines whether this particular bit should be ac
quired. When such comparisons have been made for all bits, the data 
to be procured are determined. Since we discuss both returns from 
and costs of information in greater detail in the next two chapters, 
we will not enlarge here upon this brief description of the decision
making process.

Our brevity may cause the disparity between real behavior and the 
procedures in our model world to appear striking, since few actual 
decision-makers seem to behave in the manner indicated. However, 
the acts we described are implicit in any rational decision-making 
which requires information, even if casual observation fails to con
firm this fact. Furthermore, as we shall see, many rational citizens 
obtain practically no information at all before making political de
cisions; hence their behavior may differ greatly from what we have 
described and still be rational. Therefore our model world is not as 
far removed from reality as it seems. IV.

IV . TH E  N EED  FO R  FO CU SIN G A TTEN TIO N

The first step in determining the value of being correct is discovery 
of what outcomes are possible and what the differences between 
them are. In our example, this task requires immense effort. Since 
rule by each party forms an outcome, any differences between the 
way one party would run the government and the way its opponents 
would is relevant, including trivial differences in administering ob-
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scure agencies. Of course, these differences are not equally relevant, 
but it is impossible to know which ones are most revelant without 
first knowing what all of them are. Obviously, the cost of discovering 
the latter is prohibitive to the average voter.

To escape this dilemma, voters need a device for the a priori focus
ing of their attention upon only the most relevant data. Such a device 
will allow them to avoid the staggering difficulty of knowing every
thing the government has done during the election period and every
thing its opponents would have done were they in office. This device 
should focus attention only on the following differential areas o f de
cision:

1. Areas of decision in which opposition parties contest the policies 
of the incumbents and offer alternative policies.

2. Areas of decision in which the presently governing party changed 
the government’s method of reacting to, or handling, situations,
i.e., changes in policy or competence of performance as com
pared with preceding governments.

3. Areas of decision in which the situations to which the govern
ment must react are markedly different from those extant under 
preceding governments. This knowledge allows comparison of 
what the government did with what preceding governments would 
have done.

Knowledge of the first of these areas (contested policies) is necessary 
and sufficient for computing the current party differential; knowledge 
of the last two (new policies and new situations) is necessary and 
sufficient for computing its future-orienting modifiers. Hence if voters 
focus on these areas and ignore all others, rational vote-casting is 
vastly simplified.

Through the division of labor, a set of agencies has arisen which 
provides information dealing mainly with these differential areas. 
Furthermore, this information is often given to voters either free of 
charge or at a very low cost, because many of the agencies which 
provide it are subsidized by persons other than those who receive the 
information. W e will analyze these agencies in detail in Chapter 12.
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V . CH A RA CTERISTICS OF A RATIONAL INFORM ATION
SYSTEM

Every rational citizen eventually constructs for his political usage 
a system of information acquisition. It consists of a limited number 
of information sources, a part of whose data output he selects to 
use in political decision-making. As explained, he is forced to rely on 
a rather crude process of trial and error experimentation to construct 
this system, but if it emerges as a truly rational one, it will have the 
following characteristics:

1. The data reporters in it use principles of selection as nearly identi
cal to his own as possible.

2. It is broad enough to report anything of significance in the dif
ferential areas, yet narrow enough to cull out data not worth 
knowing about. In short, it focuses his attention on facts germane 
to his decision-making.

3. It provides him with enough information about each issue for 
his decisions, given his desire to invest in information.

4. It has sufficient internal plurality so that its parts can be used 
as checks upon each other’s accuracy and deviation from his own 
selection principles. To be effective as mutual checks, information 
sources must be independent as well as nominally separate; e.g., 
a radio station and a newspaper which both use only Associated 
Press reports do not really check each other.

The creation and maintenance of such a rational system naturally 
absorbs scarce resources, the cost of which must be balanced against 
the returns from the information obtained. Therefore the extent of 
the system depends a great deal upon the nature of these returns, 
which we analyze in Chapter 13. VI.

V I. SUM MARY

Decision-making is a process which consumes time and other 
scarce resources; hence economy must be practiced in determining 
how many resources shall be employed in it. This fact forces decision-
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makers to select only part of the total available information for use 
in making choices. The principles of selection they use depend upon 
the end for which the information is a means, but some principles 
are inherent in every report; so all information is biased by its very 
nature.

In a complex society, information which is used by one citizen is 
often gathered, transmitted, and analyzed by others. If the user is to 
know what his information really means in terms of his decision
making, he must be sure these others have the same principles of 
selection he has, or know how their principles differ from his.

Even choosing one’s own selection principles is difficult, but by a 
process of trial and error, each rational citizen finds a set that best 
serves his political ends. He must check his data sources occasionally 
so as to detect any deviation from these principles.

Each citizen decides how much information to acquire by utilizing 
the basic marginal cost-return principle of economics. The marginal 
return from information is computed by first weighing the import
ance of making a right instead of a wrong decision. To this value 
is applied the probability that the bit of information being con
sidered will be useful in making this decision. The marginal cost is 
the opportunity cost of acquiring this bit of information. Much of 
this cost can be shifted from the decision-maker to others, but the 
time for assimilation is a nontransferable cost. The decision-maker 
continues to acquire information until the marginal return equals the 
marginal cost to him.

To avoid surveying all the extant data, decision-makers seek in
formation sources which focus their attention upon certain relevant 
areas of knowledge. Each selects a few gatherers and transmitters and 
molds them into a personal information-acquisition system. To be 
rational, this system should have the proper bias, be well-focused, 
provide adequate but not superfluous data, and contain some internal 
plurality.
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How Rational Citizens 
Reduce Information 
Costs

Introduction

R a t i o n a l  citizens in an uncertain world are 
under great pressure to cut down the quantity of scarce resources 
they use to obtain political information. In this chapter, we examine 
their methods of reducing data costs to discover how effectively these 
methods work and what impact they may have upon the distribution 
of political power in our model democracy.

Not all the behavior we will describe follows necessarily from 
our original axioms; some derives in part from a few new assump
tions we make in this chapter. These postulates are added to make 
the model more relevant to the real world. However, it should not 
be construed as a replica of the real world, nor should our analysis 
of it be viewed as a description of actual processes of communication. 
Formulating a comprehensive theory of communications and propa
ganda requires exploration of the extensive research in these fields— 
a task we cannot undertake in the present study. Though we believe
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our model offers possibilities as a foundation for such a theory, our 
purpose in using it here is much less grandiose.

Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. Society’s free information stream systematically provides some 
citizens with more politically useful information than it provides 
others.

2. Certain specialists in the division of labor act automatically to 
reduce data costs drastically and to focus citizens' attention on 
the areas most relevant to their political decision-making.

3. Even when the returns from making correct decisions are infinite, 
rational men sometimes delegate part or all of their political 
decision-making to others; hence they may be totally uninformed 
about politics.

4. In any society which contains uncertainty and a division of labor, 
men will not be equally well-informed politically, no matter how 
equal they are in all other respects.

5. Any concept of democracy based on an electorate of equally well- 
informed citizens presupposes that men behave irrationally.

I. TH E FR E E  INFORM ATION STREAM

A. THE NATURE AND SOURCES OF FREE INFORMATION

Every society provides its members with a constant flow of free 
information about a variety of subjects. This practice results from 
the face-to-face contacts in all cultures and the need for close per
sonal cooperation in production, leisure activities, the rearing of chil
dren, and political action. It may also have psychological roots in the 
inquisitiveness of man and his need for personal relationships with 
others. The breadth of topics covered by this stream varies among 
cultures and within any one, but we can reasonably assume that in 
democratic societies there is no ban on the free circulation of politi
cal data. Hence the free information stream is a potentially signifi
cant factor in our model.

HOW  RATIONAL CITIZENS REDUCE INFORMATION COSTS 221
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Before we see just how significant it is, we must explain what we 
mean by "free” information. None of the information a man re
ceives is completely costless. Merely perceiving it takes time; and if 
he assimilates it or thinks about it, these acts take more time. Thus 
unless the opportunity cost of this time is zero, which is unlikely, he 
must sacrifice a scarce resource to gain information. This sacrifice is 
a nontransferable cost. However, there are many other costs con
nected with information that are transferable: most of the costs of 
gathering, selecting, transmitting, analyzing, and even evaluating 
data can be shifted onto others.

W hen we speak of free information, we mean information which 
is given to a citizen without any transferable cost. The only cost he 
must bear consists of the time he spends absorbing and utilizing it. 
This cost varies tremendously, depending on the nature of the data. 
For example, the time a man spends heeding the sharp warning 
"Look out!” when he steps off a curb is minute compared to the time 
he uses reading the President’s Economic Report, though the former 
may have infinitely higher returns than the latter.

Citizens in a democracy normally receive free political information 
in the following ways:

1. The governing party publishes large amounts of information as an 
intrinsic part of its governing activities.

2. All political parties, including the one in power, put out partisan 
information for the purpose of influencing voters.

3. Professional publishers distribute some information that is wholly 
subsidized by advertisers (e.g., throwaways, television programs).

4. Interest groups publish information gratuitously in order to per
suade citizens to accept their viewpoints.

5. Other private citizens provide free data in the form of letters, con
versations, discussion groups, speeches, etc.1

1 Empirical research indicates that this source is probably the most important 
one politically even in technologically advanced nations like the United States. 
W e can therefore assume it has always been the most significant, since earlier 
societies were without the alternative means of communication available today. 
For an extensive discussion of this subject, see E. Katz and P. F . Lazarsfeld, 
Personal Influence (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1955), and P. F. Lazars
feld, B. Berelson, and H. Gaudet, T h e People's C hoice  (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1948).



5. Entertainment sources sometimes yield political information as a 
surplus benefit from what is intended as an entertainment invest
ment (e.g., the newsreel in a motion picture theater). Some citi
zens also seek straight political information purely for its enter
tainment value because they enjoy political rivalry and warfare. 
Any strictly political values they get are consumer-surplus by
products of the entertainment.

7. Similarly, information acquired in the course of making produc
tion or consumption decisions may have political value. Since this 
value is incidental to the purpose for which the data is obtained, 
it can be regarded as a free benefit.

Free political information from these sources is of two types: acci
dental and sought-for. Accidental data are by-products of the non
political activities of a citizen; they accrue to him without any special 
effort on his part to find them. Thus their cost in time is ordinarily 
much lower than that of sought-for data. Sources (5 ), (6 ), and (7) 
produce mainly accidental data; whereas data from sources (2 ), (3 ), 
and (4) are usually ignored by the citizen unless he is specifically 
looking for political information. Source (1) produces both types.

Not all citizens receive the same amount of free data, nor are those 
who do receive the same amount equally able to make use of it. Any
one with time to spare can acquire endless amounts of sought-for 
data, but variations in the quantity of accidental data received can 
result from several other factors as well. In fact, systematic variations 
in amount of free information received and ability to assimilate may 
strongly influence the distribution of political power in a democracy.

Prior to exploring these variations, we should point out that the 
main role of free information in our model is acting as a floor for 
all types of rational calculations. It is the basis for preliminary esti
mations of such entities as the party differential, the marginal return 
from information, the marginal cost of information bits, and the 
cost of voting. By using whatever free information he has at hand, 
the rational citizen can guess how large each of these items is and 
thus determine whether to obtain more information before making 
his political decisions.
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Since free information is also the chief instrument for each per- 
son’s acculturation, it actually plays a much more significant role 
than the one mentioned above. Furthermore, this role is directly 
related to politics, because the type of acculturation a society pro
vides its members partly determines whether democracy will be suc
cessful therein. However, so as to avoid any excursions into anthro
pology, we consider only the more superficial political uses of free 
information in our study.

B. THE AMOUNT OF FREE DATA CITIZENS RECEIVE

The factor most important in determining how much free informa
tion a man can fruitfully receive is his ability to bear the nontrans- 
ferable costs inherent in all information. For this reason, the amount 
of time he can spend informing himself is paramount. Men of leisure 
or men whose work schedule includes time for absorbing informa
tion have the greatest opportunity to assimilate free data. Though 
there is no reason to suppose free time correlated with income, the 
ability to overcome a second cost—that of access to free-information 
channels—definitely rises with income. Actually, the information 
received over television and radio stations is not free because of this 
initial access cost. But once the entry fee has been paid, information 
can be obtained at a marginal cost of almost zero.

Another factor influencing the amount of free information a man 
receives is the nature of his informal contacts, both at work and 
during leisure hours. The kind of data a man obtains through these 
contacts varies with his social class and with the percentage of his 
contacts that cut across the lines of social class. The president of a 
giant firm often receives information of national political significance 
in chats with his colleagues; whereas a dishwasher may never hear 
politics discussed at all.

The type of entertainment information men seek further affects 
the amount of free political data they receive. For example, a man 
who reads history as a hobby may discover many politically perti
nent data accidentally. Since readers of many inexpensive entertain



ment-oriented publications gain similar benefits, it is hard to say 
whether this access to free data varies with income.

Finally, the extent to which government action directly affects men 
determines the amount of free information they receive as a part of 
the governing process. Men who deal with the government in busi
ness, or are members of it, are automatically informed about at least 
some of its politically relevant decisions.

In the last part of this chapter, we discuss ways in which these 
variations and variations in the ability to use free information may 
affect the distribution of political power in our model democracy.

II. H O W  A TTEN TIO N  IS FO CU SED  BY INFORM ATION
PRO V ID ER S

As we pointed out in the last chapter, political decision-making in 
a large-sized democracy cannot be undertaken without fantastic costs 
unless (1) information is gathered for the many decision-makers by 
a few specialists and (2) the information each citizen receives is pre
focused upon the differential areas of decision. Both of these general 
conditions must prevail before individuals can begin reducing their 
personal data costs to match their personal returns from information.

In most modern democracies, the division of labor delegates these 
functions to a set of expert information-providers. By specializing in 
procuring information, these agencies reduce the per unit cost of 
data tremendously and thus make it possible for individuals to buy 
information—though usually not without subsidy. And by selecting 
for presentation only data within the differential areas, they solve 
the problem of focusing attention. There are four major types of 
information-providers in our model other than private persons, whom 
we assume to be nonspecialists ultimately dependent for data upon 
the specialists we discuss. Since each type has different motives for 
its actions, we will treat them separately.2

2 Though some nonprofit, nonpolitical organizations (e.g., colleges and uni
versities) also put out data, most of these data reach citizens through one of the 
four channels mentioned; hence we do not treat these groups as a fifth type of 
information source.
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A. PROFESSIONAL DATA-GATHERERS AND PUBLISHERS

Professional information gatherers and promulgators transmit only 
differential area information because that is what consumers want, 
and their aim is to make profits by pleasing their customers. "News” 
implies by its very name that it concerns changes in the situation 
worth knowing about. Of course, the fact that publishers focus on the 
kind of data consumers want does not mean they always use the 
political selection principles consumers want. However, they do re
lieve consumers of the overwhelming burden of surveying everything 
before picking out the few things that are sufficiently relevant to 
merit consideration.

B. INTEREST GROUPS

Because their primary concern is influencing current government 
policy, interest groups usually focus their information output upon 
policies that seem about to change. They do this whether they 
favor or oppose changing these policies. Thus they do not waste re
sources publicizing dead issues but concentrate upon the very items 
that are most relevant to citizens’ political decision-making. Of 
course, there are some exceptions to this rule. Nevertheless, most 
data disseminated by interest groups concern events in the differential 
areas, in part because the agitation of such groups helps decide what 
matters lie within those areas.

C. POLITICAL PARTIES

Number one on the list of every party’s objectives is the winning of 
elections. All the information it issues bears upon this goal and is 
therefore relevant to political decision-making. It is true that parties 
occasionally pass out irrelevant data as a deliberate smoke screen to 
cover up unfavorable facts or to increase the ambiguity of their 
stands.3 Furthermore, each party traditionally produces a large out
put of sanctimonious platitudes praising the flag, motherhood, and 
the home. However, most of every party’s emanations are either

3 See Chapter 8 for a detailed discussion of such ambiguity.



attacks on its opponents or defenses of itself, so it emphasizes the 
very elements from which party differentials are formed.

D. THE GOVERNMENT

Besides the usual information output of a political party, the gov
ernment must distribute large quantities of data as an intrinsic part 
of governing. These data include administrative directives, promulga
tions of new laws, announcements of its research findings, and other 
notices it gives its citizens in the course of its operations. The vast 
majority of these data are shaped solely by the necessities of ad
ministration and are not political in nature. Nevertheless, they pro
vide important evidence for citizens who are making political deci
sions, because they tell these citizens what policies the government is 
carrying out. Since any changes in policy must be especially well- 
girded with instructions to those affected, a great deal of this infor
mation is focused upon differential areas of action.

However, this advance is likely to be submerged in the tremendous 
deluge of information which governments produce. Only by main
taining a purely superficial contact with government can a citizen 
gain any focusing benefits from it, since he will then hear only of 
major policy changes. But this superficiality may cause him to over
look more significant but less publicized data put out by the govern
ment. Altogether, it is doubtful whether the nonpolitical informa
tion provided by governments aids in focusing citizens’ attention on 
the differential areas. Only if it is filtered through professional report
ing agencies will the chaff be separated from the grain enough so that 
the total volume is not overwhelming. In this case, of course, the 
focusing is done by these agencies, not by government itself. III.

III. H OW  RATIONAL CITIZEN S RED U CE T H E IR  DATA
COSTS

A. THE PROBLEM AND ITS BASIC SOLUTIONS

Even when most of his political data are prefocused on areas of 
general relevance, the rational man in politics must take further steps 
to increase his efficiency. Therefore he seeks (1) to expend no more
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time and money obtaining political information than its returns 
warrant and (2) to receive as many data as possible from whatever 
resources he does use. In the next chapter we discuss the probable size 
of returns from political information. For now let us assume that 
our sample citizen, voter A, expects a given return, X; his problem is 
to keep his information costs down to X  and still maximize his 
knowledge.

To illustrate the main approaches to this problem, let us assume 
that A is currently investing more than X  in political information and 
desires to cut down his investment. He can do so in one or more of 
the following ways:

1. Reduce the quantity of information he is receiving, i.e., absorb 
fewer bits and therefore use fewer resources in procuring and 
assimilating them. This method has the disadvantage of diminish
ing the amount of knowledge going into A’s decisions, thereby 
increasing the probability that they will be incorrect ones.

2. Receive the same amount of information but reduce its procure
ment costs by
a. Utilizing more free information, or
b. Accepting subsidies for these costs whenever possible, or
c. Doing both of the above.

3. Maintain the same information flow into his political decisions 
but delegate part of the making of those decisions to others by
a. Using expert advice to reduce analysis costs, or
b. Employing others’ explicit value judgments to reduce evalu

ative costs, or
c. Doing both of the above.

The first of these alternatives needs no elaboration, but because the 
others are somewhat more complicated, we will examine them more 
closely.

B. THE SHIFTING OF PROCUREMENT COSTS

If a man does not wish to delegate any more of the analysis and 
evaluation of facts to others than he has already, his means of cutting



the cost of political decisions are limited. In fact, if we assume he 
cannot learn to think faster and does not want to use fewer data, 
all he can do is try to get the same information as before at less ex
pense. This can be done in two ways.

The first is to use more free information. As we saw earlier, free 
information in our model society comes from a variety of sources, 
which can be divided into two classes: persons and nonpersons, the 
latter composed mainly of mass media. Thus, for example, a man can 
get more free data by conversing more often with his well-informed 
friends or by reading the newspapers in the library more thoroughly. 
Both acts reduce the costs he pays for information if he substitutes 
the data he gets in these ways for other data for which he used to pay.

W hich type of free data source is a rational man likely to use 
most? Personal contact with others who have already obtained data 
has the advantage of producing several other types of utility, such as 
pleasure in their company and ability to steer the discussion so as 
to gain more precise information. Also, it is usually easier to con
tact relatively well-informed persons than to locate free literature or 
broadcasts, which are scattered in many places. Finally, nonpersonal 
free data are often wholly subsidized by sources interested in pro
mulgating their own viewpoint. Thus information issued by political 
parties, favor-buyers, representative groups, and other influencers is 
chosen strictly by their own selection principles, which are unlikely 
to coincide with those of any one citizen. In contrast, it is often 
relatively easy for a man to find someone he knows who has selec
tion principles like his own.

For all these reasons, our a priori expectation is that rational citi
zens will seek to obtain their free political information from other 
persons if they can. This expectation seems to be borne out by the 
existing evidence.4

The second way to cut procurement costs is to utilize partially 
subsidized information. In modern democracies, most mass media of 
communication are subsidized either by commercial advertisers or 
by government; hence nearly every rational citizen who obtains much

4 See Katz and Lazarsfeld, op. cit.; and Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet, 
op. cit.
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information receives some that is subsidized. Ultimately, the sub
sidies are paid by purchasers of advertised products or taxpayers. 
But since the recipients need not be identical with the persons who 
pay, we can treat the former apart from the latter.

The major drawback of using partially subsidized data is the 
same as that of using wholly subsidized data: the selection principles 
embodied in the data may differ from those of the decision-maker in 
such a way that he may be led into wrong decisions. As we saw in 
the last chapter, this danger is inherent in all data selected by some
one other than the decision-maker, whether subsidized or not. How
ever, its acuteness is greatest in subsidized data because the decision
maker cannot force the provider to conform to his own principles if 
the provider’s income is partly furnished by men with other principles. 
As in any market where a large number of small-scale consumers are 
served by a few large-scale producers, no one consumer has enough 
bargaining power to influence the producers. Hence whenever infor
mation is provided to consumers at low cost because of either mass 
production or subsidies or both, each consumer gains financially only 
by sacrificing control over the selection principles behind the infor
mation. Unless his own selection principles coincide with those of the 
data providers, this sacrifice may completely offset his economic 
gain.

W e cannot describe the exact effects of subsidies or mass marketing 
of data without making a detailed analysis of the whole communica
tion structure of society. For reasons stated in the introduction to this 
chapter, the present study is no place for such an undertaking. Hence 
we must limit ourselves to the conclusion that subsidies may cause 
some distortion in the distribution of political power, but we cannot 
specify its nature a priori.

C. DELEGATION OF ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION AS A MEANS OF REDUCING 

COSTS

In any highly specialized society, many areas of decision pose 
literally incomprehensible problems for those who are not experts 
therein. Yet nonexperts often must have opinions concerning the



aptness of policies followed in these areas in order to make important 
political choices. For example, the nature of national defense in an 
atomic age is a crucial political problem both for survival of the 
nation and for proper allocation of its resources. But the issues in
volved are so complex that almost everyone who does not specialize 
in them must rely for his opinions upon those who do.

The division of labor creates this problem but also solves it, since 
citizens can buy the generalized opinions of experts in each area 
at a much lower cost than they would incur by manufacturing com
parable opinions themselves. This saving is so enormous that ra
tional political action in a large-sized democracy is impossible with
out a shifting of factual analysis onto specialists.

But how can the inexpert citizen know whether the experts’ analyses 
are accurate? Fortunately, professional standards in most areas of 
specialization provide an independent check upon expertness which 
the layman can use in picking an expert to consult. Even the experts 
disagree among themselves, but most recognize certain standard 
methods of procedure as valid. If a specialist hews to these standards 
and shows ability besides, he will develop a reputation in his profes
sion which nonexperts can use as a check upon his reliability. This 
check is by no means infallible, but it sharply reduces the uncer
tainty which nonexperts would face without it.

Though shifting analysis of facts onto experts reduces the cost of 
such analysis tremendously, some cost still remains. It must be paid 
by the citizen himself (in cooperation with the other citizens buying 
the same information) unless he can pass it onto subsidizers or gain 
access to expertness through the free information stream. Reducing 
the cost of expertise is thus exactly the same as reducing the cost of 
procurement, which we discussed previously.

Unfortunately, the nature of evaluation prevents development of 
any objective check upon accuracy similar to professionalization 
among experts. Evaluation is a process of judging means in the light 
of ends; thus the ends are all-important. But political ends vary from 
person to person, with no objective standards available to choose 
among them. Of course, as we pointed out in the last chapter, even 
selection and analysis of facts are partially evaluative, but at least
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some objective standards of procedure can be framed for them.5 
Since this cannot be done for explicitly evaluative acts, rational de
cision-makers must be extremely careful about delegating the evalu
ative steps of their decisions to others. Evaluative delegation is there
fore less likely to occur in our model than delegation of analysis, 
which is in turn less likely to occur than delegation of procurement.

To be rational, an evaluative delegator must personally determine 
whether the agent he selects (1) has goals similar to his own, (2) 
possesses more data than he himself does, and (3) has powers of 
judgment that are, at worst, not so inferior to his own that they off
set the advantages of better information. These conditions need not 
hold for all areas of the agent’s decisions, only for those in which the 
delegator plans to trust the agent’s judgment. For example, A can 
disagree with B about racial segregation and yet rationally delegate 
to B an evaluative decision about foreign policy, where A and B 
agree on goals.

In order to discover whether to trust a prospective agent’s judg
ment, a rational decision-maker must first investigate the agent by 
checking the latter’s past judgments. This means that evaluative 
delegation—like all rational delegation—often involves a cost of 
selecting agents. W e can divide the agents selected into three groups: 
(1) persons with whom the delegator has face-to-face contacts, (2) 
interest groups, including political parties, with whom the delegator 
has identified himself on one or more issues, and (3) professional 
evaluation experts who make their living by selling their judgments 
to others (e.g., political columnists, commentators, and editorial 
writers). Each decision-maker may make use of several agents of any 
or all types. For example, a man might accept the views of the Ameri
can Medical Association, a farm-owning friend of his, and Walter 
Lippmann in their various areas of specialization, and then balance 
all these evaluations together himself in deciding how to vote. To 
save time, his wife might delegate her voting decision entirely to him. 
These acts are all highly efficient ways to cut down data costs and 
still make judgments based on extensive information.

1 In this case, objective means very widely agreed upon among specialists 
and others whose welfare is concerned.



Is there any a priori reason to expect one type of agent to be more 
often employed than others in the real world? Actually, the fre
quency distribution of consultation cannot be determined without 
empirical investigation, but we suspect persons are more often used 
as evaluators than other agents. Our reasoning here is exactly the 
same as that given earlier to support our view that persons are the 
most widely used source of free information.

D. THE RELATION OF DELEGATION TO THE RETURNS FROM INFORMATION

The preceding analysis leads to a rather striking conclusion: it may 
be rational for a man to delegate part or all of his political decision
making to others, no matter how important it is that he make cor
rect decisions. To prove this assertion, let us assume an extreme case 
in which one citizen, S, must decide which of several contending 
parties will govern the whole nation during the next election period. 
W hat is the most rational way for him to go about making this 
choice?

Clearly, S cannot be expert in all the fields of policy that are rele
vant to his decision. Therefore he will seek assistance from men who 
are experts in those fields, have the same political goals he does, and 
have good judgment. Furthermore, if S knows that T , whom he 
trusts, has general political goals similar to his own and better 
judgment than S himself, then it is rational for S to delegate the 
final decision to T  if the latter has information equal to S’s. In short, 
S’s most rational course is to make no decisions himself except de
ciding who should make decisions; any other course is irrational even 
if S’s life depends upon whether the right choice is made.

In this case the returns from information are very large indeed, yet 
rationality still demands delegation of evaluation as well as of pro
curement and analysis. Not only will such delegation assure the best 
possible decision, but also it will reduce S ’s costs enormously—hence 
he has a double motivation for it.

Nevertheless, under normal voting conditions, citizens in our 
model cannot rationally regard the contending parties in an election 
as possible agents for delegation. If they eschew thinking about
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policies and select a party because its personnel are well-informed 
and have good judgment, they are acting irrationally. This is true 
even though in the real world such delegation of evaluation to 
parties or candidates is probably common and may even at times 
be rational.

The crux of the matter lies in the assumption of common goals 
necessary for rational delegation. According to our hypothesis, party 
officials are interested only in maximizing votes, never in producing 
any particular social state per se. But voters are always interested in 
the latter. Therefore a rational voter who is not a party official him
self cannot assume members of any party have goals similar to his 
own. But without this assumption, delegation of all political deci
sions to someone else is irrational—hence political parties can never 
be the agents of rational delegation.

There is only one exception to this rule: if a voter believes a cer
tain party will seek to maximize votes by catering to the desires of a 
specific interest group or section of the electorate, and if his own 
goals are identical with the goals of that group or section, then he 
can rationally delegate all his political decision-making to that party. 
However, he must investigate policies in order to discover any such 
identity between his own goals and those of a large group to whom 
a party might cater. This type of delegation thereby requires 
him to incur some of the costs of information about policies 
anyway. IV.

IV . T H E  D IFFE R E N T IA L  PO W ER  IM PACT OF 
INFORM ATION

A. VARIATIONS IN ABILITY TO USE POLITICAL DATA

Given the total amount of political information a man receives, 
his ability to use it depends primarily upon three factors: (1) the 
time he can afford to spend assimilating it, (2) the kind of con
textual knowledge he has, and (3) the homogeneity of the selection 
principles behind the information with his own selection principles.



Since we have discussed (1) already in Part I of this chapter, we 
will examine only (2) and (3) here.

Education is the primary source of contextual knowledge. However, 
it need not be formal education, since training on the job can be 
just as effective as training in school. Thus a man’s formal schooling 
and the type of job he has have an important bearing upon his 
ability to make meaningful use of current data. They shape not only 
his contextual knowledge in general, but also his specific decision
making ability. W e cannot state a priori what kinds of occupations 
have the greatest carry-over into making political decisions; this can 
be determined only by rather complex empirical studies. All we can 
say is that (1) the division of labor will definitely produce differences 
among men in so far as their ability to use data is concerned and 
(2) to the extent that formal education makes decision-making more 
efficient, the children of high-income groups, who usually get better 
educations than the offspring of low-income citizens, tend to have an 
advantage.

If the selection principles behind the data a man receives are not 
homogeneous (i.e., similar or identical) then he may encounter dif
ferent versions of the same occurrences, even if all the individual 
facts reported are true per se. Thus a citizen who gives equal weight 
to articles in the Daily W orker and the Freeman may find himself 
bewildered by opposite interpretations of the same events. Similar 
confusion may result if a man receives information only from sources 
whose selection principles differ from his own, e.g., a laborer who 
cannot afford to read anything except the only daily newspaper in 
his city, which is controlled by a conservative publisher. The conflicts 
which arise in both these situations tend to paralyze decision-making 
by creating uncertainty. Again, it is difficult to generalize about the 
impact of this factor without empirical investigation. A tentative 
conclusion might be as follows: since the mass media of communica
tion in many democracies are owned or dominated more by high- 
income interests than low-income ones, low-income citizens are more 
likely to receive data selected by principles conflicting with their own 
than are upper income groups. W e do not know how great an ef-
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fect this conflict has. However, it contributes to the general ad
vantage of high-income groups produced by the necessity of bearing 
costs to obtain political information.

B. THE COST OF INFORMATION AND EQUALITY OF POLITICAL INFLUENCE

One fact stands out clearly from all the analysis in this chapter: in 
any society marked by an extensive division of labor and the presence 
of uncertainty, the cost of information is bound to be different for 
different men. Hence the amount of data it is rational for one man 
to acquire may be much greater or much smaller than the amount it 
is rational for another man to acquire. This conclusion is valid even 
when the returns from information are identical for all.

If our model world were populated by rational individuals with 
equal intelligence, equal interest in government policies, and equal 
incomes, they would nevertheless not be equally well-informed po
litically. In fact, many of them might know almost nothing about 
politics because they delegated their decisions to others. The division 
of labor always places men in different social locations with varying 
access to and needs for information, and lack of perfect knowledge 
prevents each from communicating his specialized knowledge to the 
others without cost. Therefore we may conclude as follows:

1. Any concept of democracy based on an electorate of equally well- 
informed citizens is irrational; i.e., it presupposes that citizens 
behave irrationally.

2. The foundations of differential political power in a democracy 
are rooted in the very nature of society.

Furthermore, to be at all realistic, we must add to the aforemen
tioned differentiating forces the unequal distribution of income. All 
information is costly; therefore those with high incomes can better 
afford to procure it than those with low incomes. As we have seen in 
previous chapters, this fact further distorts operation of the principle 
of political equality—the principle that lies at the heart of democratic 
theory.
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V . SUM M ARY

Every society provides its members with a stream of information 
free from transferable costs. In modern democracies, though not all 
citizens receive the same amount of free political data, they all use 
whatever they have to make preliminary estimates of whether it is 
worthwhile to acquire more information.

A necessary prerequisite to rational political action is the prefocus
ing of attention upon the differential areas of decision. This end is 
accomplished by the providers of political information acting for 
various reasons of self-interest. T o  reduce his personal data-procure- 
ment costs, the rational citizen can start using more free information, 
which he will probably obtain from other persons rather than mass 
media. Another method of reducing costs is to accept subsidized in
formation, although by doing so the citizen may lose some control 
over the selection principles behind the information.

In complex cultures, an essential part of political decision-making 
is delegation to others of several steps in the process. Nearly all data 
procurement and much factual analysis are done by specialized 
agencies rather than decision-makers themselves. By utilizing such 
agencies, citizens can cut their costs enormously.

Evaluative decisions are more difficult to delegate because there 
are no professional standards by which to recognize experts. Dele
gators must therefore select only agents whose goals are similar to 
their own and whose information is more extensive than their own. 
Evaluation delegation is most likely to be made to other persons 
rather than interest groups or professional experts. This is sometimes 
rational even when the returns from information are very high, 
though political parties cannot be treated as agents for rational dele
gation in our model.

Even if men received the same amount of data, not all could use 
it with equal efficiency. In fact, the division of labor and the presence 
of uncertainty guarantee that rational men will be politically in
formed to different degrees. Thus the foundations for inequalities of 
power are inherent in democratic societies, even though political 
equality is their basic ethical premise.
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The Returns from 
Information and Their 
Diminution

Introduction

C lT IZ E N S acquire political information for two 
main reasons: (1) to help them decide how to vote, and (2) to 
form opinions with which they can influence government policy 
formation during the period between elections. The voting decision 
is made in view of the policies that government has pursued during 
the election period. It is the voter’s reaction to whatever govern
ment has already done. The opinion-forming decision is designed to 
influence the formation of government policy during the election 
period; it is not a post facto reaction to government decisions but 
an active moulder of them.

Of course, voting itself is a device to influence the future policies 
of government by selecting governors who have made specific prom
ises. It has also already influenced past policies because the govern
ment’s action was conditioned by how it thought men would vote. 
Therefore, from the government’s point of view, there is not much
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difference between these two uses of information. But from the citi
zen's point of view, the differences are vast, as we shall see.

In this study, we ignore all motives for obtaining political infor
mation other than the two mentioned above. Some citizens find ex
hilaration in arguing about politics or following campaigns; others 
gain social prestige at cocktail parties from appearing well-versed in 
current affairs. W e classify information obtained for all such pur
poses as entertainment information, no matter how political its con
tents may seem.

TH E RETURNS FROM  INFORMATION AND TH EIR DIMINUTION 2 3 9

Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. The citizens who care most about which party wins a given elec
tion have the least need of information; whereas those for whom 
information is most useful do not care who wins the elec
tion.

2. For a great many citizens, acquisition of any nonfree political 
data whatever is irrational, as is acquisition of much free political 
data, even during election campaigns.

3. Most citizens in a democracy do not vote on the basis of their 
true political views. Therefore, democratic government may fail 
to provide the majority of its citizens with all the benefits they 
could obtain from it.

4. Only a few citizens can rationally attempt to influence the for
mation of each government policy; for most, it is irrational to 
know anything about formulation of even those policies which 
affect them.

5. In general, the economic decisions of a rational government in a 
democracy are biased against consumers and in favor of pro
ducers.

6. Inequality of political power is inevitable in every large society 
marked by uncertainty and a division of labor, no matter what its 
constitution says or how equal its citizens are in every other re
spect.
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I. ACQUIRING INFORM ATION  FO R V O TIN G

A. THE ROLE OF THE PARTY DIFFERENTIAL

Why does a rational man vote? In our model, voting is a means 
of selecting the best possible government from among the parties 
competing for the job. Therefore a rational man votes because he 
would rather have one of these parties in office than any of the others. 
The margin of his preference is his party differential, as explained 
in Chapter 3; it forms the basic return upon which the marginal 
return of investing in information is calculated.

Let us assume temporarily that only one citizen is voting; so his 
ballot decides which party will govern. In this case, his party dif
ferential represents to him the cost of voting wrongly, or, looking at 
it the other way around, the reward for being right. To “be right” 
here means to select the party which will actually give the citizen a 
higher utility income from its acts in office than any other party; 
whereas to "be wrong” means to select some other party and thus 
lose the utility margin which the best party affords.

Clearly, if a voter is indifferent about which party governs him— 
i.e., if his party differential is zero—he has nothing to gain from 
being informed. If he makes a mistake and votes for the wrong party, 
he will not suffer any loss of utility. There really is no “wrong” party 
for him; so the potential return on any political information he ob
tains for voting purposes is zero. But because time is spent in ab
sorbing any data, the cost of political information is never zero. 
Apparently, men with zero party differentials are irrational if they in
vest in any political information to help them make their voting 
decision.

But how does a voter know what his party differential is if he has 
not invested in information? Just to find out whether or not it is 
zero, he must obtain some data. In fact, discovering one’s party dif
ferential is identical to making a normal voting decision—the former 
is simply our terminology for the latter.

Here we encounter the fact that in the uncertain world of our 
model, as in the real world, making a voting decision is a dynamic



act. W e must theiefoie analyze it as a process occuring in time and 
consisting of discrete steps. The first step is estimation of one’s 
party differential, either (1) by means of the free information which 
one absorbs in daily living, or (2) by means of data obtained in an 
exploratory investment made just for this purpose.

The preliminary estimate of the party differential is the basic re
turn upon which subsequent calculations are built. It is the esti
mated cost of being wrong, derived without serious consideration of 
the cost and returns of making the estimate. From this point on, 
however, the costs and returns of all data must be weighed and in
formation procured only if its expected return exceeds its cost.

B. INFORMATION BITS AND THEIR USE IN DECISION-MAKING

A rational voter is interested only in information which might 
change his preliminary voting decision, i.e., the decision indicated by 
his first estimate of his party differential. Though all information is 
costly, only this information provides returns in terms of a better 
decision or increased confidence in the present one. Hence this is the 
only type of data it is rational to acquire.

To discover whether a given bit of information might change his 
mind, the voter compares it with his estimated party differential. The 
information which the bit contains can be translated into a positive, 
negative, or zero change in the utility income he expects if one of 
the parties is elected. This change directly affects his party differen
tial, since the latter is the difference between the utility income he 
expects if the incumbents are reelected and the one he expects if 
their rivals win. If there is a reasonable chance that the party dif
ferential he now has will be completely negated by the change this 
bit indicates, he acquires the bit.

However, it is extremely difficult for the citizen to estimate what 
change in his party differential he can expect from a given bit of in
formation. Because bits are not independent of each other, the order 
in which they are acquired is crucial. For example, assume that bit X 
will tell the voter whether or not party A is secretly run by sub
versives, and bit Y whether it favors a high or low tariff on cheese.
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Clearly, the value of bit Y depends entirely on the content of bit X, 
since if party A is subversive, its policy on the cheese tariff is irrele
vant. Hence bits cannot be evaluated singly but must be considered 
in sets. The exact method of consideration to be used is a statistical 
problem we cannot discuss here. However, from now on, whenever 
we refer to a bit we mean a set o f bits considered as a unit.

Another difficulty is conversion of a bit’s expected value into its 
expected pay-off. All a voter really knows about each bit before ac
quiring it is (1) a list of its possible values, (2) the probability as
sociated with each value, and (3) its cost. This knowledge is really 
a set of subjective estimates based on whatever information he has 
already acquired. From it he can calculate the expected value of the 
bit and its variance, which he weighs against its cost and his party 
differential in deciding whether to acquire it.

To clarify this process, let us assume that citizen Z has estimated 
his party differential at 50 units and is then confronted by a single 
bit. It costs 10 units to acquire and has the following probable 
values:

0.5 probability of being 100.0 units
0.4 probability of being —10.0 units 
0.1 probability of being —100.0 units 

Its expected value is therefore 36, which means that it is unlikely 
to change his mind; in fact, it will probably increase his party dif
ferential. However, there is a 10 per cent chance that it will shift 
his position from favoring one party by 50 units to favoring its rival 
by 50 units. Thus if he fails to buy the bit and its value is in fact 
— 100, he incurs a loss in utility income of 40 units by voting for the 
wrong party (assuming his vote decides the election).1 This example 
shows that he must consider the entire distribution of each bit 
rather than just its expected value when appraising it.

The purpose of this detailed analysis is to show how a bit's ex
pected pay-off varies in relation to its expected value and variance. 
The expected pay-off of a bit is the amount of utility a voter is likely 
to save by changing his decision as a result of receiving the data in

1 His loss is 40 instead of 50 because he must deduct the cost of buying the 
bit from the gain he would obtain by voting correctly.



the bit. If a bit is not likely to change his decision, its expected pay
off is zero, even if its expected value is not zero. W hen a bit’s ex
pected pay-off outweighs its cost, he will buy it; otherwise he will not. 
Clearly, the size of any bit’s expected pay-off depends upon the size 
of the estimated party differential to which it is applied as well as 
upon the bit itself. For a bit with given variance and given expected 
value, the larger is a voter’s party differential, the smaller is the bit’s 
expected pay-off, and the less likely he is to buy the bit.

In other words, the more a voter originally favors one party over 
another, the less likely he is to buy political information, ceteris 
paribus.2 If he has a strong preference to start with, it takes a great 
deal of adverse information to change his mind. Only a series of bits 
with value ranges including high negative values can possibly do so. 
Since such a series is unusual in most political campaigns, rational 
citizens who have strong preferences at the beginning of a campaign 
will probably not use many data issued during it. Except for what
ever free information they absorb accidentally, they are likely to 
remain uninformed.

On the other hand, a voter who is indifferent to begin with may 
also feel apathetic about becoming informed. True, his incentive 
to acquire information is larger than that of a highly partisan voter, 
since almost any bit may cause him to switch his vote from one party 
to the other. But unless new data reveal a very large change in some 
expected income, it does not really make much difference to him 
who wins. Therefore it is irrational for him to acquire many costly 
bits unless they have either large expected values or high variance 
relative to his original party differential. Only such data can raise his 
party differential so that he is no longer indifferent about voting cor
rectly.

2 Most empirical studies reach exactly the opposite conclusion. They show that 
the more partisan a man is, the better informed he is likely to be. In our opinion, 
this finding indicates that people inform themselves in proportion to their interest 
in the outcome, not in proportion to the usefulness of data in deciding how to 
vote. If so, men’s well-informedness will vary directly with the size of their party 
differentials. From the point of view of elections per se, this behavior is irrational 
unless the data is used to persuade others; i.e., unless the well-informed voters 
are agitators. See P. F. Lazarsfeld, B. Berelson, and H. Gaudet, T h e People's 
C hoice  (New York: Columbia University Press, 1948).
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W e therefore conclude that (1) information is relatively useless 
to those citizens who care which party wins and (2) those citizens 
for whom information is most useful do not care who wins. In short, 
nobody has a very high incentive to acquire political informa
tion.

C. WHY THE PARTY DIFFERENTIAL MUST BE DISCOUNTED

Throughout these considerations, we have assumed that each citi
zen behaved as though his vote alone determined the election. But 
in fact, hundreds, thousands, or even millions of other citizens are 
also eligible to vote; so each man’s ballot is only one drop in a vast 
sea. The probability that his vote will decide the election, given the 
votes of all others, is extremely small, though not zero. Its size varies 
depending upon how the others are likely to cast their ballots. For 
example, if a community is almost evenly divided between staunch 
Republicans and die-hard Democrats, any one man's vote has a 
greater chance of deciding a local election than if the community is 
85 percent Republican. Or if 95 percent of the voters in an area stay 
away from the polls, the probability that any one vote among the 
other 5 percent will be decisive is much greater than if 100 percent 
voted, ceteris paribus.

But no matter what conditions prevail, every rational voter realizes 
that he is not the only person voting. This knowledge radically alters 
his view of the importance of his own vote. If he is the only voter, 
the cost to him of voting incorrectly is measured by his party dif
ferential, because an incorrect vote elects the wrong party. But in fact 
there are multitudes of other voters. Therefore the party which 
eventually wins will probably be elected no matter how he casts his 
ballot, as long as the other citizens vote independently of him. Thus 
the cost of his making a mistake cannot be measured by his party 
differential, since this mistake may not alter the outcome.

Instead he must discount his party differential greatly before ar
riving at the value of voting correctly. This vote value is com
pounded from his estimates of his party differential and of the prob
ability that his vote will be decisive. Since the vote value measures



the possible cost to him of being inadequately infoimed, it is from 
the vote value, not the party differential, that information relevant 
to  voting derives its worth. W e must therefore substitute the vote 
value, which is nearly infinitesimal under most circumstances, for 
the estimated party differential in all the calculations outlined above. 
The result is an enormously diminished incentive for voters to ac
quire political information before voting.

Although we cannot make a priori predictions of just how small 
this incentive is, it seems probable that for a great many citizens 
in a democracy, rational behavior excludes any investment whatever 
in political information per se. No matter how significant a dif
ference between parties is revealed to the rational citizen by his free 
information, or how uncertain he is about which party to support, 
he realizes that his vote has almost no chance of influencing the out
come. Therefore why should he buy political information? Instead 
he is likely to rely purely on the stream of free information he re
ceives in the course of his nonpolitical pursuits. He will not even 
utilize all the free information available, since assimilating it takes 
time.

This conclusion is not equivalent to saying that all politically well- 
informed men are irrational. A rational man may buy political infor
mation because (1) he wishes to influence the government’s policies,
(2) his prediction of how other voters will act indicates that the 
probability is relatively high that his own vote will be decisive, or
(3) he derives entertainment value or social prestige from such data. 
Nevertheless, in so far as voting is concerned, we believe that it is 
rational for a great part of the electorate to minimize investment in 
political data. For them, rational behavior implies both a refusal to 
expend resources on political information per se and a definite limi
tation of the amount of free political information absorbed.
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D. THE IMPACT OF INDIVISIBILITY

This view of rationality conflicts sharply with the traditional idea 
of good citizenship in a democracy. Indeed, the whole concept of 
representative government becomes rather empty if the electorate has
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no opinions to be represented. If so, how can we defend our con
clusions?

It is not possible in this study to explore fully the contrast be
tween traditional ethical models of democracy and our own model. 
However, we can indicate a tentative explanation for the conflict 
mentioned above. It arises from the simultaneous truth of two seem
ingly contradictory propositions: (1) rational citizens want democ
racy to work well so as to gain its benefits, and it works best when 
the citizenry is well-informed; and (2) it is individually irrational to 
be well-informed. Here individual rationality apparently conflicts 
with social rationality; i.e., the goals men seek as individuals contra
dict those they seek in coalition as members of society.

This paradox exists because the benefits men derive from efficient 
social organization are indivisible. For purposes of this discussion, let 
us assume that everyone benefits in the long mn if government is 
truly mn “by consent of the governed”; i.e., if every voter expresses 
his true views in voting.3 By his “true” views, we mean the views he 
would have if he thought that his vote decided the outcome.

But in fact his vote is not decisive: it is lost in a sea of other 
votes. Hence whether he himself is well-informed has no perceptible 
impact on the benefits he gets. If all others express their true views, 
he gets the benefits of a well-informed electorate no matter how 
well-informed he is; if they are badly informed, he cannot produce 
these benefits himself. Therefore, as in all cases of indivisible bene
fits, the individual is motivated to shirk his share of the costs: he re
fuses to get enough information to discover his true views. Since all 
men do this, the election does not reflect the true consent of the 
governed.

Furthermore, the usual remedy for such situations cannot be ap
plied in this case. Normally, individuals receiving indivisible benefits 
give powers of coercion to a government, which then forces each of 
them to pay his share of the cost. In this way all gain, as we have

3 This assumption is false because those who are in the minority may gain if 
the majority fail to express their true views in elections. Therefore our argument 
holds only for those who stand to gain by the better working of democracy. How
ever, since by definition they constitute a majority (if we ignore Arrow problems), 
the argument is not without significance.



explained before. But in a democracy, government cannot force peo
ple to become well-informed for the following reasons:

1. There is no reliable, objective, inexpensive way to measure how 
well-informed a man is.

2. There is no agreed-upon rule for deciding how much information 
of what kinds each citizen should have.

3. The loss of freedom involved in forcing people to acquire infor
mation would probably far outweigh the benefits to be gained 
from a better-informed electorate.

In the face of these obstacles, most democratic governments do little 
more than compel young people in schools to take civics courses.

The foregoing reasoning suggests that democratic election systems 
always operate at less-than-perfect efficiency. The tension which ex
ists between individual and social rationality prevents the governed 
from expressing their true consent when they select a government. 
As the analysis proceeds, we shall discover other reasons why no de
mocracy can perfectly achieve its ideals in an uncertain world. II.

II. A CQ U IRIN G  IN FO RM ATIO N  IN O R D ER  TO  
IN FLU EN C E G O V ER N M EN T POLICY

A. HOW DATA DERIVE VALUE FROM INFLUENCE

W hen the government in our model formulates policy, it does so 
expressly to please as many voters as it can, as explained in Chapter
4. But no voter is pleased by a particular policy unless he prefers it 
to the alternatives that could have been chosen. And in order so to 
prefer it, he must be informed about the situation in which this 
policy decision is being made. Therefore political information is use
ful to voters because it enables them to have specific preferences, 
which in turn influence government policies that affect them.

Of course, the people who have opinions in advance about govern
ment decisions are not the only ones affected by them. Hence gov
ernment cannot take account only of their reactions in making its 
decisions. Nevertheless, since government operates in a fog of un
certainty, it is sure to pay more attention to desires it can perceive
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than to those which remain obscure. This tendency is especially 
strong whenever the government is uncertain about the factual out
comes of various policy alternatives, as well as their impacts upon 
citizens’ votes. For example, a government may know that its citizens 
do not want a given labor dispute to disturb peace and prosperity. 
However, it may be uncertain about which side’s proposals will lead 
to the most tranquil outcome. Even though many people other than 
the well-informed are affected by its settlement of the dispute (as
suming it has jurisdiction), it must rely upon the latter to tell it 
what the effects will be. Therefore the well-informed have a strong 
influence in determining what policy government will follow.

In our model, the government does not care whether the utility 
incomes of its citizens are affected by its behavior; it is interested 
only in their votes. Hence it is concerned about their utility incomes 
only when those incomes affect their votes. But the government does 
not always know whether voters can trace their utility-income changes 
to government action, even when government action in fact causes 
those changes. In other words, government may not know how much 
its citizens know about how its policies affect them. By looking 
at these several levels of knowledge, we can classify the various de
grees of attention which government will give to a citizen’s desires as 
follows:

1. If government does not know how a given decision affects a 
citizen’s income, it obviously cannot take account of his interests. 
Therefore it has to ignore him in making the decision.

2. If the government knows that the citizen’s income is unaffected 
by a particular decision, it ignores him in making the decision.

3. If the government knows that a citizen’s income is affected but 
that he cannot trace the effects specifically to government action, 
it ignores him.

4. If government knows that a voter’s income is affected by its policy 
but does not know whether the voter is aware of this, it may try 
to make some adjustment in case he is.

5. If government knows that a citizen’s income is affected and also 
knows that the citizen is aware of this, it gives full consideration 
to the impact of its policies upon him. Even in this case, how



ever, it may still tactically ignore his wishes in an attempt to 
please other voters.

All these degrees of knowledge depend upon the information which 
(1) citizens have about how government policies affect them, (2) 
governments have about which citizens are affected, and (3) govern
ments have about which citizens know they are affected. Clearly, the 
more information a citizen has, the more influence over government 
policy he is likely to exercise—provided he informs the government 
what his preferences are. Conversely, the less a citizen knows about 
policy alternatives, the fewer specific preferences he can have, and 
the more likely it is that government will ignore him in making 
decisions.

Information thus derives value from the influence it enables its 
possessors to wield in the formation of government policy. The 
quantity of this value is the return on information which must be 
balanced against its cost in deciding whether to buy the data in 
question. Again we utilize the principle of equating marginal return 
with marginal cost, and again we have to view investment in infor
mation as a process to be analyzed sequentially.

However, we must first take a closer look at how information 
derives its value from influence. Let us assume that citizen X  is 
interested in the policy government adopts in economic area A, from 
which X  obtains his income. Even if X  does nothing at all re influ
ence-fails to inform himself and fails to communicate with govern
ment—government is going to pursue some policy in area A, as
suming that “hands off” is a form of policy. W e call this policy a1. 
On the other hand, if X  is fully informed about area A, he will de
sire a certain policy, aI, which benefits him more than any other 
policy.

If a1 and aX are identical, then citizen X  need not influence the 
government at all to maximize his gain from policy in area A. In 
fact, any investment he makes in order to exercise influence there 
is wasted. However, as we saw in discussing voting, citizen X  cannot 
know whether a1 and ax are identical until after he has made some 
investment in information. Therefore he must utilize free informa
tion, or make some exploratory data investment, to form a pre
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liminary estimate of the natures of a1 and ax and the utility-income 
difference between them. Let us call this margin the intervention 
value in area A. It is the maximum gain which X  would make if he 
himself could set policy in that area, altering it from what it would 
be without his intervention to what he would most like it to be.

Citizen X ’s intervention value depends upon what influence other 
citizens are likely to exert in area A. Obviously, if X  does not inter
vene in area A, those who do intervene will set government’s policy 
there. Thus a number of citizens simultaneously trying to appraise 
their own intervention values in area A resemble a number of 
oligopolists pondering each other’s policies. Each must estimate what 
the others are going to do before he can calculate what is rational 
for himself, and each knows the others are similarly trying to weigh 
his own probable actions. W e make no attempt to offer any general 
solution to this problem of mutual conjectural variation. However, 
each citizen must somehow solve the version of it facing him before 
he can decide upon his most rational data investment.

In practice, even when X  becomes informed about area A, his 
influence does not necessarily control government policy there. The 
government may not be aware that X  cares what policy it adopts in 
area A. Even if it knows what X ’s preferences are in this area, gov
ernment may not follow them because it is also trying to please 
other voters. As a matter of tactics, it may compromise with X ’s 
desires or ignore them altogether. Thus in order that X  have any 
influence on policy in area A, the following conditions must be 
fulfilled:

1. X  must have specific preferences in area A. To do so, he must be 
informed about what alternatives exist there.

2. The government must be aware that X  has preferences and know 
what they are. This means there must be communication from X 
to the government.4

4 The government may cater to X ’s desires even if it is not certain (1) that 
he has any or (2 ) what they are. Thus if it feels a large group of voters might 
be affected by some policy in such a way as to alter their votes, this feeling may 
influence its decision. In this case, there is no cost of communication, and the 
voters need not actually be informed (i.e., the government can be mistaken). 
However, the influence exerted in such cases is much smaller than that exerted 
as described in the text, ceteris paribus.



3. The government must be moved by its awareness of X ’s prefer
ences to alter the policy it would have followed in the absence of 
such awareness. It is true that X  may be trying to persuade the 
government to retain its present policy, but unless it was about 
to change this policy, X ’s action is superfluous.

The policy which actually emerges after X  has communicated his 
opinions to the government we shall call a2; it embodies whatever 
influence X  has had. If a2 is the same as a1, X  has had no influence 
at all. If a2 differs from a1 but is the same as ax, then X  has prevailed 
in area A. Finally, if a2 is better for X  than a1 but worse than ax, 
then X  has had partial influence. In all cases, the amount of X ’s influ
ence is measured by the utility-income difference between a1 and a2. 
W e shall call this difference X ’s opinion impact, since it represents 
the actual gain he incurred by becoming informed and letting gov
ernment know his preferences. Only when X  prevails is his opinion 
impact as large as his intervention value.

From this analysis we can see two discouragements facing the influ- 
encer. First, if it is not obvious what policy would benefit him most, 
he may have to make a costly investment in information to find out. 
Even then, great uncertainty about the outcomes of various policies 
may still plague him. Second, even if he knows what policy he pre
fers, he never knows the extent of his influence upon the actual gov
ernment decision until after it is made. Hence his opinion impact 
is always a prediction based on what other pressures he believes 
government is under.

Similar difficulties are encountered by voters trying to decide how 
much data to buy, as we saw earlier in this chapter. In fact, the inter
vention value here is precisely analogous to the party differential in 
our previous analysis, just as the opinion impact is analogous to the 
vote value. Thus the intervention value measures the maximum pos
sible gain X  can get from information about area A; whereas the 
opinion impact measures this gain discounted to account for the 
influence of other citizens. The opinion impact is also the basic re
turn on which the marginal return from information bits is com
puted.

This computation is exactly analogous to finding the marginal re-
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turn on information used for voting, and the same reasoning applies 
to it. Furthermore, the same cost-return balancing process is em
ployed in deciding what bits of information to purchase. Therefore 
we need not repeat our analysis of these procedures.

B. THE COST OF COMMUNICATION

In spite of these similarities, there are significant differences be
tween acquiring information in order to vote and acquiring it in 
order to influence policy-making. In the first place, voters auto
matically communicate their decision to government in the act of 
voting, but influences must transmit their opinions to government 
by specific act in order to get results. Like all acts, this one uses 
scarce resources; i.e., it is costly. The amount of this cost o f com
munication depends upon the position of the citizen in society. If 
he happens to be Vice-President of the United States, it will be low; 
if he is a laborer in a mining town, it may be very high.5

Whatever size this cost is, someone must pay it. However, the one 
who pays need not be the citizen himself. If his interest in a policy 
area stems from his business, he can charge the costs of transmitting 
his views to his firm, which will probably deduct them from its tax
able income. Thus the firm and the government bear the cost, not 
the citizen.6 But no matter who pays, whatever part of the cost falls 
on the influencer must be counted as part of the marginal cost to be 
balanced against whatever marginal return there is from being in
formed. This cost varies depending upon to whom in the govern
ment a citizen communicates his views, because it is more expensive 
to reach some officials than to reach others. Of course, the opinion 
impact also depends upon whom the influencer contacts. Both these 
factors must be accounted for in deciding how much information to 
buy for purposes of influencing policy.

5 The reception his communication receives depends upon whether or not he 
is an influential voter, as described in Chapter 6. However, for the moment we 
wish to keep his communication position analytically separate from his political 
influence.

6 The firm is really its owners, who thus bear part of this cost. The government, 
of course, passes its share of the cost onto taxpayers or sufferers from inflation, 
depending upon how it is financing itself.
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C. WHY INFLUENCERS ARE BETTER INFORMED THAN VOTERS

There is a second important distinction between the two types of 
return from information: almost everyone at least considers voting, 
but relatively few citizens ever consider exerting influence in any 
particular area of policy. As we have seen, a voter’s party differential 
is subject to heavy discounting because of the great number of other 
voters. In contrast, an influencer’s intervention value may suffer 
hardly any discount because only a small number of others are in
terested in the policy he wants to influence. Perhaps many people are 
affected by this policy, but since most of them do not realize in ad
vance the source of these effects, they cannot seek to alter policy 
pursued at that source.

Such ignorance is not the result of mere apathy; rather it stems 
from the great cost of obtaining enough information to exert effec
tive influence. Each influencer must be acquainted with the situation 
at least well enough to be in favor of a specific policy. True, many 
people voice strong policy preferences without benefit of much infor
mation, and the ballots these people cast are just as potent as those 
of the well-informed. Nevertheless, the government knows that its 
behavior in a given policy area will affect many people who show no 
immediate interest in that area. Consequently, it must be persuaded 
that these presently passive citizens will not react against whatever 
policy an influencer is promoting. A would-be influencer has to be 
knowledgeable enough to carry out this persuasion.

Thus formulation of policy requires more knowledge than choosing 
among alternatives which others have formulated. As a result, influ- 
encers need more information about the policy areas they operate 
in than even the most well-informed voters; hence their data costs 
are higher. The complexity of these areas often forces influencers  to 
become experts before they can discover what policies best suit their 
own interests. And because many influencers  with different goals are 
competing with each other for power, each must (1) produce argu
ments to counter any attacks upon him, (2) assault the others’ 
contentions with data of his own, and (3) be informed enough to 
know what compromises are satisfactory to him.
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In contrast, a voter need find only the differential impact on him 
of a few alternatives formulated by others. He does not have to ex
amine all the possible alternatives, since not all are open to his 
choice—though all are open to the choice of a policy-maker. Also, a 
voter need not be well-informed enough to think of compromises, 
since either one party or the other will win (except in the case of 
coalition governments). In addition, unless he is trying to persuade 
others to vote his way, he does not have to argue with opposing forces, 
so he is under no competitive pressure to become informed.

The gist of this analysis is that influencers are specialists in 
whatever policy areas they wish to influence; whereas voters are 
generalizers trying to draw an overall comparison between parties. 
Specialization demands expert knowledge and information, especially 
if competition is keen, but most men cannot afford to become expert 
in many fields simultaneously. Therefore influencers usually operate 
in only one or two policy areas at once. This means that in each area, 
only a small number of specialists are trying to influence the govern
ment.

Naturally, the men who stand most to gain from exerting influence 
in a policy area are the ones who can best afford the expense of be
coming expert about it. Their potential returns from influence are 
high enough to justify a large investment of information. In almost 
every policy area, those who stand the most to gain are the men who 
earn their incomes there. This is true because most men earn their 
incomes in one area but spend them in many; hence the area of 
earning is much more vital to them than any one area of spending. 
Furthermore, the cost of data purchased in order to influence gov
ernment policy in an area of production can often be charged to 
a business firm or labor union. These corporate units can, in turn, 
deduct the cost from their taxable incomes. Also they may be large 
enough to gain economies of scale in data consumption through in
tensive specialization in relevant policy areas.

For all these reasons, producers are much more likely to become 
influencers than consumers. The former can better afford both to 
invest in the specialized information needed for influencing and to 
pay the cost of communicating their views to the government. This



conclusion even applies to business firms, since their revenue nearly 
always comes from fewer policy areas than their cost inputs. How
ever, almost every man is both a producer and a consumer at dif
ferent moments of his life. Therefore we must rephrase the above 
conclusion as follows: men are more likely to exert political influence 
in their roles as income-receivers than in their roles as income- 
spenders, whether acting as private citizens or as members of a cor
porate entity.

This conclusion is of great importance because from it we can 
deduce (1) the pattern of information investment which any par
ticular citizen is likely to make, (2) which citizens are likely to be 
well-informed on any given policy area, and (3) what pressures upon 
government are likely to be strongest in any area. Clearly, the cost of 
acquiring information and communicating opinions to government 
determines the structure of political influence. Only those who can 
afford to bear this cost are in a position to be influential.

A striking example of this fact is the failure of consumers-at-large 
to exercise any cogent influence over government decisions affecting 
them. For instance, legislators are notorious for writing tariff laws 
which favor a few producers in each field at the expense of thousands 
of consumers. On the basis of votes alone, this practice is hardly 
compatible with our central hypothesis about government behavior. 
But once we introduce the cost of information, the explanation 
springs full-armed from our theory. Each producer can afford to 
bring great influence to bear upon that section of the tariff law 
affecting his product. Conversely, few consumers can bring any influ
ence to bear upon any parts of the law, since each consumer’s inter
ests are spread over so many products. In fact, most consumers can
not even afford to find out whether tariffs are raising the price they 
pay for any given product. Yet without such knowledge they can
not have policy preferences for the government to pay attention to.

Under these conditions, government is bound to be more attentive 
to producers than consumers when it creates policy. This is true even 
though (1) government formulates policy so as to maximize votes 
and (2) more voting consumers are affected by any given policy than 
voting producers. As a result, such devices as tripartite industrial
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control boards with representatives from labor, management, and 
consumers are doomed to failure.7 The consumer representative never 
has effective forces behind him comparable to those of labor and 
management. Hence these boards practically always seize any oppor
tunities for labor and management jointly to exploit consumers.8 
Even giant labor unions acting for their members’ interests as con
sumers have to spread their influence across too many products to be 
truly effective as counterweights to producers in each field. Eco
nomically speaking, government policy in a democracy almost always 
exhibits an anticonsumer, proproducer bias. And this bias in our 
model exists not because the various agents concerned are irra
tional, but because they behave rationally. This fact has tremendous 
implications for economic predictions in almost every field, though 
we cannot explore them here.

Actually, all of these deductions follow directly from the role of 
information in the division of labor. In a specialized society, every 
man is naturally better informed about the area of his specialty than 
about other areas. This has two effects: (1) because his income de
rives from this area, the returns to him on information useful for 
influencing policy in it are high, and (2) because he is already fa
miliar with the area, the cost to him of becoming well-informed 
about it is low. Thus by its very nature, the division of labor creates 
a few men in each policy area who can rationally afford to influence 
government policy there, and makes it irrational for most men to do 
so. This outcome occurs even if all men are equal in intelligence, 
wealth, income, and interest in government activity.

The foregoing analysis explains why only a few men try to exert 
influence in each area, even though many could actually gain by 
doing so. Most potential gainers cannot afford to discover where 
influence would profit them. They are forced to leave the field to a 
few specialists in each area; consequently each of the specialists need 
discount his intervention value relatively slightly when subtracting 
the influence of other men. As noted, this conclusion does not apply

7 For this point we are indebted to Professor Melvin W . Reder.
8 A similar argument is presented in Henry C. Simons, "Some Reflections on 

Syndicalism,” Econom ic Policy for a Free Society (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1948).



to voting. The cost of voting is so small that multitudes can rationally 
afford to do it; hence each voter must discount his own impact heav
ily to account for the huge number of his fellows.

D. DISPARITY OF INFLUENCE AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF POWFR

In the last chapter, we showed that the division of labor and uncer
tainty inevitably cause men to be informed to different degrees; now 
we have proved that this inequality of information always results in 
a corresponding inequality of influence over government policy for
mation. This conclusion emphasizes once more the inherent in
equality of political power in democratic societies.

Democracy is often defined as “government by consent of the 
governed." W e can further define “government by consent of the 
governed” as “decision-making in which the decider makes each 
choice on the basis of the preferences of those affected by it and 
weights the preferences of each in proportion to the degree to which 
he is affected.” 9 Though this complex definition is still ambiguous, 
it is clear enough to compare with the method of weighting prefer
ences used by the rational government in our model.

The comparison shows that the cost of information prevents our 
model government from ever functioning by consent of the governed 
in a pure sense. This does not mean that government makes decisions 
without considering the desires of the people affected by them; on 
the contrary, it is extremely sensitive to the wishes of the electorate. 
Nevertheless, because of the very structure of society, each govern
ment decision cannot result from equal consideration of the wishes 
of men who are equally affected by the decision.10 W hen we add 
to this inherent disparity of influence the inequalities of power caused 
by the uneven distribution of income, we have moved a long way 
from political equality among citizens.

9 Actually, this definition is both outside the purview of our study (because it 
is an ethical definition) and incomplete (because it ignores the problem of how 
to translate individual preferences into social choices). However, we believe it is 
adequate for the limited use to which we put it. Therefore we make no attempt 
to defend it in detail.

10 Decisions made with equal consideration for those affected equally need not 
provide them with equal benefits. “To consider” here means “to take cognizance 
of” rather than “to act in favor of.”
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This conclusion by no means implies that democracy cannot work, 
or that it is without benefits, or that it embodies only sham equality. 
A contrast between our model and a model of, say, a communist gov
ernment would probably show that democracy is relatively successful 
at achieving political equality. Nevertheless, our model does tend to 
verify the following assertion: even if a society’s rules are specifically 
designed to distribute political power equally, such equality will 
never result in an uncertain world as long as men act rationally. In 
short, perfect political equality is irrational when uncertainty exists, 
unless there is no division of labor, in which case it is irrelevant.

III. SUM MARY

Political information is valuable because it helps citizens make the 
best possible decisions. Therefore the primary measure of its value is 
the margin of utility income by which the outcome of the best de
cision exceeds that of the worst one. However, every rational citizen 
discounts this margin when deciding what data to acquire because 
his voice is only one among the many that make the decision.

For voting purposes, a citizen’s basic return on information is his 
party differential. From it he calculates the expected pay-offs of 
various sets of information bits. Before being compared with the 
cost of data, these returns must be drastically reduced to accord with 
the infinitesimal role which each citizen’s vote plays in deciding the 
election. As a result, the returns are so low that many rational voters 
refrain from purchasing any political information per se. Instead 
they rely upon free data acquired accidentally.

In order to influence government policy-making in any area of de
cision, a citizen must be continuously well-informed about events 
therein. Unlike a voter, he cannot deal merely with post facto dif
ferentials. The expense of such awareness is so great that no citizen 
can afford to bear it in every policy area, even if by doing so he could 
discover places where his intervention would reap large profits. If he 
is going to exercise any influence at all, he must limit his awareness 
to areas where intervention pays off most and information costs least.
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These are the areas of his production specialization, since his income 
flows from them and he already knows a great deal about them.

Because each rational citizen can handle enough information to be 
influential in only a few—if any—policy areas, there are relatively 
few influences operating in each area. Thus discounting to allow 
for the existence of other citizens is much less drastic for influencers  
than for votes, though it may still be significant.

In general, it is irrational to be politically well-informed because 
the low returns from data simply do not justify their cost in time 
and other scarce resources. Therefore many votes do not bother to 
discover their true views before voting, and most citizens are not well 
enough informed to influence directly the formulation of those 
policies that affect them. These results demonstrate that true politi
cal equality is impossible even in democracies as long as (1) un
certainty exists, (2) there is a division of labor, and (3) men act 
rationally.
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The Causes and Effects 
of Rational Abstention

Introduction

C lT IZ E N S who are eligible to vote in democratic 
elections often fail to do so. In fact, some citizens never vote, and 
in some elections abstainers outnumber voters. In this chapter we ex
amine the conditions under which abstention is rational and attempt 
to appraise its impact upon the distribution of political power.

Throughout this analysis, we assume that every rational man de
cides whether to vote just as he makes all other decisions: if the re
turns outweigh the costs, he votes; if not, he abstains.

Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. W hen voting is costless, every citizen who is indifferent abstains 
and every citizen who has any preference whatsoever votes.

2. If voting is costly, it is rational for some indifferent citizens to 
vote and for some citizens with preferences to abstain.

3. W hen voting costs exist, small changes in their size may radically 
affect the distribution of political power.
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4. The cost of information acts in effect to disenfranchise low-in- 
come groups relative to high-income groups when voting is 
costly.

5. Voting costs may also disenfranchise low-income citizens relative 
to wealthier citizens.

6. It is sometimes rational for a citizen to vote even when his short- 
run costs exceed his short-run returns, because social responsibility 
produces a long-run return.

I. PARTICIPA TION  IN ELECTIO N S W H EN  V O TIN G  IS
COSTLESS

W hen the cost of voting is zero, any return whatsoever, no matter 
how small, makes it rational to vote and irrational to abstain. There
fore, whether abstention is rational depends entirely on the nature of 
the returns from voting.

A. WHY ONLY THOSE CITIZENS WHO ARE INDIFFERENT ABSTAIN

In the last chapter we pointed out that a citizen’s reward for vot
ing correctly consists of his vote value, i.e., his party differential dis
counted to allow for the influence of other voters upon the election’s 
outcome. If the citizen is indifferent among parties, his party dif
ferential is zero, so his vote value must also be zero. It appears that 
he obtains no return from voting unless he prefers one party over 
the others; hence indifferent citizens always abstain.

However, this conclusion is false, because the return from voting 
per se is not the same thing as the return from voting correctly. The 
alternative to voting per se is abstaining; whereas the alternative to 
voting correctly is voting incorrectly—at least so we have viewed it 
in our analysis. But an incorrect vote is still a vote; so if there is any 
gain from voting per se, a man who votes incorrectly procures it, 
though a man who abstains does not.

The advantage of voting per se is that it makes democracy possible. 
If no one votes, then the system collapses because no government is 
chosen. W e assume that the citizens of a democracy subscribe to its 
principles and therefore derive benefits from its continuance; hence
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they do not want it to collapse.1 For this reason they attach value 
to the act of voting per se and receive a return from it.

Paradoxically, the size of this return depends upon the cost of vot
ing. When voting costs are zero, the return from voting per se is 
also zero, but when voting is costly, the return from voting per se 
is positive. The second of these assertions we discuss later; now let 
us examine the first one.2

Democracy cannot operate rationally if everyone is indifferent 
about who wins each election. Of course, not everyone has to have 
a party preference, but someone must if the election is to be a 
meaningful act of choice. Therefore we assume throughout this 
chapter that (1) at least one citizen is not indifferent, (2) no tie 
votes occur, and (3) indifference does not reflect equal disgust with 
the candidates but rather equal satisfaction with them.3

W hen the cost of voting is zero, everyone who is not indifferent 
votes, because his return from doing so, though small, is larger 
than zero. Therefore citizens who are indifferent know that the 
election will work and democracy will continue to function even if 
they abstain. This conclusion holds even when the vast majority of 
the electorate is indifferent; in fact, only one man need vote. The 
parties running still must cater to the interests of the whole elector
ate, because (1) they do not know in advance who will be indifferent 
and (2) once elected, they know that the citizens who were indiffer
ent may vote in the future. Thus parties compete with each other 
to attract the potential votes of men who previously abstained as 
well as the actual votes of those who voted.

As a result, men who are indifferent about who wins have nothing 
to gain from voting, so they abstain. Hence when the cost of voting 
is zero, every citizen who is perfectly indifferent abstains. However,

1 This assumption does not mean that all citizens receive the same benefits 
from democracy, nor does it preclude their opposing the majority on any or all 
issues. Rather it implies that (1) every citizen receives some benefits and there
fore (2 ) the loss he sustains when the majority cause something he dislikes to be 
done is partly offset by the benefit he receives from operation of majority rule 
per se.

2 Since voting costs in reality are never zero, this discussion is merely a pre
liminary to our later analysis.

3 The third assumption is discussed in detail later.



the above reasoning does not apply when voting is costly, as we shall 
see later.

B. THE NATURE OF INDIFFERENCE

In our model, indifferent voters never influence the outcome of 
elections.4 Yet their interests are still catered to by each party, be
cause competition forces parties to seek potential as well as actual 
votes. This fact raises the question of whether indifference has any 
political significance at all.

Indifferent voters are those who cannot see any net difference in 
the utility incomes they expect from each party if it is elected. 
Therefore it seems reasonable a priori that they should have no influ
ence on who wins. However, this conclusion can be questioned on 
two counts.

First, are indifferent voters equally pleased by all parties or equally 
repelled by them? When a large portion of the electorate is indiffer
ent—as often seems to be the case in reality—the rationality of elec
tions as government-selectors depends upon the answer to this ques
tion. If indifference reflects equal disgust with all candidates and a 
strong preference for some noncandidate, the election is bound to 
produce a government repugnant to many citizens. On the other 
hand, if indifference indicates high but equal satisfaction with those 
running, only the citizens who vote against the winner will be 
displeased by the outcome.

Essentially, this argument raises an issue with which we dealt 
briefly in Chapter 8: How are the candidates for each election 
chosen? To avoid discussing it further here, we assume that every 
political viewpoint which has a significant number of supporters is 
represented by some party running in the election. Thus indifference 
in our model is not caused by equal loathing for all the candidates 
but reflects ambivalence of a less pejorative nature.

The second question raised by indifference is whether indifferent

4 This conclusion holds even though some indifferent voters cast ballots when 
voting is costly, since they do so at random and their ballots therefore cancel 
each other. See Section II of this chapter.
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voters really have zero party differentials or merely lack information. 
In the last chapter we saw that most voters do not acquire enough 
information to discover their true preferences, since each knows his 
vote is of small significance. Perhaps a great many voters who are 
not indifferent would cease to be so if they found out their true 
views. However, the cost of information makes further research ir
rational. Since this cost is harder to bear for low-income citizens than 
for high-income ones, the incidence of falsely indifferent voters may 
be higher among the former than among the latter. If so, uncertainty 
imposes a bias on the distribution of political power. It causes a dis
proportionate number of low-income citizens to refrain from influ
encing election outcomes.

The validity of this argument rests upon the following proposition: 
the more information a citizen receives about the policies of each 
party, the less likely he is to be indifferent. Unless this proposition 
is true, there is no reason to believe that men who know their true 
preferences are less likely to be indifferent than those who do not.

In our opinion, the proposition is false. The amount of information 
a man has necessarily affects the confidence with which he holds his 
decisions, but it does not necessarily affect their nature. If everyone 
had 100 percent information, some citizens might still be indifferent.5 
Therefore indifference is not merely an illusion caused by lack of 
data; so we cannot argue a priori that increases in data will tend to 
eliminate it. However, more information does raise the confidence of 
each citizen in his decision, ceteris paribus, because it moves him 
closer to being 100 percent informed. For this reason, the more data 
a man has, the less he must discount his estimated return from voting 
correctly.

* It is conceivable that indifference might not exist in a perfectly informed 
world, but only if preferences are discontinuous. Therefore most economists 
assume indifference is a real state of mind, even though it cannot easily be de
tected in behavior. To show the reasoning behind this view, let us assume that 
a rational consumer faces three bundles of goods: A, B, and C. He prefers A to B 
and B to C. Now assume that bundle A is continuously varied in composition so 
that it gradually comes to resemble bundle C, though in such a way that it is 
never identical to B. Since the consumer prefers it to B at the start and B to it 
at the end, somewhere between, he must be precisely indifferent between it and B: 
so runs the argument. W e accept it.



W hen the cost of voting is zero, it makes no difference how much 
each citizen discounts his estimated party differential as long as the 
rate is less than 100 percent, since even a tiny net return causes him 
to vote. Thus information costs do not increase abstention among 
low-income groups relative to high-income groups. But when voting 
is costly, the fact that poorer citizens cannot afford as much informa
tion as their wealthier neighbors does create a bias. For example, as
sume that the distribution of voting costs and of real voting returns 
is the same for both groups.6 Because less affluent citizens discount 
their returns more, fewer of them will vote. Thus lower confidence 
among low-income groups has no political repercussions when voting 
is costless but becomes quite important when voting costs are intro
duced into the model.

II. PARTICIPA TION  IN ELECTIO N S W H EN  V O TIN G  IS
COSTLY

A. VOTING COSTS AND THEIR BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS

Heretofore we have assumed that voting is a costless act, but this 
assumption is self-contradictory because every act takes time. In 
fact, time is the principal cost of voting: time to register, to discover 
what parties are running, to deliberate, to go to the polls, and to 
mark the ballot. Since time is a scarce resource, voting is inherently 
costly.

This fact alters our previous conclusion that everyone votes if he 
has any party preference at all. When there are costs to voting, they 
may outweigh the returns thereof; hence rational abstention becomes 
possible even for citizens who want a particular party to win. In 
fact, since the returns from voting are often miniscule, even low 
voting costs may cause many partisan citizens to abstain.

The importance of their abstention depends on the effects it has 
upon the distribution of political power. Such effects can stem from 
two sources: (1) biases in the distribution of ability to bear the costs

8 By real returns, we mean those which each citizen would perceive in a per
fectly informed world.
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of voting, and (2) biases in the distribution of high returns from 
voting.

The only direct money costs connected with registering to vote and 
voting are any poll taxes extant and the cost of transportation. 
Ability to bear these costs varies inversely with income, so upper- 
income citizens have an advantage. W here poll taxes do not exist, 
the principal cost of voting is usually the utility income lost by de
voting time to it rather than something else. If the time must be 
taken out of working hours, this cost can be quite high, in which 
case high-income groups again have an advantage. But if the time 
comes during leisure hours, there is no reason to suppose any such 
income-correlated disparity exists.

At first glance, all of these costs may appear trivial, and biases in 
ability to bear them seem irrelevant. However, the returns from vot
ing are usually so low that tiny variations in its cost may have tre
mendous effects on the distribution of political power. This fact ex
plains why such simple practices as holding elections on holidays, 
keeping polls open late, repealing small poll taxes, and providing 
free rides to the polls may strikingly affect election results.

B. THE NATURE, SIZE, AND IMPACT OF THE RETURNS FROM VOTING

The return a citizen receives from voting is compounded of sev
eral factors. The first is the strength of his desire to see one party win 
instead of the others, i.e., the size of his party differential. As we 
pointed out in Chapter 3, party policies determine this factor. A sec
ond factor is the degree to which he discounts his party differential 
to allow for the influence of other voters. In the last chapter we 
showed that this depends upon how close he thinks the election will 
be. These two factors together constitute his vote value.

The third factor is independent of the other two; it is the value of 
voting per se. Although we discussed it briefly earlier in the chapter, 
we must examine it more carefully here because of the vital role it 
plays when voting is costly.

W e assume that everyone in our model world derives utility from 
living in a democracy, as stated previously. When the cost of voting 
is zero, receipt of this utility is not jeopardized by abstention, be



cause only those who are indifferent abstain. But positive voting costs 
alter this situation by causing some men who have definite prefer
ences to abstain also. In fact, since each citizen’s vote value is usu
ally quite small, any cost at all may threaten the political system with 
collapse through lack of participation.

Further analysis is complicated by an oligopoly problem similar to 
that described in Chapter 9. If each partisan voter expects many 
others to vote, his own vote value is tiny; hence it is outweighed by 
a very small cost of voting. The more voters there are who feel this 
way, the smaller is the total vote. But a small total vote raises the 
probability that any one ballot will be decisive; hence the vote value 
of each citizen may rise to a point where it outweighs the cost of 
voting. Therefore citizens who think others expect many to vote will 
themselves expect few to vote, and they will want to be among those 
few.

Each citizen is thus trapped in a maze of conjectural variation. 
The importance of his own vote depends upon how important other 
people think their votes are, which in turn depends on how im
portant he thinks his vote is. He can conclude either that (1) since 
so many others are going to vote, his ballot is not worth casting or 
(2) since most others reason this way, they will abstain and there
fore he should vote. If everyone arrives at the first conclusion, no one 
votes; whereas if everyone arrives at the second conclusion, every 
citizen votes unless he is indifferent.

Both these outcomes are self-defeating. When no one votes, de
mocracy collapses. Yet if everyone who is not indifferent votes, in the 
next election each will abstain, since his ballot had so little effect 
previously (i.e., when everyone voted). Thus if we assume all men 
think alike, democracy seems unable to function rationally. What 
rule can we posit within the framework of our model to show how 
rational men can arrive at different conclusions though viewing the 
same situation?

The answer consists of two parts:

1. Rational men in a democracy are motivated to some extent by a 
sense of social responsibility relatively independent of their own 
short-run gains and losses.
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2. If we view such responsibility as one part of the return from 
voting, it is possible that the cost of voting is outweighed by its 
returns for some but not all rational men.

Let us examine these propositions in order.
One thing that all citizens in our model have in common is the 

desire to see democracy work. Yet if voting costs exist, pursuit of 
short-run rationality can conceivably cause democracy to break down. 
However improbable this outcome may seem, it is so disastrous that 
every citizen is willing to bear at least some cost in order to insure 
himself against it. The more probable it appears, the more cost he is 
willing to bear.

Since voting is one form of insurance against this catastrophe, every 
rational citizen receives some return from voting per se when voting 
is costly. Its magnitude (1) is never zero, (2) varies directly with 
the benefits he gains from democracy, and (3) varies inversely with 
the number of others he expects to vote. The last of these factors 
depends upon the cost of voting and the returns he thinks others 
get from it. Thus we have not completely eliminated the oligopoly 
problem, but we have introduced another factor which tends to off
set its importance.

To show how this factor works, let us approach it from another 
angle. Implicit throughout our study is the following assumption: 
rational men accept limitations on their ability to make short-run 
gains in order to procure greater gains in the long ran. This assump
tion appears in many of the provisions of the constitution stated in 
Chapter 1, and also in the solution to the indivisibility problem 
stated in Chapter 10. The limitations men accept are usually “rules 
of the game” without which no game can be played. Each individual 
knows he can gain at some moments by violating the rules of the 
game, but he also knows that consistent violation by many citizens 
will destroy the game and introduce social chaos. Since he himself 
would be a loser if chaos prevailed, he resists the momentary tempta
tion to let short-run individual rationality triumph over long-run 
individual rationality. Surely, such resistance is rational.

However, it is not uniform for three reasons: (1) the connection 
between a particular violation of the rules and eventual chaos is
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not equally obvious in all cases, (2) some violations lead to dis
orders worse than those caused by other violations, and (3) the im
mediate gains from violation are not always the same. For example, 
the deleterious effects of universal failure to vote are both clearer 
and worse than those of universal failure to become well-informed 
before voting. Similarly, the cost avoided by not paying income tax 
is much larger than that avoided by not voting. For these reasons, 
men can rely on each other to abide by the rules voluntarily to dif
ferent degrees for different rales. In some cases, they have to back 
up the rules with force in order to insure observance.

Participation in elections is one of the rules of the game in a de
mocracy, because without it democracy cannot work. Since the 
consequences of universal failure to vote are both obvious and dis
astrous, and since the cost of voting is small, at least some men can 
rationally be motivated to vote even when their personal gains in the 
short ran are outweighed by their personal costs. However, this con
clusion raises two problems.

The first is the arbitrary nature of assuming that such motivation 
operates in regard to voting but not in regard to other political ac
tions. Why, for instance, are rational men not willing to find their 
true preferences before voting, since they will benefit in the long 
ran from doing so? W e can only answer by pointing to the factors 
mentioned previously: (1) the potential ill effects of not voting are 
worse than those of not becoming informed, (2) the connection be
tween failure to vote and its ill effects is much clearer than that 
between failure to become informed and its ill effects, and (3) the 
cost of voting is lower than the cost of becoming informed.7 Some 
or all of these arguments apply to all other cases of indivisible bene
fits where we have assumed short-run rationality dominant (e.g., 
paying taxes).

A second difficulty is explaining why some men vote and some ab
stain even though all favor democracy and benefit from its con
tinuance. Solving this problem requires the second proposition men

7 In this case, another fact is relevant: voting is a discrete and clearly identi
fiable act; whereas “being well-informed” is a vague state of mind which even 
the individual himself has a hard time recognizing.
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tioned earlier: the returns in fact outweigh the costs for some but 
not for all.

Although the benefits each citizen derives from living in a democ
racy actually accrue to him continuously over time, he can view 
them as a capital sum which pays interest at each election. This pro
cedure is rational because voting is a necessary prerequisite for de
mocracy; hence democracy is in one sense a reward for voting. W e 
call the part of this reward the citizen receives at each election his 
long-run participation value.

Of course, he will actually get this reward even if he himself does 
not vote as long as a sufficient number of other citizens do. But we 
have already shown that he is willing to bear certain short-run costs 
he could avoid in order to do his share in providing long-run benefits. 
The maximum cost he will bear for this reason in any given election 
is that which just offsets his long-run participation value.

Thus the total return which a rational citizen receives from voting 
in a given election consists of his long-run participation value plus 
his vote value. In other words, the reward a man obtains for voting 
depends upon (1) how much he values living in a democracy, (2) 
how much he cares which party wins, (3) how close he thinks the 
election will be, and (4) how many other citizens he thinks will 
vote.8 These four variables insure a relatively wide range of possible 
returns from voting for different individuals. The range of possible 
costs is also wide, as we saw before. Therefore a matching of returns 
and costs can easily result in a mixed outcome—i.e., a large number 
of voters whose returns exceed their costs and a large number of 
abstainers whose costs exceed their returns.

W ithout abandoning our assumption that all men are rational, 
we can thus explain the following phenomena by means of our 
model:

1. Some men abstain all the time, others abstain sometimes, and 
others never abstain.

2. The percentage of the electorate abstaining varies from election 
to election.

8 This list shows clearly the reason why the motive for voting is stronger than 
the motive for becoming well informed. The former encompasses all four factors 
mentioned, while the latter is comprised of only factors (2 ) and (3 ) .



3. Many men who vote do not become well-informed before voting.
4. Only a few men who become well-informed do not vote.

Furthermore, our analysis has isolated several factors upon which 
the incidence of rational abstention depends. Hence it may be use
ful in designing methods of predicting how many voters will ab
stain in a given election.9

C. A REVISED SUMMARY OF HOW RATIONAL CITIZENS DECIDE HOW TO VOTE

The introduction of voting costs into our model forces us to re
vise again the behavior rule first formulated in Chapter 3. In an 
uncertain world, each rational citizen makes his voting decision in 
the following manner:

1. He makes preliminary estimates of his expected party differential, 
the cost of voting, his long-run participation value, and the num
ber of other citizens he believes will vote.

2. If his party differential is zero because all party policies and plat
forms appear identical to him, he weighs his long-run participa
tion value plus the expected value of “change” as opposed to “no 
change" (or vice versa) against the cost of voting.10
a. If returns outweigh costs and he favors “change,” he votes for 

the opposition party. (In a multiparty system, he chooses one 
of the opposition parties at random and votes for it.)

b. If returns outweigh costs and he favors “no change,” he votes 
for the incumbent party. (If  a coalition is in power, he votes 
for one of the parties in it chosen at random.)

c. If costs outweigh returns, he abstains.
3. If his party differentia] is zero because he expects identical utility 

incomes from all parties even though their policies and platforms 
differ, he weighs only his long-run participation value against the 
cost of voting.

8 Needless to say, other authors have pointed out the same factors. For a 
summary analysis of their views and findings, see V. O. Key Jr., Politics, Parties, 
and Pressure Groups (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1953), Chap
ter Nineteen.

10 For an explanation of why he considers "change” as opposed to "no change” 
in this instance, see Chapter 3, part II, c.
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a. If returns outweigh costs, he votes for a party chosen at ran
dom.

b. If costs outweigh returns, he abstains.
4. If his party differential is not zero, he estimates how close the 

election will be and discounts his party differential accordingly. 
(In a multiparty system he also must decide whether his fa
vorite party is hopeless, as described in Chapter 3.)
a. If the discounted party differential plus the long-run participa

tion value exceed the cost of voting, he votes for his favorite 
party (or some other party in certain cases—see Chapter 3).

b. If the sum of these quantities is smaller than the cost of vot
ing, he abstains.

5. Throughout the above processes he procures more information 
about all the entities involved whenever its expected pay-off ex
ceeds its cost. Since this information may alter his estimate of any 
entity, he may shift from one category to another in the midst of 
his deliberations. He votes according to the rules applicable to the 
category he is in on election day.11

D. THE RELATION BETWEEN VOTING BEHAVIOR AND THE DISTRIBUTION 

OF POWER

If we translate the results of the above deliberations into possible 
types of behavior, we discover that citizens in our model can react to 
an election by doing the following things:

1. Voting for their favorite party.
2. Voting for some other party chosen for strategic reasons because 

their favorite party is hopeless.
3. Voting for a party chosen at random.
4. Abstaining.

11 This exceedingly complicated method of deciding how to vote seems to bear 
little resemblance to how men act in the real world. However, except for one 
step, the entire process is necessarily implicit in the behavior of any rational 
voter, even if casual observation fails to confirm this fact. The one step which is 
not necessary is the use of a random mechanism to "break ties” by citizens who 
are indifferent but wish to vote, as in 2a, 2b, and 3a above. The implications of 
this step are discussed in the Appendix to this chapter.



These four types of action do not result in equal influence for the 
citizens who carry them out. Seen as a group, the citizens who vote 
by preference determine the immediate outcome of the election and 
have a strong effect on the long-run development of party policies. 
Citizens who vote randomly exercise only the latter effect, since their 
votes cancel in so far as the immediate outcome is concerned. Citi
zens who abstain also have no influence on who wins the election. 
Thus voting behavior is a crucial determinant of the distribution of 
political power.

There are two reasons to suspect that the proportion of low-income 
citizens who abstain is usually higher than the proportion of high- 
income citizens who do so. First, the cost of voting is harder for 
low-income citizens to bear; therefore, even if returns among high- 
and low-income groups are the same, fewer of the latter vote. Sec
ond, the cost of information is harder for low-income citizens to bear; 
hence more of them are likely to be uncertain because they lack 
information. Since uncertainty reduces the returns from voting, a 
lower proportion of low-income groups would vote even if voting 
costs were equally difficult for everyone to bear.

Because citizens who abstain exercise less influence than those who 
vote, low-income groups in society are likely to have less political 
power than their numbers warrant, and high-income groups more. 
Once again we see that the necessity of bearing economic costs in 
order to act politically biases the distribution of power against citi
zens with low incomes. However, we cannot tell a priori just how 
significant this bias really is. III.

III. SUM M ARY

W hen voting is costless, any return whatsoever makes abstention 
irrational, so everyone who has even a slight party preference votes. 
On the other hand, abstention does not harm those who are indif
ferent because (1) democracy works even if they do not vote and (2) 
parties still cater to their interests so as to get their votes next time. 
Thus there is no return from voting per se, and all indifferent citi
zens abstain.
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W hen voting is costly, its costs may outweigh its returns, so ab- 
stentation can be rational even for citizens with party preferences. In 
fact, the returns from voting are usually so low that even small costs 
may cause many voters to abstain; hence tiny variations in cost can 
sharply redistribute political power.

One of the returns from voting stems from each citizen's realiza
tion that democracy cannot function unless many people vote. This 
return is independent of his short-run gains and losses, but it is not 
very large because the benefits of democracy are indivisible. Never
theless, it helps solve the oligopoly problem voters face, thereby 
preventing universal abstention from paralyzing democracy.

The total return each citizen receives from voting depends upon 
(1) the benefits he gets from democracy, (2 ) how much he wants a 
particular party to win, (3) how close he thinks the election will be, 
and (4) how many other citizens he thinks will vote. These variables 
insure a relatively wide range of possible returns similar to the range 
of voting costs. Thus when citizens balance their costs and returns, 
some vote and others abstain.

However, the abstention rate is higher among low-income citizens 
than among high-income citizens for two reasons. Since the former 
have a harder time paying the cost of voting, it takes higher returns 
to get them to vote. And since they can less easily bear the cost of 
information, they have fewer data and are more uncertain; therefore 
they discount the returns from voting more heavily.

Appendix: T he Possible Existence o f Irrationality in the Model

Throughout this study, we have avoided making arbitrary assump
tions without presenting at least some reasons why they are plau
sible. Therefore we offer this appendix as an apologia for an assump
tion made in this chapter which is arbitrary, but for which we have 
so far given no explanation.

The postulate we are referring to is the following: every citizen 
who wishes to vote but is indifferent about who wins chooses a party 
at random and votes for it. From the point of view of the individual, 
there is no reason why random selection is preferable to certain other
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methods of choice. Since he cannot distinguish between the parties 
on the basis of their policies, he might as well use any other basis 
which pleases him. For instance, he might vote for the party whose 
leader has the most charming personality, or the one whose historic 
heroes appeal to him most, or the one his father voted for. Thus a 
rational man may employ politically irrational mechanisms to decide 
for whom to vote.

Though use of such devices is individually rational, it is socially 
irrational. If indifferent voters do not make voting choices randomly, 
their votes fail to cancel each other; hence men who are indifferent 
about who wins affect the outcome of each election. Not only is this 
arrangement inefficient per se, but also it may have drastic effects on 
party behavior. If  the number of indifferent voters is large, parties 
will plan their actions and statements to influence the nonrational 
mechanisms they think these voters are using. As a result, parties will 
cease devoting all their energies to carrying out their social function, 
which is formulating policies relevant to citizens’ political desires.

Obviously, we have made the assumption of random selection in 
order to avoid this outcome. However, we believe that irrationality 
would not occur to a significant extent in the model even if this 
assumption were dropped. In our opinion, those citizens who are 
interested enough in politics to vote at all almost always have some 
party preference. If this is true, so small a number of rational voters 
are in a position to be influenced by politically irrational factors that 
parties do not exert much energy wooing them. Admittedly, this view 
is merely an opinion.

There are other parts of the analysis where irrational factors might 
conceivably exercise influence, though none are as unequivocal as the 
above. For example, if we count the time it takes to go to the polls 
as a cost of voting, why not count the social prestige received for 
voting as a return? Clearly, society bestows this prestige upon men in 
order to get them to vote; is it not therefore rational for men to seek 
this reward?11

11 A ctually, th e  social prestige conn ected  w ith voting in th e  real world is 
analogous to  th e  long-run participation value in our m o & l. W e  m ay reasonably 
assume th a t citizens o f th e real world are n o t as calcu lating as those in th e m odel. 
T h erefo re  th e leaders o f society arrange to have th em  perceive social responsibility
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As we pointed out in Chapter 1, the difficulty with such arguments 
is that they rationalize everything. If it is rational to vote for prestige, 
why is it not rational to vote so as to please one’s employer or one’s 
sweetheart? Soon all behavior whatsoever becomes rational because 
every act is a means to some end the actor values. To avoid this 
sterile conclusion, we have regarded only actions leading to strictly 
political or economic ends as rational.

in the form of guilt feelings for wrong actions (e.g., not voting) and reward 
feelings for right actions (e.g., voting). These feelings function on an unconscious 
level to achieve the same end that the return for voting per se achieves con
sciously in our model. In a certain sense, therefore, we have already accounted 
for the operation of social prestige in the structure of the model.



Part IV

Derivative Implications and Hypotheses
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A  Comment on Economic 
Theories of Government 
Behavior

Introduction

T h o u g h  few economists have tried to explain 
government behavior as a part of general equilibrium theory, many 
have made normative statements that imply a certain conception of 
government. In this chapter, we examine that conception to see
(1) if it is consistent with the basic axioms of economic theory and
(2) what implications those axioms have for explicit theories of gov
ernment like our own.

Objectives

In this chapter we attempt to prove the following propositions:

1. The conception of government implicit in much of traditional 
economic theory is inconsistent with the axioms that explain 
how the private sector operates.

2. Any attempt to deal with all forms of government by means of a 
single economic theory is bound to be either self-contradictory or 
too general to be meaningful.

279



3. In order to explain government’s role in the economy on either 
a normative or a positive level, economists must take into account 
society’s political constitution; therefore economics and politics 
must be merged into a unified theory of social action.

I. TH E IN CON SISTEN CY O F TRA D ITIO N A L ECON OM IC 
TH EO R IES O F G O V ERN M EN T

A. THE VIEW IMPLICIT IN TRADITIONAL THEORY

Attempts to treat government as an endogenous variable in gen
eral equilibrium theory are extremely scarce, because most theorists 
have followed the classical tradition of considering government as a 
disturbing influence upon the self-regulating private economy.1 
Therefore they regarded it as an exogenous datum rather than an 
intrinsic part of the division of labor. But the crucial role of govern
ment in all fields of economic action has forced economists to make 
statements about its behavior in spite of the dearth of general theories 
concerning it. Particularly in the fields of public finance and welfare 
economics, normative prescriptions abound. If we examine a few of 
them, we discover they nearly all imply a similar conception of the 
proper role of government in the economy.2

These prescriptions are usually made in one of three forms. The 
first is a disguised value judgment in the form of an “if” clause 
positing a goal, and a presumably factual statement describing how 
to reach it. Thus Professor A. P. Lerner says in The Economics of 
Control:

If it is desired to maximize the total satisfaction in a society, the rational 
procedure is to divide income on an equalitarian basis.3

Lerner qualifies this description of “the rational procedure” later in 
his analysis, but he retains the idea that some income should be

1 See Gerhard Colm, Essays in Public Finance and Fiscal Policy (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1955), pp. 6-8.

2 This concurrence does not mean all economists agree upon policy recom
mendations for government action. Rather they agree upon a very broad state
ment of the object of such action: governments should maximize social welfare. 
How this objective is best accomplished is a matter of extreme controversy.

3 Abba P. Lerner, T he Econom ics o f  Control (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1944), p. 32.
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redistributed from rich to poor. Since government is the agency 
which does the redistributing, we may conclude that Lerner believes 
government’s proper function is “to maximize the total satisfaction 
in a society.”

The second type of prescription made about government is an ex
plicit designation of a specific policy goal as “proper” to it. For ex
ample, Adolph Wagner regarded redistribution of income as a duty 
of the state, though he masked this personal opinion as a “demand” 
recognized by "the modern science of economics.” He states that:

T h e  state, by adopting appropriate policies, should remedy evils which 
are not due to its previous action in financial or other m atters. From  this 
. . . demand it follows that . . . taxation, in addition to serving the 
purely financial purpose of providing sufficient revenue, should be em 
ployed for the purpose of bringing about a different distribution of wealth 
from that which would result from the working of free com petition upon 
the basis of the present social order.4
Another such open value judgment is made by Lerner as follows:

[ I t  is] a duty of the governm ent— perhaps even the primary duty of 
the governm ent— to ensure the m aintenance of full em ploym ent.5

Neither of these two kinds of prescription really qualifies as a 
normative theory of government, since the first is not explicit enough 
and the second not general enough. But it is difficult to find overt 
statements of the criteria by which actions proper to government can 
be differentiated from those proper to private agents. One of the 
broadest was made by Hugh Dalton in T he Principles o f Public 
Finance:

M ost of the operations of public finance resolve themselves into a series 
of transfers of purchasing power . . . from certain individuals to public 
authorities, and back again from these authorities, by way of public expen
ditures, to other individuals. . . . As a result of these operations o f public 
finance, changes take place in the am ount and in the nature of the wealth 
which is produced, and in the distribution of that wealth among indi
viduals and classes. Are these changes in their aggregate effects socially 
advantageous? I f  so the operations are justified; if not, not. T h e  best

4 Adolph Wagner, Finanzwissenschaft, Vol. I, Part 27, as quoted in Elmer D. 
Fagan and C. Ward Macy, eds., Public Finance: Selected Readings (New York: 
Longmans, Green and Co., 1936), p. 179.

5 Lemer, op. cit., p. 302.
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system of public finance is that which secures the maximum social ad
vantage from the operations which it conducts.8
A similar statement occurs in Harvey W . Peck’s Taxation and W el
fare:

If  public operation of an enterprise will produce a greater net social 
utility, the services rendered by this enterprise should belong in the 
category of public goods.7
Peck also cites the formulation advanced by Erik Lindahlr

According to Lindahl . . . the production of public goods should be 
carried on to the point where utility is just offset by costs, as is the 
tendency in the private economy, or where the marginal satisfaction is the 
same from both public and private goods.8
These few quotations complete our sample, which, though small, is, 
in our opinion, fairly typical of non-Marxist economists.

Behind all of the prescriptions quoted lurks a single conception of 
government: government is that agency in the division of labor 
which has as its proper function the maximization of social welfare.® 
However, because this conception is almost never formulated quite 
so explicitly, some of its implications have remained unrecognized. 
In particular, government is rarely treated as an integral part of the 
division of labor. The classical tendency to regard it as outside the 
system being analyzed persists even when the analyst recognizes that 
government has a specific function in the economy.

B. THE WEAKNESS OF THIS VIEW

As we pointed out in Chapter 2, every agent in the division of 
labor is assumed to have a private motive as well as a social function. 
This duality springs from the self-interest axiom, which states that, 
in general, men undertake economic activity primarily to further 
their own private aims and only secondarily to provide benefits for

8 Hugh Dalton, T he Principles o f  Public Finance (London: George Routledge 
and Sons, Ltd., 1932), pp. 9-10.

7 Harvey W . Peck, Taxation and W elfare  (New York: The Macmillan Com
pany, 1925), pp. 30-36, as quoted in Harold M. Groves (ed .), Viewpoints in 
Public Finance (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1947), p. 551.

8 Erik Lindahl, Die Cerechtigkeit der Besterung, as cited in Groves, loc. cit.
* Social welfare is here used as a synonym for social utility, satisfaction in a 

society, social advantage, and all other terms referring to the same general idea.



society (i.e., for other m en). From the point of view of society as a 
whole, the object of each man’s action is the discharge of his social 
function. But from his own point of view, he acts to attain his pri
vate ends, which are often unrelated per se to that function. There
fore when we theorize about his behavior, we should not limit our
selves to describing his social function; we should also show how he 
is motivated to carry it out.

Every economist recognizes this state of affairs when he is talking 
about private economic agents. He does not advise monopolistic 
corporations to increase social welfare by cutting prices—and thereby 
reducing their profits. Rather he assumes that the men operating 
them can be reasonably expected to maximize their own profits be
cause they are human. Similarly, he does not advise a labor union 
to quit restricting entry because doing so causes inefficient allocation 
of resources. He might believe that entry should be easier for the 
good of society, but if he sees that union members benefit from 
closed entry, he regards them as acting rationally in their own in
terest.

To remedy such situations, he does not suggest that the men in
volved stop being selfish. Instead he attempts to devise some social 
ordering which benefits society through the very leverage of that 
selfishness. In this sense, the model of perfect competition drawn up 
by welfare economists is a triumph of selfishness. It demonstrates 
how, under certain conditions, society actually gains when men at
tempt to maximize profits and utility.

Economists apply this reasoning to private economic agents not be
cause they are private, but because they are agents. In short, they are 
human, and the realities of human nature must be accounted for in 
any economic analysis. Ipso facto, the same type of reasoning must 
be applied to every institution run by men, i.e., to every agency in 
the division of labor.

However, economic theories of government behavior—in so far as 
they exist—universally fail to assign any motives to the men in gov
ernment. In every one of the quotations we cited, and in almost 
every other similar passage, the theorist discussing government's role 
in society merely describes its proper function. He says nothing
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about the incentives which might cause that function to be carried 
out by the men who ran the government. Yet those incentives are 
vital, because their operation determines in what way the function of 
government is discharged, just as the degree of competition among 
firms determines what goods are produced. As Joseph Schumpeter 
stated in a passage we quoted previously:

It does not follow that the social meaning of a type of activity will 
necessarily provide the motive power, hence the explanation of the latter. 
If it does not, a theory that contents itself with an analysis of the social 
end or need to be served cannot be accepted as an adequate account of the 
activities that serve it.10

True, the economists who commit this error are rarely guilty of 
describing reality inaccurately, because most of their statements are 
normative, not descriptive. Probably not one of them would contend 
that governments in the real world actually maximize social welfare. 
Nevertheless, they make policy prescriptions which assume govern
ments should maximize welfare. But there is little point in advising 
governments to do so, or forming recommendations of action based 
on the supposition that they might, unless there is some reason to 
believe that they will. Otherwise the economists’ advice may very 
well be as useless as telling a profit-maximizing monopolist to sell his 
product at marginal cost so as to benefit society.

C. WHY ECONOMISTS HAVE IGNORED THIS PROBLEM

Most theories in normative economics tacitly assume that govern
ment will in fact maximize welfare once it knows how to do so. In 
our opinion, there are three reasons why economists have ignored the 
problem of government motivation. The first and most obvious is 
that this problem lies more in the realm of politics than of eco
nomics. As economic theorists shifted emphasis from political econ
omy to purely scientific analysis, they directed less and less attention 
to the political aspects of economic problems. Instead they tended to 
leave all quasi-political questions to political scientists and political

10 Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1950), p. 282. Schumpeter is one of the few economists who 
have not ignored this problem.



theorists. Only recently have attempts been made to apply economic 
concepts to these questions.11

Avoidance of political speculation has not prevented many econ
omists from being influenced by the overly abstract conception of 
government formulated by Jean Jacques Rousseau.12 In effect, he 
argued that the government should be merely a device for carrying 
out the will of the people; therefore in theory it has no existence of 
its own apart from that will. Acceptance of this view—even on a 
purely theoretical, normative level—eliminates the need for govern
ment motivation, at least on that level. It amounts to assuming that 
governments are not institutions run by men, but are depersonalized, 
frictionless machines which operate according to mathematical rules; 
e.g., they carry out the "will of the majority.” 13 Being machines, 
they have no private motives. Being frictionless, their particular 
processes of operation do not affect their outputs. Therefore govern-

11 This study is, of course, such an attempt. An example of other similar at
tempts is the application of choice theory as developed in economics to political 
bureaucracies. See Herbert Simon, Administrative Behavior (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1947).

12 See Jean Jacques Rousseau, T he Social Contract, Hafner Library of Classics 
Edition (New York: Hafner Publishing Co., 1948). The phrase used by Rousseau 
is "the general will.” He himself was not guilty of applying this conception of 
government to every political system. In fact, he invented it as an ideal against 
which to contrast existing governments. Responsibility for erroneously broadening 
the application of his ideas rests with those economic theorists who followed the 
reasoning described in the text, though most of them did so unconsciously.

13 Another possible interpretation of Rousseau’s theory is that the government 
consists solely of hired men who carry out the policies ordered by "the will of the 
people.” This argument explains the private motives of the men in government 
quite simply: they obey the commands of the people with precision in order to 
keep their jobs, because the slightest disobedience means immediate dismissal. 
As our whole study shows, this view is incompatible with uncertainty and the 
division of labor. It assumes (1 ) the people as a whole have some will to be 
carried out on every issue, however trivial, and (2 ) that they can communicate 
these myriad wills to their hirelings (the government) without disrupting the per
formance of their own specialized tasks in the division of labor. In other words, 
there is perfect information in the world, no Arrow problems are ever encoun
tered, and the minority always submits gracefully to the majority. The unrealistic 
nature of such reasoning is forcefully demonstrated by Schumpeter, op. ci t .  
Admittedly, the assumption that every large corporation maximizes profits rests 
upon exactly the same type of reasoning, since this assumption does not explain 
how the motives of the corporation’s managers lead them to carry out the desires 
of its stockholders. But the magnitude of the distortion involved is much greater 
on a national scale than within a corporation— so much greater that we will Dot 
discuss this interpretation of government further.
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merits in all societies can be treated by means of the same hypothesis 
regardless of their constitutional structures. This handy theory not 
only eliminates the need for explaining how any one government is 
motivated to perform its function, it also eliminates the need for 
separate theories to explain different forms of government. How 
convenient!

Obviously, no economists believe this “machine” theory accurately 
describes the real world. Nor would many, we presume, accept it as a 
normative standard. Yet that is a direct implication of many of their 
statements—some of which we quoted earlier in this chapter. And 
in so far as such will-of-the-people conceptions of democracy have 
crept into economists’ thinking, their attention has been diverted 
from the need to explain the operation of government as an institu
tion.

The third reason why economists have not discussed government’s 
incentive to maximize social welfare is that they have been unable 
to agree either about what social welfare is or about how to determine 
what it is. Therefore they have concentrated their analysis upon the 
nature of the social welfare function—i.e., the rule for converting in
dividual preferences into social action. Especially since the new wel
fare economists rejected cardinal utility and interpersonal utility 
comparisons, economists have been absorbed by the difficulties of 
rationally deriving a set of social preferences from a population with 
diverse tastes. Until these difficulties were overcome, it hardly seemed 
worthwhile questioning the tacit assumption that government would 
carry out society’s preferences once they were discovered.14 

II. TH E G EN ERA LITY O F TH EO R IES O F G O V ERN M EN T
BEHAVIOR

A. ATTEMPTS TO APPLY ONE THEORY TO ALL GOVERNMENTS

In our opinion, failure to consider government motivation has led 
to a false generality in the theory of government decision-making. 
Even in normative theory, the premise that government acts to maxi-

14 Kenneth Arrow has proved that the difficulties involved cannot be overcome 
without some rather restrictive assumptions about individual preferences. See 
Chapter 4 of this study and Kenneth J. Arrow, Social C hoice and Individual 
Values (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1951).



mize social welfare means, in essence, that the men who run it are 
perfect altruists in so far as their productive actions are concerned. 
They alone, among all the men in society, have no private motives 
other than discharging their social function. Therefore the nature of 
that function can be considered apart from the way the division of 
labor is organized to carry it out.

This disembodiment of government’s proper function from its in
stitutional framework means all governments can be looked at from 
the same point of view, as we mentioned earlier. Since by nature 
each has general power in its society, its function presumably con
cerns the general welfare.15 Therefore we can postulate that the 
proper function of every government is to maximize social welfare. 
Such reasoning culminates in the use of a single theory to deal with 
all governments, whether they are democratic, totalitarian, aristo
cratic, or monarchist in form. This conclusion seems to be implied 
by a great many economic theorists who discuss the policies proper 
to government without reference to the political structure of the so
ciety involved.

In some cases, specific arguments are advanced which seemingly 
justify the view that governments—in democracies, at least—are 
altruistic even though private citizens are not. For example, E. R. A. 
Seligman states:

An individual, associated with other individuals in a cooperative group, 
private or public, becom es at once by th e mere fact of association 
som ething different from his form er self. H is special separate wants are 
transmuted into com m on wants. . . . T h e  subject o f fiscal science . . . 
consists of the fiscal relations of the m em bers o f the state. T hese fiscal 
relations are not those of individuals as such, but o f individuals in their 
political or public capacity.16
Here Seligman implies that the criteria people apply to choices con
cerning government action are different from the ones they apply to 
private choices in the market. But this type of argument is irrelevant 
to the problem of government motivation. Even if every citizen in a

15 By general power, we mean a unilateral ability to coerce all other men or 
organizations in society. See Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion of the 
nature of government.

16 E. R. A. Seligman, “The Social Theory of Fiscal Science,” Political Science 
Quarterly, X L I (1 9 2 6 ), as quoted in Groves, op. cit., p. 4.
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democracy sets aside his own special interests when thinking po
litically, so that decisions arrived at collectively are truly aimed at 
maximizing social welfare (assuming this process can be defined), 
there is no reason to assume a priori that the men who run the gov
erning apparatus always carry out the policies citizens choose. W e 
must explain why those men discharge this function in terms of their 
own private interests, as we noted in Chapter 2.

The only alternatives are (1) to assume that the men who run 
governments are perfectly altruistic in their roles as producers or (2) 
to treat government as a machine that carries out the will of the 
people rather than an institution run by men. As we have shown, 
both of these views are inconsistent with the axioms that explain 
how all other economic agents in society operate. Therefore we re
ject them as justifications for using the same theory to explain gov
ernment action in all societies, even on a normative level.

One other such justification remains. It states that the only way in 
which various forms of government differ is that each maximizes the 
welfare of a different portion of society. According to this view, a 
democratic government and a communist government face the same 
conceptual problems and handle them in the same way, but indi
vidual preferences are weighted differently in their social welfare 
functions. In a democracy, everyone’s preferences receive the same 
weight; whereas in a communist state, the preferences of Politburo 
members are weighted much more heavily than those of nonmem
bers. But the problem of maximizing social welfare, given individual 
preferences and their weights, is the same in every society and is 
handled in essentially the same manner.

This type of thinking is exemplified by Abram Bergson’s descrip 
tion of the operation of a socialist economy. Bergson says:

Interest has focused recently on the variants of this case [the case of 
full consumers’ sovereignty] that arise where the Board itself undertakes 
to determine, to a greater or less extent, what is good for consumers and 
allocates resources on this basis. . . .  If the decision is in favor of con
sumers’ sovereignty, . . .  the welfare of the community . . .  is constant, 
increases, or decreases, according to whether the utilities of the individual 
households are constant, increase or decrease. If the decision is against 
consumers' sovereignty, the welfare function must be expressed by a



formula in which the Board’s own preference scales are substituted for 
the utility functions of the individual households.17

At another point, Bergson remarks:

T h e  case where consum ers’ sovereignty is abandoned or modified . . . 
is readily disposed of. All that needs to be done is to rephrase the pre
ceding argum ent to take into account the fact that the pertinent marginal 
rates of substitution are those decided on by the Board rather than by 
individual households.18

In these passages, Bergson is discussing the problems facing a Cen
tral Planning Board which has as its social function the attainment of 
an optimal allocation of resources in the economy. Behind his reason
ing are two tacit assumptions: (1) the Board pursues its social func
tion with equal zeal regardless of whether the preferences it is serving 
are those of its own members or those of consumers at large, and (2) 
in the case of consumers’ sovereignty, the Board’s attempts to maxi
mize the welfare of individual households are equally fervent regard
less of the political system extant in the socialist state. In other 
words, the Planning Board consists of a group of altruists whose 
only private end is to cany out their social function in the division 
of labor. Again we encounter the fallacy of a government run by com
pletely unselfish men.

True, Bergson points out that “in the real world the question of 
comparative efficiency cannot be divorced altogether from questions 
of politics.” 19 But in his analysis, he divorces them. Of course, we 
cannot expect Bergson or any other economist to specify a complete 
political theory every time he mentions government action. Neverthe
less, it is unreasonable for any economist to set forth a whole theory 
of government behavior without treating government as a part of 
the division of labor, i.e., without showing how the private motives 
of its members influence their actions. Therefore the economic theory 
of government action—even on a normative level—is simultaneously

17 Abram Bergson (Burk), “Socialist Economics,” in A Survey o f  Contemporary  
Economics, ed. by Howard Ellis (Philadelphia: Th e Blakiston Company, 1949),
I, 414, 418.

18 Ibid., pp. 423-424.
19 Ibid., p. 448.
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a political theory, and cannot be based on purely economic con
siderations.

B. WHY MANY THEORIES ARE NECESSARY

Because every government is run by men, and because all men 
must be privately motivated to carry out their social functions, the 
structural relation between the function of government and the 
motives of those who run it is a crucial determinant of its behavior. 
This relation is, in essence, the political constitution of society.20 It 
determines the effective relationship between the government and 
the governed (i.e., the rest of society) whether the latter have a 
direct voice in choosing the former or not. In other words, the con
stitution specifies the contents of the social welfare function, because 
it provides a rule for transforming individual preferences into social 
action.

Since constitutions vary widely, this rule is not the same in every 
society. The behavior of government in a democracy containing 
many competing parties is bound to differ from the behavior of a 
government in a one-party totalitarian state. Nor can this disparity 
be expressed merely as a different weighting of some general welfare 
function. In this case, the very processes of social action are so un
like that any theory which tries to encompass both of them must be 
either self-contradictory or too general to be meaningful.

To avoid this dilemma, economists must formulate a different 
theory of government behavior for each different institutional struc
ture of government. The need for such diversity in descriptive theory 
is already recognized. But theorists cannot even make normative pre
scriptions intelligently unless they take into account the peculiar 
qualities of the government they are advising. In fact, a normative 
economist seeking to discover the type of social organization most 
likely to achieve a given set of goals may have to consider both po
litical and economic arrangements as variables. This is particularly

ao By political constitution, we mean the actual institutional structure of gov
ernment rather than the documents upon which this structure is based.
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likely if the goals in question require specific government action for 
their fulfillment. Thus on both positive and normative planes, eco
nomics and politics merge into a unified theory.

It is important to point out four things this conclusion does not 
imply. First, it does not mean that economic theories of government 
can have no common elements. On the contrary, they must all have 
an identical core of axioms, just as monopoly theory and competitive 
theory both assume maximization of profits and of utility for produc
ers and consumers respectively. Every economic theory of govern
ment must assume that the governors carry out their social func
tion primarily in order to attain their private ends. Furthermore, 
those ends are probably the same in all societies: power, prestige, in
come, and the excitement of the political game. Only the particular 
manner in which government is organized, which partly determines 
its social function, differs from one society to another.

Second, we do not mean to imply that every economist must also 
be a political theorist. W hen discussing a particular society, the 
economist can take its political structure as given and focus his atten
tion on purely economic issues. However, in doing so, he must not 
assume—either tacitly or explicitly—that government will auto
matically carry out whatever function he deems proper for it. If he is 
dealing with government on a descriptive level, he must take into 
account the motives of its operators and the nature of its structure. 
And when he deals with it on a prescriptive plane, he must not as
sign it a social function inconsistent with those motives and that 
structure, unless he is deliberately advising a change in society’s 
political constitution.

Third, our insistence on the importance of self-interest in govern
ment action precludes neither individual charity and selflessness nor 
institutionalized efficiency at serving others. As we pointed out in 
Chapter 2, true altruism is an important force in society and must 
not be underestimated. But economists from Aristotle to Zeuthen 
have assumed that men carry out their roles in the division of labor 
as a means of serving their own self-interests. W e are merely request
ing that government be recognized as a part of the division of labor.
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Furthermore, we do not rule out the possibility that self-interest 
among the governors may take such forms as competition for the best 
reputation for service, or striving for professional status by means 
of excellent work. Thus self-interest may be a far cry from a simple 
desire for high income or sweeping power; its forms may even be 
highly beneficial to society. All we ask is that the role of self-interest 
be illumined so that government may come down from more 
ethereal—and less realistic—realms and take its place in economic 
theories as a human agency.

Finally, making government an endogenous variable in economic 
models does not eliminate the possibility of using government ac
tions as corrective measures in the economy. At present, economists 
regard the behavior of consumers and producers as determined by 
their own self-interests and technological conditions. If  the results of 
this behavior are ethically or economically unsatisfactory, then gov
ernment can be used as a tool to set things right by intervening in 
the free market. At first glance, this freedom of government to act 
altruistically upon self-interested private agents seems to be obliter
ated by making the government self-interested too. If government’s 
own actions are determined by the private motives of the men who 
run it, then are not all actions in society determined by a set of 
simultaneous equations based on self-interest? If so, what room is 
there for policy recommendations at all?

In a democracy, we can see the answer at once from our own 
model. In the first place, if our hypothesis is correct, the men in 
government achieve their own goals by carrying out those govern
ment actions which most please voters, just as entrepreneurs make 
profits by producing things people want. Therefore policy recom
mendations can have results by either (1) changing voters’ ideas 
about what is desirable (i.e., altering their political tastes) or (2) 
changing the government’s views about how best to please voters. 
Second, uncertainty is so great in the real world that government 
does not know what voters' goals are or how best to achieve them. 
Hence its actions are not rigidly determined by a vote function, any 
more than the actions of oligopolists are precisely determined by a
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demand function. There is plenty of room for choice, so political 
parties are willing to listen to policy advice and often adopt it. Vot
ers are similarly confused and open to suggestions. Hence normative 
recommendations are by no means futile, even though self-interest is 
the chief motive for all social action.

Exactly how such recommendations might become effective in 
nondemocratic societies we cannot say. That question must remain 
unanswered until someone produces a theory explaining the relation 
between the incentives and the functions of the men who govern 
each type of nondemocratic society.

III. SUM MARY

Though explicit theories of government behavior are rare in eco
nomics, the remarks of several normative theorists reveal a common 
supposition that government’s proper function is the maximization 
of social welfare. However, these theorists do not explain how the 
men who run governments are motivated to carry out this function. 
Thus they fail to apply the self-interest axiom to governments, al
though it is the foundation of analysis concerning private economic 
agents.

This inconsistency was probably caused by three factors: (1) 
economists left the explanation of government’s motives to political 
theorists, (2) Rousseau’s ideas fostered the view that governments 
in a democracy have no real existence apart from the “will of the 
people,” and (3) economists have concentrated their attention upon 
the problems of defining social welfare.

The result of this failing is an unconscious assumption that all 
governments are run by altruists; therefore they can be treated by 
one theory regardless of their political forms. But whether or not 
the men in government will act so as to maximize the welfare of 
everyone in society, or of any particular group, depends upon how 
their motives are related to such maximization institutionally in the 
division of labor. Therefore the political structure of each society 
determines how government can be expected to behave therein.
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Since such structures differ, several theories are necessary to explain 
government’s economic acts in various systems.

Thus in both normative and positive economics, theorizing about 
government action requires the use of political axioms. Economists 
must develop models which unify politics and economics, as we have 
done in this study.



16
Testable Propositions 
Derived from the Theory

Introduction

W e  HAVE now completed the main purpose of 
our study: to propose a theory of democratic government decision
making and to explore its major ramifications in a rational but un
certain world. There is no need for us to recapitulate our conclusions, 
because we have already highlighted them in the "Objectives" and 
"Summary” sections of each chapter. Therefore we devote this final 
chapter to a list of empirically testable propositions derived from our 
basic hypotheses.

I. TH E BASIC HYPOTH ESES AND T H E IR  
IN TERRELA TION SH IP

Our main thesis is that parties in democratic politics are analogous 
to entrepreneurs in a profit-seeking economy. So as to attain their 
private ends, they formulate whatever policies they believe will gain 
the most votes, just as entrepreneurs produce whatever products they 
believe will gain the most profits for the same reason. In order to ex
amine the implications of this thesis, we have also assumed that citi-
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zens behave rationally in politics. This premise is itself a second 
major hypothesis. Therefore two sets of testable propositions emerge 
from our study—one set derived from each major hypothesis.

Furthermore, these two sets are not entirely independent of each 
other, because the assumption that citizens behave rationally is im
plicit in some of the conclusions drawn from the hypothesis about 
party motivation. As a result, if the evidence contradicts certain 
propositions it is not possible to tell which basic hypothesis is at fault.

For example, the reasoning in Chapter 7 leads to the following 
conclusion: if voters behave rationally, vote-maximizing parties will 
be relatively honest about keeping their promises when elected, and 
their policies will be relatively consistent over time. Let us assume 
that the available evidence proves beyond doubt that parties are 
neither honest nor consistent. Clearly, at least one of the hypotheses 
is impugned by this outcome, but which one? W e cannot tell 
whether voters are not rational, or parties do not act to maximize 
votes, or both.

This difficulty frequently arises; hence testing the theory is not as 
simple as it might at first seem. However, since most of the proposi
tions derived from the rationality hypothesis are independent of the 
party-motivation thesis, the former can be tested directly without 
such ambiguous results.

II. SPEC IFIC  TESTA BLE PROPOSITIONS

A. DEDUCTIONS FROM THE PARTY-MOTIVATION HYPOTHESIS

The following testable propositions are derived from the hypothe
sis that political parties in a democracy plan their policies so as to 
maximize votes:

Proposition 1: Party members have as their chief motivation the 
desire to obtain the intrinsic rewards of holding office; therefore 
they formulate policies as means to holding office rather than 
seeking office in order to carry out preconceived policies. (Derived 
from Chapter 2.)
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Proposition 2: Both parties in a two-party system agree on any 
issues that a majority of citizens strongly favor. (Derived from 
Chapter 4.)

Proposition 3: In a two-party system, party policies are (a) more 
vague, (b) more similar to those of other parties, and (c) less 
directly linked to an ideology than in a multiparty system. (De
rived from Chapter 8.)

Proposition 4: In a multiparty system governed by a coalition, the 
government takes less effective action to solve basic social prob
lems, and its policies are less integrated and consistent, than in a 
two-party system. (Derived from Chapter 9.)

Proposition 5: New parties arise when either (a) a change in suf
frage laws sharply alters the distribution of citizens along the po
litical scale, (b) there is a sudden change in the electorate’s social 
outlook because of some upheaval such as war, revolution, infla
tion, or depression, or (c) in a two-party system, one of the parties 
takes a moderate stand on an issue and its radical members or
ganize a splinter-party to force it back towards a more extreme 
position. (Derived from Chapter 8.)

Proposition 6: Democratic governments tend to redistribute in
come from the rich to the poor.1 (Derived from Chapter 10.) 

Proposition 7: Democratic governments tend to favor producers 
more than consumers in their actions. (Derived from Chapter 13.)

B. DEDUCTIONS FROM THE CITIZEN-RATIONALITY HYPOTHESIS

The following testable propositions are derived from the hypothe
sis that every citizen rationally attempts to maximize his utility in
come, including that portion of it derived from government activity:

1 See R. A. Musgrave, J. J. Carroll, L. D. Cook, and L. Frane, “Distribution 
of Tax Payments by Income Groups: A Case Study for 1948,” National Tax 
Journal, IV  (March, 1951), 1-53; and Alan Peacock and P. R. Browning, “The 
Social Services in Great Britain and the Redistribution of Income,” Incom e R e
distribution and Social Policy (London: Jonathan Cape, 1954). Since the former 
study covers only taxation, estimates of expenditure distribution would have to be 
added to test Proposition 6. The latter study considers both expenditure and 
taxation and is therefore adequate in itself for testing this corollary. Its findings 
support our hypothesis.
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Proposition 8: Among citizens who decide how to vote on the basis 
of issues, the records of each party (especially the incumbents) 
during the election period just ending are more important to their 
decisions than party promises about the future.2 (Derived from 
Chapter 3.)

Proposition 9: Under certain circumstances, a rational man votes 
for a party other than the one he would most prefer to see in of
fice. (Derived from Chapter 3.)

Proposition 10: Rational men may vote for a hopeless party if (a) 
they are future oriented and the party's hopelessness is relatively 
new, or (b) they hope to influence another party’s platform by so 
doing. (Derived from Chapter 3.)

Proposition 11: Many citizens who vote and consider voting im
portant are nevertheless not well-informed on the issues involved 
in the election.3 (Derived from Chapters 6 and 13.)

Proposition 12: Because nearly every citizen realizes his vote is not 
decisive in each election, the incentive of most citizens to acquire 
information before voting is very small.4 (Derived from Chapter 
13.)

Proposition 13: A large percentage of citizens—including voters— 
do not become informed to any significant degree on the issues 
involved in elections, even if they believe the outcomes to be im
portant.5 (Derived from Chapter 14.)
2  Not all rational citizens make voting decisions on the basis o f  issues. As we 

pointed out earlier, some rational men habitually vote for the same party, others 
vote by means of ideologies, and still others never vote. On the other hand, not 
all men who behave thus are rational. See Chapters 6 and 7 for an explanation 
of when ignoring issues is rational.

3 The following studies contain material relevant to this proposition and many 
of the others mentioned later: E . Katz and P. F. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence 
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1955); Angus Campbell and Robert L. Kahn, 
T he People E lect a President (Ann Arbor: Survey Research Center, Institute for 
Social Research, 1952); Bernard Berelson, "Democratic Theory and Public 
Opinion,” T he Public Opinion Quarterly, X V I (Fall, 1952), 313-330; P. F. 
Lazarsfeld, B. Berelson, and H. Gaudet, T he People's C hoice  (New York: Colum
bia University Press, 1948); B. Berelson, P. F . Lazarsfeld, and W . N. McPhee, 
Voting (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954); and Seymour Lipset, 
P. F. Lazarsfeld, Allen H. Barton, and Juan Linz, "T he Psychology of Voting: 
An Analysis of Political Behavior,” H andbook o f  Social Psychology, ed. by Gard
ner Lindzey (Cambridge, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 
1954), II, 1124-1175.

4 See the studies cited in footnote 3 above.
5 See the studies cited in footnote 3 above.
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Proposition 14: The citizens who are best informed on any spe
cific issue are those whose income is directly affected by it, i.e., 
who earn their incomes in the policy area it concerns. (Derived 
from Chapter 13.)

Proposition 15: Citizens who are well-informed on issues that af
fect them as income-earners are probably not equally well-in
formed on issues that affect them as consumers. (Derived from 
Chapter 13.)

Proposition 16: Citizens who have definite party preferences are 
more likely to vote than those who cannot see much net difference 
between parties.6 (Derived from Chapters 3 and 6.)

Proposition 17: Many citizens delegate even the evaluative steps in 
voting to others and follow the advice of those others in casting 
their ballots.6 7 8 9 (Derived from Chapter 12.)

Proposition 18: Citizens of a democracy obtain a return from vot
ing per se even if they do not care who wins the particular election 
in question. (Derived from Chapter 14.)

Proposition 19: The percentage of low-income citizens who abstain 
in elections is higher than the percentage of high-income citizens 
who abstain, ceteris paribus.8 (Derived from Chapter 14.)

Proposition 20: If proposition 19 is true, the reasons for higher 
abstention among low-income classes are (a) greater uncertainty 
caused by the inability to bear information costs and (b) more 
difficulty bearing voting costs. (Derived from Chapter 14.)

Proposition 21: W hen voting costs are reduced substantially, par
ticipation in elections increases greatly. (Derived from Chapter 
14.)

Proposition 22: Citizens who are exposed to information chosen 
by means of nonhomogeneous selection principles tend to abstain 
from voting more than those whose information comes from 
sources with homogeneous principles.9 (Derived from Chapter 
12. )

6 See the studies cited in footnote 3 above.
7 See the studies cited in footnote 3 above.
8 See the studies cited in footnote 3 above.
9 See Lipset, Lazarsfeld, Barton, and Linz, op. cit. Actually, since our analysis

in Chapter 12 was partly designed to suit the conclusions reached in the study
here cited, that study does not constitute a fair test for Proposition 22.
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C. DEDUCTIONS FROM BOTH HYPOTHESES

The following testable propositions are derived from both of the 
hypotheses previously described:

Proposition 23: Political parties tend to carry out as many of their 
promises as they can whenever they are elected. (Derived from 
Chapter 7.)

Proposition 24: Political parties tend to maintain ideological posi
tions that are consistent over time unless they suffer drastic de
feats, in which case they change their ideologies to resemble that 
of the party which defeated them. (Derived from Chapter 7.) 

Proposition 25: In systems usually governed by coalitions, most citi
zens do not vote as though elections were government-selection 
mechanisms. (Derived from Chapter 9.)

III. SUMMARY

Two major hypotheses are explicitly developed in our study: the 
theory that parties act to maximize votes, and the postulate that citi
zens behave rationally in politics. Though sometimes the explication 
of the first is dependent upon the second, each leads to a set of 
propositions which can be tested empirically. W e have listed these 
propositions and cited any reference we know relevant to testing 
them.
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